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Board of Fisheries

RE: PWS Salmon comments

Dear Sirs:

Boards Support 907-267-2489 p. 1

I have fished in the Salmon. Drift Gillnet fishery in PWS since 1981 and would like to express my appreciation for
the hard work of the Board on addressing the various proposals before you this cycle.

The falleming are my comments on proposals affecting salmon fishing in PVVS.

Prop 62: Support

Gear conflicts in the Eshamy district has become a large problem. 50 much so that I refused to fish that district
in 08. There is so much set net gear deployed (anchor bUOyS and lines) that it is nearly impossible for a drift gill
netter to get access to the beach in the entire district.

Prop 63: Sqpport

Same rationale as above

Prop 64: Support

This would be one way to allow some beach access to the drift fleet

Prop 65: Oppose

Does not allow drift fleet to fish between set net sites legally

Prop 66: Oppose

Similar to 65

Prop 67: Support

Needed language change

Prop 68: Oppose

If I understand this correctly, the proposal Is to alternate openings so the drift fleet would fish one day and the
set-net fleet the next. This may be acceptable if the set-net fleet is held to a 5% cap and then closed down for
the season after they have reached their cap.

Prop 69 & 70: Oppose

Using Chalmers as a "piggy bank" was the solution agreed upon at the last BOF meeting. Beaver Nelson's
proposal to take more from pink cost recovery looks like it would resolve the Issue to some degree and allow the
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September 30. 2008

p.2

seine fleet to continue to have access to Chalmers, however, it Is still an unfair solution for the gillnet fleet since
longer fishery closures during pink season to allow for additional cost recovery would also take away fishing
opportunity from the gillnet fleet during the pink season. (Prior to 08 this would not have been a consideration,
but with .40 Ib pinks a significant gillnet fleet is now fishing for them.)

Prop 71-74: Oppose

If the intent of these proposals is to only harvest pink and red salmon that the gillnet fleet is not harvesting, then
perhaps, the department could allow for emergency ordered fISheries in a small Terminal Harvest area close to
Coghill River. Anything else would be a reallocation of fish away from the Drift fleet and would further skew the
imbalance in the allocation.

Prop 75: Support

Since both the Seine and Drift fleets are regulated to a % of enhanced fish it only makes sense that the Set-net
fleet would be too.

Prop 76: Oppose

I am not sure wtly a Seiner made this proposal since fishing every other day would harm the Seine fleet more
then the Gillnet fleet. I feel like getting fishing opportunity every day is still the best plan.

Prop 77: Support

This is the Departments preference for managing the fIShery and it reflects a realistic date where the traditional
shift from pinks to cohos occurs.

Prop 78 & 79: Oppose

Both these proposals go completely opposite from the long term % in the allocation plan. See Prop 75.

Prop 80: Support

Another useful tool to keep the allocation % within the correct parameters.

Prop 81: Oppose

Where is the science that proves our Chum production is harmful?

Prop 82: Support

Seems reasonable and a safety issue

Prop 83-85: Support

Seem like reasonable gear changes with little harm or downside.

Prop 86: Oppose

Sincerely,

Ron Thomson
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BOARDS SUPPORTS SECTION

ADFG P.O.BOX 115526
JUNEAU, AK. 99811-5526. REI"':: ..

THESE ARE MY COMMENTS ON THE FOLLOWING~>c,/vED
PROPOSALS UL' Ul20(}H'

80ARDS
PROPOSAL # 1== WE STRONGLY SUPPORT
We have always maintain that we were subsistence
users. In 2003 the BOF at a meeting in Cordova
reclassified us as Personal Use which was wrong. We
strongly support the proposal by the Fairbanks Adv.
Committee as we have always maintain we were under
subsistence protection from the commercial fishery

PROPOSAL # 2==WE APPOSE
We do not support the taking of sportfish for subsistence
other then salmon & whitefish.

PROPOSAL # 3==WE APPOSE
We do not support the opening of CROSSWIND LAKE to
taking of fish other then LAKE TROUT the taking of
spawning SOCKEYE SALMON or other fish is not
needed for subsistence.

PROPOSAL # 4==WE SUPPORT
We do not support the use of gillnet fishery in the Copper
River Delta for the taking of Chinook salmon under liberal
subsistence guidelines.

PROPOSAL # 8--APPOSE
This would only take King Salmon that need to go the
farthest up the rivers to spawn and also provide
subsistence salmon for up river people.. Commercial
fishing season does not usually open till around May 15
and there are some restriction inside the barrier islands.
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PROPSAL # 9== APPOSE Page 2 of 4
For the same comments under proposal # 8.

PROPOSAL # 18==APPOSE
In the Dip net fishery there is no way to make a daily
report. Weekly aerial survey could not be done due to
weather conduction which may muddy the water.

PROPOSAL # 22 WE SUPPORT
As per remarks under "ISSUE" on this proposal.

PROPOSAL # 23==WE SUPPORT
As per remarks under "ISSUE" on this proposal

PROPOSAL # 24== WE APPOSE
If a number of fish go by the counter are enough to
support this fishery they need to be able to keep fishing
to put fish on the table of the people who depend on this
fishery. If enough fish go by the counter to support a
supplemental fishery then the dip netters should be
aloud to fish.

PROPOSAL # 25==WE SUPPORT
The dipnetters have went from a 40 Chinook limit to a
limit of ONE (1) CHINOOK SALMON we have tried to
raise the limit a number of times and this proposal
makes good since

PROPOSAL # 26==We Appose
There is no need to put a restriction on the charter boats
as the fisherman has to report the number of fish he has
taken and what means by which he has taken the fish is
not important

PROPOSAL # 81 SUPPORT
As per comments in the ISSUE of the proposal.
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Page 3 of 4PROPOSAL#107==SUPPORT
As per ISSUE as in the Proposal

PROPOSAL # 108== SUPPORT
As per comments in the ISSUE of this proposal.

PROPOSAL # 109==SUPPORT
As per comments in the ISSUE of this proposal

PROPOSAL # 111 ==SUPPORT
This is required in all other sport fishing areas and also
the comments in the ISSUE of this proposal

PROPOSAL # 112==APPOSE
This goes against the catch & reless whitch is practise in
other fishing areas. If you fish in the tributaries of the
Copper River you are done fishing after hooking a fish
unless he throws the hook or brakes your line. Most
people have come a long ways to only be able to catch
one fish.

PROPOSAL # 113=-APPOSE
There is no biological reason to stop power boats from
fishing 7 days a week.

PROPOSAL # 119==SUPPORT
As per comments in the ISSUE of this proposal & in the
Personal Use we are only aloud ONE CHINOOK Salmon
per year.

PROPOSAL # 121 ==SUPPORT
As per comments in this ISSUE of this proposal

PROPOSAL # 126==SUPPORT
As per comments in the ISSUE of this Proposal
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PROPOSAL # 128==SUPPORT Page 4 of 4
As per comments in "WILL THE QUALITY-----BE
IMPROVED

PROPOSAL # 129==SUPPORT
As per comments in the ISSUE of this Proposal

PROPOSAL # 131==SUPPORT
As per comments in the ISSUE of this Proposal

PROPOSAL # 132==APPOSE
This closer to the Commerical fisheries was to allow
more Chinook Salmon to get into the Copper River as
the early run of Chinook Salmon are going the farthest
up the rivers.

Thank You

Byron W. Haley Pres.
Chitin Dip netters Association
1992 Pioneer Road
Fairbanks, AK. 99701-2818
Phone (907) 456-4426
E-Mail<bwhaley4@gci.net>
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Darrell Kapp
338 Bayside Rd. Bellingham, WA 98225

(360)733-5455 (360)961-5706 Kapp D@msn.com

To: Alaska Board ofFisheries
Mr. Mel Morris, Chair
Mr. Jim Marcotte, Executive Director
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

RECErVED

CJ:'D 2Q2008
t"","~l \#

BOARDS

Re: Support Documentation for Restructuring Proposal
Restructuring Proposal 86 - 5AAC39.117 Vessel Length

Dear Mr. Chairman, Director, and Board Members,

The following information is supporting proposal 86 which seeks to repeal the 58 foot
salmon seine vessel length limit.

Included is a completed restructuring proposal form along with a document outlining the
history of the regulation and examining the current need for it.

If you need any further information or clarification of this proposal please feel free to
contact me.

Regards,

~.
Darrell Kapp

,
"
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Alaska Board of Fisheries
Restructuring Proposal 86 - 5AAC39.117 Vessel length

Proposal #86 seeks to repeal the 58 foot limit for salmon seine vessels in Alaska.
This regulation has been in effect for a long time and a debate should be
promoted to determine if it still necessary today.

(9 What was the intention when this regulation was enacted?
" Did the regulation accomplish the intended purpose?
• Is the rule still serving the needs of the salmon seine fishery in Alaska?
1& If the rule no longer serves a purpose, why is it still part of Alaska's

regulation?
In order to answer these questions the history of the law was examined and
yielded some very interesting things.

The History of Alaska's "58 foot law"
Alaska fisheries, before statehood, were controlled and regulated by the federal
government through the Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Office. The
regulations were promulgated from Washington DC, released in brief form, and
issued in March or May for that year's fishery. Reviewing the years from 1923
through 1960, a year after Statehood, several references to limiting salmon
fishing vessels to length were located.
The Department of Interior established a length limit of 50 feet for salmon seine
boats in Alaska. This may have began in 1939 because older generation
fishermen remember boats were cut down in length (10ft off the bow or stern
and/or rudders slanted forward) in 1939.
The following paragraph was taken from the regulations of March 9, 1959,
Department of The Interior, Office of the Secretary:

"The regulations retain the "status quo" in regard to several issues debated at length by the various
segments ofthe industry. No change is provided in the 50-foot limit on salmon purse seine vessels long in
effect in most areas ofAlaska."

The regulation was a 50 ft length limit because a standard measurement was
needed. Federal measurement of vessels was not overall length. The 50 feet
was measured by the distance on the tonnage deck, from the forward part of the
rudder post, intersecting with the deck tonnage line to the rabbit line of the
planking at the stem.

Before statehood salmon fish traps were prevalent in most areas of Alaska (traps
were not north of the Alaska Peninsula). These traps, although said to be owned
individually at first, were controlled by "lower 48" companies. Two companies,
Alaska Packers Association (APA) and Pacific American Fisheries (PAF), were
the largest trap owners. These companies were a major influence to the fishery
regulations proposed each year in Washington DC and used regulation to protect
their trap operations. Washington State had two very powerful Senators, Warren
G. Magnusson and Henry M. Jackson, who looked out for their constituents.
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Salmon seiners produced fish during this time but were not as efficient as traps.
In reality the companies did not want seine boats to be successful and diminish
the production of the fish traps they controlled. Keeping a length limit on the
seine vessel kept the traps importance.

Alaska, upon statehood in 1959, adopted the 50 foot measurement from the
Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Office. Alaska later added 58 foot
overall measurement and then clarified that description excluding the anchor
roller extension. These regulations were legislative as will as Board regulations.
The State Legislators in 2003 said the Board of Fisheries can regulate the length
of vessels in fisheries and abolished the State laws controlling the length limits.
The Board of Fisheries in 2008, made length limits below the water line not part
of the measurement of a Salmon seine vessel.

The original purpose of the regulation was to keep the power of salmon
production in the hands of the "outside" Companies who had control of the traps
in Alaska. Did the rule selVe the intended purpose and does the rule today selVe
an intended purpose? The answer is yes it selVed its intended purpose but the
purpose faded through time and ended when salmon traps were abolished at
Statehood in 1959.

Is the 58 foot law relevant today?
Understanding the history of the Alaska 58 foot law is necessary when evaluating
if the 58 foot law is helpful in the present day salmon seine fishery. Today it is
known "outside" fish Companies no longer control traps and influence Interior
Department Regulations. The real question: Is this restriction on the length of a
salmon seine vessel needed 50 years after statehood? Are the tools of present
day management sufficient to deal with salmon harvest by seine boats of a
length over 58 feet if there were no restriction on the length of salmon seine
boats?

The present day 58ft. regulation is the out-growth and leftovers of past regulation.
It was never a limitation of fishery capacity. If it were, the regulation would have
applied to the width and depth of the vessel. Over time the salmon seine vessel
length has been held to 58 feet but vessels grew considerably in both width and
depth. Today's vessels are being constructed with widths of 25-29ft and depths
of 11-13ft. This is a far cry from the vessels of fifty years ago. Even if this was
unforeseen at the time it is good there were no restrictions placed on width and
depth because it still allowed for some growth in the fishery. It could have
possibly been unforeseen as well; the restriction on length in the salmon seine
fishery also influenced regulation in other fisheries and caused other problems.

91/
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Some outgrowth regulation and other problems

Alaska's sablefish and halibut fisheries
An outgrowth of the 58 foot restriction is the Federal 35, 60, and 125foot rules.
(Vessel categories) National Marine Fisheries Service wanted a way to
determine when observers needed to be aboard in Federal fisheries and to
forestall a full scale reorganization of the fleet which might result from NMFS
actions of rationalizing the sablefish and halibut fisheries. The 58 foot limit
influenced this and thus a 60 and 125 foot limit for regulation of observer
coverage came about. Again, this is not a capacity issue because if it were there
would be restrictions on width and depth of the vessel. It's an observer issue.
But observer coverage is changing to electronic. With electronic observer
coverage there is no need of a physical observer to be on board. With electronic
coverage, coverage is 24-7 and if the hydraulics go on the cameras are on. The
choice of having all observed when fishing is coming and the expense will be one
time with monthly fees for the designated service provider. It's cheaper and it
gives 24-7 full time coverage. Once electronic observer coverage is instated the
60ft regulation is no longer needed.

Fuel conservation and costs
Hull efficiency is an important thing today. Fuel price::; are soaring and a boat
58ft x 26ft, even with a bulbous bow is not efficient. The following are facts of
design from the Navy concerning hull efficiencies and length to width ratios.

2.1 Displacement Ships
2.1.1 Hydrostatic Displacement: Ships
2.1.1.1 Historical Origin
It is impossible and unnecessary to present here a history ofthe development ofthe displacement
hull form. Let it suffice to point out that this hull concept dates to prehistoric times.
2.1.1.2 Dominant Physics
The lift/drag performance ofdisplacement ships at high speeds is dominated by wave making
drag. A displacement form moving through the water pushes the water aside as it moves. This
disturbance ofthe water requires energy, specifically propulsive energy from the ship.
Two major parameters affect the wavemaking resistance ofthe ship: Speed and Slenderness.
Ship wavemaking drag increases rapidly with increasing speed. It is not possible to state a specific
law
for this increase - a law that holds true for all ships - but it is common to refer to a cubic increase
in drag
with speed. Specifically, it is commonly understood that ship propulsive power will increase as the
cube
ofship speed. Thus a doubling of ship speed will require an octupling (8=23) ofinstalled power.
1Transport Factor is a measure of merit developed by Dr. Colen G. Kennell ofthe David Taylor
Model basin. Dr. Kennell's paper "Design Trends in High Speed Transport" was distributed to
workshop attendees. Transport Factor is defined as:
TF = 1.6878/550 * 2240 * (Full Load Displ. in Long Tons) * (Speed in knots) / (Total Installed
SHP)
This cubic relationship is close to true for "normal" speeds. But at very high displacement speeds
the curve becomes even more steep. It is common for naval architects to limit their investigation
ofdisplacement ships to a speed length ratio ofabout 1.30. (Speed length ratio is the ratio ofship
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speed in knots divided by the square root ofthe ship's length in feet. This is also known as the
Taylor quotient Tq, after ADM David W. Taylor.) Above a speed-length ratio of 1.3 the increase
in drag with increasing speed becomes greater-than-cubic.
Speeds greater than 1.3 are present in some displacement hull designs. The dominant question is
"how important is wavemaking?" for the particular design. Ifone can make the wavemaking
problem of lesser importance overall, then one may more readily consider speeds higher than
Tq=l.3. The tool (or "one tool") for this is ship slenderness. A slender ship disturbs the water less,
and thus has less wavemaking drag. It also has more surface area and thus more frictional drag,
but this does not suffer the same steep growth with speed as does the wavemaking drag.
Slenderness is measured as the Length over Displacement ratio (LIV1/3).

Present regulation contributes to inefficient boats and increases the fuel needed
to push the vessel through the water.

At Sea processing of Alaska Salmon on an Alaska seine boat
Processing aboard a salmon seiner is almost impossible today because of the
physical area needed and the footprint of the equipment for a safe and efficient
operation. Innovative ideas are hard to do because small does not lend itself to
the space needs of at sea processing. The State of Alaska Department of
Commerce Office of Fisheries Development website says fishermen processing
fish is the fastest growing segment of the processing sector. The website goes
on to say that processing is limited on an Alaska salmon seiner because of the
58 foot restriction.

Conclusion
Alaska inherited from the Department of Interior a length limit on salmon seine
vessels. This regulation is no longer needed. It does not assist in conservation
of the resource; it promotes inefficiency in hull design, and stifles innovation in
the market place. The length limit was instigated in the 1930's and 80 years later
Alaska still has it. Why is this restriction still here? Sig Jeager saw this coming
years ago when he said, 'When you start to limit vessels by size, you distort what
is usually a natural process and you create a resistance to further change when
later on it becomes necessary."

The Alaska Board of Fisheries has the ability to repeal the 58 foot limit on salmon
seine vessels and should do so now.
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Alaska Board of Fisheries
Restructuring Proposal 86 - 5AAC39.117 Vessel length

Alaska Board ofFisheries - Restructuring Proposal Fonn

1) What regulatory area, fishery, and gear type does this restructuring proposal
affect?

This restructuring proposal affects salmon seine fisheries in Prince William Sound and
Southeast Alaska.

2) Th.orongh proposal explanation:
a. Will this proposal require initial harvester qualifications? Ifso, how are

they determined?

There are no initial qualifications associated with this proposal. The proposal
simply allows patticipants to use larger boats in the fishery.

b. Are there new harvesting allocations?

This proposal does not create new harvesting allocations. This proposal is in no
way allocative in nature.

c. What means, methods, and permitted fishing gear are proposed?

There are no new means, methods, or permitted fishing gear proposed. Every
methodology ofthe fishery would remain the same. Time, area, and gear
restrictions currently in use would still be necessary. The proposal is only about
the ability to use a larger boat to participate in the fishery.

d. Is a change in vessel length proposed?

Yes, this proposal seeks to repeal the current 58 foot limit on salmon seine vessels
in Prince William Sound and Southeast Alaska. This proposal does not establish
a new length limit nor does it set a minimum limit to participate in the fisheries.
This proposal simply eliminates the 58 foot length limit.

e. Are the transferability of permits or harvest privileges affected? If so,
explain.

This proposal does not have anything to do with transferability ofpermits or
harvest privileges.
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f. Is there a dermed role for processors? Ifso, please describe.

Alaska processors may be affected ifat sea processing is developed. Alaska at sea
processors will demand regulation to protect their quality products from
mishandling effects. Capitol investment in properly equipping seine vessels to at
sea processing will demand regulation to keep "Alaska Processing At Sea Salmon
Seiners" producing top quality products. Shore side processors could feel
threatened by this proposal. A seiner processing at sea could be seen as a
fisherman going into the processing business. The processors natural thought
would be that the fisherman should be selling his fish to the shore side for
processing. In reality the seine boat processing fish will need the shore side and
will need to make arrangements to work closely with the shore side. Many
logistical problems associated with the processing of salmon will need the shore
side. For example, some days the catch will exceed the processing capacity of the
vessel. Pumping offto the shore side processor is needed for extra capacity the
vessel could not process on its own. The relation between the shore side and the
at sea seine processor will likely be a stronger tie then most think. There may be
enough margins in the products produced to allow existing processors to sell the
new "frozen at sea" product through their existing market channels.

g. Will this proposal be a permanent change to regulation? Ifoot, for how
long?

Yes, this proposal is expected to be a permanent change to existing regulations.

h. Ifadopted, will your proposal require a change in monitoring and
oversight by ADF&G?

ADF&G now regulates salmon fisheries with the tools ofarea, gear and time.
This proposal does not change any ofthese management tools. Some change in
oversight by ADF&G may occur if the ability to process at sea is developed.
These changes would be reporting requirements from the "At Sea Processor".
Regulation is now in place for floating processing new regulation surely will be
brought forth when needed.

i. Will vertical integration (e.g. harvesting and/or processing) or
consolidation occur? Will limits be imposed?

Consolidation is not a foreseen outcome from this proposal. However, vertical
integration could occur in a limited basis in that with bigger vessels the harvester
will have the ability to freeze and process on board a vessel with more space.
This mayor may not be seen as vertical integration. In this case the permit holder
would still be required, per CFEC regulation, to be aboard the vessel while
harvesting is taking place.
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j. How do you propose to monitor and evaluate the restructured ilShery?

This proposal does not restructure the fishery in such a manner to necessitate
continued monitoring and evaluation. There should be no change in the manner
by which the fishery takes place, the amount of fish that are harvested, or the
manner by which those fish are harvested.

k. Is there a conservation motivation behind the proposal? If so, please
explain.

There is no additional conservation motivation behind the proposal unless it is
taken into account that longer vessels are more fuel efficient than shorter/wider
vessels.

l. What practical challenges need to be overcome to implementing your
proposal, and how do you propose overcoming them?

There are some challenges to this proposal but none of them can be viewed as
practical. This proposal represents change and change scares people who are
unwilling to embrace it. Repealing the 58 foot rule is something that is long
overdue. There are many arguments for keeping it in place but as time has passed
most ofthe arguments are no longer applicable and other arguments are just plain
unfounded.
"My boat will lose value allowing boats longer then 58ft into the fishery" This
is the most common opposition argument. It is false and it needs to be
examined.
Today others are building boats that are 58ft with a width of26-28ft and a depth
of II-12ft. Most ofthese people are doing this because they want to replace
their existing vessel and they participate in the sablefish or halibut fishery in
addition to salmon seine fisheries. The costs of these vessels are 1.5 million to
over 3 million dollars. The fishermen have salmon limited entry permits and
before long line rationalization, salmon was probably their most important
fishery. With long line rationalization their business model changed and now
sablefish or halibut fisheries are the driving capital contributors to their
business. The vessels conform to the present vessel length restrictions in both
fisheries because today's standard ofmeasurement, between the Federal
regulation of60 feet in the rationalized fisheries and State regulation of 58 feet,
is insignificant.
A vesse158x 26xI2 has the same capacity as a vessel 72x23xlO.5. If it were the
case that allowing longer vessels into the salmon seine fishery would drive
down values on the 58 foot and less boats, it would already have happened with
the current sponsoning and construction ofvessels today. Larger boats, longer
or wider and deeper, are all the same. The Alaska salmon seine fishery needs
these boats because others are building them. The length restriction just causes
others to build "bad" boats.
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The restriction on vessel length does not determine value. Other criteria are
much more significant. Construction material, general arrangement, engine size
and condition, electronics packages, and level ofmaintenance and upkeep
required are the value determining components.
Having the ability to use vessels over 58 feet does not mean vessels over 58 feet
will be "better" then status quo. Many Alaska salmon seine fishermen use
vessels shorter then 58 feet. Each fisherman uses a vessel which suits the area
he intends to fish and the fishermen's idea ofthe tool he believes works.
Repealing the 58 foot restriction allows some to try new ideas and explore areas
ofmarketing that are not possible with the current length limit. Why continue
to build wider and deeper when efficiencies could be achieved with a longer
length?
Believe it or not there is in fact a limit on the size ofboat that can be efficiently
used for seining. Seiners have to be very maneuverable to get close to shore so
the skiff and seine can get to the beach. Also, seining does require some finesse
in how the net is retrieved. Some say that a bigger boat is better to fish in
rougher weather and this is somewhat true. What is overlooked is how much
more wind the bigger vessel would catch as it is trying to retrieve the net
making fishing in windy weather very difficult compared to a smaller more
agile vessel.
The explanation of this proposal contained here and examination ofthe history
of the rule should overcome the challenges to repealing this regulation.

3) What are the objectives of the proposal?

The objective of this proposal is to allow larger vessels to participate in the salmon
seine fisheries in Pri..nce William Sound and Southeastern Alaska. Elimi.1lation of the 58
foot rule allows fishermen to have a bigger, safer, more efficient, and economical
vessel.

4) How will this proposal meet the objectives in question #3?

Repealing the 58 foot rule allows larger boats to participate in the fishery.

5) Please identify the potential aUocative impacts ofyour proposaL Is there an
allocation or management plan that will be affected by this proposal?

There are no potential allocation impacts foreseen from this proposal. This proposal
will not affect current fishery management plans.

6) If the total value of the resource is expected to increase, who will benefit?

This proposal will potentially increase the value ofthe resource through giving the
vessel owner a platform to better create value added products. Larger boats would
possibly have the ability to freeze and package on board creating a more valuable
product. Anyone involved in the fishery would benefit from the ability to produce
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higher valued products. Value added creates a higher fishery value which benefits
fishermen, processors, and local communities. Permit values could also potentially
increase benefiting every fisherman involved.

7) What will happen ifyour fishery is not restructured as your proposal recommends,
and how is this proposal an improvement over current practices?

Please see the accompanying document outlining the history of the 58 foot rule. This
regulation is outdated and unnecessary. The salmon seine fishery has so much more
potential than to be limited in this manner. The business is already increasingly
difficult. With the current market environment almost entirely predicated on quality
why not allow a platform that will have the potential to increase quality. This
elimination of the 58 foot rule would allow those that choose the ability to enhance the
profitability of their salmon seine businesses.

8) Considering the history of the commercial fishery, what are the potential short
and long-term positive and negative impacts on:

a. The iIshery resource: The fishery resource will see no change short or long
term as this proposal does not change the fishery management plan. The
pressure on the fishery resource is dictated by regulating time, area, and gear.

b. Harvesters: There will be no short or long term impacts on harvesters. Those
that choose to will get a bigger boat and those that do not choose to will not. It
will not change anything about how the fish are harvested. The lines at the
hook offs will remain unchanged.

c. The sector, species, and regional interdependence relationships: There will
be no impacts at all in this area.

d. Safety: Safety will be enhanced by the addition of larger boats. It is widely
considered that larger boats are inherently safer than smaller ones. Vessel
safety is largely interdependent on the captain and crew to achieve it.

e. The market: There will be a positive impact to the market for salmon in both
the short and especially the long term. The ability ofusing a larger boat to
utilize freezing at sea would increase the market value ofthe product and thus
increase the average market value ofthe fishery.

f. Processors: The relationship between processors and fisherman will remain
unchanged. There will always be salmon processors buying fish from seiners in
Alaska no matter what size ofboat they operate. Bigger vessels will not take
away from the market share of the processors in the short term and in the long
term there could be marketing agreements between the fishermen and
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processors to market the value added products through existing channels so
everyone benefits.

g. Local communities: Local communities would benefit from increased value in
the local fishery. Larger vessels that chose to process on board would likely
need increased shoreside support for shipping logistics, inventory and supply
storage, and possibly local workers to assist in packaging the product.

9) What is your understanding of the level of support for your proposal among
harvesters, processors and local communities?

There should be support from fishermen and processors who are concerned about long
term solutions to increasing product quality and value in Alaska's salmon seine
fisheries. The opposition to this change, just like any other change, are those who fear
their current equipment or operation will become obsolete or lose value. Additionally,
some would be in opposition because they cannot currently afford to invest to upgrade
their existing equipment to take advantage ofproducing better quality product so they
would wish to hold others to their level.

10) What are the potential short and long-term impacts on conservation and resource
habitat?

There are absolutely no short or long term impacts on conservation or resource habitat.
The fishery controls that are currently employed are more than sufficient. The repeal of
the 58 foot rule would not change any ofthis.

11) What are the potential legal, rlShery management, and enforcement implications if
this proposal is adopted? What other governmental actions may need to be taken
into account?

Again, ADF&G now regulates salmon fisheries with the tools ofarea, gear and time.
This proposal does not change any ofthese management tools. Some change in
oversight by ADF&G may occur ifthe ability to process at sea is developed. These
changes would be reporting requirements from the "At Sea Processor". Regulation is
now in place for floating processing and we are sure new regulation can be brought
forth when needed.

Respectfully Submitted,
Darrell Kapp
338 Bayside Rd.
Bellingham, WA 98225

%/I I
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September 23,2008
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BO,AROS

CUl'yung Tribf!] Council
PO Box 216 @ 531 D Street
Dillingh.am, Alaska, 99576
Plume: (907) 842-2384
Fax: (907) 842-4510

Alaska Department ofFish & Game
Board Support Section
Board of Fisheries
P. O. Box 115525
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526

RE: Curyung Tribal's Resolution 2008-20

Dear Board ofFisheries Council Members,

Please refer to the attached resolution. Curyung Tribal Council recently passed at its
September monthly meeting the attached resolution; Resolution 2008-20; a resolution to stop all
trawling in the waters ofBristol Bay to trawling for YelIow Fin Sole.

Curyung Tribal respectfully requests your consideration, assistance and support in
closing all state and federal waters within Bristol Bay to trawling.

Ifyou have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact us.

Sincerely,

Tom Tilden, Chief

CC: Bristol Bay Economic Development Corporation
US Senator Ted Stevens
US Senator Lisa Murkowski
US Representative Don Young
Governor Sarah Palin
Senator Lyman Hoffman
Representative Bryce Edgmon
North Pacific Fisheries Management Council
Commissioner ofAlaska Department ofFish & Game

COMMENT#
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CURYUNG TRIBAL COUNCIL
RESOLUTION 2008 - 20

A resolution to stop all trawling in the waters of Bristol Bay to trawling for Yellow Fin Sole

WHEREAS: The Curyung Tribe is a federally recognized Alaska Native Tribe serving its tribal
members, 2500 strong and the community of Dillingham; and

WHEREAS: The Curyung Tribal Council is the federally recognized and duly elected
governing body of the Cufyung Tribe; and

WHEREAS: The Curyung Tribe is very conc~mwith the bycatch ofhalibut, herring and
salmon along the Nushagak Peninsula where the yellow fin sole fishery takes
place, in some years the halibut bycatch is more 'than the directed CDQ halibut
fishery; and

WHEREAS: Curyung Tribal members are reporting conflicts between the CDQ longline
halibut fishermen and the yellow fin sole fishermen who operate in the area. In
2007 and 2008 these were reported to the National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS);and

WHEREAS: The Curyung Tribe and its members have a heavy dependence of all near-shore
marine mammals such as seals and walrus and the yellow fm sole trawl fishery
takes place along the migratory path of these species; and

WHEREAS: The Curyung Tribe, its members, the North Pacific Fishery Management Council
(NPFMC) and the State ofAlaska have long recognized the waters ofBristol Bay
as a crab and halibut nursery for these juvenile species and have closed all other
waters ofBristol Bay to trawling; and

WHEREAS: The Curyung Tribe has known the waters that are being fished by the yellow fm
sole fishermen in Bristol Bay, is also along the migratory path of caplin. The
NPFMC has listed caplin as an important forage fish species for Stellar Sea lions.
Caplin spawns in the Togiak district ofBristol Bay and migrates along the same
path as our herring stocks, the Nushagak Peninsula.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED the Curyung Tribal Council formally requests the State
ofAlaska close all State waters within Bristol Bay to trawling. We also request the North Pacific
Fisheries Management Council close adjacent Federal waters within Bristol Bay to trawling by
May 2009.
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CERTIFICATION:

.-,~
The foregoing resolution was passed by the Curyung Tribal Council on the --1-1D-=--_ day of
5e~'¥\.\~ ,2008 and that a quorum was present.

Thomas Tilden, 1st Chief .~'...

ATTEST:

Kimberly Williams, 3rd Chief
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RECEIVED

Fax (907) 271-2817

605 W. 4th Avenue, Suite 306
Anchorage, AK 99501-2252

Visit our website: http://wwwJakr.noaa.gov/npfmc

Eric A. Olson, Chairman
Chris Oliver, Executive Director

North Pacific Fishery Management Council

a
-:----.~
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\ '" /Telephone (907) 271-2809

September 1,2008

Boards SuppOli Section
Alaska Deparhnent ofFish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811

-77~OARDSp,eO PO Stfl.. '=If ~ 0) ..... ~.

Dear Board Members:

I am writing this letter in support of an agenda change request submitted by Robert Mecum of the
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), Alaska Region. Specifically, the Council would encourage
the Alaska Board of Fisheries to accept the agenda change to address bottom trawling closures in the
Bering Sea.

In June 2007, the Council adopted precautionary measures to conserve benthic fish habitat in the Bering
Sea by "fi'eezing the footprint" of bottom trawling by limiting trawl effort only to those areas more
recently trawled. These measures prohibit bottom trawling in the basin area of the Bering Sea, as well as
on the continental shelf north of Nunivak Island and St. Matthew Island. These regulations were
implemented by NMFS, and became effective August 25, 2008 (73 FR 43362, July 25, 2008). These
regulations apply to federally permitted vessels regardless if they operate within Federal or State waters.

_. J_o_e~~~!e cons~stenc'yin tl1~.protectiQ~·U2f~Q!t9mha!?itcg fr0111. the._~ffect.s_ Cl.f lJOttQ!11 h·CiWlil1g,.fOLCilL_ _. ...
vessels operating in State waters, the Council urges the State to consider the adoption of regulations that
are consistent with federal regulations, This has been the standard practice in cases when federal trawl
closure areas have been designated immediately adjacent to State waters.

Once again, thank you for carefully considering the NMFS agenda change request.

Sincerely,

Chris Oliver
Executive Director
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P.O. Box 2011- Adak, Alaska 99546
(907) 592-4513 - (907) 592-4500
Fax: (907) 592-4262
Email: adakcityc1erk@yahoo.com

November 11,2008

nECEIVED~_~ ..

ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, Ak. 99811-5526

Dear Chairman John Jensen,

The City of Adak adopted the attached Resolution # 2008-10b at our City Council meeting
September 25, 2008.

We wish to submit this Resolution as a public comment with regard to BOF Proposals #371 and
372 for your consideration at your Cordova meeting in December.

Thank You Very Much

li:Jj:;/£'41"1/(
Peggy Campbell
Adak City Clerk
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CITY OF ADAK RESOLUTION #2008-lOb

TO THE ALASKA BOARD OF FISH

WHEREAS: the economy ofthe City ofAdak depends on fisheries;

WHEREAS: the 60' and under vessels depend upon and utilize the shorebased infrastructure in
the community and thus contribute more to our local economy;

WHEREAS: the City ofAdak has invested in asmall boat harbor and desires to see fishing
opportunities that would make a local fleet viable;

WHEREAS: Congress allocated the Aleutian Island pollock quota for the economic development
ofAdak, but NPFMC has failed to open any areas within sea lion Critical Habitat to pollock
fishing;

WHEREAS: Crab Rationalization dramatically reduced the amount ofcrab bemg processed in
Adak;

i

WHEREAS: the Aleutian Islands are the only area in Alaska where the NPFMC has provided no
protection for onshore processing;

WHEREAS: the City ofAdak believes onshore processing provides the most benefit to fishing
communities '

WHEREAS: the foregoing actions and lack ofactions by the NPFMC all negatively impacted the
ability ofAdak to realize its potential as a fishing community;

WHEREAS: the Aleutian Island Statewater cod fishery is vital to the development ofour
community;

WHEREAS: in the most recent AI Statewater "B" season, roughly 80% ofthe GHL was taken by
CatcherlProcessors;

WHEREAS: the lack ofa 60' vessel size limit in the AI Statewater cod fishery has resulted in the
majority ofthe GHL being processed offshore;

WHEREA'8:_one ofthe BOF's Guiding Principles is the "extension ofthe length of fishing
seasons by methods and means and time and area restrictions to provide for the maximum benefit
to the state and to regions and local areas of the state"

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLYEO: The City ofAdak requests the Board ofFish modify the J.
AAC 28.647. Aleutian Islands District Pacific Cod Management Plan to limit vessel size to a
uniform 60 foot maximum and take actions to spread out the statewater season.

Signed C J fil ;pz~ Date It? r- CJ 7 ~ .,to $
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STEVE AARVIK
FN Vv!NTIJAMNIER

18316 68th AVEr,.JUE 'V0

LYNNWOOD, WA 98037

October 8, 2008

RECEIVED
[ ,;' ;",0",.3
~." ,- t ~~~.~,... "..'

:8OARDS

"VI Ml1\- . Ch'r. r. 1 Ie.. lVI0ITlS, _CiUlTI.an
Alaska Board ofFisheries
Alaska Dept. OfFish & Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 )

Re: Comments Regarding ACR 8, ACR 9, and ACR 10

Dear Chairman I\10ms:

I am the owner of the 75=foot trawler FlY \VINDJAl\1fMER. The
VVINTIJMvfMER has engaged in the Beri..qg Sea and Aleu.tian Islands Pacific since
the 1987, induding Ln the Aleutian Islands State Water fisheries in the last three
seasons. I was very happy to have been asked by Clem THlion to start delivering at
Adak, and have delivered all ofmy Aleutian Islands catch during the last three years
to Adak Fisheries onshore. I have always fished shore-based.

JVfy father was a fisherman, and so am 1. However, being a non=ft..merican
Fisheries Act (AFA) vessel with a long history offishmg mainly cod, the
W1NDJAJ\1JVIER has fallen between the cracks created by the various
rationalization plans such as the AFA. I was shut out of the AFA because during the
lead=ll to the AFA, the processors would not by my pollock.

I shifted much ofmy effort to Aleutian Islands because ofgreatly increased
participation early in the "A" season by AFA vessels freed up to do so by the coop
system of the AFA. Many more AFA vessels now start fisrdllg for cod in January"
instead of about I\1arch 1st as they did before the AFA. As a result, «A" season ends
earlier each year.

-1=
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I would like to briefly touch on each ofthese 3 ACR's:

I OPPOSE ACR 8, which would provide for a 60' limit in the Aleutian
Islands District Pacific cod fishery. This would reallocate cod from the
WINDJAMMER to other vessels, many ofwmch would be new to the
fishelY. However, if any new limit is set, it should be at least 87.5 feet, to
accomodate non-AFA catcher vessels with a history of fishing in the State
waters.

I SUPPORT the concept ofACR 9 to reduce catch in "'A" season and spread
out the Aleutian Islands District P.co~ fishery.·J,-Iowever, the ACR provides
insufficient detail to fully evaluate it.

I SUPPORT ACR 10, a proposal to reduce the daily catch limits to 75,000
pounds for the AI Pacific cod fishery, or even to 50,000 pounds per day to
help slow down the harvest rate.

Another measure which would help to reduce the adverse impacts by the
;\.FA on other fishenn.en and shoreside processors such as Adak Fisheries would be
to have a stand-down period for AFA vessels which transferred their AFA pollock
allocation before they could enter the cod fishery.

V{hen you consider these 3 ACR's, please let me stay in the path, and do 110t

let [he \¥INDJftJv11.1ER fall into yet another crack.

Sincerely rI- // //
L-~{~~,
Steve Aarvik
F/V WINDJA.MMER

hplSTEVE.AARViK..

-2-
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CHARLES & LOIS BURRECE

fN LONE STA.R

2406 Peabody Street

Beningham~WA 98225

October '10;< 2008

Mr. Mel Morris~ Chairman

Alaska Board of Fisheries

Alaska Dept. Of Fish & Game

P"O. Box 115526

.Juneau~AK 99811e5526

Dear Chairman Morris:

RECEIVED

( ,
i,.J._._._'" -!,;, ... .,/ ••

BOARDS

My name is Charles A. Burrece. Together with my wife Lois
Burrece, we are the owners of the 86=foot FN Lone SitU'. This letter is

to explain where our concern is if the 60 foot and under rule passes for
fishing out in Adak.

This is how it is: we will lose $150,000.00 to $225,000.00 if this

happens, and Adak will lose a lot more. The 60' and under boats did
not unload to Adak in the last State opener and half did not even come

out there for the opening.

Adak Seafoods did not get the 60~ and under fish. Their fish went
to Trident Seafoods.. The FN Lone Star, flV Windjammer and FIV Miss
Leona supported Adak when 60· and under didn"t.. How win 60· and
under help Adak? They won"tm There won"t be enough fish to suppor-t

Adak if it is left to the 60· and under boatsu It takes volume in bottom

1
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We cannot fish in State Waters Apfil~Sept$15thout there; that"s
why we weren't therea If this 60' and under measure goes through; the

FIV Lone Star, FlV Windjammer and FN Miss Leona win not be able to
unload at Adak for federal Season because we don"t have LLP for it
yeta I dcn"t think it would be in the best interest of Adak to push for
this 60~ and underm It is a worthy dream to have a small boat fishery

out in Adak, but that dream is clouded by a disfavor of bigger boats"
Bigger boats are the back bone of any cannery ~ volume makes it
workm Our concerns ar~f@f the C~ty of Adak and th~ A~~!!t C~~p@!";'!t~@~

and aU the boats that fish ~!Jt that way" Ne one wiU win a thins V'Jith
this 60~ and under measure but 5 or 6 boats. Wen~ that woniit support
Adaka The City of Adak wenDt gain a thing and will be hard pressed to

survive with what they have now" Why make it worse" This is a bad
thing for the Aleut People and an the people in the Aleutians"

Sincerely~

Charles & Lois Burrece

FlY Lone Star

2
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Fax Number 1 907 4656094

FROM Dave Goldstein

p.01Dave Goldstein 907472 2581

ATTN.

Phone Number

Phone Number

Fax Number 907 472 2581

-,••R,aturday, October 04,20081 :51 PM

:-:::
:::::

SUBJECT Board of Fish comments for PWS.

Number of Pages 3

Date 10/4/2008

MESSAGE

Please accept my comments on proposal 94 and 95. You may
reach me at (907) 472-2581 or (907) 244-0234 or
pwseco@yukontel.com for questions or comments.
Also, I support changing the boundaries for the terminal coho
fishery in Passage Canal (Whittier).

Thanks in advance,
Dave Goldstein
PWS Eco-Charters

RECEIVED TIME OCT, 4, 1:54PM
COMMENT#

PRINT TIME OCT, 4. 1:55PM ~~~



Saturday, October 04, 2008 1:51 PM

ADF&G Board of Fisheries
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AI\: 99811-5526

Dave Goldstein 907472 2581

October 4, 2008

p.02

Dear ADF&G· Board of Fisheries:

v'lhile much ofthis past week has been spent at the NPFMC meetings in Anchorage, I did
have time to review proposals for Prince \Villiam Sounel. Here are my comments on tv,'o
Issues.

The f1rst is Proposal 94 - 5 AAC 55.xxx which seeks to limit the number of lines flshed
on state licensed charter vessels. While I understand the intent ofthis proposal and
support protection ofthe fishery resource, I have several problems with this. Most
impOliantly, I object to segregating the recreational tlshery into "guided" and
"unguideer'. In implementing conservation measures, if needed, the entire recreational
fishery needs to have rules and regulations that apply to all. This proposal singles out
one small group ofrecreational anglers 'who happen to fish fi-om a charter boat that is not
a holder of a limited entry permit. It also invites many innovative ways to circumvent
tlus proposed rule ... making enforcement both difficult and costly. Additionally, as
yvritten, the proposal prevents "skipper and crev," fish, "comp-, client f1shing, and fishing
via donated fishing trips such as for Military Appreciation Day on ONLY non-federaL
limited entry charter boats. As I see it this clearly discriminates between one chalier
boat and another.

Perhaps a better solution, ifthere really is a problem or potential problem, vvould be to set
a limit on the number of chillier boats that can fIsh in Prince William Sound? Tius also
has some problems in that all charter boats simply provide access to the fIshery resource,
as opposed to controlling it. The harvester, or in this case the state licensed fisher person,
should be the one that new rules ancVor regulations are directed to. Cunently, state
fislung licenses, NIvlFS rules, State closures, etc. are all tools that can control fislung
pressure. r d also note that I am a charter operator and do qualify for a limited entry
pennit.

The second proposal I'dlik.e to comment on is Proposal 95 - 5 AAC 55.xxx. The
,vonling of this proposal is fla,ved. First of alL" ... line guides ... " in the first sentence
does not recogluze "in line., rods, which have no line guides. I use "in line" rods in my
business and object to excluding them as acceptable gear. Next I object to the term
" ...hand pOlvered reel ... " in the same sentence. For older customers, young ones, weak
ones, etc. I occasionally use electric reels. I k1101V one skipper in v'lluttier ,vho uses
ahnost exclusively electric reels in Ius business. The electric reels simply relieve
crank.ing... both for checking bait and for hauling up fish. The depths to wluch one can
fish are limited to how much line the reel can handle (and how much cranking the

RECEIVED TIME OCT. 4. 1:54PM PRINT TIME
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customer can handle), not yvhether the reel is "hand pmvered" or "electric pmvered" or
powered by some other form of energy. As I read nlrther down, it becomes apparent that
,this proposal fllliher goes on, in the second to last sentence, to include a hand powered,
electric, and hydraulic or pmver assisted downrigger ...not just electric downriggers as the
proposal sentence states. Electric downriggers may also be used to loyver cameras, to
lmver and retrieve chum bags, etc. which does not involve a rod and reel, but may be
looked at by some as "sport tishing gear", Perhaps a better statement would be that ANY
dmvnrigger may not be used to DIRECTLY catch sport tish? Again, neyver electric
dmvmiggers clo have a "jigging" ability or ability to raise and lmver Ivith bottom contour
changes. Also, the current wording seems to me to ahnost infi:inge on the use of electric
reels" .which now come in both hand power and electric power. Again, as written, I
oppose tlus proposal.

Respectfully,

David B, C-)-oldstein
PWS Eco-Charters

RECEIVED TIME OCT. 4. 1: 54PM
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To: ADF&G Board Support section

Re: PROPOSAL 2 -5 MCOL 6XX. New section. Traditional subsistence
use of fish stocks in Upper copper River / Upper
Susitna River Drainages proposed by the Ahtna
People

October la, 2998

I would like to register my strong objection to the proposal for
"customary and traditional subsistence" use of fish stocks in the
Copper River and Susitna River Drainages.

I live on Crosswind Lake approximately seventy-five percent of the
year and have seen a dramatic decrease in the size and number of
Lake Trout and Burbot caught. Over the years ADF&G has severely
limited size and possession limits due to this decrease. Fish
numbers have decreased in almost all the lakes and rivers named in
this proposal. To add subsistence fishing to these alrt;:lady over
fished lakes and rivers will cause a strain that cannot be
restored. Almost all fish named in this proposal are very slow
growing and dependant on each other for survival.

This issue is only the beginning of what may become a precedent for
subsistence fishing in all areas Of Alaska. I ask that you take
into consideration the magnitude of this proposal and vote to keep
"NON-SALMON FINFISH" out of the quagmire of "SUBSISTENCE".

c21c;~A?~
Wynona Ralph
1i?O. Box 871413
Wasilla, AK 99687
(907) 232-3897
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October 9, 2008

l.

To: ASF&G Board Support section

SUbject: proposition #3 in Green Book - To open Crosswind Lake
to Subsistence Fishing

The limits for fishing on -the Lake have continually dropped.
It is now one Lake Trout over 24 inches per day and in possession.
Lake Trout and other fisp. grow very slow. I feel this La](e can not
take that kind of pressure and would be irreparable after a couple
of years. The other fish cannot take that kind of pressure either,
since they are also feed for the bigger fish. I have had a place
on the Lake for about 30 ye~rs and the fishing is getting slower
all the time. More people cem now get to the Lake in winter, so it
is fished more heavily than ever.

If the fish stocks drop low, will subsistence supersede sport
fishing? will Natives be the only people to get subsistence
rights? When this Lake is finished, will subsistence fishing just
move on to other lakes or rivers? FTesh water fish do not return
liJce salmon.

Please consider to oppose this new proposal. Thank you.

sincerely,

curtiss R. Anderson

COMMENT#---J-,.;./2-_



Dear Alaska State Board ofFisheries,

I am a Fairbanks mom and wife who needs Copper River salmon (Chitina dipnetting) for
healthy food for my family. We depend on it. We work hard to catch it. We drive a long
way to partake in a way of life that is challenging, but personally and physically
rewarding. It is so disappointing when the fish are not there. Please be sure they are
there. Don't "sell-out" to businesses that make profits while our families' stomachs go
empty (of healthy salmon).

I follow the Copper River fish stories carefully. We are always talking "Chitina" in the
summer: when to go, "what have ya heard - are they running?", how to get everyone
down there for a family outing, preparing for the trip, "how's the road - anyone getting
through?" ...

Sorry I could not make the meeting, I was out of town for a family wedding. We do care,
and want you to be sure you let enough salmon through so Alaskan families can have
healthy food for their families, directly from the river to their freezers. Getting our own
food is impOliant to us - it helps us be self-reliant. It helps our children be self confident
and gain useful, healthy lifestyles and skills.

Thank you for serving and listening.

Sincerely,

Nancy Hummel

Marc Hummel (husband)

Scott Hummel (son)

Sean Hummel (son)

COMMENT#...--:-/3__



Comments on PWS and Upper Copper River proposals
Submitted b~ Richard Casciano box 584 Cordova,Alaska

.«
~••
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Proposal#30
I submitted this proposal and for the record the following permit holders are all in
agreement with this proposal and 'fully support it.They are as follows;.Tohn Andrews,Jesse
Beedle,Rkhal'd Cascian.o,Natasha Casciano,Robert Eckley,Deborah Eckley,Mark
King,George Levasseur,Tbane Mmer,Sh~1TYMiller,Britt Pedicord,Gordon Scott,Alex
von Whichman,Bradford von Whichman,Kjersti von Whichman,Joe Wilson Sr.,Riley
Wilson.Til.ere are many more permit holders that I have spoken with this srunmer and all
agree with the need to lengthen the season however they support even more fishing time
[March 15 through November 1]. I would like to be seated on the committee that deals
with this at the Decemberl-7 BOF meeting in Cordova. '

Proposal#37
I fully support this proposal. As a h.&libut and blackcod tisherm~n in PWS I sometimes
have to discard pacific cod for fear of exceeding my bycatch limit wh~ch could result in
being ticketed by Fish and Wildlife enforcement officers..Thts is a tragic waste as this
species does not have the ability to survive after being brought up from the deep.
Adoption of this proposal will help to greatly reduce the unnecessary waste ofa valuable
resource.

Proposal#10
I would support this proposal if it also allowed for cost recovery adjustments by PWSAC
if the seine harvest fell below 45% to prevent the drift gillnetters from losing accesS' to
Esther chums. I fully concur with the author that the 105s ofPt.Chalmers by ~e seine fleet
is unacceptable. In fact in my opinion the "piggy banks" should. be eliminated or at the
very least the harvest percentages that trigger them be substantially reduced. perhaps to
30%. In 1989 when PWSAC was mandated to create an nllocatiop policy by the BOF, a
year long process began which included a sw-vey of all gear groups. All told the one
concept thaL was almost unanimously agreed upon was opportunity to fish every year and
not "sit on the beach" waiting for another gear group to "catch up." The PWSAC
allocation policy adopted in 1991 was built around this concept which unfortunately has
become long forgotten. With rising pink salmon prices and 2 very successful, seine
seasons in 2007 and 2008 it may well deserve another l~ok.

Proposals#71, 72, 73
I strongly oppose these proposals as their justi±1cation that Coghill sockeye and pink
salmon are underl1tilized is just not true. Furthennore allowing Semel'S access to the
Coghill District prior to July 21 would enable them to harvest PWSAC chum and sockeye
salmon present throughout the district at this time of year, fish already allocated
exclusively to the drift gillnet fleet..
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Comments on PWS and Upper Copper River proposals
~1J\?mittedbr Richard Casciano box 584 Cordova,Alaska
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I submitted thiH proposal and f~O the record the following permit holders are all in
agreement with this proposal an fully support it.They are as follows;Jolm Andrews,Jesse
Beedle,Richard Casciano,Natas a Casciano,Robert Eckley.Deborah Eckley,Mark
Ki.ng,George Levasseur,Than~e'~ller,shauyM~ller~Britt.Pedicord,Gor~on Sc~tt,~lex
von Whichman,Bradford von lchman,KJersti von Whlclnnan,Joe WIlson Sr.,Riley
Wilson.There are many more P91mit holders that I have spoken with this summer and all
agree with the need to lengthen lhe season however they support even more fishing time
[March 15 through NoV'~mber 111. I woul~ }j1:e to be seated on the committee that deals
with this at the. Decembl~rl-7 BFF meetmg 1n Cordova.

Proposal#37 I
1 fully support thi.s proposal. As! a halibut and blackcod fisherman in PWS I sometimes
have to discmd pacific cod for ~ear of exceeding my bycatch limit which could result in
being ticketed by Fish and Wil4life enforcement officers..This is a tragic waste as this
species does not have th,e abilit), to survive after being bronght up from the deep.
Adoption oft11i5 proposal wm »elp to greatly reduce the unnecessary waste ofa valuable
resource. !

j
i

Pl'oposal#70 i
I would suppo:rt this proposal i~ it also allowed for cost recovery adjustments by PWSAC
if the seine harvest fell below ~5% to prevent the drift gillnetters from losing access to
Esther chums. 1 fully concur with the author that the loss of Pt.Chalmers by the seine fleet
is wUlcceptable. In fact ~n my d,pinion the "piggy banks" shol,l1d be eliminated or at the
very least the harvest percenta&es that trigger them be substantially reduced, perhaps to
30%. In 1989 when P\ySAC 'o/as mandated to create an allocation policy by the BOF. a
year long process beg~.which!inc1uded a survey of all gear groups. All told the one
concept that was almost unanirp.ously agreed upon wm; opportunity to fish every year and
not "sit on the beach" waiting ~or another gear group to "catch up." The PWSAC
allocati.on. policy adopted in 1~91 was built around this concept which unfOli.lD1ate]y has
become long forgotten. With rljsing pink salmon prices and 2 very successful seine
seasonS in 2007 and 200& it nuity well deserve another lo.ok.

I
i

Proposals#71, 72, 73 ,
I strongly oppose these:p.ropos~lsas their justification that Coghill sQckeye and pink
salmon ~l1"e ullderUtiliz~d. j.s jusf not true. Furthennore allowing seiners access to the
Coghill District prior to July 2~ would enable them to harvest PWSAC chum and sockeye
salmon prescnt throughout thtt district at this time of year,fi5;h already allocated
exclusively to the drift :gillnet tleet..
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80t.,RDS
Written Comment for December 2008 Board ofFish Proposals Prince William Sound / Copper
River Meeting, Cordova, AK. December 1 to 6, 2008, by David Blake

Proposal:
# 4 : Opposition to this proposal.>

Escapement to the upper Copper river has been increasing substantially over the last 25
years. There is no biological data that would support the increase of escapement ofKing or
Sockeye to the upper Copper River.

Proposal:
# 6: Support this proposal >
This is a step toward a useful database that would lead to giving Management REAL tools to
manage this fishery.

Proposal:
# 18: Support this proposal >
This fishery seems to be out ofcontrol. The State and Management needs to monitor and gather
data as to what fish are actually being taken and that the fish are used as designated under State
Statue. The only way is to gather multi year data that can be reviewed.

Proposal:
#19 and 20: Support this Proposals>
The value of the daily data collected will ad to a much needed data base that this fishery is in dire
need o£ There seems to be many tumors of abuse of limits and sale ofpersonal use fish. The
fisheries department and the Board ofFish needs real data in order to rna.lee decisions based on
fact.

Proposal:
# 22 Opposition to the proposal >
I don't know how a household could need any more personal use fish after 30 fish. This is an
enormous amount of salmon without any increase in the limit.

Proposal:
#23: Opposition to this proposal >
The personal use limit is high enough and this could lead to pressure on the department to allow
escapement due not to biological needs.

Proposal:
#24 Support the Proposal> . .,
When there is a low run on the Copper River all users of the fishery should be share m the pam.

RECEIVED TIME NOV. 3. 9:56AM
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Proposal:
#25 Opposition to this Proposal>
I can see no use or reason to increase the king catch .

Proposal:
#26 Support this proposal >
We are in desperate need of a reliable data base so that management and future board of fisheries
has data to make infonned and biological decisions.

Proposals:
# 61 ,62,63, Support these Proposals>
Set gilnet operations put out anchors at sites that are not fished only for blocking out the drift net
fleet. The proposal does not ask that the anchor's be removed just put a sinking line along the
bottom that would allow the waters avai.lable to the drift fleet when the sites are not fished. This
has been a problem for many years that needs to be addressed.

Proposal:
#64 Support this proposal >
This gives the drift fleet more equal access to the fishery. The set net fleet has exceeded the
allocation % in this district year after year. This would be a way to keep the set net fleet fishing
without as many closures.

Proposal:
#65 Opposition to this Proposal >
The author of this proposal admits that the drift fleet would suffer. The set net fishery has
exceeded the allocation plan % year after year. This would only make it worse and create further
or longer closed periods for the set net fleet.

Proposal:
#67 Support as amended
This only works ifthe set net anchor buoys removal proposal is passed and Allocation Plan % is
not adjusted and not exceeded by the set net fishery as has happened fOl.- so many consecutive
years.

RECEIVED TIME NOV. 3. 9:56AM ~JA.
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Proposal:
#69 Strong Opposition to this proposal >
This is a backdoor effort by the Seine fleet to obtain access to the Esther Hatchery Chwn fisheIY.
There has been no wild stock over escapement and the gUnet fleet can harvest the fish in the
gilnet areas that the Seine fleet is after.

Proposal:
#70 Strong Opposition to this proposal>
By amending in this matter the Seine fleet is trying to undo what they pushed so hard to get into
the regulation at the last Board ofFish meeting for PWS. With the price ofpink salmon
recovering there were quite a few gilnet fishennen at Esther fishing Pink Salmon. If we move
cost recovery from chum to pink and stay at Esther then the gUnet fleet suffers more for cost
recovery still comes from gilnet % fish. As for the argument that the gilnet fleet can't harvest the
fish un.der the present allocation plan is nothing more than conjecture with unknown facts.

Proposal:
#71 Strong Opposition to this proposal>
This is another blatant attempt by the Seine fleet to gain access to the fish that is destined to the
gilnet fleet. There is no biological statistics that show any over escapement of fish in Port Wells.
Under the :Who is likely to suffer clause ofthis proposal the comment is the gilnet fleet would
see increased in competition: This is an understatement to compare seine to giinet fishery as an
increase in competition.

Proposal:
#72 Strong Opposition to this proposal>
This is another attempt by the Seine fleet to gain access to the gilnet Ester Island chum hatchelY
run. The plan of allocation has been agreed to in the past and it seem that the only thing that wHl
keep the Seine fleet happy is to have access to everything that swims in Pdnce William Sound,
There is no under utilization of wild stocks in this district. There is no overescapment ofwild
stocks in this district.

Proposal:
# 73 Strong Opposition to this proposal >
This is another proposal to effect the Plan ofAllocation in PWS for enhanced fish. This as well
as the preceding 4 proposals are just a grab for another gear groups fishery. The Seine fleet
seems to never be happy with what they bargained for and received in the prior Proposal cycles.
The argument ofdisplaced gilnet fishers to go to other places is a non issue in this argument. It
should not have any reflection on this proposal. The deal was made based on the % ofvalue of
the fishery put forth and pushed at the last board offish meeting in Valdez. Now the tables have
turned and what the Seine fleet pushed so hard to put into place three short years ago they want to
change again. Let us let the system be given a chance to work before we tweak it again. 'The
biology does not support the claim of under used or over escapement claim is not supported by
any data.

RECEIVED TIME NOV, 3. 9:56AM
COMMENT# /::3_
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#74 Strong Opposition to this proposal>
This is another proposal effecting agreered to plan ofallocation for PWS. It suggests that there is
over escapement and surplus fish in this district. There is no data that shows over escapement.
The idea that the pink salmon not being harvested is untrue as the lun tinring for the wild stock
pink salmon is after the agreed to existing date in current regulation. This is an attempt to gain
access to the Ester Island chum fishery that is "Under the agreement a GUnet fishery.

Proposal:
#76 SUPPOlt as aoJ.ended >
New regulation:
In PWS drift gillnet and purse seine gear will not fish simultaneously in the same area. Rather
each gear type will have time adjusted to gain equal harvest nwnber. Fishing time will depend
on actual harvest numbers in their shared areas but they will fish altemating periods with time
length dependent on equal harvest numbers.

Proposal:
#77 Support this proposal>
Ending August 31 wi1llead to insuring that the Coho returning to the Ester hatchery are caught

by the gear type they are produced for (the gilnet fleet). In years past the seine fleet staying after
the end ofAugust have caught substantial portion of this run established for the gilnet fishery.

Proposals:
#78 & 79 Strong Opposition to this proposal >
Raising the "A•.11ocation Plan % should not be taken lightly. The drift fleet is already at a
disadvantage due to the set net anchorlbouy problems and access to the beach for catching their
allocated %. Both authors of these proposals admit that there will be adverse effects for the
drift fleet. Historical data shows the set net fleet taking a greater % than is in regulation so the %
limit is in place. To raise the % would only allow further abuse oftrus Plan. ofAllocation that is
already in place.

Proposal:
# 83 Opposition to this Proposal>
This gear type is already very efficient. When there are shared areas between gear groups the
size of the seine is reverent. To increase this would put a shared fishery in even more conflict.
'Ibis would effectively make the seine twice the length of the allowed gilnet in PWS. Undue
hardship would occur to the gilnet fleet when trying to catch their Plan ofAllocation % of
enhanced fish in PWS.

Proposal:
#84 Opposition to this Proposal>
Efficient gear type trying to be more so. Will lead to more gear conflicts and allocation problems
in shared areas.

RECEIVED TIME NOV. 3.



Midpigh,tSun Chapter ofTrout Unlimited
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Mid'iiight Sun Flycasters
Fairbanks, AK

November 3, 2008
Chairman
Alaska Board of Fisheries

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The members of the Midnight Sun Chapter of Trout Unlimited and the Midnight Sun
Flycasters would like to express its opposition to Proposal 114. This proposal purports
to speak for all Alaskans. We would like to make it clear that it does NOT speak for our
members or most of the anglers that our members know who fish local Fairbanks area
waters.

Hatchery produced sterile rainbow trout allow the Department to stock waters outside the
normal range ofrainbow trout without violating the State Genetics Policy. The Genetics
Policy is a well thought out document that provides guidance for fisheries managers who
may stock waters for the benefit of local anglers while minimizing the probability of
introducing strains or species offish that could ultimately be detrimental to the native
stocks of fish. In many of the lower-48 states introductions ofnon-indigenous fish have
resulted in many cases of ecological havoc. Efforts to correct a few of the problems
resulting -from introductions ofreproductively active non-indigenous fish have been very
costly and as yet none have been effective. Examples include efforts to remove Lake
Trout from Yellowstone Lake in Yellowstone National Park and to remove non-native
species from the lower Colorado River in Grand Canyon National Park.

A very small amount of testosterone is sprayed on the food ofjuvenile fish during the
production of sterile rainbow trout. Young fish that are fed this food develop male sexual
characteristics (testes) even if they are females genetically (i.e. two X chromosomes).
These XX males are spawned with normal female fish resulting in all XX offspring. The
developing embryos are then exposed to elevated temperature and pressure to make them
triploid (i.e. XXX) females with three sets of chromosomes. Triploid fish cannot
reproduce. One benefit of non-reproductive females is that they put energy that would
normally go towards reproduction into somatic growth resulting in larger fish in a given
amount of time. Spawning is very stressful to normal fish and a major cause ofmortality.
Since triploids do not go through sexual maturity there is a good chance that they will
live longer than non-sterile fish thereby contributing to a fishery for a longer time. This
increases the quality of the fishery while reducing costs.

The implication that state hatcheries are producing "genetically altered" fish is incorrect.
Genomes are genetically altered when substitutions are made within the DNA, or the
DNA is changed by mutation. Many of the vegetables that are purchased in American
supermarkets today are "genetically altered." Rice is made insect resistant, com is made
draught resistant, and crops are made to produce more abundantly using protein
substitution. However there are no proteins being substituted, or inserted in the DNA of

f'12..
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fish in state hatcheries. In fact hatchery protocols as a result ofthe Genetics Policy
stipulate that large enough numbers of fish are used as egg and sperm donors to ensure
that the full compliment of genetic diversity is maintained in hatchery stocks.

The last part of this proposal is in direct violation of the Genetics Policy. The
Department already uses local stocks for brood stock when possible and practical if it is
not too costly, although experimentation with newer brood stocks might benefit the
stocking program. Currently the Department cannot introduce non-indigenous fish into a
drainage even if the probability of developing a feral population is low. To do so would
invite disaster especially today with the general trend toward warmer temperatures and
the resultant changes in habitats that could allow exotic introductions to flourish and even
dominate ecosystems.

We believe that ADF&G should continue to develop a flexible stocking program that will
allow it to adapt to management challenges as they arise. The new hatchery in Fairbanks
goes a long way to enabling the Department to diversify fishing opportunity. Continued
conformity with the Genetics Policy will ensure that the probability of ecological disaster
resulting from introductions is mjnjmjzed. The use of triploid rainbow trout in stocking
programs produces quality fish, allows maximum flexibility in the overall program and
maximizes cost efficiency.

For these reasons we oppose proposal 114 and asks that the BOF not approve it.

Sincerely,

~ cf!d;-

Ken Alt, President ofMidnight Sun Chapter ofTV

Robert Fox, President ofMidnight Sun Flycasters
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Proposal #72

Before 1961, purse seine and troll gear were the only
legal gear types allowed in the PWS including what was
to become the Coghill District.

From 1961 to present day, purse seine and drift gillnet
gear have shared the Coghill District with a variety of
gear specification and date restrictions.

The pendulum has swung between both ends of the
spectrum, ie... The Coghill District being a exclusive
purse seine I troll area, to a primarily drift gillnet area
with limited purse seine opportunity.

It is time for the pendulum to swing back to the center,
by allowing purse seine gear full access in the Coghill
District.

I'll identify two of many reasons the board can, and
should support this proposal.

1. Purse seining has had a historical presence in the
Coghill District. This proposal would restore that
presence.

Lfo
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3. This proposal would allow the seine fleet access to
a wild stock fishing opportunity, while the PWS
Management and Salmon Enhancement Allocation Plan
comes back into balance.

Let me explain this reason:

The value of the dominant species harvested by seine
gear, Pink and Chum salmon, has increased by
approximately 3000/0 over the past decade. By
coml?arison the value of the dominant species harvested
by gilinet gear, Sockeye and Silver salmon, has
stagnated.

The increase in value of these seine caught fish can be
directly attributed to the INVESTMENT in, and
MAINTENANCE of, refrigerated seawater systems,
employed on virtually every seine boat, producing a
HIGHER QUALITY PRODUCT.

This dramatic increase in price has tipped the scale of
ex-vessel values of enhanced salmon caught by seine
gear to the point, triggers have activated in the PWS
Management and Salmon enhancement allocation Plan
allowing drift gillnet gear exclusive access, rather than
seine gear, to the Port Chalmers Subdistrict to harvest
enhanced salmon.

WE HAVE BECOME VICTIMS OF OUR SUCCESS

page 2
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Mr. Chainnan and members of the Board, Thank you for taking the time to
review my comments regarding Prince William Sound SalIn·on proposals.
My name is Christopher "Scott" Thomas and I reside in Anchorage, Alaska.
I have been a setnet pennit holder since 2004, and am the CUITent Prince
William Sound Setnet Association President. Although I am new to the
process I can appreciate the time and effort this process requires. My thanks
to all of you for your efforts and expeliise in managing Alaska fisheries.

::~./10/2008 15:05 FAX 907 742 2133
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Proposal 62 and 63- Oppose
Both proposals request the removal of setnet buoys and running lines when
not actively being fished, contending that this gear prevents drift gillnet
access to nearshore areas. Setnet buoys and running lines have not and will
not prevent drift gillnet access to near shore areas. Setnet buoys and lines are
set in accordance with legal setbacks established for.operation of adjoining
setnets; when setnet fishing gear is not deployed on a setnet site there is
ample space for deployment of drift gillnets in the areas adjoining setnet
buoys and running lines. This is and will continue to be common practice for
operation of drift gi11nets giving ample access to nearshore areas throughout
the Eshamy district. Inattentive operation of drift gillnet fishing gear has
resulted in problems, but is not reason enough to require removal of setnet
buoys and lines.

As you are aware buoys and lines are essential components of setnet
operations. It is common practice for all setnet operators and myself
statewide to have an altenlate site to deploy fishing gear; as most sites on
exposed coastlines cannot be safely operated in all weather conditions. Also,
in areas such as the Alternating Gear Zone many setnet operators, and
myself, will deploy gear for ShOli periods of time in the tenninal fishing area
and then relocate to alternate sites later in a given fishing period. I, and
many others, have had the experience of moving semet gear to a site which
requires placing buoys and nmuing lines and been denied access due to drift
gillnet gear being deployed and the operator refusing to relocate, many times
for the entire duration of a fishing period. An additional point that needs to
be made is the possible cont1ict over a leased site. Many setnetters have
several leased sites. The removal of gear from these, at any time not being
fished, could create brreater conflict. Requiring removal of setnet buoys and
running lines will guarantee additional conflict between drift and setnet
operators as well as cause conflict between setnet operators as buoys and
lines are the prllnaty means of establishing atId maintaining the use of a
setnet site recognized by all.

RECEIVED TIME NOV. 10. 1:57PM
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In addition similar proposals in the past have failed to be approved due to
the unrealistic burden placed on setnet operators and legitimate safety
conceD1S posed by requiring removal of setnet buoys and rUBning lines.
ADF&G Protection has in the past also recognized the lUlenforceable nature
of tlus proposal and opposed similar proposals. I and most other setnet
pennit holders will have buoys and running lines set in locations that allow
us to fish on exposed coastlines. It is a C0111mon OCCUlTence to have weather
conditions that prevent fishing gear to be deployed on these sites during
times of adverse weather. It is a serious safety threat to setnet operators to
impose regulations that would on a regular basis require the removal of
buoys and nmlling lines in adverse weather conditions. Weather conditions
frequently prevent deployment of fishing nets in certain areas, but approval
of this proposal would require removal of buoys and nmning lines regardless
of weather conditions. During the previous year, fishing periods were much
longer in duration. The movement of gear due to weather changes was
considerable. To burden the setnet group with the additional task of
removing all associated gear is unnecessary.

Approval of this proposal would severely impact setnet operators; essentially
denying mobillty of operation and routinely place operators into the position
of having to remove buoys and lines in unsafe weather conditions. Also, in
past BOF action the setnet operators have been prevented from accessing
any portion of the Eshamy fishing district, outside of Main Bay, except that
area directly adjoining tidelands. Prior to the requirement that a setnet be
attached to the mainland shore above mean low tide the setnet users had
access to all waters of the Eshamy district, but this was deemed as denying
access to offshore areas to the drift gillnet users. This is not now the case,
and only the waters witlun 600 feet adjoining mainland tidelands is the
portion open to setnet gear; legally denying setnet access to over 90% of the
waters of the 'Eshamy fishing district to the setnet user group. Further
reduction of setnet access to the tidelmid areas by limiting the placement of
essential gear is not necessary for the success or viability of the drift gi11net
user group. Planning and communicating with the setnetter gear group
could ease conflict. Obviously the setnet group, by majority, fishes 3
(50Fathom) nets. Depending on the location of the setnetters nets, a
substantial time may pass between the opening and the placement of the
final net. Those sehletters who fish 3 leased nets that are geographically
distant, could be subject to sanction while actively fishing legally.

~!r;
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In short attentive deployment of drift gillnet gear in nearshore areas provides
access to all nearshore areas not actively being fished by setnet gear, no
additional regulation is needed to secure this use for the drift gillnet users.

Proposal 64-0ppose
As stated above the attentive deployment of drift gillnet gear has and will
continue to provide access to nearshore areas. There are 29 setnet pennits
allowed in the Esbamy district with most of the setnet sites concentrated in
the Main Bay tenninal area. There are currently extensive nearshore areas
that no setnet gear is deployed on that is open access to the drift gillnet fleet.
No additional reduction of setnet gear is necessary to allow equitable access.

In addition, many of the actively fished setnet sites currently are held under
State of Alaska Division of Lands-Shorefishery Lease Program. Increasing
the minimum distance between units of setnet gear, besides being
unnecessary, would place the burden on the BOF of deciding which setnet
penllit holders would have to relinquish a valid shorefishery lease to comply
with the intent of this proposal.

Proposal 65 and 66-Support
Both proposals request the same action. In the entire Eshamy district where
the setbacks between adjoining setnets is 100 fathoms the distance setbacks
between setnet and drift gillnets was requested by ADF&G Protection to be
set at 60 fathoms in order to eliminate the existing conflicts. This was
approved by BOF action, and the conflicts have been reduced except in that
area of Main Bay where the setbacks between drift and setnet gear was not
addressed by the ADF&G proposal. Approving this proposal would
standardize the setback regulations throughout the district and reduce the
conflicts that result from not having consistent regulation.

Proposal 67-SuPP011
Clarification of alternating periods accurately reflects past and current
management.

Proposal 68-0ppose
Impractical, and unpredictable outcome would be highly allocative.

3/5
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Both proposals are similar and were submitted by the same patty. Both
contend that the setnet gear group is far above an acceptable harvest level.
An accurate look at catch data shows that currently the setnet harvest
repOlted by the latest COAR report at three tenths of a percent (0.3%) over
the trigger for reduced fishing time. Reduced fishing time for the setnel' gear
group triggers at 5%, and current COAR data shows the setnet harvest at
5.3%. Looking forward, the greatly reduced fishing time after July 102008
for the setnet group, it is certainly foreseeable that they will easily fall within
the allocation designated without any further restrictions of hours or
geography.

In 2008, after July 10 the setnet user group experienced a 63% reduction in
fishing time overall compared to the fishing time for the drift gillnet user
group. After July 10 there was a total of 1128 hours of open fishing time in
the Eshamy district~ of those hours the setnet user group was restricted to
420 hours. This was triggered by the BOF compliance measures to bring the
setnet harvest into compliance witl] the allocation plan. If proposal 80 were
adopted, a further reduction in fishing time by moving the date to June lOth
would have limited setnetters to 144 of 456 hours (69% reduction). This
proposal would go far beyond the 0.3% allocation that was over in the most
recent COAR report. This is akin to surgery with a chainsaw.

Reducing the setnet gear groups harvest time by 63% after July 10 as
occurred in 2008 or reducing in the future by up to 69% after June 10 as
proposed is not justified, atId would serve to eliminate setnet harvest to the
point of the fishery being non-viable for most pennit holders.

Proposal 78 and 79-Support
Increase the percentage at which the seinet user group experiences a
reduction in fishing time from 5% to 7% in order to provide an equitable
hatvest that reflects the setnet current and historical harvest of enhanced
fish. Seven percent is a more accurate reflection of actual and historical
harvest. Also, the 1% deviation allowed from the allocation of 4% and a
subsequent trigger for compliance measures at 5% is too narrow to actually
allow for realistic compliance. Other gear groups are allowed a margin of
error of 3%, while the setnet group (of only 29) is allowed a margin of 1%.
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There have been additional unforeseen consequences of applying the
compliance measure of reduced fishing time after July 10. Drastic changes
in the management of the Eshamy district have occuned, that multiply the
effect of reducing fishing time to the setnet user group. When the setnet
compliance measures were approved in 2005, and in previous years, the
average time fished per week after July 10 was 48 hours. The BOF, to
ensure compliance with the allocation plan, reduced setnetters to a maximum
fishing time of 36 hours per week. This resulted in a loss of 25% offisbing
time. This past season, and for the foreseeable future there has been a change
ofmal1agement that greatly expands fishing time. This has occurred both
prior to and after July 10. As a result this past season after July 10 there was
1128 hours of open fishing up until the closure of the fishery. Of those open
hours the setnet group was only allowed access for 420 of those open hours
due to the BOF imposed compliance measure of 36 hours maximum fishing
time per week. The setnet group went from having a 250/0 reduction of
fishing time to a 63% reduction in fishing time after July 10.

A reasonable means to deal with this is to impose realistic compliance
measure triggers that go i11to effect when there is a demonstrated excess
harvest by the setnet users. The 7% trigger on a setnet allocation of 40/0 is a
realistic scenario that reflects actual current and historical setnet harvest, and
allows a reasonable margin of overage before these drastic compliance
lneasures take effect. Reducing fishing time by over 50% is drastic by any
definition; there should be reasonable parameters that trigger these
reductions.

Proposal 82-Support
this proposal gives legal status to cunent practice that has little if any effect
on any other users or user group.

Sincerely,

C. Scott Thomas
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Southeast Alaska Fishermen's Alliance
9369 North Douglas Highway
Juneau, AK 99801
Phone 907-586-6652
Fax 907-523-1168 Website: http://www.seafa.org

November 11, 2008

Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

RE: Prince William Sound Board of Fish Proposal Comments

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board Members,

E-mail: seafa@gci.net

Southeast Alaska Fishermen's Alliance (SEAFA) is a non-profit membership based
association representing our members involved in salmon, crab, shrimp and longline
fisheries. We have members involved in longline fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska.

Proposal #81: SEAFA is OPPOSED to reduced hatchery production in Prince
William Sound or Southeast Alaska. We disagree with the authors of the proposal
that the Joint Protocol on Salmon Enhancement required reducing hatchery
production. We participated in the salmon hatchery meetings and workshops that
were occurring at the time and although some individuals were requesting reduced
hatchery production, it was not part of the final written Joint Protocol. There is no
factual basis to use the Joint Protocol on Salmon Enhancement as written in
#2002-FB-215 to request the reduction of hatchery produced chums. As the Joint
Protocol points out the Commissioner of Fish and Game has the exclusive authority
to issue permits for the construction and operation of salmon hatcheries including
the level of production.

Hatchery fish have not been proven to be harmful to wild stocks within the area
or create unfair competition for wild stocks. Hatchery fish can take pressure off
of the wild stocks within the area and still provide additional economic
opportunities for commercial fishermen, processors and their communities.
Recreational, subsistence and personal use fishermen have all benefited by
hatchery production.

Proposal #94: SEAFA SUPPORTS limiting the number of lines fished on state
licensed charter vessels up to a maximum number of 6 lines. Consideration will have
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to be given for the potential Federal halibut limited entry program that is
tentatively scheduled to be implemented by 2010. Limiting the number of lines
helps the smaller established charter operators by controlling the development of
larger scale charter businesses "party boats" carrying more than 6 clients, and the
associated increased harvest of resources they would have taken. Most of the
resources in the Prince William Sound area are fully utilized and any increase in
harvest by one sector affects the other users of the resource.

ADFG comments on this proposal under current regulations section has several
errors. First the IPHC is not the regulating agency that will be issuing federal
limited entry permits, the NPFMC made the recommendation and once the
Secretary of Commerce signs off on the program it will be administered by
National Marine Fisheries Services. In addition, ADFG has been limiting the
number of lines to the number of paying clients the last several years by emergency
order for all species (Emergency Order No. 2-R-3-03-08). At a minimum the Board of
Fish should create a regulation limiting the number of lines to the number of paying
clients rather than relying on an emergency order being published each year. This
will help enforcement when the federal program is implemented to have similar
state regulations in place.

Southeast Alaska has had a similar regulation as is being proposed in place for
many years and the regulation is manageable and enforceable.

Proposal #95: SEAFA SUPPORTS this proposal that would prohibit the use of
power particularly electric and hydraulic reels to retrieve sport fish. The use of
this type of gear is increasing rapidly through the charter fleet and provides an
additional advantage to recreational charter clients compared to an ordinary
personal use unguided fishermen. This is a similar situation to when the game laws
were changed to require the use of a plug in a shotgun duck hunting to prevent more
than three shells being used. It slowed down the hunt and success rate in order to
provide a more enjoyable experience and provided for a fair and equitable
opportunity (level playing field) for all users.

SEAFA's position is that it is essential to prohibit power retrieval gear now
before the use becomes even more common. Fisheries managers never envisioned
that sport fishing would be conducted in these deep depths. Sport fishing assumes
some "sport" involved in the process and not in taking as many species in as many
numbers as is possible on a 1, 2, or 3 day trip. ADFG is not tracking and accounting
for the "sport" harvest on these deep dwelling species. The use of "power" reels to
reach deeper depths are accessing species such as sablefish, shortrakers, halibut,
deep water rockfishes, and idiots. Many of these species are already fully utilized
and are slow-growing & maturing, long-lived species up to 100 years old. Little is
know about their biology. In fact directed commercial fishing is prohibited on
deepwater rockfish and idiots and is allowed as a bycatch only. Many of the species

Page 2 of 4 plus 8 pages of attachments
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accessed by deep fishing methods do not currently have a bag limit since they were
never considered a "sport fish" species.

The use of "power" reels in "sport fishing" is allowing significant harvest of
resources that are not traditional targets of sport fishing and are either already
fully utilized or are restricted as bycatch only. This proposal maintains the use of
traditional fishing areas by all user groups, thereby reducing the potential for
conflict between user groups.

The regulatory language suggested in the proposal was developed by looking at
the hand troll vs. power troll regulations trying to develop something that would be
enforceable. The portion of the sentence "but a downrigger may not be used in
conjunction with a troll gurdy" probably should have been removed from the
proposed regulatory language. Much discussion has occurred that the language
suggested is too complicated and that simpler language should be constructed such
as:

• The use ofan electric, hydraulic or power assisted reel to retrieve the
FISHING LINE is prohibited

5 AAC 75.038 provides exemptions for the handicapped so passage of this
proposal would not prohibit the use of power reels for a handicapped fishermen if
the request for an exemption is followed.

We have done a "google" search on sport fish regulations along the west coast
and we found the following regulations are currently in effect.

• Mexico - The use of electric reels is restricted to disabled fishermen only,
after written authorization for the Ministry before use

• California - You can not use weights over four pounds unless the weight is
attached to a downrigger and the fishing line releases automatically from
the downrigger when a fish is hooked

• Oregon - The following activities are unlawful: use of gurdies, winches or
reels affixed to a boat to land fish (rod or line must be held in hand) except
when used for retrieving crab rings or pots.

• Washington - All fishing gear must be kept in immediate control, and gear
may not be left unattended while fishing; Downriggers may be used with a
line if the line releases from the downrigger while playing and landing the
fish; Rodholders may be used; the rod must be easily removed without delay;
rod may be left in the holder while playing the fish; and Electric reels may
be used if designed for sport fishing and attached to a fishing rod.

• Canada - fish with a fixed weight (sinker) greater than 1 kg except on a
downrigger line, in which case the fishing line must be attached to the
downrigger by means of an automatic release clip.

We have attached 8 pages compiled from websites about different power reels
being used in the fisheries and some testimonials about the use of the reel along
with pictures. Please note that some of these deep drop reels are permanently
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mounted to the vessel and that weights of 8 to 10 pounds are used to get the line
to the bottom. A four page commentary from the Brass Pro Shops Outdoor
Library, article titled Deep Drop Fishing written by Ron Brooks (not attached) had
the comment, "The rod will be in the rod holder the entire time. When the rod tip
indicates a bite - and the braided line will surprisingly telegraph that bite quite
nicely - simply throw the electric reel in gear and let the rod and reel do the
work. Fighting the fish becomes Q matter of pushing a button." (emphasis
added). Is this really "sport" fishing?

It is time to define sport fishing gear that emphasizes the experience and joy
of sport fishing and not gear that allows a client the fastest way to reach the bag
limit for all species in a single day. Please look at the underlying issue and decide
whether power reels are to be used sport fishing and not let the regulatory
language become a stumbling block. Enforcement, Dept of Law and the regulations
specialist if given a clear statement of what you want accomplished can deal with
the language issues.

Sincerely,

~vzi4--
Kathy Hansen
Executive Director
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Testimonials DeepDrop.com Best electric fishing equipment money can buy. Page 1 of2

Toll Free: 877-374-1169
770-412-0073

snowygrouper@mindspring.com

Home Page Reel Selection Products Testimonials Tr

How an Alaskan captain stays on top ofthe charter fishing
business

In response to the call from Cal Hayashi the owner ofAlaska Premiere
Charters, we took the Deep Drop Pro to Sitka to demonstrate the reel for
him. His fish of choice were Halibut in 400-500 ft, rockfish in 900-1100
and Black Cod in 1200-2000 ft of water. After three days of fishing we
had caught all ofhis targeted fish in the depths he wanted to fish. Our
captain was SOLD after the very first 50lb halibut I caught in 516 ft, and
he wanted to catch the next one! The DDP was just as impressive on the
shortraker rockfish in 1050 ft of water. We used 71bs. oflead on all theJ
-drops over 900 ft~Our biggest challenge was the Black cod in 2000. The~

_first drop was in 1500 ft were we caught one cod about 6 lbs. The last --'
_ drop was in 1900 ft were we caught a double that weighed 18 and 14 Ibs..

We made a total of 4 drops over 1500 and caught 7 black cod. ~-

The owner was looking for a Deep-water unit that would allow his
clients the choice ofhand cranking or using an electric unit to catch a
larger variety of fish on their adventure to Alaska. He stated that some of
his clients were not able to crank the Halibut out of 500 plus feet of_

. water. The DDP made it possible for his clients to catch these and other
~

deep-water fish. His exact words were "I will never hand crank
another Halibut for the rest of my dying days". He now fishes 2 Deep
Drop Pros on his 27-ft boat and is looking forward to next season.

<,y/~

~
. 2001 update. hlaska premier Charters now has a total of six Deep Drop-1..

Pro units. All of their boats have a least one unit aboard. _
- - ~--~

COMMENT#--l,-=-0_
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Deep Drop Pro ($1099.00)

The most versatile deep drop electric system
Uses the Kristal XL001 12v reel
Unit includes a boom and rod holder mount
Weight - 15 lb.
Only Spectra line is recommended, no mono!
Power draw: 8 amp/hour
Line Capacity: 3600 feet of 130 Ib Spectra

Options:

• 500yd of hi-vis 130# spectra installed w/backing
($125)

• 1000yd of hi-vis 130# spectra installed
w/backing ($175)

• Ground shipping is $30 - ask for additional
options

http://www.deepdrop.com/pro.htm

.. .
i '

Designed to be the most effective and versatile deep-water unit available! This unit will allow you to catch deep 
water fish were ever they live! The Deep Drop Pro will handle any deep·water fish you target. I have personally
fished in 2,200 ft of water for Black cod in Alaska and the DOP even surprised me. The Picture on the home page
is one of two 30 ound Ius Shortracker rockfish we caught (on the same dro in 1,400 ft using 7 Ibs. of lead.

his unit is bullet proof!

The Deep Drop Pro features a custom Stainless Steel rod holder adapter with a machined sleeve to allow for a
smooth 360 degree rotation. The DDP can be fished from your standard rod holder regardless of its mounting
position. You don't have to add anything to fish this unit. The adapter has a locking knob for any position fishing.
The custom fiberglass boom graduates from a very strong butt section to a sensitive tip making it is easy to detect
strikes and allowing the boom to bend, making it more effective on large deep water fish that pull hard. The boom
is positioned so you that the line will level-wind onto the spool without guiding it. The 3-inch Pacific King pulley
makes it possible to wind your leader onto the spool and keeps your line from looping around the tip in the wind.
The DDP's motor is a very quiet Kristal XL001 12-volt powerhouse that draws less than 11 amps under full load.
The Deep Drop Pro has a large capacity spool (1,400 yrds) and a great drag (35 Ibs.) along with a retrieve rate of
250-275 ft per minute. The drag will adjust from 5-35 Ibs. and you can obtain complete free spool with the drag
knobAc!oub~J~ole double throw toggle switch will allow you to power up or down if need be. This function added
to the any position locking knob would allow you to use this unit as a downrigger or a deep trolling unit if you
desire.

The Deep Drop Pro is a very compact and easy to use unit and comes ready to fish. The DDP 'C~Me~~s~T#_19
,~w~+- ~9,.L 'LoP g- ~-

CA.- ~ 10/26/2008
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Deep Drop Trophies

Wild Strawberry Lodge

Shortraker rockfish 1400 ft dee. Deep water shark 1250 ft of water.

Ling Cod caught in 395 ft of water. Gag grouper caught deep trolling
ing 78 ft of water w/8lb lead.

http://www.deepdrop.comltrophy.asp
SEAPA oJ\-c,-clL~{-
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Deep Drop Trophies DeepDrop.com Best electric fishing equipment money can buy.

True Red Snapper 150 ft 620 reel & Red snapper caught on the DEEP
Dee Dro /Jr. DROP PRO in 125 ft of water.

Gag Deep trolling in 85 ft of water 14 lb Gag Grouper caught trolling
w/8lb lead. in 72 ft of water with the Deep Drop

Pro.

Large Shortraker rockfish and Rough
eared rockfish caught on Deep Drop
Pro in 1125 ft ofwater on the same

http://www.deepdrop.com/trophy.asp
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BOTTOM REELS

BLUE OCEANI TACKLE INC
FJJ!ih1n!lEqulpment~arlne!iupplg

Page 1 of5

TEL (760) 948-8003 FAX (760) 948-7707
sales@blueoceantackle.com

BOTTOM FISHING REELS
CUSTOM SEA GEAR

GO DEEP!

MANUAL REELS, ELECTRIC REELS, AND
HYDRAULIC REELS FOR DEEP DROP FISHINGI
COMPLETE BOTTOM FISHING REEL KITS ARE

READY TO FISH AT DEPTHS OF 3000+ FEET! ALL
REPLACEMENT PARTS ARE AVAILABLE. DEEP

ROP REELS CAN BE USED FOR GROUPER, TUNA,
AND OTHER BIG FISH. BOTTOM REELS CAN ALSO

BE USED IN TROLLING APPLICATlONS.

NOWAVAILABLE WITH OPTIONAL ALUMINUM
SPOOLS FOR USE WITH MONO AND SPECTRA

LINES!

1/4 HP ELECTRIC BELT DRIVE

/Li:
/!;~

~dy:~
, ~

'",,·1

HYDRAULIC BOTTOM REELS
CONTROL VALVE INCLUDED

ELECTRIC DIRECT DRIVE
UNIT. GEAR BOX TURNS

SPOOL! NO BELTSI
3/4 HP MOTORI

CLICK HERE TO READ THE SPECS ON THESE REELS!

Dedric Manaba landing 40-60 lb ye/lowfin 9 miles
north of Kalaupapa, Molokai HI,
Fishing on his 25' Radon Lightning!

http://www.blueoceantackle.com/bottom_reels.htm

*Shown at left with a custom mount. Reels come
complete with a 33" bottom piece that has holes in it
for a permanent deck mounting. It also includes a
metal strap for securing against the side rail. Top
half of reel rests on top of the 33" mounted base.
Top half can easily be removed to store reel inside l/\

COMMENT#..-........;,,;;';)~
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Probing the Depths with Deep Droppers
written by f;m:Jl. Joe RiclJ.;Jrr.t

Sending baited hooks down almost a fifth
of a mile isn't for everyone, but it is a kick
to catch and see new fish. Tasty ones, too.

For deep-drop fishing tactics and tackle
suggestions, read on.

Previous Page

·(~;·t Email This Page
i,';;)d.."

A 50-pound snowy grouper hooked in 900 feet.

Boat was backed away from the oil rig, and the fish

fought in open water on a common Penn

International reel.

In areas where reef fish are over

fished (even in the Bahamas), folks

are dropping baits ever deeper.

Such species as tilefish, queen and

silk snapper, snowy and

yellowedge grouper make up most

of the catch.

As the saying goes, you can do it

the hard way, or the easy way.

Personally, I think an lers s auld

~ earn their fish b..y....manuallY- reeling

them up. Push-button electric reels

are used 100 percent by

commercial fishermen going deep,

and this method has 0 so'

.~ects. In addition,~e going after a state-record fish, electric reel equipment will_

prevent you from being listed in the rod and reel division. Instead, you will be relegated to
......- -.£.-

commercial gear (usually manual bicycle or "bandit" reels), trotlines and spearguns.

I found that out after manually cranking up a string of tilefish in 1,100 feet off Texas, back in

1983. I used a bicycle reel mounted on the boat, equipped with 300-pound mono line. It

barely reached bottom, too. My biggest tilefish that day weighed 21 pounds, and remained a

Texas record in the restricted division until last year.

Following that episode, we began using manual tackle, as in 50-pound trolling gear. After

trolling around deepwater oil rigs, we'd tie the boat up for the night, and make a few drops.

With Dacron line, we actually could feel bites. With mono line, nothing. You dropped down,

waited a half hour, and reeled something up. Often it was a snowy grouper in the 50-pound

class. We registered one of those snowies as a Texas record in 1992, at 49 pounds and a ,~

few ounces, and it still stands today. COMMENT#-h.l-
10/

1
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Bass Pro Shops Outdoor Library

Other deepwater fish brought up were yellowedge grouper, small sharks and a couple of

hideous, deepwater eels about six feet long, armed with rows of cruel teeth. If one of those

eels had gotten loose in the boat, we might have abandoned ship. We would cut the hook

off, and each eel floated away in the dark, like a thick rope.

Page 2 of4

Tasty yellowedge grouper caught at sunrise, 720

feet. They grow a lot bigger than this one.

hit bottom, and 20 to reel it back. Maybe it was less.

Two or three drops, and we were

usually done for the night, going

back to catching blackfin tuna on

the surface under the rig's bright

lights. Dropping deep was simple

fishing; I kept an 8-pound sash

weight in a bucket (where the rusty

thing wouldn't roll around on deck)

and tied it to a length of 300-pound

mono leader, with two large 16/0

circle hooks attached. You baited up

with a couple of stream-lined, strip

baits cut from a tuna or blue

runner, and let her drop. It seemed

to take that weight five minutes to

Since then, deep-dropping has become far more sophisticated. Companies now sell ready

made deep-drop.Iig§. with five circle hooks, with numerous glow beads attached, and stream

lined, 5-pound lead weights. You can also buy a light that attaJ,;b.ei?Jo the leader. It's built with 0

rings, has an on-off switch and is built to go very deep without imploding. The deep-drop

veterans now have a saying: "No light, no bite." That's keeping in mind that it's quite dark

down there, probably very gloomy even at high-noon during a flat calm sea, which allows

maximum sunlight penetration. Down that deep, fish either hunt by sense of smell, motion or

they watch for natural lights produced by other critters.

Fishing with electrics means spending more money, of course. You have to have AC plugs

available on deck, for instance. On a big boat, that's no problem, though the cost of running

a big boat these days is skyrocketing, thanks to fuel prices. As for electric reels, they cost far

more than manual reels and scarcely resemble fishing reels.

Companies such as Elec-Tra-Mate have been around for a long time, getting started no doubt

with the commercial fishing community. These are the red devices attached to standard Penn

reels, used aboard partyboats at least for the past 30 years. I was handed one in 1982, for

instance, while fishing aboard a partyboat out of Port Aransas, Texas that was anchored in

250 feet.

More modern deepwater reels have popped up everywhere in the past five years. A recent

Google search for electric reels found models from Qaiwa, Shimano, Banax, Fladen, Alpha,

Precision and Dolphin. They all cost from $500 to $900 each. There are also Kri~()~sM T# \g
\1/

1
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which list all the way up to $2,400 each. They're often reserved for expensive billfish boats,

whose crews like to make a deepwater drop now and again, taking a break from trolling. For

them, it's a dependable way to return to port with fresh fish for dinner that very night.

It's a different kind of fishing. The gas inside these

fish doubles every 33 feet they rise towards the

surface, unless they expel it, so there is no chance

of releasing these fish alive. Sharks don't have a---.,
swim bladder full of gas, so they seem to survive.

For those of us cranking on a manual reel, it does

get easier; after a few hundred feet, the fish

becomes more buoyant, neutralizing that 8-pound

iron weight. While using mono line, sometimes we

would get an occasional tremble of the rod tip,

which meant a big fish was rampaging down there,

though barely translated through 900 feet of mono

line that stretched like a rubber band.

With 80-pound braid or 50-pound Dacron IinS)., each

nibble is telegraphed straight to your rod tip, and

it's infinitely easier to tell when the fish has

grabbed on. The rod tip dips, and you either "hit

the button" (as in electric button) or reel fast, so

that the circle hook grabs him.

Double-header of snowy grouper

brought up with two hooks, at night,

without lights or an electric reel.

Reeling these fish up takes time, of course. If no sharks are around, you can take a break

and go sip a drink. During the last 50 feet of ascent, the gas in a fish really expands, and a

big grouper will take off in a wild direction, sometimes erupting on the surface 40 feet away,

and on the wrong side of the boat. They float like a buoy almost half out of the water, even

with eight pounds of iron attached. If that fish should somehow become unhooked, you can

bet your last dollar he will remain on the surface, until you drive the boat over and gaff him.

That hasn't happened to us yet; circle hooks generally stay very well attached.

--These deepwater fish (whether snapper, grouper, tilefish or wreckfish) are quite good to eat.

They're slow-growing in that frigid environment far below where no man has ever been, an

environment with no seasons. It's best to try catching a few of these fish, but don't get

hoggish. It takes time to grow more of them.

Where civilization is close to deep water, one may assume these deepwater fish are being

impacted a great deal more than where the continental shelf dropoff is 100 miles offshore,

such as off Tampa, Florida, or Galveston, Texas. With fuel prices (at least diesel) already

passing $5 a gallon in some coastal areas, these far-flung fish stocks may see little fishing

pressure in the future.

Joe Richard is a Gainesville, Florida, writer and photographer who owns Seafaee>W'eNT# \q
Sf-AFA ~~~cll.~t r«- '6 oPK
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907-822-3644 TO: 19074656094 P.l

Q COPPER COUNTRY ALLIANCE
He 60 Box 306T
Copper Center, Alaska 99573
Phone (907) 822-3644 Fax (907) 822-3644
e-mail cca@coppervalleyak.net

"pyotectLV\.g the ruYCll ClV\.(;\ wn(;\ ",-"l:uYClL evwLYo"'-\M.e",-t of I:he

WrClV\.geLL /v\ou"'-tClLV\.s/CO'pl'er"R-ClSi\ll. regioV\.."

November 14, 2008

.... ~ \ '. I ;:....- .. " . ,-

ATTN: BOFCOMMENTS
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

By Fax to 907-465-6094

Re: Prince William Sound & Copper River Proposal-l--Oppose

Dear Board Members:

We are a volunteer conservation organization based in the Copper River Basin, and most of our
members are Copper Basin residents. We appreciate the oppOltunity to comment on Proposal 1,
which would change the Chitina Subdistrict to a subsistence fishery. We oppose Proposal 1.

One purpose of this organization is to protect the rural lifestyle of this region. For most of us, Copper
River salmon are an important part of our diet. Obtaining salmon helps us to live in a rural area
where groceries are expensive. By contrast, non-rural Alaska residents have daily access to stores
like Costco and Walmart where groceries are much less expensive. The current Personal Use
designation for the Chitina Subdistrict is a fair one, because it allows non-rural residents to obtain
Copper River salmon, and it is only when runs are weak that they move back in line behind rural
subsistence users. If rural and non-rural residents alike were considered subsistence users, a small
llfish piell would be cut into much smaller pieces, since non-rural users far outnumber rural users.

We urge you to reject Proposal 1.

Sincerely,

COPPER COUNTRY ALLIANCE

~~~l-'~
Ruth McHemy U .
Volunteer Staff

RECEIVED TIME NOV. 14. 2:45PM COMMENT# 1J)



~:rom:Cordova Dist. Fishermen United 907 424 3430.....t.::
November 13, 2008

Alaska Board of Fisheries
Fax: (907) 465-6094
ATTN: CR/PWS Board of Fisheries Comments

Dear Sirs:
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I am writing in regard to the Copper River/Prince William Sound
proposals, which will be discussed December 1-7 in Cordova. I am a
resident of Cordova and have been a salmon Drift fisherman since
1987, and have participated in the salmon seine fishery as well as
several herring fisheries. Presently I serve as president of the Copper
River/ Prince William Sound Marketing Association, but speak for
myself with these comments.

Proposal 1 - I strongly oppose this proposal. The C & T
determination for the Chitina Subdistrict Dipnet fishery has been
discussed at great length during several of the past board cycles. As
the board determined in 2003, the dipnet fishery does not fit the
criteria as subsistence fishery.

Proposals 8 & 9 - I oppose these and any proposals that would
result in increased time, area or annual take of Copper River King
salmon or Copper River Sockeye salmon. Thus I oppose
Proposals 22, 23, 25, 27, 107, 108 & 109. Both the king
salmon and sockeye salmon represent fully utilized resources and
any fishery on those fish should not be expanded.

Proposals 19, 20 & 26 - I support these proposals in concept. In
the commercial fishery every salmon that is harvested or escaped is
reported within 48 hours. The reporting requirements for the Personal
Use and Subsistence fisheries both in the lower river and upriver
should be changed to a shorter time frame. There is no reason with
modern technology reporting cannot be done within 48 hours.

Proposals 62 & 63 - I strongly support these two proposals.
Inactive set net buoys obstruct the shoreline, in effect removing miles
of legal fishing area from the fishery and create a navigational
hazard.

RECEIVED TIME NOV. 14, 11:29AM
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Proposals 65 & 66- I oppose these proposals, increasing the
distance to 60 fathoms between drift and set nets in Main Bay would
result in no shoreline sets available to drift fishermen.

Proposals 69, 70, 71, 72, 73 & 74 -I strongly oppose all these
proposals. These proposals would change the PWS Allocation Policy
and expand access in time and area for the seine fleet. During the
past two seasons the seine fleet has benefited from high prices and
large returns resulting in record-breaking harvests. In 2008, they
harvested over 550/0 of the total value of PWSAC enhanced salmon.

Proposals 78 & 79 -I oppose these proposals, which would
change the PWS Allocation Policy by increasing the set net
allocation.

Proposals 100,101,102,103,104 & 105 -I support any and
all attempts to protect salmon spawning areas. The salmon resources
are fully utilized we can no longer tolerate any fishing in spawning
areas. This should be adopted as a board policy statewide!

Proposal 132 - 1support this proposal on the basis that ADFG
already has all the tools necessary to manage the fishery with inside
closures with out the restrictive requirement of mandatory closures.

Thank you very much for your time and attention in reading my
comments.

Thea Thomas
PO Box 1566
Cordova, Alaska 99574
907-424-5266
thea@ctcak.net

COMMENT#~
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ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Secdon
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax 907·465-6094

j'1W'!!;.'.'·f.!Ji,m

Mr~ Chairinan and members of the Board. Following comments pertain to the Prince
William Sound Salmon proposals for the meeting in December, 2008. I am Dick
Lowman, aset-gillnet pelmit holder in the Eshamy District. 2009 will be my fourth
fishing SeasOn. Thank you for your consideration.

Proposals 62 and 63..:.. QPPOSE
These proposals are essentially identical. Both clairtJ. that setnet gear not being fished
denies drifters access'to the beach. That claim is not accurate. Regulations require
separation between drift and set gillnet gear being fished, but do not require separation
When the setnet gear is inactive. Both groups generally lay gear and nets perpendicUlar to
the beach. At worst case, unfished setnet gear would cause a drifter to move at most 5
fathoms one way or the other.

I take jssue with the assertion in both proposals that setnetters deliberately establish sets
to prevent drifter-access to the beach. I personally have never done that and am not
aware ofanyone who has. With anchors, lines and buoys each set repr~entsseveral
hundroo. dollars of gear plus several hours ofwork. It. is absurd to think. that I would
waste an afternoon and lay -out several hundred dollars ofgear to force a drifter to move 5
fathoms up or down the shore. If there is any setnetter abusing the regulations then it
would be more appropriate to deal with. the abuser than to deny reasonable fiShi~lg rights
to all setnetters.

Typically opener announcements are received late in the a.fternoon on the day prior to the
opener. (The !llID0uncement lines are jammed for the firSt. few ,hours.) The .s-etnetters
would have only a few hours to adjust their sets to match the legal open areas. IffoT
example a setnetter lives in Main Bay b1}t bas beenfi~hingFalb Bay and the
announcement closes Falls Bay,. then the Falls Bay gear would have to be removed and
another set or sets would have to- be established, all within that few hour window. Setnet
skiffs are not safe to operate in the heavy seas that sometimes occur in this district. These
proposals would at times force setnetters to risk either an~~passage or a violation.

Proposal 64 - OPPOSE .
Management plans in the Alaska Statutes lay heavy emphasis on equitable harvest
opportunities between gear groups. Regulations - based Qn historic fishery use - give set
gillnet penmtees the advantage of '~stakingout" a site but they are restricted to only a .
very small area of the shore and the mobility to move to a more productive fishing area
during the short openers is inherently limited by the nature ofthe fishery. Both the
regulations and the nature ofthe gear give drift-gillnet permitees th.eadvantage of

2008 BOF Comments by Dick Lowman, page 1 of2 /) 11
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virtually unhindered moblllty within any' and all open areas ofPrince William Sound
including open water and the shoreline. The only significant restriction on drift-gillnet
operations is the requirement to respect the small areaS staked out by set-gilInet opemtors,
and that is only in the Eshamy District.

There are 29 set~giUnetpermits in the Eshamy District. And there are approximately 30
miles ofcoastline in the District. Thus on ave~ge~ there is only one setnetter per mile of
coastline in the Eshamy District, no set...giUne't operations on any shoreline elsewhere in
t~ soun~ and there ~re no set-giUnet operations anywhere in the open water.

It is not the intent ofthis response to object to current regulations, but ifany argwnent
were to be made that one gear group has an unfair advlIDmge {)ver another the facts would
better support the contention that the drift-gillnet fleet already has ample entitlement.

Proposa!l15 and 8Y - QPfQSE
During the 2008 season there were no significant harvest nwnbers prior to the third week
Qf June. When the :fish did arrive, closures in the Copper River area brought many of the
drift gillnet fleet to the Esbamy District cre{1ting a larger than l10qnal drift~gillnet
presence. Set-gillnetters observed the reduction offishlngtime after JulylO. Thus there
was only about a 2-1/2 week period in which setnetters could fish productively, and the
competing gear group presslHe was intense during that -short pei'iod.

Each gear fishery is trying to mak~ a living; however. it is a concern that propoStlls 75
and 80 should continue todeete&se the set-gillnet fishezy to the point ofextinction. It is
our opinion that this is not what the BOF had in mind when they e~tab1ishedthe set
gillnet gear fishery.

Proposals 78 and 79 - SUPPORT
Reasonable parameterS 11mt trigger reductions in fishing time sho1{ld be set before drastic
compliance measures are taken.

RECEIVED TIME
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SfMtny Wright
Alaska CepaJ1ment of FIst1 sod G~e
Southcenlral Region
333 Raspbeny Road
Andlorage. AI< 99518.1599
Phone; (907) 287-2354
Fax; f907) 261-2489

NovembM14, 2008

AEcefvED

NOV 1~ 2008
BOARDS

ANCHoRAGe

To whom it may concern

The following ADF&G Boafd of Fi$h proposals are of concern to the members of the seward Charter

Boat Asscei;tJtion. I would like to submit the following comments forvour c;onsideratlon,

Proposal 21 to allow retention of lingcod and rock fish for subsistern:e fishers.,

Clearly reddish and lingcod stocks are already stressed in the PWS resion. ling(:od have eXcellent

survival when released and the subsistence limits for halibut in PWS are more than adequate to proylde

enough fish for the subsistence lifestYle. There is no reason to encoLJtage the harvest of these State
managed, slow (lrowing fish.

proposal 32 to allow the retention of lingcod during grourld fisheries
b

Ungcod are aslow growing fish, whose abund:mce will declin~ if they are retained IISlng methods other

theln those already approved. Until ADF&G am do a stock assessment there should be no Increase In

harwst.

P'!POsal 33 to allow retention of lingcod in drift nets-
Lingcod are a slow grOWing fish, whose abundance will ~cline jf they are retained USing methods other

than those already approved. Until ADF&G can do a stock issessment there should be no inc:rease- in

harvest.

~ropo:>aI42 ~o allow retention of spiny dogfish during lang line fishing

Spiny dogfish abundance had exploded over reCl!!nt years and as it has been proven In N@w England;
dogfish feed on juvenile cod and other Oemersal species that a,e fUllV utIlIzed at this time. for this

reason SCBA fully supports a dIrected fishery or retentiOn of spiny dogfish by any and all users.

Proposal 61 to open the east of Hinchinbrook and Montague Island to Drift gill nets.

sellA strongly opposes this pr9p,osal ~s it will i",~edijl~'Y c~~~e gear c;oryflh:ti betw~" sPOrt fJs"~rrr! ..n
and drift "etters that has never e)(isted before. BeyQnd the gear conflict th. mbdns ofWilmon with
r.ockfish and lingcod that occurs on the back side of Montague will caUse huge mortality of peJagic and

RECEIVED TIME NOV. 14. 12:01PM
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non pelagic rockfish as well as lingcod. Clearly sport fishermen and the charter industry will be hOlrmed

by this proposal.

ProposalS7 to change the boundaries of the Kenai Peninsula area..
This proposal Will continue to allow for enforcement problems since the bag limit III PW5 for lingcod and
non pelagic: ro<:kf1sh /5 different tnan either the Cook Inlet or Kenai Peninsula areas and boats from
Seward have traditionally fished in PWS and transited back to areas wlm more $ttingeAt bag Iimit~. A

better 5OIution would be to have identical bas limits for lingcod and roclcf1sh everywhere in area 3A.

Furthermore by changing this boundary, ADF&G is reducing the area traditionally CQnsirjered to be part'
of Kenai Penin,ula and NOT part of PWS. The waters from cape Fairfield and cape PLlget have nothing to

do With PWS. Thev are clearly part of the North Gulf Coast. Tide Wittel"'S flow In and out of Puget Bav and

it ili distinct arul different from PWS. ThiS would be a defaeto reallocation af fishing grounds from t~

North Gulf Coast region to ?WS ind will Clllate mote problems with area registrations in tile future than
is solves right now. SCBA would ask that no action be ti.tken on this issue until such time as It can be
discussed with Seward charter operators and commercial fISh. rmen.

Proposal 94 - Una Limits in PWS

The SCBA acknowledges the need for regulation change to protect I'Dckfish, lingcod, and shark stocks

from inevitable lnaeased pressure followlog the implementation of tIM;! Federal Halibut Charter Umitlld

Entry program. SCBA appreciates the Cordova District Fishermen United's proactive approach to dealing

with this problem. However, this proposal is too vague and falls to take into acoount the possibility of
delays in the Federal License Limitation pr'ogfam. so ifthls proposal passes and the program is del~ed,

1:hen novessel will have a Federal Umited Entry Permit and therefore no vessel would be able to operate

fishing charters In PWS with more than 6 lines could operate and thi$ would have a d~astating

economic consequence in 2009.

Proposal 95.; No Electric Reels

SCBA OppOSBli this proposal as written as it would discriminate against handicapped anglers or those

that prefer to lAse electric reels to il$5ist them in the harvest of bottom fish.

rf the issue Is concern for the sport harvest Df B~tk Cod then SCBA would prefer to see a bag

limit ii1ssigned to these species and documentation of harvest. ~tinBa bag limit of 4 black wd per

angler and dos.elv monltorinethls catch and If it becomes necessary reducing this limit to protect pws
Blacltcod UP holders in the future would be more eqUitable. There are already strinsent bag limits on

non pelagic roc:kfish toot ensure deep water rockfish are well protected from Charter andSportftshlng

overharvest. .'

Thank you for eonsidering my comments. Ifyou would like to d'KU~Sany of these points please feel
free to contact me at 907-224-6026. or via email atloLlnik@IlGi .net.
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~
~e~eward Charter Boat Association

P.O. BOlC S4

seward, AK 996G4
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United States Department of the Interior

IN REPLY REFER TO:

FWS/OSM/S110/BOF PWS

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
1011 E. Tudor Rd.

Anchorage, Alaska 99503-6199

NOV 14 2008
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Mr. John Jensen, Chairman
Alaska Department ofFish and Game
Board ofFisheries
1255 West Sth Street
Post Office Box 25526
Juneau, Alaska 99S02-5526

Dear Chainnan Jensen:

The Alaska Board of Fisheries will deliberate 200S12009 regulatory proposals that address Prince
William Sound and Upper CopperlUpper Susitna groundfish, herring, shellfish, commercial, sport,
and subsistence finfish fisheries beginning December 1, 200S. We understand that the Board will
be considering approximately 132 proposals at this meeting.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Office of Subsistence Management, working with other
Federal agencies, has reviewed these proposals and developed preliminary comments on
proposals, which may have an impact on Federally qualified subsistence users and Federal
subsistence fisheries in this area. The enclosed comments address proposals 13, 14,22,25,27,
lIS, and 126.

We may wish to comment on other specific proposals if issues arise during the meeting which
may have an impact on Federal subsistence users and fisheries. We appreciate the opportunity to
comment on these important regulatory matters and look forward to working with your Board and
the Alaska Department ofFish and Game on these issues.

Peter J. Probasco
Assistant Regional Director

Enclosure

cc: Denby S. Lloyd, ADF&G
Michael Fleagle, Chair FSB
John Hilsinger, ADF&G, Anchorage
Craig Fleener, ADF&G, Juneau
Charles Swanton, ADF&G, Juneau
Rob Bentz, ADF&G, Juneau
JeffRegnart, ADF&G, Anchorage
James HasbrouckADF&G, Anchorage
Don Roach, ADF&G, Fairbanks

~Jt:\

Marianne See, ADF&G, Anchorage
Jim Simon, ADF&G, Fairbanks
Jim Fall ADF&G, Anchorage
Bridget Easley ADF&G, Anchorage
Tina Cunning, ADF&G, Anchorage
Nancy Hendrickson, ADF&G, Anchorage
George Pappas, ADF&G, Anchorage
Jim Marcotte, ADF&G, Juneau '1 Ll
Interagency Staff Committe0 MMENT#__...,.;...,V_"""". ._ ....
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The following comments address these proposals only as they affect Federally qualified
subsistence users and resource conservation.

Proposal 13 requests the distance between fish wheels in the Glennallen Subdistrict be
increased from 75 feet to 300 feet. The reason cited is resource conservation.

Most Federally qualified subsistence users employ fish wheels to harvest salmon.
Federal and State regulations are currently aligned, requiring a 75 foot separation
between fish wheels.

Existing State Regulation:

5 AAC 1.620. Lawful gear and gear specifications.
(c)(5) a person may not set or operate afish wheel within 75 feet of

anotherfish wheel

Existing Federal Regulation:

§_.27(i)(11) Prince William Sound Area

(xiii)(B) You may not set or operate ajish wheel within 75 feet ofanotherjish wheel;

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board (FSB)? No.
However, a similar proposal (FP07-16) to change Federal regulation to require separation
offish wheels by 200 feet was submitted during the 2007 regulatory cycle. The Federal
Subsistence Board did not adopt FP07-16, based on the recommendation of the
Southcentral Alaska Federal Subsistence Regional Advisory Council (Council).
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Impact to Federal subsistence users/fisheries: Yes. If adopted, this proposal would

increase the distance between fish wheels from 75 to 300 feet and could reduce the

number of fish wheels operating in the Upper Copper River District. In tum, this could

allow more salmon to move up river to meet spawning requirements, and will increase

the opportunity for upper river subsistence users (including Federally qualified

subsistence users) to catch more fish. This proposal would also create a divergence

between State and Federal regulations, which would increase regulatory complexity and

cause enforcement problems.

Federal position/recommended action: Neutral. Currently, Federal and State
regulations are in alignment and require fish wheels to be separated by 75 feet. Although
the proponent cites a conservation justification, the Federal Subsistence Management
Program is not aware of any conservation issue that suggests greater linear separation of
fish wheels is required. The proposal therefore appears to address allocative and social
issues rather than conservation concerns.

As previously mentioned, a similar proposal (FP07-16) to change Federal regulation to
require separation of fish wheels by 200 feet was submitted during the 2007 regulatory
cycle. The Southcentral Council opposed the proposal as it did not address any identified
resource conservation problem and would have had a negative impact to Federally
qualified subsistence users. They also acknowledged that a similar State proposal such as
this one (#13) could have a negative impact on State users if a similar change was not
made to the Federal regulation. The Council concluded that this issue would be best
resolved only ifboth the Federal and State fishery management programs addressed the
issue concurrently.

Proposal 14 requests that use of a dip net be prohibited within 30 feet of an operating
fish wheel. This proposal would primarily affect those who fish under State regulations
and employ either dip nets or a fish wheel in the Glennallen Subdistrict.

Most Federally qualified subsistence users employ fish wheels to harvest salmon
although dip net and rod and reel are also lawful gear. Current Federal regulation
requires a 75 foot separation between fish wheels. There is no minimum distance in
Federal regulation separating a fish wheel and other gear types.

Existing State Regulation:

5 AAC 77.591. Copper River Personal Use Dip Net Salmon Fishery
Management Plan.

5 AAe 01.620. Lawful gear and gear specifications
(b)Salmon may be taken only by thefollowing types ofgear:

3
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(l)In the Glennallen Subdistrict by fish wheels and dip nets;

(c)Fish wheels usedfor subsistence fishing may be operated only asfollows:
(5) a person may not set or operate a fish wheel within 75 feet ofanother
fish wheel;

Existing Federal Regulations:

§_.27(i)(ll) Prince William Sound Area

(v) In the Upper Copper River District, you may take salmon only byfish wheels, rod and
reel or dip nets;

(xii)(A) You must register yourfish wheel with ADF&G or the Federal Subsistence Board

(xiii)(B) You may not set or operate afish wheel within 75 feet ofanotherfish wheel;

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board (FSB)? No.

Impact to Federal subsistence users/fisheries: No. Adoption ofthis proposal would
affect only a State subsistence user employing a dip net and fishing under State
regulation. It would not affect the Federally qualified user fishing under Federal
regulation.

Federal position/recommended action: Neutral. Adoption of this proposal would affect
only people fishing under State subsistence regulations. However, if this proposal were
adopted Federal and State regulations would no longer be aligned which could potentially
complicate enforcement.

Proposal 22 requests that the annual limit in the Chitina personal use salmon fishery for
a household oftwo or more be increased. The current annual limit is 30 salmon. This
proposal requests an additional 10 salmon for each household member after the 30
salmon household limit has been taken.

Existing State Regulation:

5 AAC 77.591 Copper River Personal Use Dip Net Salmon Fishery
Management Plan.

(e) The annual limit for a personal use salmon fishing permit is 15 salmon for a
household of one person and 30 salmon for a household of two or more persons, of which
no more than one may be a king salmon. However, when the department determines that
a weekly harvestable surplus of 50,000 or more salmon will be present in the Chitina
Subdistrict, the commissioner shall establish, by emergency order, weekly periods during
which the department shall issue a supplemental permit for 10 additional sockeye salmon
to a permit applicant who has met the annual limit. King salmon may not be taken under
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the authority of a supplemental pennit. A supplemental pennit will be valid from Monday
to the following Sunday of the week in which the surplus salmon are expected to be
present in the Chitina Subdistrict. The department may specify other conditions in a
supplemental pennit. The department may issue an additional supplemental pennit to a
pennittee who has met the limits of a previously issued supplemental pennit.

Existing Federal Regulations:

§_.27(i)(11) Prince William Sound Area

(x) The total annual harvest limit for subsistence salmon fishing permits in
combination for the Glennallen Subdistrict and the Chitina Subdistrict is as
follows:

(A) For a household with 1 person, 30 salmon, ofwhich no more than 5 may
be Chinook salmon taken by dip net and no more than 5 Chinook taken by
rod and reel;

(B) For a household with 2 persons, 60 salmon, ofwhich no more than 5 may
be Chinook salmon taken by dip net and no more than 5 Chinook taken by
rod and reel, plus 10 salmon for each additional person in a household
over 2 persons, except that the household's limit for Chinook salmon taken
by dip net or rod and reel does not increase.

(C) Upon request, permits for additional salmon will be issuedfor no more than a
total of200 salmon for a permit issued to a household with 1 person, ofwhich no
more that 5 may be Chinook salmon taken by dip net and no more than 5
Chinook taken by rod and reel, or no more than a total of500 salmon for a
permit issued to a household with 2 or more persons, ofwhich no more than 5
may be Chinook salmon taken by dip net and no more than 5 Chinook taken by
rod and reel.

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board (FSB)? No

Impact to Federal subsistence users/fisheries: Yes. A significant harvest increase in
the Chitina Subdistrict personal use fishery could reduce the number of salmon available
for Federally qualified subsistence users in this Subdistrict. It could also reduce the
number of salmon available for both Federally qualified and State subsistence users in the
Glennallen Subdistrict.

However, if the escapement goal at Miles Lake is increased to allow for the additional
harvest upstream then there should be little impact to Federally qualified subsistence
users.

Federal position/recommended action: Oppose. The department currently has the
Emergency Order authority to increase harvest by providing a supplemental pennit (for
an additional 10 sockeye salmon) when the actual numbers of salmon counted past the
Miles Lake sonar sufficiently exceed the preseason projection for a specific fishing
period. Adoption of this proposal would reduce the department's flexibility in reacting to
inseason salmon abundance.

5
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In addition, adoption of this proposal would reduce the number of salmon available to
Federally qualified subsistence users in the Chitina and Glennallen Subdistricts since
these fishery resources are already fully allocated. A reduction in salmon abundance
could result in Federally qualified users not meeting their subsistence needs or having to
work harder to achieve those needs. This would be contrary to a basic tenet of ANILCA
that provides a subsistence priority to rural residents having customary and traditional use
of Copper River salmon in the aforementioned Subdistricts.

If the escapement goal at Miles Lake is increased to allow for the additional harvest
upstream then there should be little impact to Federally qualified subsistence users and
we would be neutral on this proposal.

Proposal 25 requests that in the personal use dip net fishery in the Chitina Subdistrict of
the Upper Copper River District the Chinook salmon annual harvest limit be raised to
four per household. One Chinook salmon would be recorded on the household personal
use permit as is the current regulation. Each additional Chinook salmon to a maximum of
three would be recorded on the permit holders sport fishing license. These Chinook
salmon would be subtracted from the permit holder's allowable harvest of Chinook
salmon in the Gulkana and Klutina rivers.

Existing State Regulation:

5 AAC 77. 591. Copper River Personal Use Dip Net Salmon Fishery
Management Plan and 5 AAC 52.024. Harvest record required; annual limit.

(e) The annual limit for a personal use salmon fishing permit is 15 salmon for a
household of one person and 30 salmon for a household of two or more persons, of which
no more than one may be a king salmon. However, when the department determines that
a weekly harvestable surplus of 50,000 or more salmon will be present in the Chitina
Subdistrict, the commissioner shall establish, by emergency order, weekly periods during
which the department shall issue a supplemental permit for 10 additional sockeye salmon
to a permit applicant who has met the annual limit. King salmon may not be taken under
the authority of a supplemental permit. A supplemental permit will be valid from Monday
to the following Sunday of the week in which the surplus salmon are expected to be
present in the Chitina Subdistrict. The department may specify other conditions in a
supplemental permit. The department may issue an additional supplemental permit to a
permittee who has met the limits of a previously issued supplemental permit.

Existing Federal Regulations:

§_.27(i)(11) Prince William Sound Area

6
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(x) The total annual harvest limit for subsistence salmon fishing permits in
combination for the Glennallen Subdistrict and the Chitina Subdistrict is as
follows:

(A) For a household with 1 person, 30 salmon, ofwhich no more than 5 may
be Chinook salmon taken by dip net and no more than 5 Chinook taken by rod
and reel;
(B) For a household with 2 persons, 60 salmon, ofwhich no more than 5 may
be Chinook salmon taken by dip net and no more than 5 Chinook taken by rod
and reel, plus 10 salmon for each additional person in a household over 2
persons, except that the household's limit for Chinook salmon taken by dip net
or rod and reel does not increase.

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board (FSB)? No

Impact to Federal subsistence users/fisheries: Yes. This proposal would increase the
harvest of Chinook salmon in the Chitina Subdistrict. There would then be fewer
Chinook salmon available for subsistence harvest in the Glennallen Subdistrict.
Increased harvest could also negatively affect the sustainability of some of the smaller,
unmonitored Chinook salmon stocks.

Federal position/recommended action: Oppose. This proposal would reduce the
number of Chinook salmon available to both Federally qualified and State subsistence
users in the Glennallen Subdistrict since this fishery resource is already fully allocated.
This would be contrary to both the Federal and State subsistence priorities.

Proposal 27 requests that the Chitina Subdistrict be expanded to include the waters of the
Chitina River from its confluence with the Copper River upstream to its confluence with
the Kuskulana River.

The Chitina River enters the Copper River from the east immediately downstream from
the Chitina-McCarthy Bridge. The Kuskulana River is approximately 10 miles upstream
from the Chitina River's confluence with the Copper River. If adopted, this proposal
would approximately double the linear miles ofriver in the Chitina Subdistrict.

Existing State Regulation:

5 AAC 77.591 Copper River Personal Use Dip Net Salmon Fishery'
Management Plan.

(h) For the purposes ofthis section, the Chitina Subdistrict consists ofall waters
ofthe mainstream Copper Riverfrom the downstream edge ofthe Chitina
McCarthy Road Bridge downstream to an east-west line crossing the Copper
River as designated by ADF&G regulatory markers located approximately 200
yards upstream ofHaley Creek.
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Existing Federal Regulations:

Prince William Sound Area

50 CFR 100.4 (Area, District, Subdistrict and Section) adopts the State's
definition ofthe Chitina Subdistrict by reference.

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board (FSB)? No

Impact to Federal subsistence users/fisheries: Yes. Expanding the Chitina Subdistrict
to include waters of the Chitina River could reduce the number of sockeye salmon
spawning in the Chitina River, which could decrease future production from this system.
The number of sockeye salmon spawning in the Chitina River is not known. However, it
is known that this stock contributes to the Prince William Sound commercial fishery, to
the Chitina Subdistrict State personal use fishery and to the Federal subsistence fishery in
this Subdistrict. Allowing a personal use fishery in the Chitina River on a sockeye stock
that is probably already fully utilized by existing fisheries and for which a biological
assessment has not been conducted could compromise the sustainability of the resource.

Federal position/recommended action: Oppose. Increased harvest would reduce the
number of salmon reaching the spawning grounds, which could potentially lower
production from the Chitina River, and may reduce the harvestable surplus currently
available in the existing Chitina Subdistrict. A reduction in the harvestable surplus would
negatively impact Federally qualified subsistence users and State personal use fishers
who would continue to fish here.

Under the provisions of 36 CFR 2.3, fishing in fresh waters by any method other than
hook and line is prohibited unless you are a local, rural resident who is qualified to
engage in subsistence. Adoption of this proposal would place non-local residents in
violation ofNational Park Service regulations. Also, there is a lack of road access to the
Chitina River. Anyone wishing to access the river over land would have to cross Native
Corporation land or other private lands and trespass would then become an issue.

Proposal 118. This proposal would restrict subsistence users from participating in the
commercial fishery for one month.

Existing State regulations:

5 AAC 01.647 (j)(2&3). Copper River subsistence salmon fisheries management
plans.
Salmon may be taken onlyfrom May 15 through September 30; fishing periods are from
May 15 until 2 days before the commercial opening ofthe Copper river District, seven
days per week; during the commercial salmon fishing season, only during open
commercial salmon fishing periods; from two days following the closure ofthe
commercial salmon fishing season until September 30, seven days per week.
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Existing Federal Regulations:

§_.27(i)(ll) Prince William Sound Area

(xvi) You may take pink salmon for subsistence purposes from freshwater with a dip net
from May 15 until September 30, 7 days per week, with no harvest or possession limits in
the following areas (A (Southwestern District)) and (B(portions ofthe Eastern District)).

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board (FSB)? No.
This proposal affects the harvest of salmon in marine waters ofPrince William Sound.
The Federal Subsistence Board does not regulate harvests of salmon in marine waters of
the Prince William Sound Area.

Impact to Federal subsistence users/fisheries: Yes. If adopted this proposal could
have a direct impact to Federally qualified subsistence users. Many Federally qualified
subsistence users also fish commercially. The Federal subsistence fishery within the
Chugach National Forest occurs in the fresh waters ofPrince William Sound and the
Copper River Delta. This proposal would restrict a subsistence user who harvests fish in
fresh water from participating in a commercial fishery in marine waters. Federal
subsistence harvest of salmon is not allowed in the Copper River downstream of an
ADF&G regulatory marker located approximately 200 yards upstream ofHaley Creek.
The marine harvest primarily targets a mixture of all Copper River salmon populations as
well as salmon returning to Prince William Sound systems. This proposal would
unnecessarily restrict Federally qualified subsistence users from their main source of
income.

Federal Position/Recommended Action: Oppose. This requested regulatory change
applies to the commercial harvest of salmon in marine waters, which are outside of
Federal subsistence fishing jurisdiction. However, if adopted it would also restrict
Federally qualified subsistence users from earning an income from commercial fishing if
they harvest fish in freshwater using a subsistence permit. The same users would not be
restricted if they were harvesting fish under sport fishing regulations. This proposal is an
arbitrary and unnecessary restriction on subsistence users.

Proposal 126 requests a re-evaluation of the Copper River escapement goal for sockeye
and Chinook salmon.

Existing State Regulation:

5 AAC 24.360. Copper River District Salmon Management Plan.

and

5 MC 39.223(b) The board recognizes the department's responsibility to (6)
review an existing, or propose a new, BEG, SEG and SET on a schedule that conforms,
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to the extent practicable, to the board's regular cycle of consideration of area regulatory
proposals.

Existing Federal Regulations:

Prince William Sound Area

The Federal Subsistence Management Program has not adopted escapement or inriver
goals for the Copper River. The Copper River salmon fisheries are dually managed by
regulation adopted by the State Board ofFisheries and the Federal Subsistence Board.
Management defers to escapement/inriver goals established by the State.

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board (FSB)? No

Impact to Federal subsistence users/fisheries: Yes. Spawning escapement and other
inriver goals should be based on the best information available. We support evaluating
these goals as new information or techniques become available to maintain healthy fish
populations and to continue subsistence uses as required by ANILCA.

Federal position/recommended action: Neutral. The highest priority ofANILCA is
resource conservation. Resource conservation includes establishing escapement goals
using the best available biological information. The Alaska Board ofFisheries and the
department are responsible for establishing and periodically reviewing salmon
escapement goals according to the Policy for the management of sustainable salmon
fisheries (5 AAC 39.222) and the Policy for statewide salmon escapement goals (5 AAC
39.223). However, as the Copper River fisheries are dually managed by State and
Federal agencies we recommend any review of these escapement goals include
appropriate Federal staff as noted in the June 17,2005 salmon escapement goal
memorandum of understanding (MOD) between the Alaska Department ofFish and
Game (ADF&G) and the Federal agencies in Alaska representing the Federal Subsistence
Board.
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Mr. Chainnan and members of the Board,

Thank-you for taking the time to review my comments regarding Prince William Sound
Salmon proposals. My name is Paul Owecke and I reside in Trempealeau, Wisconsin. I have
been a PWS setnet pennit holder since 1983, and am a founding member ofPrince William
Sound Setnet Association. Having participated in the BOF process many times I wish to express
my appreciation for your efforts and expertise in managing Alaska fisheries.

1~n;1I!Qsa162 and 63- Oppose
Both proposals request the removal of setnet bouys and running lines when not actively being
fished, contending that this gear prevents drift gillnet access to nearshore areas. Setnet bouys
and running lines have not and will not prevent drift gillnet access to near shore areas. Setnet
bouys and lines are set in accordance with legal setbacks established for operation ofadjoining
setnets; when setnet fishing gear is not deployed on a setnet site there is ample space for
deployment of drift giUnets in the areas adjoining setoet bouys and running lines. This is and
will continue to be common practice for operation ofdrift gillnets, giving ample access to
nearshore areas throughout the Eshamy district. Inattentive operation of drift gillnet fishing gear
has resulted in problems, but is not reason enough to require removal of setnet bouys and lines.

As you are aware houys and lines are essential components of setnet operations. It is common
practice for myself and all setnet operators statewide to have an alternate site to deploy fishing
gear;as most sites on exposed coastlines are not able to be safely operated in all weather
conditions. Also, in areas such as the Alternating Gear Zone many setnet operators, and myself,
will deploy gear for short periods oftime in the terminal fishing area and then relocate to
altemate sites later in a given fishing period. I ,and many others, have had the experience of
moving setnet gear to a site which requires placing bouys and mnning lines and been denied
access due to drift gillnet gear being deployed and the operator refusing to relocate, many times
for the entire duration ofa fishing period. Requiring removal of setnet bouys and running lines
will guarantee additional conflict between drift and setnet operators as well as cause conflict
between setnet operators as bouys and lines are the primary means ofestablishing and
maintaining the use of a setnet site recognized by all.

In addition similar proposals in the past have failed to be approved due to the unrealistic burden
placed on setnet operators and legitimate safety concerns posed by requiring removal of setnet
bouys and running lines. (See BOF Summary ofActions Jan. 31 - Feb. 6, 2003. Proposa161
Action Failed. Discussion.) "The Department of Law noted questions over the board's
authority on unused gear. The board considered gear conflict issues, loss of gear, and
problems with enforcement." ADF&G Protection has in the past also recognized the
unenforceable nature ofthis proposal and opposed similar proposals. I and most other setnet
petmit holders will have bouys and running lines set in locations that allow us to fish on exposed
coastlines. It is a common occurrence to have weather conditions that prevent fishing gear to be
deployed on these sites dUring times of adverse weather. It is a serious safety threat to setnet
operators to impose regulations that would on a regular basis require the removal of bouys and
running lines in adverse weather conditions. Weather conditions frequently prevent deploym.ent
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offishing nets in certain areas~ but approval of this proposal would require removal of bouys and
fuwling lines regardless ofweather conditions.

Approval of this proposal would severely impact setnet operators; essentially denying mobility of
operation and routinely place operators into the position of having to remove bouys and lines in
unsafe weather conditions. Also, in past BOF action the setnet operators have been prevented
from accessing any portion of the Eshamy fishing district, outside of Main Bay, except that area
directly adjoining tidelands. Prior to the requirement that a setnet be attached to the mainland
shore in water ofno greater depth than 4 fathoms the setnet users had access to all waters of any
depth in the Eshamy district, but this was deemed as denying access to offshore areas to the drift
gillnet users. This is not now the case~ and only the waters within 600 feet adjoining mainland
tidelwlds is the portion open to setnet gear; legally denying setnet access to over 90% ofthe
waters ofthe Eshamy fishing district to the setnet user group. Further reduction of setnet access
to the tideland areas by limiting the placement of essential gear is not necessary for the success or
viability of the drift gillnet user group. Attentive deployment of drift gillnet gear in nearshore
areas provides access to all nearshore areas not actively being fished by setnet gear, no additional
regulation is needed to secure this use for the drift gillnet users.

Proposal 64-0ppose
As stated above the attentive deployment ofdrift gillnet gear has and will continue to provide
access to nearshore areas. There are 29 setnet permits allowed in the Esharny district with most
ofthe setnet sites concentrated in the Main Bay teoninal area. There are currently extensive
nearshore areas that no setnet gear is deployed on that is open access to the drift gillnet fleet. No
additional reduction of setnet gear is necessary to allow equitable access.

In addition, many of the actively fished setnet sites currently are held under State of Alaska
Division ofLand5~ShorefisheryLease Program. Increasing the minimum distmlce between units
of setnet gear, besides being unnecessary, would place the burden on the BOF of deciding which

setnet permit holders would have to relenquish a valid Sate ofAlaska shorefishery lease to
comply with the intent of this proposal.

Proposal 6S and 66-Support
Both proposals request the same action. In the entire Eshamy district where the setbacks
between adjoining setnets is 100 fathoms the distance setbacks between setnet and drift gillnets
was requested by ADF&G Protection to be set at 60 fathoms in order to eliminate the existing
conflicts. This was approved by BOF action, and the conflicts have been reduced except in that
area ofMain Bay where the setbacks between drift and setnet gear was not addressed by the
ADF&G proposal. Approving this proposal would standardize the setback regulations
throughout the district and reduce the conflicts that result fi.-om not having consistent regulation.
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Proposal 67-Support 3
Clarification ofaltemating periods accurately reflects past and current management.

Proposal 68-0ppose
Impractical, and wlpredictable outcome would be highly allocative.

Proposal 75 and SO-Oppose
Both proposals are similar and were submitted by the same party, contend that the setnet gear
group is far above an acceptable harvest level. An accurate look. at catch data shows that
currently the setnet harvest reported by the latest COAR report shows the setnet harvest three
tenths of a percent over the trigger for reduced fishing time. Reduced fishing time for the setnet
gear group triggers at 5%, and current COAR data shows the setnet harvest at 5.3% With the
greatly reduced fishing time after July 10 that occurred for the setnet group this past
season,2008, the harvest for the setnet group will easily fall within the allocation designated
without any further restrictions of setnet harvest.

In 2008, after July 10 the setnet user group experienced a 63% reduction in t1shing time overall
compared to the fishing time for the drift gillnet user group. After July 10 there was a total of
1128 hours of open fishing time in the Eshamy district; of those hours the setnet user group was
restricted to 420 hours. "Ibis was triggered by the BOF compliance measures to bring the setnet
harvest into compliance with the allocation plan. Further restrictions as proposed in proposal 80
would result in a further reduction in fishing time after June 101h. Had the proposed restrictions
been in place for the 2008 season after June 10lh the setnet user group would have been able to

fIsh 144 hours of a total open hours of456 .hours opened to the drift gear group, a reduction in
fishing time of69%.

Reducing the setnet gear groups harvest time by 63% after July 10 as occurred in 2008 or
reducing in the future by up to 69% after June 10 as proposed is not justified, and would serve to
eliminate setnet harvest to the point ofthe fishery being non-viable for most permit holders.

Proposal 78 and 79-SulW0rt
Increase the percentage at which the setnet usergroup experiences a reduction in fishing time
from 5% to 7% in order to provide an equitable harvest that reflects the setnet current and
historical harvest of enhanced fish. 7% is a more accurate reflection of actual and historical
harvest. Also, the 1% deviation from the allocation of4% and a trigger for compliance measures
at 5% is to narrow to actually allow for realistic compliance.

In addition there have been unforseen outcomes of applying the compliance measure of reduced
fishing time after July 10. There have been drastic changes in the management of the Eshamy
district that multiply the effect of reducing fishing time to the setnet user group. At the time that
the setnet compliance measures were approved in 2005, and in previous years~ the average time
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fished per week after JUly 10 was 48 hours. The BOF to ensure compliance with the allocation
plan reduced setnet maximum fishing time to 36 hours per week resulting in a reduction of
fishing time of25%. But, this past season and for the future there has been greatly expanded
fishing time prior to and after July 10. As a result this past season after July 10 there was 1128
hours of open fishing up until the closure ofthe fishery. Of those open hours the setnet group
was only allowed access for 420 ofthose open hours due to the BOF imposed compliance
measure of 36 hours maximum fishing time per week. The setnet group went from having a
25% reduction of fishing time to a 63% reduction in fishing time after July 10.

A reasonable means to deal with this is to impose realistic compliance measure triggers that go
jnto effect when there is a demonstrated excess harvest by the setnet users. The 7% trigger on a
setnet allocation of4% is a realistic scenario that reflects actual current and historical setnet
harvest, and allows a reasonable margin ofoverage before these drasti.c compliance measures
take effect. Reducing fishing time by over 50% is drastic by any definition, there should be
reasonable parameters that trigger these reductions.

Proposal 82-SulW0rt
This proposal gives legal status to current practice that has little if any effect on any other users
or user grO\.lp.

Thank-you for your time,

PaulOwecke
W25376 Sullivan Rd,
Trempealeau, WI 54661

608-534-6741
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To: Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
PO Box 115526
Juneau AK 99811~5526

Fax 907 465-6094

From: John Grocott
PO Box 59
Ilwaco WA 98624

PWS Drift Gillnet
PWS Salmon Seine

Re: Board of Fish proposals

REcF:·

p. 1

Main Bay Hatchery
#62 support
#63 support, clearer what sites are to be fished, would help increase driftnet share.

PWS Enhancement Allocation Plan

#69 oppose
#70 oppose cost recovery changes alone won't make up for drift gillnet shortfall. Also putting all
cost recovery on one species is dangerous due to run failure/ market change possibilities
#71, #72, #73, #74, oppose, these would further erode the drift fleets 45%. The drift fleet proved
last year they could harvest the whole chum run, Red salmon surpluses are a management issue,
smart seiners wouldn't even mention pink salmon surpluses, and historical/traditional harvest in a
given spot changed totally with the hatchery system.
#76 oppose, seines and gillnets don't harvest at the same rate. Equal time heavily favors the
seine fleet, further reducing the gillnet catch.

Proposals 62-80 observations: The Board of Fish opened the door for this allocation free-for-all
by changing the original PSWAC plan in the previous PWS cycle. As a gillnetter I feel BOF
should uphold their new plan and work to assure the drift fleet retains their share. As a seine
permit holder I am waiting to see some stability in BOF actions before further investing in boats
and equipment.

Copper River

#119 oppose commercial fishermen would be the only ones that couldn't "buy" their own fish.
#121 oppose, all this does is waste Kings
#126, #128, #129, #131, I oppose Fish and Game has proven they can manage for upriver
escapement needs. These proposals are thinly disguised allocation and they hamstring Fish and
Game escapement management..
# 132 support, removes management limit.
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Office of Subsistence Management

101 12th Avenue, Room 110
Faitbanks, Alaska 99701

Voice: 1-800-267~3997
Fax: 1-907-456-0208

To: (!x)Av2..0.s $mfF
Company: Alaska Boards of Game & Fisheries

From: Vince Mathews

Date: 11/13/2008

SUbject: BOF COMMENTS

Boards Support Staff:

Fax Number: 919074656094

Page 1 of 1

Following are the recommendations of the Eastern Interior Regional Advisory Council on
pending Prince William Sound proposals before the Alaska Board of Fisheries. The'
Council recommendations were passed during their public meeting on October 14, 2008 in
Nenana.
A hard copy of their recommendation is being mailed.

If you have any questions. please call me or those listed in the letter.

Thanks,
Vince Mathews
Regional Council Coordinator
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Eastern Interior Alaska Subsistence
Regional Advisory Council

c/o Office of Subsistence Management
10112th Avenue, Room 110

Fa.irbnnks, Alaska 99701
Phone: 1-(907)-456~0277or ~-800-267-3997

Fax: 1-(907)-456-0208
E-mail: Vincc_Matllews@fws.goy

November 13,2008

Alaska Board ofFisheries
Alaska Department ofFish and Game
Post Office Box 115526
Jux).eau1 Alaska 99811-5526

Dear Board of Fisheries:

The Eastern Interior Alaska Subsistence Regional Advisory Council during its public meeting on
October 14, 2008 reviewed pending State fisheries proposals for the Prince William Sound and
Upper Copper Finfish proposals. These proposals are before the Alaska Board ofFisheries in
Cordova on December 1 - 6, 2008. Below are the recommendations passed by the Council. The
Council appreciated the assistance provided by Tom Taupe when it reviewed thc fisheries
proposals that follow.

PROPOSAL 1 - 5 Me 01.616. Customary .nnd traditional subsiS,tence uses of fish stocks
and amounts necessary foJ:' subsistence nses. ReclaSSify the Chitina dipnet fishery as a
subsistence fishery as follows: '

Reclassify the Chitina Dipnet Fishery as State of Alaska subsistence fishery.

COUNCIL ACTION;
The Council supported adoption of this proposal after a long discussion, they learned
that personal use does not have priority over commercial use. In times of shortage
subsistence would have plionty over commercial fishing. Thus, commercial fisheries
managers would have to allow the amount necessary for subsistence to pass upriver to meet
the priority use. With adding the State as subsistence along with the Federal subsistence
priority, both would have pliority over the commercial fishery_ This will decrease the

, likelihood of not enough fish for escapement or for not enough fish to meet upriver needs.
State managers alluded to the fact that the harvest amounts should not increase significantly.
The discussion pointed out that this proposal would help spread out the use of the fish
more equitable, but one Council 11lembcr was concerned if all Alask?J}s qualify, how would
this change affect harvest numbers.

1
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PROPOSAL 22 - 5 AAC 77.591. Copper River Personal Use Dip Net Salmon Fishery
Management Plan. Increase annual limit of sockeye salmon when surplus is available as
follows:

Supplement the basic limit for a family ofmore than two: May take ten sockeye for each
additional family member after the original limit ofthirty salmon have been taken.

COUNCIL ACTION:
The Council supported adoption of this proposal because it would be a fairer allocation of the
harvestable fish available in order to provide additional fish for large families. The high cost
of feeding a family of two or more people justifies the additional harvest limit. It would 'be
an opportunity for those families who have the time and energy to harvest ten extra fish aner
traveling long distances to the fishery location.

PROPOSAL 24 - 5 AAC 77.591. Copper River Personal Use Dip Net Salmon Fishery
Management. Restrict additional penuits for Chitina Subdistrict personal use fishing if
commercial harvests are restricted as 'follows:

Section (F) The maximum harvest level for the Chitina Subdistrict personal use salmon
fishery is 100,000 - 150,000 salmon, not including any salmon in excess of the inriver
goal or salmon taken after August 31. If the Copper River District commercial salmon
fishery is closed for l! [13] or more consecutive days, the maximum harvest level in the
Chitina Subdistrict is reduced to 50,000 sahnol1 and no supplemental permits for
additional salmon may be issued for the rest of the year.

COUNCIL ACTION;
The Council resoundingly recommends rejecting this proposal. Passage of this proposal
would tie the hands of the State inscason fishery manager to issue additional harvest pennits
later in the season when additional surplus fish may be available.

PROPOSAL 25 - 5 AAC 77.591. Copper: River Personal U~e Dip Net Salmon Fishery
Management Plan and 5 AAC 52.024. Harvest record required: annual limit. Increase
personal use limit for king sahnon and change recording requirement as follows:

Raise the king salmolllimit in the Personal Use Fishery to four kings per permit (family)
after the 'first Icing is harvested, require each additional king to be recorded on the back of
a pennittee's sport fish license by date and identified by adding "pun (it is now required
to record kings harvested in the sport fishery). Kings recorded on the sport fish license
count against the seasonal Sport Fishing limit for Gulkana and Klutina Rivers. This
proposal wO,uld take away the perceived "need'~ to catch additional kings for freezer by
sport fishing. No allocation changes are required.

COUNCIL ACTION:
The Council majority passed a recommendation to support this proposal (Vote: 5-1). Passage
of this proposal would allow families fishing for sockeye salmon the opportunity to harvest
three additional king salmon. Passage ofthis proposal would decrease the sport 'fish harvest
pressure on streams along their journey home.
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PROPOSAL 81 - 5 AAC 24.370. Prince William Sound Management and Salmon
Enhancement Allocation Plan. Redu~ehatchery chum production as follows:

Reduce hatchery production to 24 percent of the year 2000 production.

COUNCIL ACTION:
The Council supported the passage of this proposal as written. 'The Council has been on
record in a letter to the C0l11lnissioner in 2007, strongly urging him to not allow
overproduction ofhatchery fish and to reduce hatchery chum. production. Ifthere was no
overproduction there would be no need for roe stripping a11d the waste of :fish flcsh. The
Council also agrees that action is needed now to reduce hatchery chum production to reduce
the unfair competition Alaska's wild salmon stocks and Alaskan residents have with hatchery
fish. Fisheries that have a long history in Alaska, subsistence, commercial, and sport would
benefit from the passage oHhis proposal Protection of wild salmon stocks are the key to
future of sub.sistence uses of the region.

PROPOSAL 128 - 5 AAC Copper River District Salmon Management Plan. Delay
commercial fishing until aHer 5..000 fish ate counted at Miles Lake sonar as follows:

First Copper River commercial opener may .not commence prior to 5,000 fish being
counted at the Miles Lake Sonar.

COUNCIL ACTION:
The Council recommends passage of this proposal. Passage ofthis proposal will provide
necessary protection of the early wild salmon stocks to reach their spawning grounds.
Passage will also prevent the salmon stocks·when they are milling in preparation for fresh
water from being over harvested by commercial ilshing.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide Council recommendations on proposals important to
subsistence users ohhe Eastem Interior Region. Ifyou have ally questions, please give me a call
(1-907.,883-2833) or our Vice-chair Virgil Umphenour (1-907-456-3885) or our Regional
Coordinator, Vince Mathews (contact infonnation in letterhead).

Sincerely,

Sue ~ntsmiDger,Chair

cc: Eastern Interior Regional Council members
Peter J. Probasco, Assistant Regional Director Subsistence
Rod Campbell, Board of Game Liaison, Office of Subsistence Management
Rita St. Louis, Alaska Department ofFish and Game
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FROM:, Michael BroWn
, . 507:.673-5535
,'.,IriiSabr~Wi·@n~erQ.com

, COMM'l!1i~rrs:',: "following you will find my comments for the 2008 '
, ,". ,,:.::.,' Bo~d ofFishiers being ,held the first week ofDecember

, .;, in CordQva. Thank you fpf including them. Ifyou have
'. " ,q~est1on, please contact me at either the above phone
. " ' nU:i'P-ber of email address.

Tha:iJkyou

. , '

: RECEIVED TIME, ,NOV. 13. 9:49AM
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Mr. Chairman ·arid ·members of the Board,
Thank you· for: con~~d:ering my written comments. My name is Michael Brown. I have
be~n involved m;t~e.fWS· fisbery since 1983, initially as a crewman and since 1990,
as a permit holder. .

PROPOSAL 62 ·&.:.(j3-- SUPPORTAS AMENDED
I could support:1b.ifpropo~al ifrunning lines only in the Terminal Harvest Area
were require to be renlOved if not a state lease. Here is why:
~ast summer.we.~~~t to· fish the.TEfA but found running lines every 300 feet. Afte~
borrowjng two sltes.;.:we were ready to fish. In theT~ drifters "claim" a spot by
arriving ahead·pftbi.opener and ·~choring somewhere to wait for the opening.
Someone had done'Wat next to where we were fishing. We showed up 10 minutes
before tIle opener~ ·Jhi~ forc.ed the drifter to move from a spot where, in spite of a
~g line, nQ.·on,e:·had:.fished l;>efore. We then go to the next net, and someone has
already set their·di-ift:net too close to our ·second site. This resulted in a conflict. A
large percent of th~:~other.nin:ning lines were not, and had not been fished that year.
Running lines ~Oo.::feet apart on the outside leave plenty of room for drifters to fish.
With the large. ~utn.Q¢r of clrift boats.~ the narrow area of the THA, running lines 300
feet apart linrit the::~bil~tY of the drift fleet to harvest the fish. Ifonly running lines that
were going to be~~~hedduring the first part of the opener were in the water, drifters
would know whet¢· an· alitual net was going. to be and could avoid setting near them.
Not having a larg~.,:munber ofun-fished running lines in this small area would also
alleVi~te .so~e of.'the~··bard feelings drifters·in that area have towards setnetters.
Again, I could; s,uPIi"rt·this for the THA only. Otherwise, for safety, flexibility and
all.the reasons stat~4·ljY other semetters, this proposal, which is presented year after
year, shoUld be· v()te"d.do·wu again.:

PROPOSAL· 64~~":·OPPOSli'10N .
The proposal·state('cU1:r~nt-regulation does not provide equitable access to inshore
fishing areas for- o-()tb th~ ·drift·~d set gillnet fleets". What this means in practice is
that some drift~r$ :want mote room to be able to tluow their buoy on the beach and
remain stationaiy··~t,.that ·beach location. This form of "s~t drifting" currently happens
throughout the· Eshatny district. By increasing the setoffdistance to 200 fathoms, it
would· allow a diiit:efwith ~ 150 fathom net to set 60 fathoms in front of every- setnet
in the district. Mos.t. se~et are only 50 fathoms, so the driftnet placed in front of the
setnet is. three tin;i.e·S:"a..s IQtm ~d effectively cuts off the setnet.
;Approval of this 'p~·opos~l would pel1.mt more drifters to intentionally set their nets on
a beach. This ~Q-uld::be·contrary to state law. Alaslca State law is.very Clear on
which gilhiet gem:::gr~mp ·has $e light to be fixed in one location. In the General
Provisions, 5 AAG··:3-9: 105 (2) states:
A set g~lI.net is~.a·;g:i~metthat has been intentionally set, staked, anchored, or
otherw~s.efixed; ..

COMMENT# 2'6
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ConcerniJ;lg drift gil:1llet itteads: .
(3)A drift gilhie~',is,:,fl'dri:ftj~g,gill-net th,at has not been intentionally staked,
anchoJ'ed, or'otli¢.r":Yise fixed;
Furthennofe, the<r)Vs ie~ations·under 5 ACC24.331 (2)(G) says "the shoreward
end of a set gi1ln:¢.(6r.i:s.et giiInet lead may not be operated in water deeper than four
fath,oms at low ti4~'~'.

By law 8e1netter~'b.'ave the.'right to ,~et a net. and that net must be on or near the beach.
Even though ~t¢*~:'~ettingou the beach is currently a common practice; by law
drifters have no ~~t..to. ·ititentionally place their buoy on the beach for the purpose of
remaining set ill' Pile location.,They. are to be drifting. The very reason this proposal
is J'equest~d-t(r'1:I'~)(nv ,m'ore drift~r "access.to inshore fishing areas~'-- is contrary
to state law: ~ui:d' tb:~r.~f~re ~hou.Jd be rejected.
Ifdrifters' need..~4itionaJ; ,fishiJ}.g area, that area should be off the beach and off the
end of setn,ets 'w)iere,:,th~y WQuld actually drift. One way of achieving this woUld be to
limit the length-of,:'sdnets t~ SO fathoms.

PROPOSAL 65 ,~"46.- SUPPORT
This proposal' wPU~il~si.D;tpiifY and clarifY drift and setnet gear separation. A number of
times rve:had"~i-~r5'settiti.g too Close 'to my ge~iil the Crafton Island subdistrict
because they ~o1iPt,the,whole dis;trict was 25 fathom separation. Hav~ a~1 areas
with 1,00 '~thOlii"i~eparation,between setnets to also h.ave a 60 fathom drift and
setnet sepa..ati()~./r:liis,wm'avoid n'cedless conflicts and confusion.

:PROposAL 69~OPPO$lTION

the PWS Manag~.irie.nt and Sahnon Enhancement Allocation Plan is based on there
,being certai;n·ha.t~b.~~ stocks for the gillnet and certain stocks for the seiners: This
,proposal wouJd)~;h.9w'seiners.accesstostocks allocated to gillnet fleet (Esther
;cbum and Ma]n~'Bayreds). Therefore under the current plan the proposal should be
defeated. '. . ..,.... .

I agree W;th the 'p'r~po~O:l ~at the management requu'ed under the allocation plan
'makes 'PWS a very<Unst~ble £ishe~. Each'year a fisherman's area and fishing time
:changes based o~",:that,plan. Like se~nel's, setnetters know all about "punitive measures
by the giUnet d~riiih~ted PWSAC' board';,_ We also experience every board cycle the
threat ofout fish~iY ':being-effectiveiy eliminated by arbitrary percentages' or changes
'in regulation~"'Tili$.!pn,Jposa;1,callsfor,a "committee process whereby all the
;regulations are' {)i):',:iliitab1.e". Ap~t from the allocation plan, the regulations in PWS
:are fine. As,fish~$;a:nwe'need to quit trying to micro-manage through an allocation
,pJan something 'o~rofow control (fish returns and prices). Give each gear type
,permanenf~:~~;'~~' fish and,}ust live with ·the inevitable income fluctuation.'
Pinks and·non-E~.~r chums, to seiners,. Esther bound chums to drifters, and Main Bay

:to drifters ·an,d-.sellietters would be best.
.. '

COMMENT# 2'0
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COMMENT# 11J

PROPOSAL ,7o-;...;.OPPOSIT]ON
Originally the trigg~i.,pe~ce~tage for drifters to replace seiners in Port Chalmers was
~5%·. Since then t1;i~.'S~iner$, ill. an attempt to fish Esther, have fought to ch.ange the
trigger point to 45;%.:t~ ,~~make: th~ ,plan more responsive to allocation shortfalls"
(ADF&G news"r~le'~se #57). Now because ofbetter pink prices and returns, they are
about to lose Port:Chalmers ,for at .least two years. This proposal is an attempt to keep
that fisherY,in sPlt~:~ofthe 45% u'igger they worked so hard to get.
I s~pathize'Witl(l:h:e 'seiners. Jwould be upset, too, if I was about to lose access to a
$4.000,OOO'fisheiy.'::Out the:solution is not to put PWSAC's cost recovery at- risk. '
If.the 'pink, npi. is :tY~ak; the earlie.r chum and reds are already gone. This leaves
;PWSA~ with no: p'~:ssibility t~ raise the funds needed to operate.
A better s01udon wopld, pe,:to: toss the allocation plan altogether. Or ifit must be ,k~pt,

realize that a'brd*r,Tallge is needed before the trigger point. This applies fqr drifter,
seiners and setrie~ers';"L'o:Wer. the percent that triggers the lose of Port Chalmers to

, lhe seine 'fleet adlf"iilcrease the upper limit for the setnetters. This wo~d better
handle 'the variab;U~ty' i~ 'run strength and prices without unduly burdening a gear type
or endangering,'P~SAC),s,funding, '

!,ROP~~~i$:'~'80 OPfOSITioN
Both proposal 75 ,:~~d 80 an~ concerned about the amount of fish caught by setnetters.

, They ol,aim the' cU#~n~ management is not achieving its goal. But ifyou look at the
facts. the plan,is. s(d:wly obta1nin:g that goal. Over the last four years, our 5-year
average has stea~ly' dropped from' 6.9% to the current level of5.3%. With the strong

, ,pdces for chums ::tJ,ris year" setnetters 'should fall below 5% next year.
Proposal 75 s~at~~;:,"'set Jletters will con.tinue to go over their allocation and this

,-impacts. the Behl~Wdrift"gill-,netteraU()cation~as set netter overages take dollars
,away from dr~fte:~s,an~'may skew the seiner/drift gill-netter anQ~ation
:percentages". AptUally s~tri~tters are, a very small group with little impact. Base on a
'five y~ar'tot81 c~tcl1':average,:o{$15;Ii5,622 (ADF&G News Release#57), in'creasing
:setnet ,catch 1%,~::'cost the a~erage'seine/drifter about $200. The average for
drifter only wp,u14:t>e about $3"OO~ Ifsetnetters were at 40/0, the drifter 5-year
'av:erage,wo~I~::g,~\fr.~ml,the'ellrr~nt42.9% to 43.6%. Because there are only 29
'setnet permit$ co#};p;p-ed.to ovel' 700 seineldrift pennits, a one or two percent
:difference in our::catch has, ile~igible impact on the fishery as a whole,
'The proposai 'also·:,'~til.~es;' ~'The tool of allowing set nett~r~ no more than 36
,hours/week Qf ~i~lng after ,July 10'has not affected the set net harvest '
,appreciabIY(?)/~':'Wiih,no :cost,r~covelY being taken at Main. Bay, the fishery is
:cUlTently be~:g managed'fot two, extende<l openers. Because of this there is little
build-up',an(rtiJil~ 'l:~ .needed'to make a season. Last year we made 25% of our total
.income 'on one, :3;,t:I~y opeIier~ ,T~e majority oftb,e fish were caught after the first 24
hours. Limiting:,opT:ti~e''would''have greatly impacted our livelihood. According to

:ADF&G, 38%'"o~;the t:ogbill redsretuming to Main Bay are caught after 'July 10th
•

,The~e is no W~Y,(lf."aC'f:;Uratelyknowing the loss to setnetter because or restricted
. : . .

, ' ,
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fish time during·:6¥f?f ~ third of the run. You can not have two identical fisheries
and limit ·setneti.~i:s,thne nl'~he then meas~e the different catch quantities. What can
be said wi~. c·ert~~:tY.j's that with the. curr~nt management scheme, we are denied
access to over25%ipfthe·fi~hreturning (70% (see below) of 38% is 26.6%).
Lastly; the' propO&$r::75'w~ts "(t)he department (ADF&G) (to) manage the Eshamy
4istrict.·.. llot to.¢xQe¢Q 4'Vo'.' ...Tbis is an impossibility. ADF&G themselves say that
they "(do) not hayd·1h"e. ability to."aecurately assess gear group allocation percentages

. ofPWSAC enhati~e~"salmonjnseason.;' Giving ADF&G irnpossible.rna·nagement
requirements ls:·.~r~ng.. Proposal 75 needs to be voted down.
Proposa~ .80. w~~di.~estric(s:e~etters to-36 hours per week for the whole season. This
would be' a 70%,:·t~.~,uc~io~ in 'fishing time based on the 120 hours per week fished in
2007. 'Does anYOIii;~ that this is not "too big of hammer" for reducing setnet 5
year allocatiqn .bY··:·~3'% (we·are currently at 5.3%, and the allocation pl~ allows for
5% before restrictions). This.is· overkill for a non-problem. Please vote agaitist
proposal 80.

PROPOSAL :7"8 &/pi-APPROVE

.Three years ago ·~'¢.;P.wS· M;~agement and Salmon Enhancement Allocation plan. was
modified.. Setne~e~)w~re:given 4% with time restrictions if their catch went above
5%. In the iast· f~:u~·.y'e~rs; our' 5-year ayerage has dropped from 6.9% to 5.3%, just

·. above the 5%·.clit~ft:··Nex(Year.we will probably be below 5% because of stJong pink
and chum prie~s:.. S-o why'do we need tQ increase the percentage to 7%?
I think this.is be~:r·;e~p~ain~dby looking a~ past years. In 2004. the setnetters percent

· :was 7% fro~ a -tofa.l~alue 'of $417,569. The next year setnet catch value increased
'slightly to.S426,9:9{. bu~ .our .percentage decreased to 3%. This decline was not the

· result ofwhat happened in. the' setnet fishery, but was because the seiner'5 catch value
'went from $1,64~;:O8:6 in'i004 to .$8,312,855 in 2005. Because setnetters catch value
:i~ a small part of.:im¢··oyerall·Value. our percent of the overall value will :flu~tuant
:disproportiona~~lY'~oour actual catch. Having a larger percent before restrictions

.' :are applied ~o~'l.thtcsulth.... setnet tinI.e not being limited because of excessive
·catch and not-p"(~.ot·retur.ns.in·.other are..s.
',As ofnow,.. drif~i-~;.:jp; 2oo~iQould be fishing the flats, Main Bay, Esther and Port
.Chalmers.. This.w1ltdisperse the fleet and probably result in less drifter'effort in Main
·Bay. Aa ~ res~tm~',se~f;t catch could potentially go up resulting in a higher'
·percentage. With1·;:t'~etight1~ .c~P, Uris will result in se1netters losing fishing time--
·not b~c~useof.~jit.iing··setTI.ettel's did, but because of regulations and' decision of

. ':other gear typ·es·:··..j1,lie.7% trigger' point would prevent setnetters from being
:penalize~ for te.~:~~tiolJs·affeCti~g ~ther gear typ~s.
·As stated befortr:~f2%:~crease in"t~e upper limited at most would cost only about
:$400 per perini~ ..t~·;;the .other gear types. Based on the S-year total average of
·$15;125,622, a·.tWh:p·etc~ntmcrease in semet value would be just slightly more than /") ~
: .. ' '., .: ". !'f"'IMMENT# L,U_~
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what one average'seiner mad~ last,year. Because setnetters are such a small group, it
takes very little j)'!:c;.::m.the overaU)ishery' to keep a healthy, vi~ble setnet fishery.
If you divide 29' iti~' ,the Set Gillnet harvest value, you would think the average
setnetter is maIcing,,'a:hund,le. Th~ re~ty is that 25 ,to 35% of the setnet catch is caught
by the two setD.¢tteis, who fish the district lines. With the current extended openers
resulting in less,,~~a~~p, the two line sites will catch a larger percent of the setnet
~ocation. This.is,:'*6t a:coinplaint, just the reality. That is why time restrictions
hurt the non-lim.~':$¢tnett~rsmore then you might think at first. A more eqmtable
~atch limitation-,foi,se~etterswould be a gear length limitation (50 fathoms).
To maintain a vii:l'Jile fishery for all setnetters, proposal 78 or 79 must be
approved. '

PROPOSAL 82-;.f.lJPPORT
, ,

In ADF&G's .cOmn.:leI.l't on this proposal. they say it would allow one of the pemrit
holders to Utravd:~lit$id.eof Area E (or even Alaska). This is wrong. The proposal
~learly sUites tha~:,;b.u.tl.l (permit.card holders) need to be in compliance (which is
missp~l1ed in the "t#opo~~)with 5 AAC 39.107. This regulation requires the pemrit
~older to be "phys.ic~ypresent at a beach or riparian fishing site...". Maybe' AAC
39.107 needs tol~$i·~,hanged,t~.AAC39.107(d) tQ ~bnify th~t This proposal will
~ot allowed pemiifb:oldet:s'to tend another permit holders gear in their absence.

*********JIc*JIc***,~*******lf.:******+*.>l<***************."'l/J********:1:********

In parting I w~wtl)~e to make a few CoIIlJ.llent on the PWS Allocation Plan. This
Issue will,probably:'c,:,,~~ up since there are proposals relating to it. I am not able to
make the long tri.p::frqrn'Wyoming to Cordova the first w~ek of December because of
work andfamilY'·i'esP:Ollsibilities but still desire some input in a matter that directly
8ffect our fish~ry.. ' , .
Much time, money<ail.4·effortlUls and cOJ,ltinues to be put into this plan. Aside from
alienating the,ciiffet~ht ge~ typelil, what has inlone for Area E fishennan?' So far, the
seine fleet has fish¢d'"earIy,iii Esther'once or twice. If you give the drifters the money
the seiners made,~'~$ose yeais, we would now be closer to a 50/50 split b,etween the
gear types. The ~mic!ltionPlan has actually broaden the gap between-seiners' and
drifters! Setnettel~,~a"ehad limited fiShing time once in the last two year for which
we have ADF~G :V:~l~~s.· I would 'gpess that the setnetter have lost less than one
quarter of one pe~cent of the .tbirty-niUe million made by Area E fishennan the last
~o years. Thi~ n;tay,make ~ .few dQfters happy, bllt statistically it's insignificant. Now
we're fa~ed witlLa';':r;Q:aj'or.upheaval in the ~eine fishery for 2.1% of the last five year
catch. Let's eithe:r,go·.b~ckto the broad trigger point originally in the plan while
adding a hI'oader' tt;:i;ger for setiletters, or toss it altogether.

COMMENT#_l~
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November 13,2008

Alaska Dept. ofFish and Game
Boards Support Section
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Re: Prince William Sound Board ofFish Proposal Comments

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board Members,

I am providing these comments on behalf of the Halibut Coalition, which represent 13 member
organizations and over 500 individual members, including both fishermen and processors.
Coalition members operate throughout the Gulf of Alaska, including Prince William Sound.

Proposal 94: The Halibut Coalition SUPPORTS limiting the number oflines fished on state
licensed charter vessels up to a maximum number of 6 lines. The six line limit will mirror
regulations in place for charter vessels operating in Area 2C, discouraging a shift in effort
between areas. It will also be consistent with regulations implemented in 3A for the past two
years by ADFG through Emergency Order (EO No. 2-R-3-03-08), which has limited the number
of lines to the number ofpaying clients.

The Halibut Coalition recognizes that Prince William Sound is a heavily fished area, with fully
allocated and harvested resources. Steps must be taken to prevent overharvest, improve
monitoring and enforcement, and minimize tensions between user groups. In the absence of the
six line limit, the high volume "party boat" sector can be expected to expand, which will place
undue pressure on the resource and all harvesters who depend on that resource, undermine
charter efforts to maintain a continuous season ofhistoric length without exceeding the Area 3A
Guideline Harvest Level, and disadvantage the small, established charter operations. The line
limit will help rationalize the fishery, suppOliing North Pacific Fishery Management Council
efforts to control growth in the chmiel' sector.

Proposal 95: The Halibut Coalition SUPPORTS this proposal to prohibit the retrieval of sport
fish and sport line with a power assisted reel.

Alaska Longline Fishermen's Association. Cordova District Fishermen. Deep Sea Fishermen's Union.
Fishing Vessel Owners Association. Halibut Association ofNorth America. Kachemak Bay Fisheries
Association. North Pacific Fisheries Association. Petersburg Vessel Owners Association. Sea Food

Producers Cooperative. Southeast Alaska Fishermen's Alliance. United Cook Inlet DI'iftnettel's Association
• United Fishermen's Marketing Association. United Southeast Alaska Gillnetters Association

COMMENT# 2-0



Charter operations and the better equipped sport fishermen have used hydraulic or electric down
riggers, reels or gurdies to set sport gear for many years, increasing efficiency and effective
depth. Although of some concern, this practice has become wide-spread. However, until
recently all sport gear was retrieved by hand, with the exception ofpots, which retained some
challenge and "sport" in sport fishing. A limited number of charter operations are now using
electric or hydraulic reels to retrieve sport gear, creating a new high volume fishery that poses
resource and allocation concerns.

Setting and retrieving sport fishing line with powered down-riggers or gurdies has allowed
charter operations to reach new depths and access species previously unavailable, such as deep
water rockfish and sablefish. According to information offered on charter websites, the power
gear provides for substantial harvest of these new species, most of which are long-lived and
relatively slow to reproduce, and all ofwhich are fully allocated. Bag limits are not in place for
many of these species, since they were unavailable to sport gear until now. Adding a new high
volume fishery creates serious conservation and management concerns, and could undermine the
health and well-being of existing fisheries. The Halibut Coalition urges the Board to take
immediate and effective action to prohibit this new gear before it becomes more widely used.

The Halibut Coalition is concerned that the focus of charter fishing in Alaska is shifting from the
experience, the opportunity to catch fish, and the responsibility to share in resource conservation
to an emphasis on catching as many fish in as short a time as possible regardless of resource
status. Such an attitude can only increase conflicts between gear groups and undermine resource
and management goals. Proposal 95 offers a significant opportunity to refocus sport fishing.
The Coalition requests that the Board work with enforcement, the department of law and a
regulation specialist to ensure the correct words are chosen to implement this important
management directive.

Finally, the Coalition notes that the prohibition on power retrieval of sport fishing line need not
limit harvesting opportunities for handicap people. Regulations at 5 AAC 75.038 provide
exemptions for the handicapped that would remain in effect if the Board adopted Proposal 95.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

~~.£
lev Shelton
For the Halibut Coalition

2
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UNITED FISHERMEN OF ALASKA

211 Fourtl"i Street, Suite 110
Juneau, Alaska 99801-1172

(907) 586-2820
(907) 463-2545 Fnx

E··Mail: ufa@ufa-fisl1.org
wVliw.ufa·fish.org

November 14, 2008

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Alaska Department ofFish and Game
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

RE: Prince William Sound Board of Fisheries Proposals

Dear Chainnan Jensen and Board of Fisheries members,

United Fishennen ofAlaska (UFA) represents 37 Alaska commercial fishing
organizations, participating in fishelies throughout the state and its offshore waters. UFA
Board has a policy supporting the use of the best available scientific management
measures to achieve and maintain optimum sustainable fishery resources. We provided
this policy statement last year at the Cook Inlet Board of Fisheries meeting. UFA feels
strongly that the health and optimum sustainability of Alaska's fishery resources results
from the use of science based tools that have been developed as part ofAlaska's fishery
management strategies. UFA is committed to healthy and optimum sustainable fisheries
management, which promotes opportunities for all users and healthy commercial fishing
communities.

Proposal # 1: UFA opposes reclassifying the Chitiila dipnet fishery as a subsistence
fishery. This fishery has been managed by ADF&G as a personal use fishery since the
BOF in 2003 acted to classify this as a personal use fishery, based on infol111ation from a
2000 study by the Office of Subsistence Management of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. A 2005 proposal to reclassify as a subsistence fishery was rejected by the BOF
as there was no new infol111ation, and ADF&G notes that there is also no new infonnation
at this time. UFA points out that many participants in the fishery live in faraway areas
designated as "nonsubsistence" and do not have reliance on the fishery required for
subsistence classification. While residents ofthe Chitina area may rely on the salmon 'tor
subsistence, they are provided for in a federal subsistence fishery. Rec1assi tying the
Chitina dipnet fishery as subsistence would provide a priority for non-subsistence
dipnetters over longstanding "customary and traditional" c0111lnercial users of the river's
fishery resources, which is not justifIed. UFA urges you to reject Proposal #1.
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Proposal #81: UFA opposes reducing hatchery production. The 2002 Joint ProtocoI on
Salmon Enhancement (#2002-FB-215) does not say anything at all about reductions in
hatchery production. We participated in that process and while some members of the
Board and public requested hatchery production to be reduced, there was never any
official action that required reductions as this proposal implies. Commercial fishennen,
processors and the marketplace have become dependent upon the hatchery production.
Access to hatchery production eases pressure on wild stocks. There still has not been any
scientific "proot~' that hatchery production as done under State of Alaska regulations does
any hann to the wild stocks. This proposal is also inconsistent in it's request in that
under the issue section the proposal is asking for a 24% reduction but the suggested
regulatory language is asking for hatchery production to be reduced to 24% ofthe 2000
production levels. Reduction to either of the levels suggested in this proposal would be a
crippling economic blow if not fatal to the fishennen, and processors and also
significantly less funds contributed to the State of Alaska General Fund.

Proposal #94: UFA supports limiting the number oflines fished on a charter vessel to
the number ofpaying clients or up to a maximum of 6 lines in Prince William Sound.
This regulation has been in effect in Southeast Alaska for many years and has worked
successfully. By limiting the lines to the number of paying clients, it slows the harvest
down and has only the client fishing and prevents the use of extra poles or the charter
guide or deckhand catching additional fish and giving it to the client.

Proposal #95: UFA supports the proposal to define sport fishing gear to prohibit sport
fishing line/fish being pulled by power. We believe this is a very important proposal.
There has been much discussion about the suggested language appropriate to meet the
intended goal. The issue that the Board of Fish must decide is whether they want to
allow the use of power for pulling in the tishing lines/fish ifthey don't believe that it is
appropriate as a sport fishing opportunity. The reasons UFA supports the proposal to
prohibit the use ofpower in pulling in the fish is that UFA believes:

• 5 AAe 75.038 already provides the necessary exemption for handicapped
individuals that would need the use ofpower or power assisted reels.

• The use of power or deep drop reels allows the spOli fishennen to access depths
that were never envisioned by the Board of Fisheries as a sport fish opP0l1unity
and the impact on many species and fully utilized resources is not being
considered in the management of the fisheries (i.e. sableflsh, idiots, shortrakers,
etc) as these are not considered a sport tish.

• We are also concerned about the conservation of many of the deeper species that
are impacted by this type of gear. Many of these species are long-lived, and slow
growing.

• Another way to think about this issue is to compare it to an individual duck
hunting. You are required to have a plug in your shotgun that prevents the use of
more than three shells. With duck hunting you have a bag and possession limit
the same as you do with sportfishing, but the requirement ofthe plug was to
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extend and enhance the hunting experience, and provide for a fairer opportunity
between users.

• The cost ofmany ofthese types of units provides the charter client fishing off a
chmier boat with one of these deep drop reels an unfair advantage especially over
the individual Alaskan personal use fishermen in their skiff.

• On a testimonial page for deep drop reels it states "We took the Deep Drop Pro to
Sitka to demonstrate the reel. His fish ofchoice were halibut in 400-S00ft,
rockfish in 900-1100 and Black Cod in 1200-2000ft o.fwater. After three days o.f
.fishing we had caught all ofhis targetedfish in the depths he wanted tofish. Our
captain was SOLD after the veryfirst SO lb halibut I caught in S16 ft, and he
wanted to catch the next one! The DDP 1'vas just as impressive on the shortraker
roclifish in 1OSOIt ofwater. We used 71bs o.flead on all the drops over 900ft.
Our biggest challenge was the Black Cod in 2000. Thejirst drop was in 1S00ft
where we caught a double that weighed 18 and 14 Ibs." The captain went on to
say "[vvi!! never hand crank another halibutfor the rest o.fmy dying days n. See
attached Deep Drop testimonial printed from their website in Feb of 2008.

Two possible simpler language options for this proposal might be:
1. The use o.lan electric, hydraulic or power assisted reel to deploy or

retrieve the FISHING LINE is prohibited,' or
2. The use ofpower to retrieve sport fish (or sport fish line) is prohibited.

UFA represents 37 Alaska commercial fishing associations from fishelies throughout the
state and its offshore waters. Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,

J!!~-t?~.J
Mark Vinsel
Executive Director

(Attachment)
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MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS
Alaska Crab Coalition' Alaska Independent Tendermen's Association' Alaska Longline Fishermen's Association

Alaska Scallop Association' Alaska Trollers Association' Alaska Whitefish Trawlers Association' Armstrong Keta • At-sea Processors Association
Bristol Bay Reserve' Bristol Bay Regional Searood Development Association' Cape Barnabas Inc.• Concerned Area '·M" Fishermen

Cook Inlet Aquaculture Association' Cordova District Fishermen United' Crab Group of Independent Harvesters· Douglas Island Pink and Chum
Fishing Vessel Owners Association· Groundfish Forum' Kenai Peninsula Fishermen's Association· Kodiak Regional Aquaculture Association

North Pacific Fisheries Association' Northern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association' Petersburg Vessel Owners Association
Prince William Sound Aquaculture Corporation' Purse Seine Vessel Owner Association· Searood Producers Cooperative· Sitka Herring Association

Southeast Alaska Fisherman's Alliance' Southeast Alaska Regional Dive Fisheries Association· Southeast Alaska Seiners Association
Southern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association' United Catcher Boats' United Cook Inlet Drift Association' United Salmon Association

United Southeast Alaska Gillnetters • Valdez Fisheries Development Association' Western Gulf of Alaska Fishermen
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Toll Free: 877-374-1169
770-412-0073

snowygrouper@rnindspring.com

Home Page Reel Selection Products Testimonials Tr

How an Alaskan captain stays on top olthe charter fishing
business

In response to the call from Cal Hayashi the owner of Alaska Premiere
Charters, we took the Deep Drop Pro to Sitka to demonstrate the reel for
him. His fish of choice were Halibut in 400-500 ft, rockfish in 900-1100
and Black Cod in 1200-2000 ft of water. After three days of fishing we
had caught all of his targeted fish in the depths he wanted to fish. Our
captain was SOLD after the very first 50lb halibut I caught in 516 ft, and
he wanted to catch the next one! The DDP was just as impressive on the
shortraker rockfish in 1050 ft of water. We used 7 lbs. oflead on all the
drops over 900 ft. Our biggest challenge was the Black cod in 2000. The
first drop was in 1500 ft were we caught one cod about 6lbs. The last
drop was in 1900 ft were we caught a double that weighed 18 and 14 lbs.
We made a total of4 drops over 1500 and caught 7 black cod.

The owner was looking for a Deep-water unit that would allow his
clients the choice of hand cranking or using an electric unit to catch a
larger variety of fish on their adventure to Alaska. He stated that some of
his clients were not able to crank the Halibut out of 500 plus feet of
water. The DDP made it possible for his clients to catch these and other
deep-water fish. His exact words were "I will never hand crank
another Halibut for the rest of my dying days". He now fishes 2 Deep
Drop- Pros on his 27-ft boat and is looking forward to next season.

2001 update. Alaska premier Charters now has a total of six Deep Drop
Pro units. All oftheir boats have a least one unit aboard.
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Deep Drop Trophies DeepDrop.com Best electric fishing equipment money can buy.

p.5

Page 3 of4

drop.

Caught one ten pounder and one
fifteen at the same time - not a

problem, Donnie.

Another embolized gag that couldn't
handle the power of the deep drop

pro.•.

42# Grey grouper caught in 160 It of
water on the Deep Drop Pro using our

NEW Fast ta er 32 inch rod.

,.
,- .~... ~.

l'
68# AJ caught in 280 feet of water 
showed who was the boss with the

Dee Dro Pro!

One of many 15# Red Snapper from
230 feet ofwater - you don't get tired

with the Deep Drop Pro!
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Dear Honorable Board Members,

My credentials are 32 years of gillnetting and fishing experience in Alaska and
Washington. I am currently a PWS gillnet fisherman primarily and also fish in
Puget Sound and am a resident of WA. I am involved in the South Puget Sound
Salmon Enhancement Group and a former board member of that group.

My comments refer to any and all proposals that seek entry of the seine fleet
into the Coghill district before the traditional date of July 21. These proposals
make statements like "underutilization of sockeye and pink salmon stocks into
Coghill Lake," or, "access to traditional seine fisheries is being denied" or
"quality is being compromised by lack of RSW.· I feel that these and other
statements are untrue and are masking an underhanded approach to let the
seiners have access to Esther chum fishery. Also they undermine the
agreements in the Salmon Harvest Task Force and do little to promote the
cooperation that has brought the PWS salmon fishery to where it is today.

I would like to look at the difference between the depth of seine and that of a
gillmat. Regulations (5ACC 24.332) state that no seine can be deeper that 325
meshes with 4" mesh. While gillnets (before adequate escapement of sockeye
into Coghill lake) can be no deeper than 60 meshes with a maximum mesh size
of 5 112 inches. If you do the math under the best scenario seines would be
deeper that gillnets by at least 70 feet! That is a huge difference-effectively
"corkingn the gUlnet fleet at certain strategic locations. This would make the
regulation restricting the gillnet fleet to 60 meshes to protect Coghill Lake
sockeye meaningless. In 2008 the Coghill district opened on June 2. These
changes would allow the seine fleet access almost 2 months earlier than usual.
The disparity of the 5<h.~ sharing plan would be huge.

If the seine fleet could prove economic hardship or lack of access that would
be one thing but neither of those can be proven. I urge the Board to use a level
headed approach to these proposals and reject proposals 71-74. The sharing
plan has been close to its numbers the last few years. Permit values are up, fish
prices are moving upward. If it ain't broke, don't fix it !

Thank you to the Board and time and effort you put in to this process.

Sincerely, ~e)Manning r
'lfJ>-k t77
/1//5/0~
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To Alaska Board of Fisheries

Mr. Chairman and fellow BOF members, 'EOARDS

My name is James Mykland and I reside at 121 W Davis Ave. I thank you
for the opportunity to comment on these proposals concerning PWS feR
Finfish. I have commercially fished the Prince William Sound/Copper River
Delta region since 1976. I currently hold PWS salmon & herring permits.

I oppose proposals 71, 72, 73 & 74.

Over 25 years ago, the "PWS management and salmon enhancement
allocation plan" was implemented by the BOF. Since then, members of the
PWS purse seine fleet have authored many BOF proposals to change the
agreement that was originally agreed to by all three PWS salmon gear
group's representatives.
In 1996, BOF approved a trigger mechanism with "piggy banks". The ex
vessel value percentage, of the gear groups, was used to engage the
trigger. This was done to help alleviate the decreasing value of the
seine harvest, due to low pink salmon price. The Hpiggy banks" were
Esther sub-district for the seine and Port Chalmers for the drift fleet.
At the '03 BOF mtg. the ex-vessel percentage value "trigger" was changed
from 25 to 40%. During the BOF mtg. in '05, the "allocation plan" was
again changed to have PWSAC enhanced fish split evenly by both seine
and drift fleets. Each gear group would now share 50% of the "enhanced"
fish value. The "trigger" percentage number also was changed from 40%
to 45% and was fully supported by the seine representatives. We had all
hoped this would be the end to the countless discussions and arguments
concerning PWS allocation. As evident by these proposals, the battle
continues.

The BOF has been trying, since 1996 to bring the seine fleet up to par.
They can now claim success. In fact 12 years later, we are now in the
situation with the seine fleet flourishing, while the drift fleet is struggling.
Ever since 1996, many fishermen stated to the BOF that the seine fleet's
financial decrease was not about fish. It was all about price. This
reasoning was largely ignored. In 1988 pink salmon were going for up to

RECEIVED TIME NOV. 16. 11:54AM
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$", per \b. The PWS seine fleet was at the top of the wave and all 262
permits were fished.
14 years later that price had fallen all the way down to 8 cents and only 105
permits were used. As a result, in 2002, the drift fleet harvest value was
65%) to the seine 35%, of enhanced fish.
As we all know, usually whatever goes down does come back up. The
average price of pink salmon has been increasing since 2003, 'and in 2007
the seine fleet harvest value was 66% to the drift 34%. Once again it is
mostly about price. This season the price for PWS pink salmon was
between 30-35 cents and the seine fleet had another great year.
As a result, the PWS seine fleet in 2008 is viable, healthy and latent
permits are now once again being fished. It is ironic, that the seine fleet
pushed hard for the higher 45% percentage in '05 and the drift fleet did not.
Because of this change from 40-45%, the trigger was pulled (1 st time) for
the drift fleet in 2009. The drift fleet has access to Port Chalmers next
season. This is another reason why we have these proposals on the table.
Once again, the seine fleet is unhappy with their share of enhanced fish.

So what do these proposals actually want to change? They, in effect,
provide full access to the Coghill district by the seine fleet, when the
department opens the season in early June. The seine fleet currently, per
regulation, is allowed into the Coghill district on July 21 st or by EO. These
proposals would allow the seine fleet to fish nets deep and longer than the
drift fleet, while the drift fleet is restricted to no more than 60 meshes.
Both justifications of these proposals lack credibility. One is historIcal
access and the other is over escapement. First, yes, the seine fleet did fish
in the Coghill district and still does, though the time and area have both
been changed to allow for PWS "early run timing" returns to be an
exclusive access by the drift fleet. This "exclusive access" was agreed to
by all parties in the early 1990's. With the implementation of the "allocation
plan" the drift fleet was granted this early access to enhanced and wild fish
returning to the Coghill district.
The authors of these proposals want to change the game. The enhanced
fish in PWS are fully allocated and utilized, though these proposals will give
the opportunity to the seine fleet to harvest more than their fair share.
Second, the escapement numbers in the Coghill district are and have been
well within the range of the SEG. There are no over escapement issues in
the Coghill district. I am disappointed, that the department did not
comment on these bogus escapement allegations by the proposal's
authors. The department, in their comments, did give a good historical
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account of fIshing access by the two gear groups, though they failed to note
the historical reasons for reducing the seine access in the Coghill district.
Five words explain it: Sustainability of Coghill Lake Sockeyes. This
"wild" return to the Cohgill district has to traverse through a number of PWS
fishing districts before reaching its spawning area. It is highly susceptible
to over fishing by the greatly efficient seine fleet. During the time period
1960-1980 the seine fleets used fixed leads tied to the beach and were not
as highly mobile as they are now. Today they use deep nets1 large seine
vessels & powerful jitneys. The sockeye return starts in early June and
peaks in the middle of July. The drift fleet is restricted to 60 meshes,
before the 1st Monday in July or by EO. In the 2006 season, during one 12
hour Coghill district fishing opener, 250,000 chums & 6,000 sockeyes were
harvested by the seine fleet.
If these proposals are approved and the seine fleet is allowed full access to
the Cohgill district, their harvest of enhanced fish will rise and the drift
harvest will decline. These proposals will ultimately change the ex-vessel
val.ue percentages. The seine fleet will basically be exchanging the Port
Chalmers chum return for early access to the Coghill district.
By the 2005 season we were already seeing an upward trend of the seine
fleets increased percentage 1 by harvesting 66% of enhanced fish. A point
to make is that the price paid for seine caught pink salmon was 18 cents
per Ib during the 2007 season, and again they were at 66% harvest value.
In 2008, due to the higher price paid for pinks, the seine harvest value of
enhanced fish is estimated to be above 75%.
Instead of giving the seine fleet more opportunity to greater volumes of
enhanced fish, we should be looking at ways to diminish their enhanced
harvest. The '09 season has all the potential of being another blockbuster
year for the seine fleet and they could be above 70%, even with the drift
fleet in Port Chalmers.
Remember, the allocation plan allows for the 50% split of enhanced fish.
No matter what discussions are held at this meeting, we must all agree that
the 50150 split of enhanced fish cannot and should not be changed. The
50/50 spltt must be upheld, due to the fact the entire foundation of the PWS
"allocation" plan is based on this strategy. In conclusion, the allocation
plan, the system & process are all working well for the seine fleet. There is
no reason or justification to give the seine fleet more rights to infringe on
the drift fleet in PWS. I oppose all proposals (that give more time, area &
access to the seine fleet) and ask that you not be swayed by arguments
that will invalidate a program that is currently working well.

·3{
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I oppose proposal 69.
This proposal would open up the migratory corridors of wild and enhanced
fish in PWS, to interception by the seine fleet. This proposal defeats the
original allocation agreement made in 1991, concerning early PWS salmon
returns. I had hoped that the 2005 BOF mtg. would finally put a stop to
these unfair and unjust proposals. The 50% split of enhanced fish make
sense. This proposal and others like it do not.

I oppose proposals 76 & 86. Gear conflicts are vastly over rated.
Repealing the 58' limit will make the seine fleet even more efficient than
they are today. I can just imagine the entire seine fleet inside the Coghill
district with their deep nets and extra large vessels, the Coghill Lake
sockeye return will not even have a chance.

I support proposal 77, which provides a firm date, when pink salmon
management would end in the Coghill district. September 1st is the
average date over the last twenty years. The department has the EO
authority in the event of large haNestable numbers of pink salmon, to allow
the seine fleet access.
The department is opposed to this proposal, due in part to the timely
harvest and clean up pink salmon. An alternative would be to have the
Esther sub-district only open to drift gear after 9/1 of each year. The seine
fleet could still harvest straying pink salmon outside the boundaries of this
sub-district and in other areas of the Coghill district.

I oppose proposals 126, 128, 129 & 131. During the BOF mtg. in 2005
mandatory restrictions were place on the Copper River commercial fleet.
As a result, in 2006 Chinook spawning escapement (57,287) was 138%)
higher than the escapement goal of 24,000 (SEG). The current SEG of
Chinook was enacted at the '05 mtg.

2007 Chinook in-river (IR) abundance was 46,399. Minus 10-yr
sportlsubs/PU harvest average, gives spawning escapement of 35,957.
2008 preliminary numbers have IR at 40,000, with an estimate of 30,000
Chinook escapement in spawning streams. The importance of the '08
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escapement numbers comes in light of a low commercial harvest (Chinook
& Sockeye) on the Copper River.

My view is that the mandatory "inside closures" restrictions placed on the
commercial fleet in 2005 are too restrictive. We are consistently allowing
more Chinook to escape. than what are actually needed in the spawning
grounds. What I am concerned with, is that in a year of over abundance
the department's hands are tied to the mandatory restrictions, during the
first two statistical weeks. In high returns such as 1996 & 1997, the
mandatory "inside closure" restrictions will insure that excessive large
numbers of Sockeye and Chinook will become spawners. I do support the
return of management of the Copper River back to the local ADF&G. They
are best eqUipped to make prudent management decisions, concerning
early season run timing and commercial openers.

Chinook salmon are not an incidental part of our fishery and never have
been. In fact, they are an integral and important financial factor in the
Copper River commercial salmon fishery. The restrictions imposed in 2005
have seriously impacted commercial fishing families and our local economy
in Cordova. There is no need for further restrictions of the commercial fleet
on the Copper River. We already have enough.

I support proposal 132, though a good compromise would be 130.
This proposal would give the department more flexibility in times of over
abundance. Remember the department always has the opportunity with
EO's, in the event that restrictions are necessary.

I thank you again for the opportunity to address the proposalS before you
and your consideration of my views.

James Mykland
121 W Davis Ave
Cordova, AK 99574
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Member.s of the Board:

CORDOVA COM MED CTR PAGE 02

I am writing to com.ment on proposals for Area E Salmon. fisheries and
Copper Ri.ver. sUbsistence/personal use. I am a drift fisbennan an.d have
actively fished in the area since 1981.

Copper. River Subsistence/Personal Use
In my opinion uprIver subsistence and personal use fishers have more than
adequat~ access and allowable catch. I do not feel the Board should be
compelled to reconsider the subsistence/personal use question once again.
Tills issue bas been thoroughly considered in the past. No matter how it is
phrased, the argument that urban residents in Fairbanks should be considered
subsistence user.s has alr.eady been answered. As for take numbers, if families
are allowed 500 salmon, that seems excessive to me.

Commercial Salmon Proposals
I feel setnet users should not be able to use buoy lines and anchors as
intetf-erence gear. The reason for this gear is to operate a setgill net and catch
salmon, not to prevent others from fishing.

There are .many proposals seeking to enlarge the seine fleet area which would
increase the seine fleet catch. The drift fleet will. fish in Port Chalmers this
season because the seine fleet has already exceeded their allocated share of
e.oh!Ulced fish. To allow seiners access into Port Wells or the Esther sub
district early would only increase the already existing allocation im.balance.
Increasing depth or length ofseine gear would result in the same dam.age to
the fishery. Either action could potentially harm natural runs that ADF&G
has worked hard to m.aintain. Although I do not seine, I am against deleting
the 58 foot maximum vessel res1riction. For many years their have been many
inactive sein.e pelmits. Fi.nally, in the last couple of seasons more seiners have
been. able to resume fishin.g. ThIs helps my community. To allow larger
vessels could once again con.centrate the fishery in the hands ofa few.

I would like to see the Prince William Sound salmon fishery be left alone, in
tenus ofarea or gear ch.anges. As a commer.cial fisherman, I would ask the
Board to restore continuity to OUf fishery. All gear types are achieving some
measure offinancial success even with sky-high fuel prices and other
economic uncertainties. No gear type, setuet. drift or seine, deserves to have
its economic future put at risk only to benefit another.
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Josh Grumblis
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Anchorage, AK 99515
(907) 336-1557
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Mr. Chairman and Board of Fisheries members. '
My name is Joshua Grwnblis. I have set net with my father since 1992 and I BOARDS

currently own a set net pennit myself. Included in this letter are comments regarding the
Prince William Sound salmon proposals. As a new permit holder, I am looking forward
to participating in the upcoming B.O.F. meeting.

Proposal 62 and 63- Oppose
Both proposals request the removal of set net buoys and lines on sites not actively being
fished. This would make it impossible for a set net operator to move gear from one site to
another during a single fishing period which is common practice with all set netters
whether it be to fish in one area for the beginning of the period for the "cleanup" and
move to another area for the remainder ofthe fishing period. Under this proposal the
period would begin; after 12 hours offishing in Main Bay you would like to fish a better
site however moving your site outside would be difficult. First, you would need to check
and see if your sites were available or risk having all your gear in your boat and someone
else already being on your site. Either way it would extremely limit production by
extending travel time and/or creating gear conflicts now that there are no buoys to mark
your sites. Anyone could be on your spot and you would be at their mercy regarding the
use ofthe sites you nonmllly fish. This would not apply to leased sites but not all sites
currenQy being fished are leased. Conflicts over sites would increase and escalate
dramatically. Additionally having alternative sites marked via buoys and lines is essential
if"stOl1l1y weather prevents you from fishing your current sites safely.

The rule now which allows our buoys to remain in at all times is the only way to
hold our spots from drift gill netters or other set netters. The other available option of
sinking your site~ which only works on certain sites, is risky. On exposed sites, the
running line back to shore is your only protection against losing hundreds of dollars
worth of anchors along with the cost ofreplacing the floating line with sinking line. I and
many other set netters use floating line because of the chances ofretrieving an anchor
after the line has been cut increases as opposed to a sinking line which makes retrieval
impossible. Now if the weather gets bad on that site with exposed beach and your running
line is sunk all the way to the beach it can easily be snapped from the waves washing it
against the rocks and there goes three or more anchors and hundreds of fathoms of line.
This same scenario could happen with gill netters drifting the beach where your sunken
site is and snagging up on your i'unning lines. Most will not check with you or anyone
els~; they will ~mply cut your lines' loose from theirs and be done with it. They would
not know they had caUsed you to lose hundreds of dollars worth of gear. .

In most areas the deployment ofset net running lines and buoys does not and will
not impose on the deployment ofdrift gillnet gear.

The biggest area of concern would be the Main Bay T.H.A. (terminal harvest
area) which is about the last 2/3 ofthe bay toward the head of the bay. This is the most
congested and highly sought after shore fishing area as the majority of the build up offish
is herel schooled in small bays and coves. Everyone wants access to this ll;I'ea but most
are unable to fish due to running lines being set up on every legal available set whether or
not it is being fished actively. I would not be apposed to some limits or sinking ofImes
on sites not actively being fished in this area. In addition, the weather that far back in the
bay is usually not ~ble to pick up as m~ch as more exposed areas so there is less ,chance

I' "
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of loss ofgear. However, the removal of buoys and gear throughout the district would
cause more harm to gear and escalate conflicts between gear groups as it gives an "lUlfair
advantage to drifters by allowing them complete access to sites currently being fished by
others.

Proposal 64- Oppose
As stated above the attentive deployment of drift glllnet gear has and will

continue to provide access to near shore areas. There are 29 set net permits
allowed in the Eshamy district with most of the set net sites concentrated in
the Main Bay terminal area. There are currently extensive near shore areas that
no set net gear Is deployed on that is open access to the drift glllnet fleet.
No additional reduction of set net gear is necessary to allow equitable access.

In addition, many of the actively fished set net sites currently are held under
State of Alaska DiVision of Lands-Shore fishery Lease Program. IncreasIng the
mInimum distance between units of set net gear, besides being unnecessary, would
place the burden on the BOF of deciding which set net permit holders would have
to relinquIsh a valid shore fishery lease to comply with the Intent of this
proposal.

Proposal 65 and 66-support
Both proposals request the same action. In the entire Eshamy district where

the setbacks between adjoining set nets Is 100 fathoms the dIstance setbacks
between set net and drift gillnets was requested by ADF&.G Protection to be set at 60
fathoms In order to eliminate the exfstlng conflicts. This was approved by BOF
actIon, and the conflicts have been reduced except in that area of Main Bay
where the setbacks between drift and set net gear was not addressed by the ADF&G
proposal. Approving this proposal would standardize the setback regulations
throughout the district and reduce the conflicts that result from not haVing
consistent regulation.

Proposal 67-Support
Clarification of alternating periods accurately reflects past and current

management.

Proposal 6B-Oppose
Impractical, and unpredictable outcome would be highly allocative.

Proposal 75 and 80-0ppose
Both proposals are similar and,were submitted by the same party', contend

that the set net gear group is far above an acceptable harvest level. An accurate
look at catch data shows that currently the set net harvest reported by the
latest COAR report shows the set net harvest three tenths of a percent over the
trigger for reduced fishing time. Reduced fishing time for the set net gear
group triggers at 5%, and current COAR data shows the set net harvest at 5.3%
With the greatly reduced fishing time after July 10 that occurred for the
set net group this past season, 2008, the harvest for the set net group will
easily fall Within the allocation designated without any further restrictions
of set net harvest.

In 2008, after July 10 the set net user group experIenced a 63% reduction In

COMME NT#_Q...;;;;..,.,CJ _
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fishing time overall compared to the fishing time for the drift glllnet user
group. After July 10 there was a total of 1128 hours of open fishing time In
the Eshamy district; of those hours the set net user group was restricted to 420
hours. This was triggered by the BOF compliance measures to bring the set net
harvest into compliance with the allocation plan. Further restrictions as
proposed In proposal 80 would result In a further reduction In fishing time
after June 10th. Had the proposed restrictions been In place for the 2008
season after June 10th the set net user group would have been able to fish 144
hours of a total open hours of 456 hours opened to the drift gei!lr group, a
reduction In fishing time of 69%.

Reducing the set net gear groups harvest time by 63% after July 10 as occurred In
2008 or reducing In the future by up to 69% after June 10 as proposed Is not
justified, and would serve to eliminate set net harvest to the point of the
fishery being non-Viable for most permit holders.

Another comment on the allocation assessment that I believe Is unfair Is the
set net harvest is taken at an average and does not accurately portray the real
catches of Individual permit holders. As you know the better the site the more fish
you will be taking; the line sights, particularly the north and south lines of the
district, produce far more fish than any other set net site In the district. A more
accurate penalty would be to reduce set net sites to no more than fifty fathoms
virtually cutting the lines in half there by allowing more fish In to the district for
everyone. Another draw back of this proposal Is there is no compensation when the
set net harvest is under allocation. There Is compensation for both the seine and drift
fleet. As an example; summers when the drift fleet is denied acceS5 to certain fishing
grounds for seine fleet compensation combined with a low turnout In the copper river
sockeye run, as happ~ned this 2008 summer, forces much of the fleet to fish
exclusively In the Eshamy district., This will Inherently decrease set net productions
simply because of the Increase of gear In the district.

Proposal 78 a-nd 79-Support
Increase the percentage at which the set net user group experiences a

reduction In fishing time from 5% to 7% In order to provide an equitable harvest that
reflects the set net current and historical harvest or enhanced fish. 7% is a
more accurate reflection of actual and historical harvest. Also, the 1%
deviation from the allocation of 4% and a trigger for compliance measures at SOlo
Is too narrow to actually allow for realistic compliance.

There are unforeseen outcomes of applying the compliance measure of reduced
fishing time after July 10. There have been drastic changes in the management of
the Eshamy district that multiply the effect of reducing fishing time to the set net
user group. At the time that the set net compliance measures were approved in
2005, and In previous years, the average time fished per week after July 10 was 48
hours. :The BOF to ensure compliance with the allocation plan reduced set net
maximum fishing time to 36 hours per weel< resulting in a reduction of fishing tlme
of 25%. However, this past season and for the future there has been greatly
expanded fishing time prior to and after July 10. As a result, this past season after
July 10 there was 1128 hours of open fishing up until the closure of the fishery. Of
those open hours, the set net group was only allowed access for 420 of those open
hours due to the BOF imposed compliance measure of 36 hours maximum fishing
time per week. The set net group went from haVing a 25% reductIon of fishing time
to a 63% reduction In fishing time after July 10. A reasonable means to deal With

'...J this Is to Impose realistic compliance measure triggers that go Into effect when there
I
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is a demonstrated excess harvest by the set net users. The 7% trigger on a set net
allocation of 4% Is a realistic scenario that reflects actual current and historical set

·.......-...../1 net harvestl and allows a reasonable margin of overage before these drastic
compliance measures take effect. Reducing fishing time by over 50% Is drastic by
any definition; there should be reasonable parameters that trigger these reductions.

If this allocation measure would be adopted, there would be no need to
reduce set net sites to no more than 50 fathoms as stated above.

Proposal 82- Support
This proposal would affect no user groups in any way and provide more safety

and fishing opportunity for small family run set net operations.

Thank you for you time and considerations.
Joshua Grumblls.

"---./.
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Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
P.O. 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Sirs:

The following are some concerns and comments I have regarding certain proposals affecting the Prince
William Sound Fishery.

#69 1. Simply put, the seine fleet is once again trying to circumvent the overall "Management Plan/,
the overall plan set up to provide equal distribution of the PWS salmon resource. It is interesting to
note that the seine fleet was all for the 45% break point when the price of pinks was down and it
favored them, but the very next year, when they went over the 45% they start wanting to change the
rules to give them a greater share of the stock - at the expense of the drift and set net fleets. 2. In their
own arguments they state that removing the June opportunity will put the seine fleet at an economic
disadvantage. There is no basis for this and if, in fact it does, the 45% rule will once again kick in, in their
favor. 3. Finally, I think it very disingenuous to try to use their capital investment in vessels, nets, skiffs,
etc. as an argument, implying somehow that the drift and set net fleets don't share the same
Investment concerns.

#70 1. As I understand it, one of the main reasons for opening Port Chalmers was to spread the drift
fleet so as to mitigate the effects of the collapse of one fishery, I.e. the flats In 2008. The seine fleet was
allocated additional areas to offset the Port Chalmers decision. 2. Because of the migratory pattern of
the Coghill red stock, this proposal would affect these fish, fish basically allocated to the drift fleet. The
seiners admit this even in their own arguments in favor of the proposal.

#71 1. See #69. 2. The seiners continually bring up the fact that the Coghill and Port Wells fish have
historically been shared by the gear groups. They always fall to mention that this "historical" use
changed when, at their request, the increased production of enhanced pink salmon gave them a larger
share of the economic pie.

#72 1. See #69 2. There is no history of this resource being underutilized due to a lack of drift fishing
efforts. Over escapement has been primarily due to the difficulty F&G has had in managing this fishery
to best utilize the stock. Historically these fish show up in the river In dangerously low levels and then
often flood in, in a matter of hours. This proposal does nothing to alleviate this. problem. It is nothing
more than a thinly veiled attempt by the seine fleet to get more than their fair share of the fish.

#73 1. See #69 and #72. 2. The seiners do not even make an argument for this proposal other than,
"We want more/' I say let the "Management Plan" work.

#74 1. See #69, #70, #71, #72, and #73.
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Regarding the above proposals, I would like to point out that there certainly seems to be a pattern here.
It seems pretty clear the seine fleet is using every board meeting to increase its share of the PWS
fishery. You don't see the drift and set net fleet submitting proposals at every meeting to increase their
share at the expense of the other fleets and to the detriment of the overall "Management Plan,n a plan
set up to equally share this wonderful resource.

One final thought. We keep talking about the seine, fleet. How many boats are fishing in that fleet? Is it
a fleet or is it simply a handful of IndivIduals looking only to their own self interests - at the expense of
the other gear types and even the other seine permit holders? I respectfully suggest the board
proactively look into ways of getting more of the seine permit holders back into the fishery. Wasn't
keeping people actively fishing one of the original intents of the limited entry program?

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

jJ.(Q .
.Robert A. Jenkins
PWS drift permit holder.
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ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section
Alaska Department of Fish & Game
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
FAX: 907-465-6094

RE: BOF CRJPWS Proposal #65

I strongly OPPOSE this proposal!

J am a 20 year drift gillnet fishennan in PWS

P 1/2

RECEfVED

F-''',.'J '7
Steve Aberle '8()ARC)S
7041 Potter Heights Drive- -. ,
Anchorage. Ak 99516
(907) 632-5190
saberle@acsalaska.net

Under the guise of clearing up and simplifying the regs this proposal is highly allocative
and attempts to give the setnetters a great advantage while fishing in Main Bay. This to a
gear group of 27 permit holders whose catches consistently surpass, often by a large
amount, their allocated percentage of PWS enhanced fish,

Inside the Main Bay Terminal Harvest Area (THA) set nets must be at least 50 fathoms
apart and drift nets mugt be laterally at least 25 fathoms from a set gillnet. In the outer 2/3
of Main Bay set gillnets must be at least 100 fathoms apart while drift nets must maintain
the same 25 fathom lateral distance. The authors of this proposal are attempting to
block drift gillnets from legally setting between setnets in the outer 2/3 of Main Bay.
This is patently unfair to the drift gillnet fleet!

Why would this proposal be unfair to the drift gillnet fleet? Main Bay is just under three
miles long and less than one mile across at it's widest point. 526 drift permits holders and
27 setnet permit holders have legal access to this area. At times the Main Bay subdistrict
is the only part of the Eshamy district open to commercial fishing. In addition if the
subdistrict has been closed for an extended period of time there is often a massive
buildup of sockeye within the Main Bay subdistrict. Main Bay can be extremely
congested in the above circumstances. It is also no secret that the closer the fish get to
their terminal home the more they hug the beaches. Restricting legal beach access to drift:
gillnetters between set net sites in the outcr 2/3 of Main Bay would deny opportunity to
the vast majority of Main Bay commercial users and reward 27 permit holders who
consistently catch more than their allocated percentage ofMain Bay sockeye.
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The proposal's authors posit that the current distance separation scheme is confusing to
fishennen. On the contrary, the current regulation is very straightforward: in Main Bay
district drift gilInets must be at least 25 fathoms laterally from a setnet. Outside of Main
Bay drift gi11nets must be laterally 60 fathoms from a setnet.

The proposal's authors claim no one is likely to suffer if this proposal becomes
regulation. This is patently false. The drift gillnet fleet will sutTer lost opportunity
while the setnet fleet will continue to harvest well above their allocation allowance.

I urge you to reject or take no action on this proposal.

P2/2
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ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section
Alaska Department ofFish & Game
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
FAX: 907-465-6094

RE: BOF CRlPWS Proposal #66

I strongly OPPOSE this proposal!

Steve Aberle
7041 Potter Heights Drive
Anchorage. Ak 99516
(907) 632-5190
saberle@acsalaska.net

P 1/2

I am a 20 year drift gillnet fisheIDlan in PWS. Like many ofthe 526 drift gillnetters I spend the
vast m'\iority of the fishing season targeting chums at Esther Island and sockeye in the Eshamy
District and Main Bay.

Under the guise of clearing up and simplltying the regs this proposal is highly allocative
and attempts to give the setnetters a great advantage while fishing in Main Bay. This to a
gear group of 27 permit holders whose catches consistently surpass, often by a large
amount, their allocated percentage of PWS enhanced fish,

Inside the Main Bay Tenninal Harvest Area (THA) set nets must be at least SO fathoms
apart and drift nets must be laterally at least 25 fathoms from a set gillnet. In the outer 2/3
of Main Bay set gillnets must be at least 100 fathoms apart while drift nets must maintain
the same 25 fathom lateral distance. The author of this proposal are attempting to
block drift gillnets from legally setting between setnets in the outer 2/3 of Main Bay.
This is patently unfair to the drift gillnet fleet!

Why would this proposal be unfair to the drift gillnet fleet? Main Bay is just under three
miles long and less than one mile across at it's widest point. 526 drift permits holders and
27 setnet permit holders have legal access to this area. At times the Main Bay subdistrict
is the only part of the Eshamy district open to commercial fishing. In addition, if the
subdistrict has been closed for an extended period of time there is often a massive
buildup of sockeye within the Main Bay subdistrict. Main Bay can be extremely
congested in the above circumstances. At times upwards of250 drift gillnetters and 27
setnetters all with 150 fathoms of gear have crowded into Main Bay when there have
been big buildups of returning sockeye.
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It is also no secret that the closer the fish get to their terminal home the more they hug the
beaches. Restricting legal beach access to drift gillnetters between set net sites in the
outer 2/3 of Main Bay would deny opportunity to the vast majority of Main Bay
commercial users and reward 27 permit holders who consistently catch more; than their
allocated percentage of Main Bay sockeye.

The proposal)s author posits that gear conflicts are escalating. I do not feel that this is the
case. There will always be gear conflicts in crowded fishing areas and enactment of
this proposal will not resolve the problem. It will however give yet another huge
advantage to setnetters fishing in Main Bay at the direct expense to the much, much
larger drift fleet. This to a gear group (selnet) that year after year han'ests well
above their allocation percentage.

I urge you to reject or take no action on this proposal.

P2/2
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Steve Aberle
7041 Pottcr Heights Drive
Anchorage, Ak 99516
(907) 632-5190
sabcrk !L~.I.\.;~~l;.\:i~a.11 ~ I

ATTN: BOFCOMMENTS
Boards Support Section
Alaska Department ofFish & Game
PO Box 115526
Juneau,AJ( 99811-5526
FAX: 907-465-6094

RE: BOF CRlPWS Proposal #69

I am opposed to this proposal.

I am a 20 year drift gi1Jnet fisherman in PWS, a PWSAC board member and was an active
participant in the 1-112 year BOF committee process during the last cycle to come up with a
workable allocation plan for commercial groups in PWS. Chainnan Moms presided over this
work group for much of the time.

P 1/7

This proposal and a number ofothers, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74 all deal with seeking extra opportunity
for the seine fleet in PWS because the allocation plan has triggered access next season to the Port
Chalmers chum piggybank for the drift gillnet fleet. This is the first time the drift fleet will be
allowed this access and opporlWlity.

During the I-II2 year work group process seine representatives pressed doggedly for a very
tight 5% compliance trigger over a rolling 5 year average to engage the piggyback award for the
lagging gear group. They were warned that with the pink salmon price trending steadily up over
the past several years tight triggers could work to their disadvantage in the near future. They
however wanted access to the other piggyback, Esther Island chums, and tight triggers would get
them this access. The BOF granted them tight compliance triggers at the 2005 meeting and the
next year they gained access to the Esther chums. Now in just three years the pendulwn has
swung and it looks like the drift gillnet fleet will have access to Port Chalmers for at least several
years. The seine fleet is not happy about this.

Tight compliance triggers and back and forth access to these piggybanks is disruptive to
planning and fishing for each of the fleets and their processors.

I would urge the BOF to take no action on Proposals 69-74 but instead to substantially widen the
compliance triggers of the PWS Allocation Plan by ACR to allow each fleet to fish in their
traditional areas, seiners at Port Chalmers and drift gillnetters at Esther Island and Coghill until
July 21 unless really dire circumstances dictate triggering the piggybank provision. This gives
each fleet stability while keeping them separated to minimize gear conflicts.
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Steve Aberle
7041 Potter Heights Drive
Anchorage, Ak 99516
(907) 632-5190
:,(1b~~rl~:H lll·.~al.ash~.1.·_!.!.~J.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section
Alaska Department of Fish & Game
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
FAX: 907-465-6094

RE: BOF CRIPWS Proposal #70

Here are my thoughts on this proposal.

I am a 20 year drift gillnet fisherman in PWS, a PWSAC board member and was an active
participant in the 1-1/2 year BOF committee process during the last cycle to come up with a
workable allocation plan for commercial groups in PWS. Chairman Morris presided over this
work group for much of the time.

P 2/7

In that work group PWSAC representatives offered to work at adjusting cost recovery for each
gear group as a tool to help each gear group stay within compliance of the emerging PWS
Allocation Plan. This idea was met with skepticism by seine representatives, however the
following year at the Spring '06 PWSAC General Board meeting (equal seine and gillnet
representation) voted unanimously to take 1 million dollars in additional cost recovery from the
drift gillnet fleet to help adjust imbalances in the rolling value percentages.

PWSAC will in the future continue to strive to keep gear group balance by adjusting cost
recovery strategies I'm sure, but very tight triggers in the PWS Allocation Plan make this very
difficult to do.

During the 1-1/2 year work group process seine representatives pressed doggedly for a very
tight 5% compliance trigger over a rolling 5 year average to engage the piggyback award for the
lagging gear group. They were warned that with the pink salmon price trending steadily up over
the past several years tight triggers could work to their disadvantage in the near future. They
however wanted access to the other piggyback, Esther Island churns, and tight triggers would get
them this access. The BOF granted them tight compliance triggers at the 2005 meeting and the
next year they gained access to the Esther chums. Now injust three years the pendulum has
swung and it looks like the drift gillnet fleet will have access to Port Chalmers for at least several
years. The seine fleet is not happy about this.

Tight compliance triggers and back and forth access to these piggybanks is disruptive to
planning and fishing for each of the fleets and their processors.
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Steve Aberle
7041 Potter Heights Drive
Anchorage, Ak 99516
(907) 632-5190
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ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section
Alaska Department ofFish & Game
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
FAX: 907-465-6094

RE: BOF CRJPWS Proposal #71

I am opposed to this proposal.

I am a 20 year drift gillnet fisherman in PWS, a PWSAC board member and was an active
participant in the 1-1/2 year BOF committee process during the last cycle to come up with a
workable allocation plan for commercial groups in PWS, Chairman Morris presided over this
work group for much of the time.

P317

This proposal and a number of others, 69,70, 72, 73, 74 all deal with seeking extra opportunity
for the seine fleet in PWS because the allocation plan has triggered access next season to the Port
Chalmers chum piggybank for the drift gillnet fleet. 'This is the first time the drift fleet will be
allowed this access and opportunity,

During the 1-1/2 year work group process seine representatives pressed doggedly for a very
tight 5% compliance trigger over a rolling 5 year average to engage the piggyback award for the
lagging gear group. They were warned that with the pink salmon price trending steadily up over
the past several years tight triggers could work to their disadvantage in the near future. They
however wanted access to the other piggyback, Esther Island chums, and tight triggers would get
them this access. The BOF granted them light compliance triggers at the 2005 meeting and the
next year they gained access to the Esther chums. Now in just three years the pendulum has
swung and it looks like the drift gillnet fleet will have access to Port Chalmers for at least several
years. The seine fleet is not happy about this.

Tight compliance triggers and back and forth access to these piggybanks is disruptive to
planning and fishing for each of the fleets and their processors.

I would urge the BOF to take no action on Proposals 69-74 but instead to substantially widen the
compliance triggers of the PWS Allocation Plan by ACR to allow each fleet to fish in their
traditional areas, seiners at Port Chalmers and drift gillnetters at Esther Island and Coghill until
July 21 unless really dire circumstances dictate triggering the piggybank. provision. This gives
each fleet stability while keeping them separated to minimize gear conflicts.
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Steve Aberle
7041 Potter Heights Drive
Anchorage, Ak 99516
(907) 632-5190
~1!.b.\-:~!:k '/~\I.;sabska.llcl.

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section
Alaska Department of Fish & Game
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
FAX: 907-465-6094

RE: BOF CR/PWS Proposal #72

I am opposed to this proposal.

J am a 20 year drift gillnet fishennan in PWS, a PWSAC board member and was an active
participant in the 1-1/2 year BOF committee process during the last cycle to come up with a
workable allocation plan for commercial groups in PWS. Chainnan Morris presided over this
work group for much of the time.

P417

This proposal and a number of others, 69,70, 71, 73, 74 all deal with seeking extra opportunity
for the seine fleet in PWS because the allocation plan has triggered access next season to the Port
Chalmers chwn piggybank for the drift gillnet fleet. This is the first time the drift fleet will be
allowed this access and opportunity.

During the 1-112 year work group process seine representatives pressed doggedly for a very
tight 5% compliance trigger over a rolling 5 year average to engage the piggyback award for the
lagging gear group. They were warned that with the pink salmon price trending steadily up over
the past several years tight triggers could work to their disadvantage in the near future. They
however wanted access to the other piggyback, Esther Island chums, and tight triggers would get
them this access. The BOF granted them tight compliance triggers at the 2005 meeting and the
next year they gained access to the Esther chums. Now in just three years the pendulum has
swung and it looks like the drift gillnet fleet will have access to Port Chalmers for at least several
years. The seine fleet is not happy about this.

Tight compliance triggers and back and forth access to these piggybanks is disruptive to
planning and fishing for each of the fleets and tbel.. processors.

I would urge the BOF to take no action on Proposals 69-74 but instead to substantially widen the
compliance triggers ofthe PWS Allocation Plan by ACR to allow each ~eet to fish in their
traditional areas, seiners at Port Chalmers and drit\ gillnetters at Esther Island and Coghill until
July 21 unless really dire circumstances dictate triggering the piggybank provision. This gives
each fleet stability while keeping them separated to minimize gear conflicts.
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Steve Aberle
7041 Potter Heights Drive
Anchorage, Ak 99516
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ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section
Alaska Department of Fish & Game
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
FAX: 907-465-6094

RE; BOF CRIPWS Proposal #73

I am opposed to this proposal.

I am a 20 year drift gillnet fisherman in PWS, a PWSAC board member and was an active
participant in the 1·] /2 year BOF committee process during the last cycle to come up with a
workable allocation plan for commercial groups in PWS. Chairman Morris presided over this
work group for much of the time.

P5/7

This proposal and a number of others, 69,70, 71, 72, 74 all deal with seeking extra opportunity
for the seine fleet in PWS because the allocation plan has triggered access next season to the Port
Chalmers chum piggybank for the drift gillnet fleet. This is the first time the drift fleet will be
allowed this access and opportunity.

During the 1-112 year work group process seine representatives pressed doggedly for a very
tight 5% compliance trigger over a rolling 5 year average to engage the piggyback award for the
lagging gear group. They were warned that with the pink salmon price trending steadily up over
the past several years tight triggers could work to their disadvantage in the near future. They
however wanted access to the other piggyback, Esther Island chums, and tight triggers would get
them this access. The BOF granted them tight compliance triggers at the 2005 meeting and the
next year they gained access to the Esther chums. Now in just three years the pendulum has
swung and it looks like the drift gillnet fleet will have access to Port Chalmers for at least several
yt':ars. The seine fleet is not happy about this.

Tight compliance triggers and back and forth access to these piggybanks is disruptive to
planning and fishing for each of the fleets and their processors.

I would urge the BOF to take no action on Proposals 69-74 but instead to substantially widen the
compliance triggers of the PWS Allocation Plan by ACR to allow each fleet to fish in their
traditional areas, seiners at Port Chalmers and drift gillnetters at Esther Island and Coghill until
July 21 unless really dire circumstances dictate triggering the piggybank provision. This gives
each fleet stability while keeping them separated to minimize gear conflicts.
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Steve Aberle
7041 Potter Heights Drive
Anchorage, Ak 99516
(907) 632-5190
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ATTN: BOF COMMENTS
Boards Support Section
Alaska Department of Fish & Game
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
FAX: 907-465-6094

RE: BOF CRJPWS Proposal #74

I am opposed to this proposal.

I am a 20 year drift gillnet fisherman in PWS, a PWSAC board member and was an active
participant in the 1-1/2 year BOF committee process during the last cycle to come up with a
workable allocation plan for commercial groups in PWS. Chairman Morris presided over this
work group for much of the time.

P6/7

This proposal would gut the 2005 BOF PWS Allocation Plan by allowing the seine fleet to
fish on enhanced stoCkS'Of chum and enhanced as well as wild sockeye that are currently
allocated for the drift gillnet fleet. The d.-ift fleet cannot compete with the seine fleet and a
gross imbalance in the allocation scheme would be inevitable and chronic. This would be
grossly unfair to the drift fleet.

This proposal and a number of others, 69,70, 71, 72, 73 all deal with seeking extra opportunity
for the seine fleet in PWS because the allocation plan has triggered access next season to the Port
Chalmers chum piggybank fOf the drift gillnet fleet. This is the first time the drift. fleet will be
allowed this access and opportunity.

During the 1-1/2 year work group process seine representatives pressed doggedly for a very
tight 5% compliance trigger over a rolling 5 year average to engage the piggyback award for the
lagging gear group. They were warned that with the pink salmon price trending steadily up over
the past several years tight triggers could work to their disadvantage in the near future. They
however wanted access to the other piggyback, Esther Island chums, and tight triggers would get
them this access. The BOF granted them tight compliance triggers at the 2005 meeting and the
next year they gained access to the Esther chums. Now in just three years the pendulum has
swung and it looks like the drift gillnet fleet will have access to Port Chalmers for at least several
years. The seine fleet is not happy about this.

Tight compliance triggers and back and forth access to these piggybanks is disruptiYe to
planning and fisbine: for each of the fleets and their processors.
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I would urge the BOF to take no action on Proposals 69-74 but instead to substantially widen the
compliance triggers of the PWS Allocation Plan by ACR to allow each fleet to fish in their
traditional areas, seiners at Port Chalmers and drift gillnetters at Esther Island and Coghill until
July 21 unless really dire circumstances dictate triggering the piggybank provision. This gives
each fleet stability while keeping them separated to minimize gear conflicts.
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RESOLUTION 08-12.

RECErVED

I':'''' J' 7· .j
~.- ij -

BOARDS

ARESOLUTION OF THE ALEUT CORPORATION SUPPORTING THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF ADAK

WHEREAS: The Aleut corporation, through Aleut Enterprise LLC J is responsible for
economic development in Adal<;

WHEREAS: The Aleut Corp()ration J through Aleut Enterprise LLC J has
sought to encourage fisheries development in Adak;

WHEREAS: The Aleut Corp()ration encourages the development of onshore
'--./ processing throughout tll,e region;

WHEREAS: The Aleut Corporation has been allocated the Aleutian Island
pollock allocation sinc(~ 2004, but NMFS has failed to conduct a formal
consultation necessary to open any areas within sea lion Critical
Habitat to pollock fishing;

WHEREAS: Crab Rationali:~ation dramatically reduced the amount of crab being
processed in Adak;

WHEREAS: the Aleutian I~lands are the only area in Alaska where the
NPFMC has provided no plrotection for onshore processing;

WHEREAS: the foregoing ,3 ctions and lack of actions by the NPFMC has
made it impossible for The Aleut Corporation and Aleut Enterprise LLC
to fulfill its mission I:·f developing a fisheries economy in Adak;

WHEREAS: the Aleutian Island Statewater cod fishery is vital to the
development of local fishing communities in the region;

WHEREAS: in the most recent AI Statewater «a" season~ roughly 80% of
the GHL was taken by Catcher/Processors;

WHEREAS: the lack of a 'E,e~ vessel size limit in the AI Statewater cod
fishery has resulted in the majority of the GHL being processed

,-,/ offshorej

.2/3
4000 Olef Seward Hwy" Huile 300 Anchorage, Alaska 99503
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WHEREAS: the 60.1 and uncli~r vessels depend upon and utilize the
'_ / shorebased infrastructur'le in the region and thus contribute more to

the economies of local (;I)mmunities;

THEREFORE~ BE IT RESOLVE:!): The Aleut Corporation requests the Board of
Fish modify the 5 AAC 2fl.647. Aleutian Islands District Pacific Cod
Management Plan to limit vessel size to a uniform 60 foot maximum at
the earliest opportunity.

PASSED AND APPROVED the 22nd day of August~ 2008 J by a vote of ~ in favor~ ~
opposing J 1 absent.

~dd
Sharon Guenther Lind
Chair

-.
.". ._"

.". --- -- . ....."
.~

.ATTE5~T: ~ ,..- .
. :::~~.-. -:'- - - .

........ -. -- -,,,.~

i;Pz;(:??~
David Nevzuroff
Assistant Secretary/Tre~surer
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Native village of Eyak
PO Box 1388

cordova, AK 99574
(907) 424-7738
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t.l"~! t ~i 'btll'!,j.
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'BOARDS

10,000 Years in our Traditional Homeland, prince william sound & the Copper River Delta

Formal comments on the Alaska Board of Fisheries 2008/2009 proposed changes in the
subsistence, personal use, sport, guided sport, and commercial regulations for the Southeast,
Yakutat, Prince William Sound and Upper Copperl Upper Susitna finfish; Southeast, and
Yakutat crab, shrimp and shellfish; statewide miscellaneous shellfish and supplemental issues.

The positions and comments listed here represent a collaboration between the Native Village
of Eyak Traditional Tribal Council, Copper Riverl Prince William Sound Native Fishermen's
Association, and professional staff within the Native Village of Eyak's Department of
Environment and Natural Resources. We thank the Board for allowing us the opportunity to
voice our collective opinions on the proposed regulation changes. We will have numerous
representatives available at the December meeting for further discussion and technical
guidance on any of these proposals. We look forward to a productive and amicable meeting.

Prop Position Comments

This has been a recurring proposal for the past 7 board cycles. The Board of Fisheries
has consistently voted down the C&T determination at all but one of these meetings.
The Attorney General's office has consistently supported this decision, and continues to

1 Oppose uphold ADF&G's analysis of the 8 criteria for a C&T determination. The indigenous
inhabitants of the region continue to support this decision. We have not seen any new
evidence presented by the proponents or department staff, and as such feel that it is an
insult and a waste of time to once again have to deliberate over this. We request that the
Board dismiss this proposal and ban the proponents from re-submitting until such a time
that they can legitimately provide significant new information for discussion.

2 Support We support this proposal with deference to the subsistence needs of Ahtna Tribes.

3 Support We support this proposal with deference to the subsistence needs of Ahtna Tribes.

- - - - - ------------- -----

Eyak people have been customarily and traditionally using salmon on the Copper River

4 Oppose
for over 10,000 years, with gillnets being the common gear type on the delta for nearly
200 years. The BOF supported a C&T use determination in 1996 following extensive
review by ADF&G staff. This determination was further reviewed and supported with
ANS levels set in 2005. There is no evidence to suggest that C&T use of the resource by
Cordova residents has changed in any way since that time.

S Support It would not create a hardship for subsistence users to comply with this regulation.
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Prop Position Comments

This proposal is discriminatory. If such a restrictive regulation were to be put into effect,
it should apply to all subsistence, personal use and sport fisheries statewide, not single
out a discrete user group. Additionally, removing both lobes of the tail as suggested

6 Oppose would prevent fish from being hung by the tail to dry or smoke, which is common
practice. The current requirement of removing both tips is sufficient for processors to
identify subsistence-caught fish. Adequate enforcement measures are already in place.
If the department feels that fish are being illegally sold, they have the power to pursue
and prosecute offending individuals. They should not seek to criminalize and penalize
those that are doing the right thing.

7 Neutral

We strongly support this proposal. Our local people traditionally accessed this resource
as soon as the fish came in, not based on some arbitrary date as regulated for the past
few decades. Because this proposal does not seek to increase the ANS, and stringent
seasonal bag limits are already in place, it would not result in any conservation concerns
or re-allocation of the resource. In many years, there would not even be any fish
available to catch during this early part of the season. Most importantly, we feel that
fishery managers would glean substantial value from the catch data arising out of this.
Currently, the first commercial opener date is set by numbers at the Miles Lake sonar,
which can be up to 2 weeks removed from what is happening on the flats, and in some

8 Support years is not available at all due to shelf ice at the sonar site. Managers also rely on
aerial surveys, which are highly weather dependent and often impossible to obtain. The
Native Village of Eyak is privileged each year to be granted an educational fishery permit
to harvest up to 100 salmon from May 1-10. Managers may be reluctant to admit it, but
this is probably one of the most valuable tools they have in setting the commercial
opener, as they rely on our harvest reports essentially as a pre-season test fishery.
Allowing all subsistence users early access to the fishing grounds would give the
managers substantial concrete data on strength and timing of the salmon return up to the
date of the first commercial opener. Commercial fishermen may have to concede a later
start date or additional closures in some years because of this, but it would be extremely
beneficial to the sustainability of the resource as a whole and would benefit all user
groups in the long run.

9 Support
We prefer the language in Proposal 8. We only support Proposal 9 if Proposal 8 fails.

10 Neutral If Proposals 8 or 9 pass, the language in Proposal 10 would be moot and require
restructuring anyway

We oppose this proposal as it is written. We would support an amendment to add (c) (7)
Permits may be issued only at Cordova. We do not supp6rt removal of existing

11 Amend requirements. Allowing permits to be issued statewide could open these fisheries up to
individuals who might otherwise never have considered accessing them, and would go
against the intent of the C&T determination and create a potential over harvest and
conservation concern.

12 Neutral

13 Oppose This proposal is overly restrictive. We feel that it would limit needed subsistence
opportunity in several areas where access to public lands is scarce.

14 Oppose
This proposal, if passed, would create a conflict between legal gear types, leading to
potential unfair allocation between users. It would also prevent fishwheel owners from
dipnetting from their own wheels. There are adequate enforcement measures in place to
deal with issues of trespassing and harassment. Such incidents are isolated.

15 Neutral
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Prop Position Comments

The proposed bag limit is overly restrictive to some users who legitimately require larger
numbers of fish to meet the subsistence needs of their families. Excessive bag limit
requests should be reviewed by the department on a case by case basis, and users

16 Oppose should only request to take what they need. Greedy overharvest is a rampant problem
which needs to be addressed, but those with legitimate needs should not be punished
because of abuse by others. Current reported harvest is within the ANS guidelines set
by the BOF, however recent research data and anecdotal information suggest that
considerable unreported harvest is taking place in this fishery. The BOF may wish to
revisit the question of bag limits once unreported harvest can be accounted for.

17 Oppose See comments, proposal 16.

We strongly support the intent of this proposal. Recent research data and anecdotal
information suggest that considerable unreported harvest is taking place in the inriver
fisheries. Strict reporting requirements are imposed on commercial fishermen who have
no issues with compliance. It is preposterous that there is virtually no accountability in
the inriver fisheries. Everyone deserves fair access to this abundant resource, but if
unscrupulous and ignorant individuals continue to be granted immunity by the State, it
will not be long before there is nothing left for anyone. The department will tell you that

18 Support there is no evidence to suggest unreported harvest. This is a prevarication.
Enforcement representatives will tell you there might be a problem, but there is no
funding available to pursue an investigation. This needs to be changed. The federal
Office of Subsistence Management has now identified accurate harvest monitoring as the
number one priority information need on the Copper River, and ADF&G should do the
same. Most inriver users will tell you the language in this proposal is overly restrictive
and compliance would be an issue, but they will also tell you they'd be willing to concede
some form of increased accountability and harvest reporting for their fisheries. This is
the path we need to pursue. We have here the ideal venue for all user groups to sit
down together and develop a viable solution to address a very real problem. We urge
the Board to consider this and help work with us to achieve this goal.

19
We oppose this proposal as it is written. Reporting requirements should not be imposed

Amend on the Glennallen Subdistrict alone. Such requirements if enacted should extend across
all inriver fisheries as suqqested bv proposal 18.

20 Amend This proposal would not work as written, but we support the intent and request
clarification from the author. See comments proposals 18 and 19.

21 Support Rockfish and lingcod are often dead by the time they reach the surface, so it is highly
wasteful to throw them back.

This is a fully allocated resource. Increasing the allowance for one fishery means taking

22
it away from another. The personal use fishery is already fortunate to have the

Oppose opportunity for supplemental harvest in times of surplus. No other inriver fisheries have
this. If the users of this fishery are unhappy with the way supplemental harvests are
provided, the opportunity should be taken away.

There is no biologically defensible reason to do this. It would lead to considerable

23 Oppose confusion for both managers and resource users, and would likely lead to violations and
citations due to misunderstanding of the daily changes to supplement allowances which
would result.
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Prop Position Comments

We strongly support this proposal. The 2008 season presented a perfect example of
why the current regulation doesn't work. Extended commercial closures forced the
reduction of harvest levels in the personal use fishery, intending to allow more fish to

24 Support reach the spawning grounds in a year of low return. However, the commercial closures
resulted in a subsequent large pulse of fish entering the river, which is exactly what was
hoped for, but this forced the department to grant several supplemental harvests in a
row, and effectively negated the biological benefit of closing the commercial fishery in the
first place. These supplemental harvests should never have been given, and regulation
needs to be put into effect to prevent this ever happening again.

Personal use permits are issued by household, whereas sportfish licenses are issued by

25 Oppose individual. This would cause considerable confusion in determining additional number
allowed on a personal use permit. More importantly, it would be extremely difficult for
enforcement officers in the sportfishing areas to determine if fishermen have already
obtained their limit in a different fishery, and this leads to too much potential for abuse.

This would give the department an additional tool in confirming harvest reports sent in by

26
fishery users. The information may be redundant, but in some instances may shed light

Support on illegal overharvest or lack of reporting. It would present some additional burden to the
transport operators, but if they want to see their business sustained for future
generations, they too need to offer accountability to the fishery.

This would result in increased trespass potential on private and culturally sensitive lands,

27
which are the majority in this area. It would also create a severe conservation concern

Oppose with increased harvest pressure on small discrete stocks. The current boundaries of the
Chitina Subdistrict provide ample accessibility for the number of people accessing this
fishery.

The current system has been working fine for the past 14 years. There is no reason to
28 Oppose change it now. Experience dictates that once a fishery is formally closed, it is rarely re-

opened.

We support the intent of proposals 44-56, and would like to see department staff develop

44-56
a comprehensive management plan to the satisfaction of all potential user groups.

Support Before this proceeds, we would like the BOF to ask staff to qualify the rationale on why
the old management plan already on the books will no longer function to simply re-open
the fishery.

Commercial fishermen report seeing an increase in legal sized dungeness crab as

57
bycatch in several fisheries through PWS and CR. The department has not conducted

Support adequate research to know the status of these stocks. Opening a subsistence season
for this species would provide additional information while helping residents meet their
subsistence needs. The season could be opened initially as a short-term test fishery to
assess condition of the resource before opening it to year-round harvest.

Orca whales are an important keystone predator with PWS populations in documented

29 Support decline. We support the amendment of the sablefish season to reduce fisherman
encounters with orcas, and see no biologically defensible reason to continue with a split
season as is currentlv on the books.

30 Oppose See comments on proposal 29. We could support this proposal if amended to a start
date of May 1st rather than April 15th.
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Prop Position Comments

We support the concept of responsible harvest reporting in all fisheries. We find it
perplexing that ADF&G has submitted several proposals to the BOF to improve harvest

31 Support
reporting in commercial fisheries, while in other discussions pertaining to the inriver
fisheries adamantly insist that improved harvest reporting is redundant, unnecessary and
unfeasible. This is the type of hypocrisy that leads to vehement conflict between user
groups and will ultimately result in the demise of the resource. Applying similar language
of this proposal to the regulations on each of the other fisheries should address the intent
of proposals 18 and 19 to the satisfaction of the proponents.

32 Neutral

We would support this proposal with an amendment to remove the language "or sale

33
when the lingcod season is open". Allowing lingcod bycatch to be sold opens the

Amend potential for abuse with fishermen targeting this species with illegal gear types rather
than as legitimate bycatch. We fully support the concept of retaining lingcod bycatch for
personal use, as it would be wantonly wasteful not to.

34 Neutral This is an allocative issue, and should be resolved by representatives of the affected
gear types.

35 Neutral This is an allocative issue, and should be resolved by representatives of the affected
gear types.

36 Neutral This is an allocative issue, and should be resolved by representatives of the affected
gear types.

37 Neutral This is an allocative issue, and should be resolved by representatives of the affected
gear types.

38 Support There would be no conservation concern in opening this area to P-cod harvest.

We support the concept of increasing fishing opportunities nearer Cordova. With the
39 Support increased cost of fuel, it is impractical and prohibitive for Cordova fishermen to travel

10nQ distances to harvest fish that are available nearby.

40 Support Pelagic trawlers intercept large numbers of chinook salmon as bycatch, and provide no
economic benefit to rural Alaskan communities. We support the concept of responsible
harvest reportina in all fisheries. Please refer to related comments on proposal 31.

41 Support There are no data to suggest that a skate fishery could not be managed sustainably.
Reducing skate numbers would ultimately benefit shellfish populations, and creating a
new fishery would provide an economic boost to rural communities.

We supported the concept of developing a fishery management plan for spiny dogfish at

42
BOF proceedings in 2005, and continue to support any proposed regulations to allow this

Support species to be retained and marketed. We are hopeful the department will have obtained
data over the past three years, as directed by the Board, to justify further action
pertaining to spiny dogfish.

43 Neutral

58 Support

59 Support

The department already has authority to open these waters to fishing by EO. These
60 Oppose areas see heavy use by non-commercial fishers from Cordova, and opening them to

permanent seiner traffic could lead to conflicts.

We have a history of fishing in this area before restrictions imposed by the State. There

61 Support are numerous other intercept fisheries throughout Alaska that are successfully managed
by the department, and this area could easily be managed to the satisfaction of all
potentially conflictina aroups.
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Prop Position Comments

62
We support the intent of this proposal. The department has tools to allow these different

Support gear types equal access to the resource, and it is unfair that the drift gillnetters can be
blocked from their fairly allocated access durinQ setnet closures.

63 Support See comments, proposal 62.

64 Neutral This is an allocative issue, and should be resolved by representatives of the affected
gear types.

65 Neutral This is an allocative issue, and should be resolved by representatives of the affected
gear types.

66 Neutral This is an allocative issue, and should be resolved by representatives of the affected
gear types.

67 Neutral

68 Oppose The current management system works fine in this district.

69 Oppose This proposal would take away flexibility in manaQement by the department.

70 Neutral BOF has no authority to direct PWSAC BOD

71 Neutral This is an allocative issue, and should be resolved by representatives of the affected
gear types.

72 Neutral This is an allocative issue, and should be resolved by representatives of the affected
gear types.

73 Neutral This is an allocative issue, and should be resolved by representatives of the affected
gear types.

74 Neutral This is an allocative issue, and should be resolved by representatives of the affected
gear types.

75 Neutral This is an allocative issue, and should be resolved by representatives of the affected
gear types.

76 Neutral This is an allocative issue, and should be resolved by representatives of the affected
gear types.

77 Oppose Establishing a firm date in this manner would take away adaptive management authority
from the department.

78 Neutral This is an allocative issue, and should be resolved by representatives of the affected
gear types.

79 Neutral This is an allocative issue, and should be resolved by representatives of the affected
gear types.

80 Neutral This is an allocative issue, and should be resolved by representatives of the affected
gear types.

Access to enhanced chum salmon stocks was a life saver for the PWS gillnet fleet in the

81 Oppose
2008 season of poor CR salmon return. Without this program, a large percentage of the
fleet would have been driven to bankruptcy and the local communities of PWS would
have been destroyed. We adamantly oppose the idea of any reduction to the current
sustainable level of enhancement programs in PWS

82 Oppose The BOF does not have the authority to make decisions on CFEC, and we oppose the
intent of this proposal.

83 Oppose

84 Oppose

85 Oppose

86 Oppose The BOF does not have statutory authority to make this change.

87 Oppose The language in this proposal is confusing and requires clarification.

88 Neutral This proposal is only necessary if 87 passes.
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Native Village of Eyak Positions & Comments: 2008/2009 PWS/CR Board of Fisheries

Prop Position Comments

89 Support This gear type sees very limited use in Alaska, and we see no viable reason to prohibit
spear guns in a legal submerged spear fishery.

It is difficult to accurately gaff a moving fish in water without risk of serious injury. If the

90
intent is to release the fish, the hook may be removed by holding the fish in a landing net

Oppose in water, or by cutting the line and sacrificing the hook. Numerous studies have shown
that metal hooks left in saltwater fish quickly corrode away and cause no permanent
impediment to the fish.

91
We have not seen enough data to either support or oppose the concept of reducing

Neutral salmon shark harvest in PWS. A comprehensive research plan needs to be developed
with collaboration between ADF&G and local Tribes and NGOs.

92 Support If there is a conservation concern, we support the reduction in bag limit of rockfish in the
sport fishery.

We oppose the reduction of bag limit for rockfish in the subsistence fishery until it has

93 Oppose been determined whether the reduction in sport fish limits has solved the problem.
Subsistence fishers have priority to the resource and should be the last user group to see
a reduction.

Establishing a maximum number of clients allowed on a charter vessel will increase

94 Support opportunity for more operators in the industry, and will prevent larger vessels from
damaging small areas with localized overharvest, particularly of those bycatch species
with limited migratory ranges and nest guarding instincts.

95 Support These types of power assisted downriggers essentially take the sport out of sport fishing
and are entirely unnecessary for the successful harvest of finfish in PWS.

96 Oppose This would be too difficult to requlate and could lead to abuse of the resource.

97 Oppose This would be too difficult to regulate and could lead to abuse of the resource.

98 Support We support the concept and defer to the proponents of 98 and 99 to agree on the most
satisfactory boundary line.

99 Support We support the concept and defer to the proponents of 98 and 99 to agree on the most
satisfactory boundary line.

100 Support We strongly support the intention of eliminating sportfishing for coho salmon on their
spawning grounds. This proposal addresses that for Ibec Creek.

101 Support We strongly support the intention of eliminating sportfishing for coho salmon on their
spawning grounds. This proposal addresses that for 18 Mile Creek.

102
We strongly support the intention of eliminating sportfishing for coho salmon on their

Support spawning grounds. This proposal addresses that for most spawning streams on the CR
delta.

103
We support the concept but the language in this proposal is too vague and would be

Support impossible as written. We defer to the Committee! Board and proponent to develop
effective language to meet the intent.

104
Small discrete stocks such as these require protection or they will cease to exist. These

Support fish are already targeted in numerous other fisheries and should no longer be targeted
once they have reached their natal stream.

105 Support See comments at proposal 104.

106 Support See comments at proposal 104

107 Oppose This is a fUlly allocated resource. Extending the season would increase harvest in the
sportfishery and spawning goals would not be met.

108 Oppose See comments at proposal 107.

109 Oppose See comments at proposal 107.

110
We support the intent of this proposal in that we do not agree with the practice of catch

Oppose and release of salmon for sport. However, this proposal could lead to intentional
snagging of fish and would be unenforceable.
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Prop Position Comments

We do not agree with the practice of catch and release of salmon for sport, but support
111 Support the intent of this proposal to reduce incidental mortality and spawning failure to fish that

are intended to be released.

NVE submitted this proposal and we continue to support it. There are species of fish that
are not susceptible to harm from catch and releasing fishing. Pacific salmon are not
among them. Insufficient research has been done, and those few studies that are
available suggest that incidental mortality is up to 20% or higher. No studies have

112 Support tracked released salmon to the spawning grounds to assess spawning success. We
have heard many sportfishermen brag of catching and releasing hundreds of salmon
each day. With thousands of fishermen on the river catching and releasing hundreds of
thousands of fish, 20% or greater failure to spawn creates a very real impact on the
resource, dramatically exceeds the sustainable allocation for this fishery, and should no
longer be condoned.

NVE submitted this proposal and we continue to support it. Motorized boats on these
rivers are driven recklessly through shallow water spawning areas and are causing

113 Support degradation to critical habitat. On a busy day, there are so many fishers accessing these
rivers by boat it is amazing any fish at all can reach the spawning grounds. We are not
asking for a total elimination of boat use, but just a curtailment to improve spawning
success.

114
This program is highly successful in creating sportfishing opportunities in Alaska where

Oppose they would otherwise not exist. Eliminating it would put undue pressure on wild stocks
and conflict with other user groups. ADFG can alleviate any concerns the public may
have about genetically altered "frankenfish" through education and outreach.

115 Neutral

116 Neutral

117 Neutral

This is arbitrary and unnecessary, and would effectively bar commercial fishermen from
accessing any subsistence fishery without sacrificing a full month of income, and would

118 Oppose
prevent non-commercial fishing residents from accessing the Cordova subsistence
fishery on commercial vessels owned by friends or family members. We encourage the
proponent to elaborate on the intent of this proposal. If poaching is the concern, there
are already enforcement measures in place to deal with offenders. It is the encumbrance
of all fishery users to report offenders to the authorities. We do not condone penalizing
and criminalizing legitimate subsistence fishers who are following the rules.

Banning home pack would not reduce the overall harvest of chinook salmon by the
119 Oppose commercial fishery, it would simply force fisherman to sell all of their catch without eating

any of it. This concept is ludicrous and serves no purpose.

120 Support We believe this reporting requirement should be extended to all fisheries, including the
sport, subsistence and personal use fisheries on the Copper River.

Prohibiting gaffs and landing nets would result in dead or injured fish falling from nets

121 Oppose and being wasted because the fish are not retained forcefully enough to haul over the
rollers unassisted. This serves no benefit to the resource and would cause economic
distress.

122 Oppose Current regulations on identification of gear with markers is adequate to meet the needs
of fishermen and enforcement officers.
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Prop Position Comments

Because of the nature of the environment, the inside closure area should be defined by
descriptive reference to the barrier islands and movable physical markers, not by

123 Oppose geographic coordinates which have the tendency to change seasonally or even daily
during major storms or tidal events. If the Board adopts this proposal, they will be
burdened with a similar proposal every Board cycle, ad infinitum. Either the language
needs to be changed entirely, or the existing language needs to be amended with the
caveat "approximately" as a prefix to the QeoQraphic coordinates referenced.

We have a history of fishing in this area before restrictions imposed by the State. There

124 Support are numerous other intercept fisheries throughout Alaska that are successfully managed
by the department, and this area could easily be managed to the satisfaction of all
potentially conflicting groups.

125 Support Only support if 124 fails.

The actual implications of this proposal are too vague. It is not clear what the proponent
126 Oppose is attempting to achieve by forcing such an extensive, time-consuming review of the

management plan.

127 Support

We adamantly oppose the intent of this proposal to force the first commercial opener to
June 1st or later in most seasons. The existing management plan works, and managers

128 Oppose would be better served by passing Proposal 8. ADFG reports indicate by the time Miles
Lake sees 5,000 fish pass, up to 150,000 fish could be in the river, resulting in potential
over escapement to headwater tributaries and resulting in huge economic losses for
coastal communities.

The current SEG is based on sound research and should be sufficient. Increasing this

129 Oppose goal is scientifically unfounded, which explains the proponent's request to change it to an
OEG. At the end of the day, it is debatable whether managers are even adhering to the
current SEG. Issues of unreported harvest and poaching in the inriver fisheries need to
be addressed before we think about adjusting the escapement goals.

130 Support We support the intent, but prefer the concise language in proposal 132.

We adamantly oppose this proposal. We would like to see flexibility put back in the

131
managers' hands with regards to inside closures. The management system in place prior

Oppose to 2005 was highly effective. It would be an atrocity to further force inside closures for an
additional 2 weeks. Managers already have the adaptive authority to do this whenever
needed.

We would like to see flexibility put back in the managers' hands with regards to inside
closures. The management system in place prior to 2005 was highly effective.

132 Support Managers had the adaptive authority to enact inside closures whenever needed. We
need to return to this system. The inside closure area is a traditional fishing area and to
arbitrarily close such an area with no biological concerns is poor science. Safety is an
additional issue. Outside waters are particularly dangerous in the early weeks of the
season. Cordova already has enough fatherless children.

Native Village of Eyak Positions & Comments: 2008/2009 PWS/CR Board of Fisheries Page 9 of 9
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North Pacific Fishery Management Council
Eric A. Olson, Chairman
Chris Oliver, Executive Director

Telephone (907) 271-2809

605 W. 4th Avenue, Suite 306
Anchorage, AK 99501-2252

Fax (907) 271-2817

Visit our website: http://www.fakr.noaa.gov/npfmc

November 14,2008

Jim Marcotte
Boards SUPPOlt Section
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811

Dear Board Members:

RECEIVED

'BOARDS

During the Joint Protocol Meeting in September 2008, the NOlth Pacific Council offered to provide
background information on management of skates in federal waters. On behalf of the Council, the
following information is intended to inform your deliberations at the December 2008 Board meeting on
whether to develop a new state water fishery for skates (Proposal # 41) in Prince William Sound. Much of
this information also could inform your discussions on a proposal for expanding fishing oppOltunities for
spiny dogfish (Proposal # 42). The Council is aware of the Board's current management approach for
these species, which includes the use of Commissioner's permits and Alaska Depmtment of Fish and
Game management tools, as specified under 5AAC 28.083 for skates and rays and the closure to directed
shark fishing in 5AAC 28.084. Fmther, the Council would consider state water removals when setting
quotas for federal fisheries if the Board sets a commercial harvest level for skates or spiny dogfish.

The Council began revising federal management policies for skates and sharks in 1998, when ADF&G
staff, on behalf of the Board, proposed that the Council consider placing these species on bycatch status
until sufficient research and data collection protocols were in place. Council policy is intended to
safeguard these long-lived, slow growing, species with low reproductive capacity, to mirror Board actions
in 1998 in response to concerns over the possibility of an emerging shark fishery in Prince William
Sound. Since 1998, the Council initiated several amendments to its groundfish fishery management plans
to implement precautionmy management practices for skates and other non-target groundfish species.
Since 2005, the Council has set separate quotas for big skate, longnose skate, and other skates in the Gulf
of Alaska (GOA) in anticipation of a new federal fishery that never developed. In March 2006, all GOA
skate species were placed in bycatch-only status. In 2009, the Council will consider setting separate
quotas for Alaska skate and other skates in the Bering Sea/Aleutian Islands (BSAI). The Council also
plans to set separate quotas for sharks in the GOA (and BSAI) in the near future; they currently are
managed under a combined quota with other bycatch species (i.e., squid, sculpins, and octopus).

There are currently no directed commercial fisheries for skates in Alaska state or federal waters or sharks
in federal waters due to their life histories. A directed skate fishery would be allowed only if a data
collection program is approved and provided that annual bycatch needs of other fisheries have been
accommodated. Skates and sharks have low fecundity, slow growth to large body sizes, and dependence
of population size on high survival rates of a few well-developed offspring. They are vulnerable to
overfishing because of these characteristics. Although it is unknown if any skate or shark species have
declined in the NOlth Pacific, there is evidence that commercial fisheries can impact their populations. As
a worst case scenario, they may be vulnerable to severe localized depletion if subjected to heavy fishing
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pressure. While it appears that historical incidental catch of skates in groundfish and halibut fisheries does
not represent heavy fishing pressure, the incidental catch combined with a directed skate fishery targeting
the largest individuals of the largest species might result in excessive fishing mOltality and negative
population effects, if improperly managed. The spatial concentration of a directed fishery in paIticular
suggests that management should guard against localized depletion of skates, especially when little is
known of migratory habits or population structure for any Alaskan skate species.

I understand there has been an allocation of legislative funds to Alaska DepaItment of Fish and Game to
study skates; therefore, Alaska finds itself in a unique situation to gain an understanding of the basic
biology of its skate species and to provide information essential to guiding management and conservation
before a fishety is authorized. We believe that it is essential to collect information on basic life history
parameters such as growth rates, age at maturity and longevity, and an understanding of their
demographics and movements. The primary data collection need is the collection of accurate skate
species composition data so that harvests of big skate, longnose skate, and other skates can be monitored
relative to their individual biomass levels. Means to collect these data could include onboard observers,
video recording of longline catches, logbooks, dockside sampling, or some combination of these. Also, an
ability to collect representative samples of age, weight, length, and sex data is important to characterize
the fishery removals from the stocks. These recommended data-collection requirements are neceSSaIy
owing to the significant pOltion of the skate catch that is unobserved.

The Council acknowledges the cooperative nature of data collection for skates in state and federal waters
by ADF&G staff and NMFS staff and recommends that new data collection plans be developed in
cooperation with National Marine Fisheries Service staff. Council staff already has met with ADF&G
staff to discuss these proposals and identify relevant federal stock assessment information. Three ADF&G
staff members serve on the Council's Gulf of Alaska Groundfish Plan Team and provide a valuable link
between state and federal management.

We hope this information is useful in your deliberations relative to the proposals before the Board. Please
contact me, or Jane DiCosimo, our Senior Plan Coordinator, if you have any questions regarding this
information.

Sincerely,

Chris Oliver
Executive Director
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Eastern Interior Alaska Subsistence
Regional Advisory Council

c/o Office of Subsistence Management
10112th Avenue, Room 110

Fairbanks, Alaska 99701
Phone: 1-(907)-456-0277 or 1-800-267-3997

Fax: 1-(907)-456-0208
E-mail: Vince_Mathews@fws.gov

November 13, 2008

Alaska Board ofFisheries
Alaska Depmiment ofFish and Game
Post Office Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526

Dear Board of Fisheries:

RECErvED

p.,lr~! il 7 5'n!1~I\;.J ~ i, ':::",.J{B

'~OARDS

The Eastern Interior Alaska Subsistence Regional Advisory Council during its public meeting on
October 14, 2008 reviewed pending State fisheries proposals for the Prince William Sound and
Upper Copper Finfish proposals. These proposals are before the Alaska Board ofFishelies in
Cordova on December 1 - 6,2008. Below are the recommendations passed by the Council. The
Council appreciated the assistanceprovided by Tom Taube when it reviewed the fisheries
proposals that follow.

PROPOSAL 1 - 5 AAC 01.616. Customary and traditional subsistence uses of fish stocks
and amounts necessary for subsistence uses. Reclassify the Chitina dipnet fishery as a
subsistence fishery as follows:

Reclassify the Chitina Dipnet Fishery as State of Alaska subsistence fishery.

COUNCIL ACTION:
The Council supported adoption of this proposal after a long discussion, they learned
that personal use does not have priOlity over commercial use. In times of shortage
subsistence would have priority over commercial fishing. Thus, commercial fisheries
managers would have to allow the amount necessary for subsistence to pass upriver to meet
the priority use. With adding the State as subsistence along with the Federal subsistence
priority, both would have priority over the commercial fishery. This will decrease the
likelihood of not enough fish for escapement or for not enough fish to meet upriver needs.
State managers alluded to the fact that the harvest amounts should not increase significantly.
The discussion pointed out that this proposal would help spread out the use of the fish
more equitable, but one Council member was concerned if all Alaskans qualifY, how would
this change affect harvest numbers.

1
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PROPOSAL 22 - 5 AAC 77.591. Copper River Personal Use Dip Net Salmon Fishery
Management Plan. Increase annual limit of sockeye salmon when surplus is available as
follows:

Supplement the basic limit for a family ofmore than two: May take ten sockeye for each
additional family member after the original limit of thirty salmon have been taken.

COUNCIL ACTION:
The Council supported adoption of this proposal because it would be a fairer allocation of the
harvestable fish available in order to provide additional fish for large families. The high cost
of feeding a family of two or more people justifies the additional harvest limit. It would be
an opportunity for those families who have the time and energy to harvest ten extra fish after
traveling long distances to the fishery location.

PROPOSAL 24 - 5 AAC 77.591. Copper River Personal Use Dip Net Salmon Fishery
Management. Restrict additional permits for Chitina Subdistrict personal use fishing if
commercial harvests are restricted as follows:

Section (F) The maximum harvest level for the Chitina Subdistrict personal use salmon
fishery is 100,000 - 150,000 salmon, not including any salmon in excess of the inriver
goal or salmon taken after August 31. If the Copper River District commercial salmon
fishery is closed for ~ [13] or more consecutive days, the maximum harvest level in the
Chitina Subdistrict is reduced to 50,000 salmon and no supplemental permits for
additional salmon may be issued for the rest of the year.

COUNCIL ACTION:
The Council resoundingly recommends rejecting this proposal. Passage of this proposal
would tie the hands of the State inseason fishery manager to issue additional harvest permits
later in the season when additional surplus fish may be available.

PROPOSAL 25 - 5 AAC 77.591. Copper River Personal Use Dip Net Salmon Fishery
Management Plan and 5 AAC 52.024. Harvest record required: annual limit. Increase
personal use limit for king salmon and change recording requirement as follows:

Raise the king salmon limit in the Personal Use Fishery to four kings per permit (family)
after the first king is harvested, require each additional king to be recorded on the back of
a permittee's sport fish license by date and identified by adding "PU" (it is now required
to record kings harvested in the sport fishery). Kings recorded on the sport fish license
count against the seasonal Sport Fishing limit for Gulkana and K1utina Rivers. This
proposal would take away the perceived "need" to catch additional kings for freezer by
sport fishing. No allocation changes are required.

COUNCIL ACTION:
The Council majority passed a recommendation to support this proposal (Vote: 5-1). Passage
of this proposal would allow families fishing for sockeye salmon the opportunity to harvest
three additional king salmon. Passage of this proposal would decrease the sport fish harvest
pressure on streams along their journey home.
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PROPOSAL 81 - 5 AAC 24.370. Prince 'William Sound Management and Salmon
Enhancement Allocation Plan. Reduce hatchery chum production as follows:

Reduce hatchery production to 24 percent of the year 2000 production.

COUNCIL ACTION:
The Council supported the passage of this proposal as written. The Council has been on
record in a letter to the Commissioner in 2007, strongly urging him to not allow
overproduction of hatchery fish and to reduce hatchery chum production. If there was no
overproduction there would be no need for roe stripping and the waste of fish flesh. The
Council also agrees that action is needed now to reduce hatchery chum production to reduce
the unfair competition Alaska's wild salmon stocks and Alaskan residents have with hatchery
fish. Fisheries that have a long history in Alaska, subsistence, commercial, and sport would
benefit fi'om the passage of this proposal. Protection ofwild salmon stocks are the key to
future of subsistence uses of the region.

PROPOSAL 128 - 5 AAC Copper PJver District Salmon Management Plan. Delay
commercial fishing until after 5,000 fish are counted at Miles Lake sonar as follows:

First Copper River commercial opener may not COlmnence prior to 5,000 fish being
counted at the Miles Lake Sonar.

COUNCIL ACTION:
The Council recommends passage of this proposal. Passage of this proposal will provide
necessary protection of the early wild salmon stocks to reach their spawning grounds.
Passage will also prevent the, salmon stocks when they are milling in preparation for fi'esh
water from being over harvested by commercial fishing.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide Council recommendations on proposals important to
subsistence users of the Eastern Intelior Region. If you have any questions, please give me a call
'(1-907-883-2833) or our Vice-chair Virgil Umphenour (1-907-456-3885) or our Regional
Coordinator, Vince Mathews (contact infonnation in letterhead).

Sincerely,

Sue Entsminger, Chair

cc: Eastern Interior Regional Council members
Peter J. Probasco, Assistant Regional Director Subsistence
Rod Campbell, Board of Game Liaison, Office of Subsistence Management
Rita St. Louis, Alaska Department ofFish and Game
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Scott Seaton
PO Box 771
Kenai, AK 99611
November 14, 2008

Please enter these Board comments for pWS meeting.

I support #63.
The removal of set net gear, excluding those sets on Shore Fishery leases, would eliminate much gear
conflict in the Eshamy District. Currently, set netters may have as many extra sets as they want. Many of
these sets are fished minimally or not at all and serve to "protect" key sites from both drifters and competing
set netters. At least on set netter had out 14 sets last year in addition to his own Main Bay sets. Beach
access equals fish access and set netters are averaging 50% over their 4% allocation the past 5 years.

I support # 75
Direct ADFG to actively manage the set net fleet to be within their 4% allocation when the 5% trigger is
reached. ADFG best knows how to accomplish this and the tools the last fish board gave them, ie, retricting
fishing to no more than 36 hours/week after July 10 does not seem effective. First, these dates mostly target
Eshamy wild stocks, which we should not restrict from the set net fleet, second the Enhanced Coghill run is
effectively over by July 10.

I DO Not support proposals #68through 74.

These proposals directly target either the enhanced chum from Ester Hatchery, which by the allocation plan,
are for the exclusive benefit of the drift giIlnet fleet, or they will target Coghill wild sockeye stocks, which
are generally small and even have trouble making escapement some years. In any case, these sockeye are a
fully allocated resource right now.

I support #77
Make a hard date when Ester management switches to coho from pinks, still keeping EO authority for
clean-ups when there are large number ofpinks. In recent years several seiners are targeting and harvesting
a large % ofenhanced coho, which are supposed to be for the benefit of the drift gillnet fleet. The problem
is that the language counts only numbers offish, not value. So, where catching 500 humpies @ .301lb might
not be economically viable, a seiner might stay if they could also catch 500 coho's at $1.25/lb. It is easy to
haul up enough black humpiesfromthe back ofLake Bay to allow seining when numbers are the only
criteria used.

Sincerely,

cott Seaton
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November 10,2008

Boards Support Section
Alaska Dept. of Fish & Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

To the Board of Fisheries:

Enclosed are the comments by Ahtna Tene Nene' Customary & Traditional Use
Committee on the fisheries proposals that will be on the agenda at the
December 1-7,2008 ABOF meeting in Cordova, Alaska.

Please take them into consideration when deliberating on these fisheries proposals.

Sincerely,

0'll_": -tfJ.
~~~H.A-~

-?n __
L;'Vi..,. I Y/?flV-J

Linda Tyone,
Chair
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2008/2009 Prince William Sound Proposals

Proposal 1: Reclassify Chitina Subdistrict as a subsistence fishery.
By Fairbanks Advisory Committee.

Comment:
We adamantly oppose Proposal 1. This issue does not need to be re
determined or brought before the Alaska Board of Fisheries because
there is no new significant information relevant to the 8 criteria for a
C&T determination.

The current C&T findings are consistent with our own knowledge of
Customary and Traditional Uses for the Chitina subdistrict and Upper
Copper River Use.

The current C&T use findings support a subsistence regulatory system
that provides a reasonable opportunity to meet our subsistence needs.

Proposal 2: C&T Determination for freshwater fish in Upper
CopperlSusitna. By Ahtna Tene Nene' Customary & Traditional Use
Committee.

Comment:
We support Proposal 2. We would like the Board of Fisheries to make
a positive C&T Determination for freshwater fish in the Upper
CopperlSusitina areas as wells as other freshwater lake areas that are
in the Copper Basin.

We have customarily and traditionally used resident species since
time immemorial in Units 11, 12 and 13. These species were eaten
fresh and not kept too long, except for white fish and grayling, which
were dried, smoked, fermented or frozen.

There are over 78 documented Ahtna place names in the Ahtna region
that show where the Ahtna People have fished and hunted.

C&T use determinations are based upon historical use and are not
based on bag limits or population concerns of resident species.
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Proposal 3: Open Crosswind Lake to subsistence fishing. By Ahtna
Tene Nene' Customary & Traditional Use Committee.

Comment:
We support Proposal 3. We would like the Board of Fisheries to open
Crosswind Lake to subsistence fishing, so that we can harvest fish in
this lake, which was customarily and traditionally used by the Ahtna
People. It is illegal to have a sport fishery without allowing for a
subsistence fishery.

Proposal4: Restrict subsistence king salmon fishery in Copper River
District. By Mike Kramer.

Comment:
We oppose this proposal 4 in its entirety and support the Native
Village of Eyak' s C&T use of the King Salmon on the Copper River.

ProposalS: Open subsistence season May 1 in Copper River District.
By Mike Babic.

Comment:
We support proposal 8 extending subsistence fishery season.

Proposal9: Open subsistence season May 10 in Copper River
District. By Tom Carpenter.

Comment:
See proposal 8.

Proposal 12: Reformat regulations on fish wheel specifications. By
Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game.

Comment:
No comment.

Proposal 13: Increase distance between fish wheels from 75 to 300
feet. By Mike Babic.

Page 2 of 11
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Comment:
We oppose Proposal 13 to increase the distance between fish wheels
to 300 ft. The passage of this Proposal will have a negative impact to
provide reasonable opportunity to meet our subsistence needs.

Proposal 14: Prohibit dipnetting within 30 feet of a fish wheel. By
David A. Kacal.

Comment:
We oppose Proposal 14, these are isolated incidents.

Proposal 15: Reformat regulations for subsistence annual possession
limits. By Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game.

Comment:
No comment.

Proposal 16: Modify annual limits in the Glennallen Subdistrict
subsistence fishery. By Ernie Allen.

Comment:
We oppose Proposal 16 to modify annual limit in the Glennallen
Subdistrict fishery. Needs are currently being met.

Proposal 17: Modify annual limits in the Glennallen Subdistrict
subsistence fishery. By Mike Babic.

Comment:
We oppose Proposal 17 to "modify annual limits in the Glennallen
Subdistrict", which will reduce subsistence harvest limits.

Proposal 18: Amend Copper River Management Plan to include
harvest monitoring. By Mike Babic.

Comment:
We oppose Proposal 18 to "amend Copper River Management Plan to
include harvest monitoring"; which would require "daily reporting
systems for the Glennallen Subdistrict; however, we believe the
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Chitina Subdistrict should be required to have a "daily reporting
system" in place, since there are 9,000+ permits issued per year.

Proposal 19: Require daily harvest reporting in Glennallen
Subdistrict fishery. By
Bill Webber Ir.

Comment:
We oppose Proposal 19, see comments on Proposal 18.

Proposal 20: Require harvest reports within 48 hours in Glennallen
Subdistrict. By Tyee Lohse.

Comment:
We oppose Propose 20; see comments on Proposal 19.

Proposal21: Allow retention of rockfish and lingcod taken in
subsistence fishery. By Alaska Dept. ofFish and Game.

Comment:
We defer comments on Proposal 21 to Native Village of Eyak and
support their decision on Proposal 21.

Proposal 22: Increase annual limit of personal use sockeye salmon.
By Fairbanks Advisory Committee and Chitina Dip netters
Association.

Comment:
We oppose Proposal 22 to "increase annual limit of personal use of
sockeye salmon in the Chitina Subdistrict", because this will increase
the harvestable catch of salmon and it will leave less salmon to swim
upriver to spawn.

Proposal 23: Change time period for setting supplemental periods.
By Fairbanks Advisory Committee and Chitina Dip netters
Association.

Page 4 of 11
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Comment:
We oppose Proposal 23 to "change time period for setting
supplemental periods"; the Personal Use Management Plan allows
more than enough harvestable catch of salmon for the personal use
fishery in the Chitina Subdistrict".

This will create for lack of a better word, a "bookkeeping" nightmare,
and create a communication issue for getting information out to the
dip netters.

Proposal24: Restrict supplemental permits if commercial fishery
closes. By Mike Babic.

Comment:
We support Proposal 24 to "restrict supplemental permits if
commercial fishery closes" due to the increased personal use permits
distributed in the Chitina Subdistrict. If the commercial use fishery is
closed; the personal use fishery should be closed as well.

Proposal25: Increase PU king salmon limit and modify recording
requirement. By Fairbanks Advisory Committee.

Comment:
We oppose Proposal 25 to increase Personal Use king salmon to 4
kings per permit, and allowing them to fish under a Sport's fisheries
license to harvest 4 more kings in the Klutina and Gulkana Rivers.
This will reduce the number of Chinook to the subsistence users in the
Glennallen subdistrict which is already allocated in state priorities.

Proposal 26: Require reporting by transporters in personal use
fishery. By Shawn Gilman.

Comment:
We SUppOlt Proposal 26 to "require reporting by transporters, so that
they will have to record and keep record of the people transported,
fish species amount retained and area caught". This will provide an
additional tool for the Department to use to track the harvest.
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Proposal 27: Extend Chitina Subdistrict personal use fishery
boundary. By Anchorage Advisory Committee; Matanuska Valley
Advisory Committee; Fairbanks Advisory Committee, and South
Central Alaska Dip-netters Association.

Comment:
We oppose Proposal 27 to "extend personal use to fish in "all waters
of the Chitina River downstream of the confluence of the Kuskulana
River", so that the dipnetters will have more places to fish. If this
were to pass it would increase the length of areas to fish. This will
increase potential trespass on private lands along the Chitina River.
Within these areas are important historical sites that we do not want
open to the public for fishing. Not enough stocks go up the Chitina
River to warrant an expansion of an existing fishery. This could do
damage to the spawning areas. This will also reduce amount of
return, and negatively affect subsistence uses. Fishing within this area
by people that do not live in the area would be a violation under
National Park Service regulations.

Proposal 57: Open subsistence fishing for all crab species year
round. By Bob Henrichs.

Comment:
We support Proposal 57 to open subsistence fishing for all crab
species year-around, only if it is not exploited or over harvested.

Proposal 100: "Close a portion of Ibec Creek to sport fishing", due to
increased sport fishing in the Delta Spawning areas.

Comment:
We support Proposal 100 "Close a portion of Ibec Creek to sport
fishing", due to increased sport fishing in the Delta Spawning areas.

Proposal 101: Close a portion of IS-Mile Creek to sport fishing for
Coho salmon. By Copper River/Prince William Sound Advisory
Committee.
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Comment:
We support 101 "Close a pOliion of 18-Mile Creek to spOli fishing for
Coho salmon".

Proposal 102: Close waters along Copper River Hwy. to fishing for
Coho salmon. By Stan Makarka.

Comment:
We suppOli to ": Close waters along Copper River Hwy. to fishing for
Coho salmon".

Proposal 103: Close all salmon spawning areas to sport fishing. By
Mike Babic.

Comment:
We support Proposal 103 to "close all salmon spawning areas to sport
fishing ".We support the concept but it would be difficult to regulate.

Proposal 104: Close king salmon fishing on Lakina R., Slana R., and
Sinona Creek. By Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game.

Comment:
See comments on Proposal 103. We support Proposal 103, which
"closes all salmon spawning areas to sport fishing". King salmon
population is on the decline.

Proposal 105: Expand existing areas closed to king salmon fishing in
Copper R. By Alaska Dept. ofFish and Game.

Comment:
We support Proposal 105 to "to close sport fishing for king salmon in
Ahtell Creek, Gakona, River, Gilahina River, Indian River, Manker
Creek, including all flowing waters within a one quarter-mile radius
of their confluence of the these water bodies". King salmon is on the
decline.

Proposal 106: Close Ahtell Creek to king salmon fishing. By Shawn
Gilman.
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Comment:
See comments on Proposal 105.

Proposal 107: Extend king salmon season on the Copper River to
August 10. By Anchorage Advisory Committee and Matanuska
Valley Advisory Committee.

Comment:
We oppose Proposal 107 to "extend king salmon season to August 10
with a bag and possession limit of one fish 20 inches or greater in
length, and a bag and possession limit of 10 fish less than 20 inches in
length, in all flowing water of the Copper River mainstem
downstream of the ADF&G regulatory markers located at the
confluence of the Klutina River". King salmon population is on the
decline. This could be detrimental to the returns because the fish are
already in the spawning stage. The King salmon is already fully
allocated. There would be potential trespass on private property.

Proposal 108: Extend king salmon season on the Klutina River to
August 10. By Anchorage Advisory Committee and Matanuska
Valley Advisory Committee.

See comments on Proposal 107; we oppose Proposal 108 to extend
season to August 10 from mile 13 of the Klutina Lake Road. King
salmon is on the decline.

Proposal 109: Extend king salmon season on the Tonsina River to
august 10. By
Anchorage Advisory Committee and Matanuska Valley Advisory
Committee.

See comment on Proposal 107.

Proposal 110: Allow retention of unintentionally hooked sockeye
salmon. By Mike Lanegan, Ken Hughes, and Alan LeMaster.
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Comment:
We oppose Proposal 110 to "allow retention of unintentionally
hooked sockeye salmon", so that more salmon will be healthy and
mortality rates will be reduced. There would be enforcement issues.

Proposal 111: Prohibit removal from water any salmon not retained.
By Klutina River Association.

Comment:
We support Proposal 111 to keep hooked salmon that is taken out of
the water.

Proposal 112: Include any salmon landed or released against daily
bag limit. By Native Village of Eyak.

Comment:
We support Proposal 112 to "include any salmon landed or released
against daily bag limit". The mortality rate of any salmon will be
reduced if this is in regulation.

Proposal 113: Close Klutina and Gulkana Rivers to power boat use 2
days/week. By Native Village of Eyak.

Comment:
We support Proposals 113 to "close Klutina and Gulkana Rivers to
power boat use 2 days/week". Power boats are not good for spawning
salmon.

Proposal 114: Restrict hatchery and stocking programs. By Bill
Larry and Ralph Seekins.

We oppose Proposal 114 due to statement in number 3; which states,
"ADF&G may be allowed to produce and stock sterile fish in a water
body only after the local populace that uses the water body has been
notified and the local fish and Game Advisory Committee, after a
public review, has given approval".

Proposal 115: Update stocked waters list for the Upper Copper
River/Upper Susitna area. By Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game.
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Comment:
We support Proposal 115, which is a housekeeping proposal, which
includes Kathleen Lake and changes lakes to waters.

Proposal 116: Remove rainbow trout/steelhead regulations for
Tolsona Lake. By
Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game.

Comment:
We support Proposal 116 because the current regulation does not
match up with management plan.

Proposal 117: Repeal the Lake Burbot Management Plan. By Alaska
Dept. of Fish and Game.

Comment:
We are neutral on Proposal 117, since it is a housekeeping proposal.

Proposal 118: Restrict commercial activity by participants of
subsistence fisheries. By Steve Johnson.

Comment:
We adamantly oppose Proposal 118 and support Eyak's position. This
proposal will place restriction upon subsistence users.

Proposal 127: Repeal reference to inriver goal. By Alaska Dept. of
Fish and Game.

Comment:
We support Proposal 127 to correct 5 AAC 24.360(c).

Proposal 128: Delay commercial fishing until 5,000 fish pass Miles
Lake sonar. By Fairbanks Advisory Committee.

Comment:
We oppose Proposal 128. A management system is already in place
and it is working.
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Proposal 130: Allow one fishing period in statistical weeks 20 and
21. By Mike Babic.

Comment:
We support the CUlTent management plan because it suppOlis our
subsistence needs, and oppose any change to it.

Proposal 131: Restrict fishing within inside closures area of Copper
River. By Fairbanks Advisory Committee.

Comment:
We suppOli the CUlTent management plan because it supports our
subsistence needs, and oppose any change to it.

Proposal 132: Eliminate restrictions within inside closure area of
Copper River. By Copper RiverlPrince William Sound Fish and Game
Advisory Committee.

Comment:
We support the CUlTent management plan because it supports our
subsistence needs, and oppose any change to it.
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Public Testimony before Alaska Board of Fish

Fairbanks, AK - 9 October, 2008

Jennifer Yuhas

Thank you Mr. Chairman and Members ofthe Committee,

Thank you for extending this opportunity to address the Board in Fairbanks tonight.

BOARDS

My name is Jennifer Yuhas, and I am testifying on my own behalf as a user of the Copper River Fishery

regarding your December meeting in Cordova.

I have read the proposal book for your upcoming meeting and would like to remind the board of its duty

as delegated by the legislature to provide for all user groups.

Fairbanks may appear geographically removed from this fishery on first glance, but I can assure you that

many of us in this community depend on the Copper River to sustain us through the winter. I for one

certainly do.

I urge the board to carefully consider the proposals thoughtfully put forth by the Fairbanks Advisory

Committee, and remember that any decisions affecting allocation at the mouth of this river may have

dramatic and long lasting impacts to individual users in Interior Alaska, as well as the sustainability of

the fishery.

I understand that economics are often a factor affecting your decisions regarding commercial fishing

allocations. Given our current economic condition and the price of home heating fuel in Interior Alaska,

I am hopeful the Board will consider this necessary food source for individuals and families as an urgent

economic concern. Please remember your neighbors in Fairbanks as you decide this issue at your

December meeting, and remember that the proposals supported by the Fairbanks Advisory Committee

have received significant local public input by users who depend on this fishery.

Jennifer Yuhas

Fairbanks, AK
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BOARDS

October 9, 2008

To the Members of the Alaska Board of Fish:

Thank you for arranging your meeting schedule so Fairbanksans could provide public testimony
this evening on the proposals to be considered in your upcoming meeting in Cordova.

I would like to express my support for re-allocation of salmon in the Copper River Personal Use
Dip Net fishery. I am aware of specific proposals made by the Fairbanks Advisory Committee
and the Chitina Dipnetters Association.

The gist of my testimony regarding sockeyes to make sure that when a surplus exists, that
dipnetters who are heads of households have the chance to harvest an increasing number of fish
depending on the size of their family.

Regarding king salmon, it is not uncommon to have to return netted kings to the river after the
limit of one is reached. The board should consider increasing the limit in a way that still preserves
the resources within the fishery - perhaps by limiting the catch elsewhere.

On behalf of my constituents and the many dipnetters, thank you for your consideration - I also
appreciate your service o,n the Board.
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CHITINA DIPNmERS ASS'N. RECErvED
1002 Pioneer Road

P~ t ....... 1 f ,:i: ... ~

Fairbanks, Alaska 99701 I .,., J,

Testimony before the BOF 10-9-08 Alpine Lodge81:~JMJ~

On Proposal # 1==Support
The Chitina Dipnetters have always claimed they were
subsistence users. We were subsistence user before
the State of Alaska took over the management of the
Fishery in 1960 with a limit of 200 salmon Sockeye or
Chinook. After the Subsistence Law was passed in
1978 the Legislature in 1984 creating· a Personal use
Fishery and the BOF for the first time use C & T findings
to reclassify the Chitina Dipnetters as a Personal Use
Fishery which was wrong as the Legislature in Debate
on the floor it was stated that the intent of the Legislature
that the Dipnetters of Fairbanks would always be
classified as subsistence users of this fishery. We ·were
later put back as subsistence users and then at a
meeting in Cordova we were again returned to Personal
Use Fishery Standing which we are under today and this
is wy we support proposal # 1. The allocation of fish
would not change the only thing is that we would be
above the Commercial Fishermen or women at Cordova
and would be protected from the closer of this fishery for
other than a shortest of Salmon for escapement needs.

Proposal # 2== Appose
The only fresh water fish that may be needed for
subsistence fish are Salmon, Whitefish or Suckers. The
taken of what is knowing as sport fish and taken by rod &
real are not needed for subsistence needs.

Proposal # 3==Appose
The taken of fish in the closed waters of Crosswind Lake
should not be change this is used by Sockeye Salmon of
the Copper River Drainage. ALTHOUGH THEY ARE
HATCHERY FISH THEY STILL TRY TO SPAWN AND
THEY DO LAY EGGS BUT THEY DO NOT PRODUCE
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VERY MANLY SMELT AND MOST OF THEM DO NOT
LIVE. THE FISH ITSELF IS NOT IN A VERY GOOD
CONDUCTION. AND IS ALSO NEEDED TO FERTILIZE
THE LAKE FOR WHEN THEY PUT SMELT IN IT IN THE
SPRING FROM THE HATCHERY.

Proposal # 4==Support
There is no limit to the number of King Salmon that could
be taken by a net and if a limit was set it could not be
keep because a net limit would not be known as it could
be one or many more. If the Chitina dip net fishery does
not qualify under the BOF application of C & T then
Cordova Gillnet should not qualify.

Proposals # 8,9 &18====Appose

Proposals # 22 & 23== Support

Proposal # 24=== Appose
This proposal as a whole needs to be deleted. "If the
Copper River District Commercial salmon fishery is
closed 8 or (13 days as in the proposal of 2008 season)
The harvest level is reduced to 50,000 salmon & no
supplemental permits will be issued for the rest of the
year. This whole proposal needs to be deleted. If there
is enough fish by the counter then this fishery needs to
keep fishing as the people that use this fishery need the
fish for there winter needs.

Proposal # 25===Support
Proposal # 26===Appose
Proposal # 81 ===Support
The rest of the proposal that are apposed or supported
are in my comments which were turned to the Board
they go from # 107 to 132 there are some proposal in
this group that iI did not comment on.
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~O3l"(1 0/ I 1(;11 proposals 2008

Wade !:lUSCllol
PO !:lox 1032
coruuva Ak 0957 ~

:BOARDS

I "m a cormnellliHI fisherman. reside /n Cordova, Hnd rely on the PWS and COPPErr RIVErI salmon hsll(,lIIe~ for my livelihood I would
like 10 take thi~ opport\Jmty to express some of my opinions regaro1ng the 2008 BoF prupu~OIIt; TllaJ1k you 1m reacllng/llstenlng co
my comment;;

prop 1; oppose

Prop 4: oppose

I oppOSO ,-GClasSICYlng the ChiTina .'3ubcllslllcl as 01 :;ub~I~lenr.e ll!ihery To rer.l'l5~ily {i11:; 'personal lIS.;!' fl:,n",r~

as a 'Subsislenc~' II~hery wOlild be a complete InJu~ll(;e tn Ihe rille SllbsisTence user MOSI per~.ollall-")f::

IIShO'-~ mJk~ tile lang Journey [0 lhe COPPSI RlvErr frum ;IS li;lr away as Anchorage, ,he M31SU V311ey 8M
F.lIfLJOIIl~S some of 1I1e mo~t pOpU18l<!U Bnd developeC1 regions 111 lI)e Sl816. ~o rho qU8~1I0n >lllOuld bo askocl
~houldlhese users Will) 11avo UI8 OIbllity co .~h(lp regularly at CO$tCO and W"lmrlll bo YIV8n U18 :;OlllltJ
prelert'!nce a-:; Those who live,) on or In clORe prOXl1111ly [0 rile Copper HIVC'I, wll0 11ilve II00dirionally u:;eu ltlt'
msource 10 SUbsIst on or fOr IhRlr IIvRilhood~

'Nfi all know 110w 1110 giHIIP' IS plaYfici Generally 1110~e CirOa& Irll[ll ,110 1110Sl COI1SlIluefilfi usually gill rtlel; WdY
111 1110 ond Iluw 1.:<.111 a 11m/teet nUml)er or COrn,llucdOlI (1~11<!1I11811 I.:UIIIJ.lOlIt! Willi ;m tlver growing I1lHlltJer of
ClipnOrlOI(' culcl ri~hwhRelll."ef:") MuS[ wo alwuy:, be: ulilhe ue[<!mive IU plul<!cr OlJl WilY 01 liTe Irom [/10·:,e wi·,,,
would lilk0 II away from IJ~? ShOUld we as comfl\armal fi:;l1er:; ilCCRpl rhe Inevllilhlliry 01 Olil' cl.;>I11ISe 8n(19IVl'
111 10 IIle p,-essurp.~ of lJrban groW[I)'} At wll"'! pmfll dORs Ihtl Rilmp. enrl?

Prop, 17, <luppon :WO saln10nl51ngle 110.J:;clluIIJ flnCI 50G salrnon/2person 110USOll01c: IS C:xc:.0SSIVC: MOl" Ald:;~dll ;el~ltJe;lb ;};
Ihe Copper Hlver means f1lule prF.!sswe on a resourC6 [lllillS 3i1oady 11.1111' ullOc:.uled SlfIl:el IlI:i Ullhk(,lly Uk!1
rlw nUI111)0,- 01 POII11II:; I:;:;U<!U Will n.;v.;r oe re~.(IICI~d, 1110 Only I Oil~ulluLJlu umJ 'I UilOlll11' flIP-ailS ()II<!UU(;UI~)

preS$UfO I:; 10 1111111111') lIumbRr 01 5;1111101118Kol1 by OilOll 1',Ol/ilOrlolu

Prop, 19; support 1111~ proposal WOlJlll be a good SIBrlln gmMllllg rHal limp. d;JI<I In bener manage and allocale tile fishery
rosoUlce Dally repcJIllng WOlild SUbSlt\mlally Int:r~afie the Hc;r:vr;lC:y of harvest nvmbers

Prop. 22; 0pposc lIlo :;OIlrnon resource on The Coppor Rlvor I:; ulr<!<ldy fully allocatee

Prop. 23; oppose

Prop. 24; 6uppon II lhe commerclall1s11elY Is closed for a substantial penod of time 10 prolcci a weaK larget run, lhen Jl only
makes sense [0 IlInl[ lIle uppHr river h;lrVesl fishery [0 prolecllt16 SM'IO weuk [""gellun

Prop, 26; oppose

prop. 26; support

Prop. 27; oppose

Prop. 63; SUPPOrl

Prop. 6a~ oppose

Increa;;ed are8 would mean inCIOOl~[,lU harvesl on ,,11 alr",ady (lllly alloc81ed resource

Prop. 69-74; oppose I hose Plopos81~would Ilndermine (lle lillocal!on piun (50150 ~plil of enhilnced h:ih\ Ih'lr wa:, agret'!d IJnon hy
bOTh S91neiS and tjlllneners In prevIOus BNlld o( FIHIl (lyt:I<!~ The 'lllncnlive pl'ln 15 mp.r;l111 [0 create hnlilnr.e
wllerl one ge,lI lypP' fi'lils below a certain cnlell~J (!tIP. t1ig9~r mechanism) The pl"n work$

Prop. 76; oppose

Prop. 77; suppo"

prop. 81 ; oppose

PTOp. 102-106; SLIPporI

Prop, 107-110: oppose

Prop, 111-113; support

Prop. 11 B-119; oppose

RECEIVED TIME NOV, 17, 12:32PM
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Prop. 102-106; support

Prop. 107-110; oppose

Prop_ 111-113; support

prop.11S·119; oppose Cummercial fishers (lon'lllid!l there catch In the snow banks, the b0ars would have a
hay d:.'\Y

Prop. 121: oppose

prop. 126: oppose

PWS/Copper niver cOlTImerwJI lH,lmclTI Ilsl)!mnen target all species of salmon, not JUS:
sockeye.

Prop. 128; oppose 5000 Iish OVer UH~ r;ollnter COllld mean £I SUbSlanliillllllrnher of lish will p.,s:. the .:.onFlI
before commercial fishers have the opporlunlty tQ harvest the rer.ouree due 10 tile lag time
Il takes for those fish 10 r08ell IhA ~()I1ar from the Delm

Prop. 129: oppose

Prop, 130; support

Prop. 131: oppose

prop. 132: supporl

RECEIVED TIME NOV, 17. 12:32PM
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Board,

I appreciate your work for our fishery and taking the time to review my comments regarding Prirf.ae:>Wii~]j@l

Sound Salmon proposals. My name is Caleb J Preston. I was born Fairbanks Alaska in 1989 and am an Alaska
resident. My granddad started set gillnetting in 1979 and my family, including my dad and my aunt Sarah
Brown, has continuously fished since then. I have been a setnet permit holder since 2006.

All together, my family has nearly 85 years of combined experience in Set Gillnetting the Eshamy District.

Proposal 62 and 63 - Oppose
Both proposals request the removal of setnet buoys and running lines when not actively being fished, stating
that our gear restricts drift gillnetting. Setnet buoys and running lines have not and will not prevent drift gillnet
access to near shore areas.

For another thing, ALL STATEWIDE SET FISHERIES DO HAVE RUNNINGLINES AND ANCHORS
IN PLACE FOR A REASON. Even in other fisheries like Kodiak and Cook Inlet, it is imperative to have
Setnet buoys and lines set in accordance with legal setbacks established for operation of adjoining setnets.

If setnet fishing gear is not deployed on a setnet site, there is ample space for deployment of drift gillnets in the
areas adjoining setnet buoys and running lines.

NOTE-many drift gillnetters do like to "rock down" on the beach (which is likely illegal ifmore closely
monitored). These few drift gillnetters find setnet gear burdensome in a few places since it interferes with this
potentially illegal manner of fishing.

Anyway, this is and will continue to be common practice for operation of drift gillnets giving ample access to
nearshore areas throughout the Eshamy district. At times, inattentive operation of drift gillnet fishing gear has
resulted in problems, but is not reason enough to require removal of setnet buoys and lines.

As you are aware buoys and lines are essential components of setnet operations.
It is common practice for SAFETY REASONS to have this gear in place (we are in small skiffs and ifthere's a
blow, we have to use the lines to keep from being dashed onto the rocky beaches)

Also, in areas such as the Alternating Gear Zone many setnet operators, and myself, will deploy gear for short
periods of time in the terminal fishing area and then relocate to alternate sites later in a given fishing period. I,
and many others, have had the experience ofmoving setnet gear to a site which requires placing buoys and
running lines and been denied access due to drift gillnet gear being deployed and the operator refusing to
relocate, many times for the entire duration of a fishing period. Requiring removal of setnet buoys and running
lines will guarantee additional conflict between drift and setnet operators as well as cause conflict between
setnet operators as buoys and lines are the primary means of establishing and maintaining the use of a setnet site
recognized by all.

In the past, other similar proposals have failed to be approved due to the impossible burden placed on setnet
operators and legitimate safety concerns posed by requiring removal of setnet buoys and running lines.
ADF&G Protection has in the past also recognized the unenforceable nature of this proposal and opposed
similar proposals. I and most other setnet permit holders will have buoys and running lines set in locations that
allow us to fish on exposed coastlines. It is a common occurrence to have weather conditions that prevent
fishing gear to be deployed on these sites during times of adverse weather. Again, this is a serious safety threat
to setnet operators to impose regulations that would on a regular basis require the removal of buoys and running
lines in adverse
weather conditions.
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Approval ofthis proposal would severely impact setnet operators; essentially denying mobility of operation and
routinely place operators into the position of having to remove buoys and lines in unsafe weather conditions.
Also, in past BOF action the setnet operators have been prevented from accessing any portion of the Eshamy

fishing district, outside of Main Bay, except that area directly adjoining tidelands. Prior to the requirement that
a setnet be attached to the mainland shore above mean low tide the setnet users had access to all waters of the
Eshamy district, but this was deemed as denying access to offshore areas to the drift gillnet users. This is not
now the case, and only the waters within 600 feet adjoining mainland tidelands is the portion open to setnet
gear; legally denying setnet access to over 90% ofthe waters of the Eshamy fishing district to the setnet user
group. Further reduction of setnet access to the tideland areas by limiting the placement of essential gear is not
necessary for the success or viability of the drift gillnet user group. Attentive deployment of drift gillnet gear
in nearshore areas provides access to all nearshore areas not actively being fished by setnet gear, no
additional regulation is needed to secure this use for the drift gillnet users.

Proposal 65 and 66-Support
In the main Eshamy district, whereby the setbacks between adjoining setnets is 100 fathoms, the distance
setbacks between setnet and drift gillnets was requested by ADF&G Protection to be set at 60 fathoms in order
to eliminate the existing conflicts. This was approved by BOF action, and the conflicts have been reduced
except in that area ofMain Bay where the setbacks between drift and setnet gear was not addressed by the
ADF&G proposal. Approving this proposal would standardize the setback regulations throughout the
district and reduce the conflicts that result from not having consistent regulation.

Proposal 67-Support
More clearly stating the alternating periods accurately reflects past and current management.

Proposal 68-0ppose
Impractical, and unpredictable; if approved, the outcome would be highly allocative.

Proposal 75 and 80-0ppose
These two proposals were submitted by the same party, and state that the setnet gear group is far above an
acceptable harvest level. An accurate look at catch data shows that currently the setnet harvest reported by the
latest COAR report shows the setnet harvest three tenths of a percent over the trigger for reduced fishing time.
Reduced fishing time for the setnet gear group triggers at 5%, and current COAR data shows the setnet harvest
at 5.3%. With the greatly reduced fishing time after July 10 that occurred for the setnet group this past 2008
season, the harvest for the setnet group will easily fall within the allocation designated without any fmiher
restrictions of setnet harvest.

In 2008, after July 10 the setnet user group experienced a 63% reduction in fishing time overall compared to the
fishing time for the drift gillnet user group. After July 10 there was a total of 1128 hours of open fishing time in
the Eshamy district; of those hours the setnet user group was restricted to 420 hours. This was triggered by the
BOF compliance measures to bring the setnet harvest into compliance with the allocation plan. Further
restrictions as proposed in proposal 80 would result in a further reduction in fishing time after June 10th. Had
the proposed restrictions been in place for the 2008 season after June 10th the setnet user group would have
been able to fish 144 hours of a total open hours of456 hours opened to the drift gear group, a reduction in
fishing time of 69%.

Reducing the setnet gear groups harvest time by 63% after July 10 as occurred in 2008 or reducing in the future
by up to 69% after June 10 as proposed is not justified, and would serve to eliminate setnet harvest to the point
of the fishery being non-viable for most permit holders.

Proposal 78 and 79-Support
Due to historical precedence, this is to increase the percentage at which the setnet user group experiences a
reduction in fishing time from 5% to 7% in order to provide an equitable harvest that reflects the setnet current



and historical harvest of enhanced fish. 7% is a more accurate reflection of actual and historical harvest. Also,
the 1% deviation from the allocation of4% and a trigger for compliance measures at 5% is to nalTOW to actually
allow for realistic compliance.

In addition, there have been unforseen outcomes of applying the compliance measure ofreduced fishing time
after July 10. For one, there have been drastic changes in the management of the Eshamy district that multiply
the effect of reducing fishing time to the setnet user group. At the time that the setnet compliance measures
were approved in 2005, and in previous years, the average time fished per week after July 10 was 48 hours. The
BOF to ensure compliance with the allocation plan reduced setnet maximum fishing time to 36 hours per week
resulting in a reduction of fishing time of 25%. But, this past season and for the future there has been greatly
expanded fishing time prior to and after July 10. As a result this past season after July 10 there was 1128 hours
of open fishing up until the closure of the fishery. Ofthose open hours the setnet group was only allowed
access for 420 of those open hours due to the BOF imposed compliance measure of36 hours maximum fishing
time per week. Overall, the setnet group went from having a 25% reduction of fishing time to a 63%
reduction in fishing time after July 10.

A reasonable means to deal with this is to impose realistic compliance measure triggers that go into effect when
there is a demonstrated excess harvest by the setnet users. The 7% trigger on a setnet allocation of 4% is a
realistic scenario that reflects actual CUlTent and historical setnet harvest, and allows a reasonable margin of
overage before these drastic compliance measures take effect. Looking at the date above, a reduction by
over 50% is drastic by any def'mition, there should be reasonable parameters that trigger these
reductions.

Proposal 82-Support
This proposal gives legal status to CUlTent practice that has little if any effect on any other users or user group.

Regards,
Caleb J Preston
(530) 339 1498
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Dear Mr. Chairman and Members ofthe Board. My name is Tom Aberle,
and I have been a set gillnet fisherman in PWS for 24 years. Thank you for ( ): i

taking the time to serve on the board, and for giving me the opportunity to
comment on different proposals.

Proposal 62 and 63- oppose
These two proposals advocate the removal of setnet bouys and running lines
when not being actively fished. The rational is that this inactive gear in the
water prevents the drift fleet from fishing the near shore areas. In my
experience this simply does not appear to be true. I open the fishing periods
far up in the head ofMain Bay. Anywhere there are not active setnets being
fished, there are driftfishers on the beach. Anyone who has witnessed an
opening up near the hatchery terminal harvest area can attest to driftnet fishers
everywhere on the beach. Ifa setnet is not being deployed at a site there is
ample room for a driftnet.

The reason behind the extra running lines is not to try and block driftfishers.
Setnetters, just like driftfishers, tend to move some nets during the course of
an open fishing period. I might open the period up near the head ofMain Bay
for the cleanup ofany built up fish, and then move a net to the outer district
beaches for the remainder of the period. Having lines and bouys in the water
make it practical and safe to do this.

During the 2008 season there was no cost recovery done in the Eshamy
district. The entire district opened during fishing periods. Prior to the 2008
season, management of the district was much different. Only parts of the
district would open or close, depending on the efficiency of cost recovery.
Setnetters had to have lines and bouys ready in many different parts of the
district in case that was what they were going to have open according to the
twice weekly radio announcements. By necessity we had to have a lot ofgear
in the water. If the 2009 season is managed in the same way as the 2008
season, I believe you will see a lot less unfished setnet gear in the water
because we will not have to worry about being moved all around the district
for openings.

The two proposals state that we could unclip the bouys and sink the lines
when we are not using the site. It is my beliefthis would increase rather than
decrease conflict between the two user groups. Ifthere are visible setnet lines
and bouys and a driftfisher decides to fish in the immediate area, that fisher
knows there is a possibility of a setnet being fished. If that same fisher sees
no lines and bouys, and a setnetter shows up to set a net, there is a much larger
chance of the driftfisher refusing to move, even though our permit allows us to
fish from shore anywhere as long as we are legal distance from another setnet.
In the late 90's I was fishing a net right on the corner ofNellie Juan. Because
it was a high traffic area I took off the bouys and sunk the set during closures.
On Thursday evening I went out to the site to get ready for an 8 p.m. opening.
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There was a drift boat anchored right near my shore end. When I started to
run out my line to attatch my bouys this individual came unglued. This was
his set seeing as how he had been anchored on this spot for 4 hours. Threats
were made to me, including "I will **** with you forever! You will never
catch another fish!" He then waked me with his driftboat as I was trying to set
my net in a high current area. My crewman was ready to jump into the water
because he was sure the driftfisher was going to get a gun from downbelow
and shoot me. I never got my net set, and ran back to Main Bay with
my tail between my legs. Troopers were called, and had to take the time to
come and interview me in Main Bay, and travel to Cordova to interview the
drifter. For reasons of safety I hope you will not approve either of these two
proposals.

Proposal 64- oppose
This proposal wants to increase the distance between setnets to allow more
drift fishermen to get to the beach. Currently setnets in the Eshamy district
can be no closer than 100 fathoms from the next setnet. The Eshamy district
from Nellie Juan light to Granite Bay has more than 25 miles of coastline. It
seems hard to imagine that 29 setnetters fishing a maximum ofthree nets each
can tie up 25 miles of coast. Also, many ofthe setnet sites are leased through
the State of Alaska shore fisheries lease program. The criteria in the Eshamy
district for this program have always been and still are setnets can be no closer
to each other than 100 fathoms apart. Some ofthe registered setnet sites in
PWS have been on the books since the start of the shore fishery lease
program. Adoption of this proposal would throw the shore fishery lease
program in PWS into chaos.

Proposal 65 and 66- support
Both proposals try to make the setback from setnets consistent throughout the
Eshamy district and the Main Bay subdistrict. It seems like it would reduce
conflict between drift and setnet user groups, if the rules were consistent
throughout the district, but we have thought that for a long time and it has
gone nowhere over the years.

Proposal 75 and 80- oppose
These two proposal were submitted by the same individual and contend that
the setnet group is far above our allocation and need to be reined in with
additional time restriction. Currently the allocation plan states that ifthe
setnet group goes above 5% in a rolling five year average then after July 10th
the setnetters are limited to no more that 36 hours per week. For the 2008
season the COAR report rolling five year average had the setnet group at
5.3%. So after July 10,2008 we fished no more than 36 hours per week, a
reduction of63% fishing time compared to the drifters. In the PWS Salmon
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fisheries 2008 report prepared by Jeremy Botz and Glen Hollowell and
submitted to the board,after July 10 the set gillnet harvest declined to 1/3 of
the previous week. Furthermore, this preliminary report sets the 2008 set
gillnet harvest at 3%, which is below our allocation. The July 10th trigger
seems to be working as our allocation has declined each year since its use as a
management tool. Further restrictions to the fishing time of the set gillnet
fleet seem unnecessary at this time.

Again, thank you for your time.
Respectfully,
Tom Aberle
429 W. 10th 81.
Juneau, AK 99801
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I would like to offer the following comments on the two proposals that I

submitted for consideration by the Board of Fish at the meeting in Cordova Dec 1

through Dec 7 2008

Proposal 60: Support

The Department has been using Emergency Orders to open additional area in

Nelson bay and the Hawkins Island shoreline in years when we have adequate

escapement in the Eastern and Southeastern districts. The quality of the fish in

these areas has often declined by the time it is opened. This area was dosed in

the late 19605 when illegal fishing close to Cordova was an issue. That justif~cation

no longer exists. I have talked with local and regional Fish and Game staff about

this proposal and support amending this proposal to address concerns. I would

like to be involved in the committee that deals with this proposal.

Proposal8S: Support

The 200 mesh minimum requirement for seines in Area E prohibits fishermen

from tapering the bunt end of a seine. A tapered bunt does not increase the

effectiveness of catching fish with the seine.. but does improve both quality and

safety. The taper reduces crushing of fish and reduces stress on the rigging when

bringing fish onboard. Some fishermen I have talked with have expressed concern

about removing the minimum mesh requirement from the entire seine, and as a

result I would support seeing this proposal amended to apply to only the Bunt

end of a seine. I would like to be involved in the committee that deals with this

proposa I also.

Thank you for your consideration

C~
hen C. Riedel

12300 Rockridge drive

Anchoragel AK 99516
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Cordova District Fishermen Unit~~~DS
Celebrating 70 Years of Service to Commercial Fishermen in Cordova, Alaska

p.o. Box 939 Cordova, Alaska 99574 Telephone 907.424.3447 Fax 907.424.3430

November 17,2008

Alaska Dept. of F'ish and Game
Boards Support Section
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Prince William Sound Board of Fisheries Proposal Comments: Sportfish

Chairman Jensen and members of the Board,

On behalf of the Groundfish Division of CDFU, I am submitting the following comments on
Board of Fisheries sportfish proposals. 'will also provide testimony during the Board
meeting in Cordova, as will other members of our Division. Although the complete ADF&G
PWS Area Recreational Fisheries Management Report was not available to the public as of
November 16, ADF&G provided me catch and harvest tables for rockfish and lingcod from
that report, and the data in those tables is used in these comments.

Proposal 87.
We SUPPORT ADF&G's proposal to standardize the regulatory area boundaries for
commercial, sport and subsistence fisheries.

Proposal 89.
We SUPPORT this proposal to clarify the definition of uspear" and "speargunn for the PWS
management area, and agree with the need to consider it at the Statewide Board of Fish
meeting next year.

Proposal 90.
We OPPOSE this proposal to allow gaffing lingcod in the mouth, because it is not
enforceable. Given the number of lingcod and rockfish that are caught and released in the
PWS sport fisheries, we do not believe that conservation of these resources is well served by
a regulation that could increase mortalities because it is impossible for enforcement to
ensure that the technique is properly followed.

Proposal 92.
We SUPPORT this proposal to reduce the rockfish bag limit in the PWS management area,
in order to reduce the overall sport fish catch and harvest of rockfish and to provide
regulatory consistency between the PWS and adjacent North Gulf Coast management
areas. ADF&G submitted this proposal in part to address concerns about the significant
increase in the catch and harvest of rockfish overtime. ADF&G staff comments on this
proposal only provide a few recent summary figures and averages. We believe that a more
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complete and detailed presentation by ADF&G of the annual rockfish catch and harvest data
by the guided and non-guided sportfish sectors is warranted to highlight the need to reduce
the sportfish bag limit. and to explain the cause for these increases in catch and harvest.

We are concerned with the potential allocation issue that will arise from an increasing
sportfish catch that now greatly exceeds the total commercial harvest. ADF&G reports that
the most recent 5 year average (2002-2006) sportfish catch of rockfish is 45,756 fish, and
the average number retained or harvested is 27,452 fish. At approximately 5.51bs per fish
(unweighted average over 2002·2006), the total sportfish catch has averaged about 250,000
pounds during this 5-year period. In comparison, the average commercial harvest reported
by ADF&G (Special Publication No. 8-12) over the same years is 62,5051bs. The graph
below shows the catch and harvest for each sector, and illustrates the increasing sportfish
harvest over time. The commercial harvest data includes rockfish harvests and discards
reported in all commercial fisheries.

,
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In the absence of any management plans to limit sportfish effort - especially in the guided
sector which probably contributes to the greater part of the rockfish catch increases - the
Board of Fisheries will eventually face the decision to cap the combined sport, commercial
and subsistence catch altogether, and allocate a portion to each sector. This has been the
fate of other fisheries in the State of Alaska, and it will happen in Prince William Sound too.

We are especially concerned with the conseNation issue arising from the very high
mortalities associated with rockfish that are caught and releaSed in the sportfish sector.
Virtually all rockfish that are hooked and released are expected to die. Again, using ADF&G
figures, the number of roc~dish that die as a result of being hooked and released in the
Prince William Sound management area by sportfisherrnen has averaged 18,304 fish in
each year during the period 2002-2006. (45,756 catch - 27,452 hSlVest =18,304 released.)
This puts the discard morality rate at about 40% percent of the total sportfish catch of
rockfish. In terms of weight, this is about 100,000 pounds of rockfish that.the sportfish sector
has discarded on average each year, an amount that far exceeds the average commercial
harvest of 62,605 pounds.

• Pagel
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Both the high discard mortality rate and the total amount of rockfish discarded by the
sportfish sector are unacceptable. It is time for the Board of Fisheries to establish more strict
controls on the total catch and harvest of rockfish by the sportfish sector, as the Board has
done in the commercial sector. In an effort to put strict controls on the commercial harvest of
rockfish in 1997. the directed commercial fishery for rockfish in PWS was eliminated and
replaced with a bycatch-only management plan. Since that time, the commercial GHL has
remained capped at 150,000 Ibs, and full retention of all rockfish is required. The total
harvest has exceeded the GHL in only one year, 1997, and has remained well below it in
subsequent years.

Proposal 93.
The Groundfish Division is NEUTRAL on this position at this time. We are not concemed
that the level of rockfish harvested or the changes in rockfish harvested in the subsistence
fisheries warrants a reduced bag limit. It is also not clear that the rationale provided by
ADF&G in staff comments is valid. ADF&G comments imply that all Alaska residents are
allowed to set a longline to catch more rockfish under subsistence regulations than under
sporttish regulations, and therefore regulations for both should be the same. However, it is
our understanding that the only Alaska residents who could use longlines to target rockfish
are the residents of communities eligible to harvest halibut for subsistence under Federal
regulations. In the PWS management area the eligible communities are Cordova, Tatitlek
and Chenega, residents of which comprise only a small percentage of the fishing effort on
rockfish. This needs to be clarified in order for the Board to take action on the proposal.

Proposal 94.
The Groundfrsh Division submitted and SUPPORTS this proposal to control the growth in
effort. catch and harvest by charter vessels that do not hold Federal limited entry charter
halibut permits. When the Federal limited entry halibut charter program is implemented, it
wlll still be possible for charter vessels of unlimited size to operate in Prince William Sound
under State regulations, targeting all species except halibUt. The potential for uncontrolled
growth in effort, catch and harvest, including the mortality of halibut, rockfish, and lingcod
that are released, is high. This is particularly true in light of increased angler effort in PWS
from the ports of Whittier and Seward.

The Federal halibut limited entry program is expected to be implemented in 2010. (And it is
the National Marine Fisheries Service, not the International Halibut Commission, as ADF&G
Incorrectly states, that will manage the limited entry program.) Current and potential charter
businesses who do not receive Federal limited entry charter halibut pennits may still view
Prince William Sound as an area of opportunity for party vessel operations carrying more
than 6 passengers. This uncontrolled effort will further increase the catch and harvest of
rockfish and lingcod. and the high mortalities of rockfish that are estimated to be close to
150,000 pounds in 2007. The catches of rockfish and lingcod are now more than 3 times
greater and 4 times greater, respectively, for the recreational sector as a whole than they
were in 1996. Unless some measure of control on this effort is implemented now, these
increasing catches will become more difficult to control in the Mure, and ADF&G and the
Board of Fisheries will have a harder time achieving resource conservation goals. It will also
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impact the recreational experience of non-guided anglers, and make allocation and gear
conflicts more contentious.

By limiting the growth of charter vessels carrying more than 6 clients, the proposal will
protect the smaller 6-pack charter operators, charter operators who hold Federal limited
entry halibut permits, and the unguided sportfishing sector. It will still allow for the
development of new charter businesses carrying 6 or fewer passengers, and therefore does
not stop growth in charter sector as a whole.

We are disappointed that in its staff comments ADF&G remains silent on the conservation
and management benefits of this proposal. ADF&G has already indicated it has concerns
about the steadily increasing catch of rockfish by the sportfish sector, evidenced by the
Department's proposal (#92) to reduce the rockfish bag limit. We suggest that reducing the
bag limit addresses only part of the cause of this increase in catch, and that measures to
control effort are equally necessary to control the total catch and harvest.

ADF&G also states that this proposal is "highly allocative". We believe that taking no action
is also highly allocative: as the number of charter vessels carrying greater than 6 passengers
is allowed to grow uncontrolled, total removals by the sportfish sector will continue to rise,
while those in the commercial sector remain within the commercial GHL. Total sportfish
removals will then reach a level where ADF&G raises concerns about the total removals for
select species like rockfish and lingcod, by all sectors. At that time, some members of the
sportfish sector will view the reallocation of fish from the commercial sector to the sportfish
sector as the solution to their ever~increasing catch. This pattern of fisheries resource use
and conflict is well documented in the state. This proposal provides some assurance to the
commercial sector that the Board of Fisheries recognizes that there are limits to growth in the
charter sector, and that reasonable controls on that growth are necessary for conservation
and allocation reasons.

Proposal 95.
The Groundfish Division submitted and SUPPORTS this proposal to prohibit sport fishing
with electric and hydraUlic gear in the Prince William Sound Management Area. Although
use of this gear in PWS is currently low, we believe it is critical to address the issue before
it becomes a common practice, and to reassert the traditional definition of sport fishing
gear that emphasizes the experience of fishing, as opposed to one that emphasizes
getting the most fish in the shortest period of time.

With increasing guided and unguided recreational harvests of groundfish resources in
Prince Wm Sound operating out of Whittier and Seward. it is important to apply some
measure of control on fishing gear to maintain a quality recreational experience for all
users, and to minimize conflict with users of fully allocated species, such as black cod.
These deeper dwelling species are fully allocated and harvested. Sport fish harvests are
not figured into setting catch limits because they are species that have never been
targeted by the sport sector. The proposal also maintains the use of traditional fishing
areas by all user groups, thereby reducing the potential for conflict between user
groups.
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Exemptions to this proposal found under 5 MC 75.038 will continue to provide handicapped
anglers with the opportunity to use power-assisted reels.

In particUlar, we encourage the Board of Fisheries to read the testimony submitted by
SEAFA. which provides examples of restrictions and prohibitions placed on power-assisted
reels in the sportfishing regulations of other states and countries.

Proposal 96.
At this time, the Groundfish Division is NEUTRAL on this proposal to allow the use of sport
caught pink and chum salmon as bait. While the concept seems reasonable, we have
several concerns. One concern is that if bag limits for pinks and chums remain
unchanged, how will those bag limits be enforced if fish are used as bait and can't be
counted? Another concern is whether liberalizing the use of pinks and chums for bait will
lead sportfishermen to harvest in excess of bag limits, and to stockpiling excessive
quantities, particularly those charter operators who are trying to reduce daily bait
expenses.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these proposals.

Sincerely,

----1/c~~. L IJ-~-...... ···
Dan HUll, Chairman
CDFU Groundfish Division
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Cordova District Fishermen United
Celebrating 70 Years of Service to Commercial Fishermen in Cordova, Alaska

p.o. Box 939 Cordova, Alaska 99574 Telephone 907.424.3447 Fax 907.424.3430

November 17, 2008

Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Prince William Sound Board of Fisheries Proposal Comments: Groundfish

Chairman Jensen and members of the Board.

On behalf of the Groundfish Division of CDFU, I am submitting the following comments on
Board of Fisheries groundfish proposals. I will also provide testimony during the Board
meeting in Cordova, as will other members of our Division.

Proposals 29 and 30.
The Groundfish Division agrees with the intent of both proposals to extend the fishing
season in order to reduce predation of black cod by Orca whales. The proposals also
provide permit holders more time to catch their quotas and a better opportunity to schedule
participation in this fishery in relation to other fisheries during the overall fishing season.
However, we SUPPORT proposal 30 as the better solution. Proposal 30 was developed in
consultation with a number of permit holders, many of whom also drift gil/net for salmon on
the Copper River. Providing adequate fishing time for permit holders who participate in both
fisheries has always been a significant factor in considering the starting date for this fishery,
as the current March 15 starting date indicates. Given that the Copper River salmon fishery
opens around the middle of May. the May 1 starting date in Proposal 29 does not give black
cod permit holders adequate time to make a concerted effort to catch their quota, and then
reconfigure their vessels for the gillnet fishery. Fishermen have noted that while predation by
Orca whales may be higher overall in the spring compared to the summer, it does vary from
week to week throughout the year. Simply put, the starting date of April 15 in the spring is
warranted given this variability in predation. We recommend that agreement on fishery
dates and the implication for sampling harvests by ADF&G be discussed in Committee B.

Proposal 31.
We SUPPORT this housekeeping proposal, SUbmitted by ADF&G. It is reasonable to
reference the prior notice of landing and logbook requirements currently in the black cod
fishery as a part of the general harvest, possession and landing requirements for the fishery.

Proposal 32.
As the proposal is written, we understand that the intent is to increase the GHL by opening
the directed fishery for lingcod from July 1 to December 1, and change the bycatch rate of
lingcod caught in all other PWS groundfish fisheries. ADF&G comments do not appear to
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address the real intent of the proposal to increase the GHL by lengthening the season for the
directed fishery considerably, irrespective of the current GHl. At this time. we remain
NEUTRAL on changing the season and the bycatch rate. but SUPPORT the intent of the
proposal to increase the GHL, pending discussion in Committee B.

This proposal highlights the need to conduct an assessment of lingcod stocks or use other
measures to estimate abundance, and to increase the commercial GHL. Based on
fishermen's observations on the grounds, as well as the increasing sportfrsh catch and
harvest over time, we believe that the current commercial GHL of 32,600 Ibs (Inside and
Outside Districts combined) does not reflect the harvestable surplus that is available, and
that it is set artificially low. The sportfish catch has increased from about 237,000 Ibs in 2001
to almost 600,000 Ibs in 2007, according to ADF&G data. We strongly encourage the Board
of Fisheries to consider increasing the commercial GHL as intended in this proposal, and
recommend that discussion of this increase occur in Committee B.

Proposal 33.
We SUPPORT this proposal. This was submitted by the CDFU Groundfish Division, many
members of which also participate in the PWS drift gil/net salmon fishery. This proposal will
clarify regulations, reduce wastage. and improve reporting of lingcod taken incidentally in the
Copper River drift gillnet fishery. We strongly recommend that this incidental harvest be
accounted for separately from the current lingcod GHL. As noted above in Proposal 32, we
believe that the current lingcod GHL is very low relative to the harvestable surplus of lingcod
that is available in the PWS management area. Separate accounting of the incidental
harvest in the drift gil/net fishery will encourage accurate reporting and eliminate the
unnecessary allocative implications of counting the incidental harvest against the GHL, which
is currently taken primarily as bycatch in the directed halibut longline fishery.

Proposals 34 and 35.
Both of these proposals would restructure the parallel season for Pacific cod in PWS in order
to provide directed fishing opportunities that are not available to longline gear under the
current management plans. The Groundfish Division has not discussed these proposals and
remains NEUTRAL at this time. Generally we support proposals to improve fishing
opportunities on the harvestable surplus of stocks that are not being harvested under current
management plans, provided that impacts on other species and gear groups is acceptable.
Under these proposals the bycatch by longline gear would increase, and the State waters
Pacific cod allocation would be "stranded". At this time we recommend these proposals be
discussed in Committee B.

Proposal 36.
This proposal would remove any limits on retention of Pacific cod while longlining for halibut
in the PWS management area, provided that vessel operators are in possession of a CFEC
miscellaneous finfish permit. The proposal addresses the fact that harvests of Pacific cod in
both the parallel and State waters fishery have declined significantly and the belief that the
current management plans do not provide fishermen with an adequate opportunity to harvest
Pacific cod in the PWS management area. The Groundfish Division has not discussed this
proposal and remains NEUTRAL on it at this time. This proposal should be taken up in
Committee B, and discussed in relation to Proposal 37. which addresses the same issue, but
puts a limit on the bycatch of Pacific cod in the directed halibut fishery.
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Proposal 37.
This proposal would increase the bycatch allowance for Pacific cod to 20% in the directed
halibut and blackcod fisheries in PWS, and allow an additional 20% for other species. It
would not change the 10% limit On rockfish. The Groundfish Division submilted and
SUPPORTS this proposal, and believes it should be discussed in Committee B along with
Proposal 36 as a way to provide fishermen greater opportunity to harvest Pacific cod that are
not currently being harvested under either the Federal parallel or State waters Pacific cod
management plan. This proposal will reduce the waste that occurs when fishermen discard
Pacific cod in excess of the bycatch limits.

It should be noted that in Federal waters, the bycatch allowance for Pacific cod in the
directed halibut fishery is 20%, and is set separately from the bycatch allowance for rockfish,
skate and other species.

Proposal 38.
The Groundfish Division SUPPORTS this proposal to open the Eastern Section of the
Outside District to the state waters Pacific cod saason. We recommend that it be taken up in
Committee B to discuss the potential bycatch of Dungeness crab, and potential gear conflicts
with the Copper River salmon drift gillnet fleet.

Proposal 39.
The Groundfish Division submitted and SUPPORTS this proposal as a way to increase pot
fishing opportunity for Pacific cod within PWS and close to Cordova.

Proposal 40.
The Groundfish Division SUPPORTS this housekeeping proposal SUbmitted by ADF&G.
This would incorporate the current requirements of a commissioner's permit into regulations
of the Pollock trawl management plan_

Proposal 41.
The Groundfish Division has not discussed this proposal to establish a year-round skate
fishery and remains NEUTRAL on it at this time. Under this proposal bycatch by longline
gear would increase. Currently, the Division and other members of the industry are working
with ADF&G to develop an experimental skate fishery in the PWS management area, to
begin in 2009. Any consideration of this proposal should take the development and results
of the experimental fishery into account.

Proposal 42.
The Groundfish Division has not discussed this proposal to establish a directed fishery for
spiny dogfish and remains NEUTRAL on it at this time. We recommend that the proposal be
taken up by Committee B, especially in consideration of ADF&G's support for increasing the
bycatch rate of dogfish to 35% in other groundfish fisheries as an alternative solution. Under
this proposal bycatch by longline gear would increase_
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Proposal 43.
The Groundfish Division recommends taking NO ACTION on this proposal. It's not clear to
us how the Board would benefit from this action. If the Board adopts the proposal, it would
eliminate part of the regulatory framework the Board uses to evaluate the merits of
groundfish proposals. We note that ADF&G recommends it would be better taken up during
the statewide finfish meeting.

.Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these proposals.

Sincerely,

"])(1.-1-1.--- /fz~"
Dan Hull, Chairman
CDFU Groundfish Division
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BOARD SUPP¢>RT SECTI<j)N
PO BOX 115526
JUNEAU, AK '9811

FRED DEISERl ,
351 S SEWARD MERIDIAN
WASILLA., AI4 99654 .

Nov. 16,2008

Please enter thetse Board cotPments :for PWS meeting.

SUBSISTENC~PROPOSAJ,-S:
. !

I support. # 5

I suppon # 17 '

I support #19

J support. #20

I oppose # 1

I oppose # 8

I oppose # 9

RECErvED
w,· y , ~ "'IiH~
I;." -,'

BOARDS

I support # 16
I have lfis.hed cornnlercially for 35 years. I have never brought horne more than 15 fish per family
rnernb¢r, and my faPtily eats more fish lban the average fumily. None goes to waste.
I e there is w<p'y to much waste occurring \illdel' the current harvest limits. Any family

r-'<...<..<.v--~ifyto participote under federal guideli....

Sincerely,

Fred Deisel'
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Nov 16, Z008 ,
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Please enter th$e Board codmlents for PWS roeetjng.

PERSONAL U$E PROPOS~S:
I

r support # 24 !
I SUppol1 # 26

I oppose # 22

I oppose # 25

I oppose #. 27
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BOARD SUPP<DRT SECTION
PO BOX 11552iS'
JUNEAU. AK 99811

FRED DEISER;
351 S SEWARlD MERIDIAN
WASlLLA, AI<; 9%54

Nov 16,2008 :

Please enter lhasa Board comments foc pWS meeting.

SHELLFISH PltOPOSALS;

l support # 44

I SUppolt # 45

I support # 46

I support # 54

I support # 56 .

1 oppose # 53

s;nc=~~Q~
Fred Deiser

RECEIVED TIME NOV. 17. 2:02PM
COMMENT# 65



BOARD SuPP<bRT SECTION
PO BOX 115526
JUNEAU, AK 99tHl

FREP PEISER
351 S SEWARJ!> MERlDIAJN"
WASILLA, AK 99654

Nov 16, Z008 :

Please enter these Board comments for PWS meeting_

MAIN BAY MANAGEMENT PLAN PROPOSALS:

I oppose # 65

I strongly support # 62
As a dtift gill-netler I have considered gi.ving up fisbi.ng the Main Bay district because ofthe
problc4ns arising ft~m excessive unused buoys in the waters ofmi.s district.

I strongly suPpOrt # 63

I strongly sup~rt # 64
This ptoposal would allow drift gill-netters a small willdow to fish between all set net sites. It
would further help to alleviate the imbalance in the Allocation Policy. Set netters are mandated
to catch 4% and are coming close to d.ouble that pen:entagc in recent years
The drift. fieet is being denied access under the current reguJatioJ;t.s to tbe beaches in
tlJ.is district.

I strongly oppoSe # 66
This proposal furJu~r rest...-iets drift gillnC"LS from any use ofbeach sets in this district. It's effect
would J>e to increase the set net catch and decrease the gill net catch at a time when set netters
are sting apprbximately double their allocation percentage.

RECEIVED TIME· NOV. 17. 2:02PM
COMMENT# 55



BOARD SUPPORT SECTIqN
PO BOX 115526
JUNEAU. AK 99811

FRED DEISER.
351 S SEWA.Rij MERIDIAW
WASlLLA, AI( 99654

Nov. 16, 2008

Please enter these Board cOIIlments for PWS meeting.

PWS MANAGEMENT AND SALMON ENHANCEMENr ALLOCATION PLAN:

I oppose # 69
1 oppose # 73
I oppose # 74

I st.rongly oppose # 71
This w0uld allocate ~dditional salmon to U~e seine fleet at time wben they have
exceeded their allocation percentage. Thi.s would further ere'ate gear confl.ict
between the drift fleet and tbe seine fleet.

I strongly oppose # 72
These fish are fully utili7,ed by the gill-net fleet.

I strongly support # 75
AU gear groups agrdcd to live within tbe pammeteIS of the Allocation Policy. It is
human jIlature to wain more. With a fully utili7'oo salmon allocation pie
ifone group is askil~g for a bigger piece of the pi.e-, another gJ:oup is loosing their share.
It is ooly fair that the set neuers be required to live within their PWS
historic Allocation percentage.

I strongly op~ # 76
Tills is an unworkaW,e proposal. Seiners are highly efficient compared to a drift gill-netter.

I strongly oppose # 77
The original Allocalli.on Plan provided the opportunity for tllC drift gill-net fleet to produce
enbanced O>ho at Esrer hatchery. nle language in the original Allocation Plan stated
for the elicit benefit of the drift gill·net flwt.
I was involved as a drift gill-nener in })clpjn.g to negotiate with the seiners tl)e dales and
conidors of the origillill Allocation Plan. The intent of the plan was to allow the seiners to
halVest their pinks $W the drill tIlXt to harvest coho produced for the dtiftex-s.
At the tpble, the seiners were concemoo about harvesting late returning pinks. They did not want
a firm $te. In recent years, we have seen a significant harvest of Coho by a handful of seiners
who w<iJ.ld not be fishing these waters based only on the nwnbers of pin.1I: salmon they were
catchW$.
I believe tills proposul is not allocative and is tlyi.ug to achieve the original intent of the
Allocation PoUcy. "The seiners catch pinks-The drifters caleh O>hQ"
As poillloo out by the proposal, Fish and Game could always use t)lelr emergency order
authori~ to allow seiners to harvest any unusually late pink retwns.

I strongly oppose # 78
We all want a biggell piece of the pie but it has to come from another gear group_

RECE IYED TIME NOY, 17. 2: 02PM
COMMENT# 55



How wp,n they be comperu;ated for their loss? We all agreed a long time age \0

The AIJocation Polij;y percentages.

I strongly oppose # 79
Set net~ers are sim~y asking for fish already alJQC3ted to the drift and seine fleets.

J strongly suppdrt. # 89
This isloecessaIY to!allow drifters an opportunity to catch their Allocation percentage of
enban~ fish. .

Sincerely

Fred Pejser

RECEIVED TIME NOV. 17. 2:02PM
COMMENT#~~.



BOARDSUPP$RTSECTIQN
PO BOX 1155.2p :
JUNEAU, AK. 99811,

FREDDEISER
351 SSEW~ MERIDIA}i.J
VVASTILLA,AJe.99654

Nov. 16, 2008
Please enter thefe Board conunents for PWS meeting.

FISHrNG GEAa AND VES$ELS PROPOSALS:

I oppose # 82
I oppose # 83
1 oppose # 84
1 oppose # 85
I oppose # 86

PIUNCE WlLLllAM SOUNO PROPOSALS:

I oppose # 96

1oppose # 97

COPPER RIVEt SALMON PROPOSALS:

r support # 106
I have personal knoMedge ofAhtell Creek. The current returns will not support a sport. catch.

RESIDENT SPli.cIES PROPOSALS;

I support # 118
I have only taken my horne pack fi.sh out of my commercial catch.

1oppose # U9

FISHING GEAR PROPOSAl.:

I oppose # 121 .

COPPER RIVER. MANAGE.MENT PROPOSALS:

1 oppose # 128
This wduld create selVrn: economic consequences to the drift gill-net fleet

1oppose # 131 .

Fred Deiser

COMMENT# ffi
RECEIVED TIME NOV. 17. 2:02PM



11/17/08 MON 14:07 FAX 907 373 2627 FROM: Bob Martinson

RECEIVED

141002

To: Alaska Board ofFisheries
Re: PRINCE wu,LIAM SOUND/COPPER RIVER

(AREA E) PROPOSALS-CORDOVA BOARD MEETING

~~~~ 1I·.•f -~ .
i '~,:.J 11 Q

BOARDS

From: Lloyd Montgomery
275 Crestwood Drive
Wasilla~ AK. 99654
907-357-7294

November 17,2008

Dear Board Members,

I'm a life-long Copper River and Prince William Sound fishennen, born in Chenega

village in Prince William Sound and have been fishing commercially since I was 7 years

old.

I am writing you to ask that you support the opinions put forth by gillnet division

representatives from CDFU as they compile their opinions from over 500 commercial

fishing gillnet members, who base their livelihood on the Copper River and Prince

William Sound (Area E) fisheries. The opinions ofthe gillnet division are the result of

several meetings with local AdvisOly Council, the Department ofFish and Game, the

PWSAC and different user groups_

I support CDFU's gillnet division on all oftheir opinions of the proposals~ as they

have been thought out carefully after considering first, the resources, and then all user

groups and the effects they have on those groups. History should be considered, because

we have been commercial fishing on the Copper River for over 110 years and the

resource is still strong. There is adocument 011 the wall from the state legislature at

CDFU congratulating them on over 100 years of commercial fishing out of Cordova. I

think it is from. about 1996.

Many upper Copper River user groups and individuals over the years are always

trying to think up ways to put the commercial fleet out ofbusiness, whether it is time,

area or gear. We are already limited so much that it is hard to make ends meet, so please

consider our livelihood and our contribution to the State of Alaska's economy, before

implementing any further restrictions. Thank you,

LIoyd Montgomery
275 Crestwood Drive
Wasilla, Alaska 99654
907-357-7294

ct1v()rJ~~
RECEIVED TIME NOV. 17, 2:10PM

COfVIMENT# Ef:2



11/17/08 MaN 14:07 FAX 907 373 2627

To: Alaska Board ofFisheries

FROM: Bob Martinson

RECErvED

141003

Re: PRJNCE WILLIAM SOUND/COPPER RIVER
(AREA E) PROPOSALS-CORDOVA BOARD MEETING

BOARDS

From: Robert A. Martinson
900 Iroquois Drive
Wasilla~AK 99654
907-373-2627
danse@goi.net

Dear Board Members,

November 17, 2008

I am the fonner chairman ofthe gillnet division for Cordova District Fishennen United

and served on the board from 1996 to 2001. rm a life-long Copper River and Prince

William Sound fishermen. as was my father for 40 years.

I am writing you to ask you to put a heavy weight on the opinions derived by

gillnet djyjsion representatives from CDFU as they compile opinions from our diverse

group of over 500 commercial fishing gillnet members, who base their livelihood on the

Copper River and Prince William Sound (Area E) fisheries. The opinions made by the

gilInet division is also derived from the compilation of several meetings with local AC,

the Department ofFish and Game, the Prince William Sound Aquaculture Corporation

and different user groups, and some ofthem within CDFU

I support CDFU gillnet division on all their opinions of the proposals that they

have put forward as they have been thought out carefully considering first, the resource,

and then all user groups and the effects, whether detrimental or beneficial, to those

groups. History is also taken into account, as it should be in deciding these matters.

because there has been a commercial fishery on the Copper River for over 110 years and

the resource is still strong.

cnFU has never gone out of its way to remove access to rightful user groups and

doesn't waste anyone's time in doing so. I have seen many groups and individuals over

the years that think up ways to make life difficult for the commercial fleet, whether it is a

removal oftime, space (area), or gear.

RECEIVED TIME NOV. 17, 2:10PM

COMMENT# r:s7



11/17/08 MaN 14:08 FAX 907 373 2627 FROM: Bob Mar~1nson

Page 2(martinson)

I4i 004

SPECIFIC PROPOSALS:

This year for instance (Proposal #121), in a good example ofwasting the board's time.

and ours, someone wants to take away gaff hooks and dipnets from our vessels in landing

King salmon. This proposal is an obvious opposition from the commercial side and

should be rejected. The resource, once caught should be landed safely and securely, so it

isn't wasted and most importantly for om markets, quality is insured by the use of

dipnets. These fish are caught only by mouth, fin and twisting in the gear. We were

historically allowed to fish with king gear ifwe preferred to and this made it a gamble,

because sometimes the king run was small and the plentiful sockeye swam through the

net, so jfthere were a lot of sookeye, the guy with king gear might not catch any thing to

pay for his fuel. Then the use ofking gear was taken away to let more kings upriver and

this severely cut some ofthe income to the fisherme~ the community and the state. We

are now only allowed to catch the incidentally caught king salmon and this in my opinion

is wrong. The tool that most limited. our catch was limiting our fishing time and

area, which is already a part of the current management. When I began fishing we

always got a 48-hour opener on Monday followed by a 36-hour opener on Thursday

night. Now we are luoky to get a 12-hour opener during the month ofMay! This isn't

fair) beoause the resouroe isn't in danger, but because new, upriver users are always

trying to take more for themselves through re-allocation ofstocks. There were no guided

fisheries on the Gulkana and large motor homes with freezer vans towed behind them

weren't coming to Chitina. If there is a resource concern.. ofcourse, we are instantly shut

down, or limited by time and/or area. We are under very strictly limited worlung

parameters already. The gaff and the dipnet are simply how we pull the fish aboard~

once it is caught.

Please contact me ifyou have any questions, Thank you,

Robert A. Martinson
900 N. Iroquois Drive
Wasilla, AK 99654
907-373-2627
da.:nse@gcLnet

RECEIVED TIME NOV. 17. 2:10PM
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From:Cordova Dist. Fishermen United 907 424 3430 11/17/2008 15:17 #085 P,002

To the Alasl<a Board of Fisheries,

RECEIVED
il;1P\'! '~ ".!
r~,,,, ~ u;

BOARDS

Thank you for your time. I support the Cordova District Fishermen United's Gillnet Division
positions regarding the CR/PWS proposals presented for consideration during the BOF meeting
December 1-7 2008 in Cordova. I believe it is important for the BOF members to weigh these
positions with due consideration as CDFU is the voice of the commercial fisher people most
interested in presenting a united force to preserve and enhance our sustainable fishery. You have a
lot of power, I hope you are able to use science above politics to ensure and preserve the best
possible utilization of our fishery resources.

Sincerely, William 0 Evans 3411 Willow Place Spenard Alasl<a 99517 Tel: 907-244-8676

COMMENTtt ~3
RECEIVED TIME NOV. 17. 2:22PM



From:Gordova Dist. Fishermen United 907 424 3430 11/17/2008 15:17 #085 P,003

RECEIVED

From: brent davis <bdavis_ak@hotmail.com>
StJ'l)icGt: board of fish

Dfl'te~ November 17,200812:52:04 PM AKST
To: Beth Poole <beth@copperrivermarketing.org>

Board of Fish,

80AHOS

I am a cordova fisherman. I have a wife and two children and we reside in Cordova. Thank you for
taking the time to be part of this important process. Regardless of the outcomes of any of the
proposals this session I respect the commitment that the board makes to fishery issues in the state. I
would also like to commend the Alaska Department of Fish and Game for their ongoing dedication to the
sustainable management of the areas salmon fisheries.

Basically, I do not feel that management needs to change dramatically in regards to the salmon
fisheries in the PWS and Copper River. As fisherman we have proved that we are part of a well
regulated, highly managed state resource. Please see below my position on this sessions proposals.

I support prop. 5,6,7,8 (but amend to read May 10 instead of May 1),
10,11,12,15,17,19,20,24,26,62,63,67,75,100,102,104,106,111,112,113,120,127,
130,132.

I oppose prop.
1,4,13,22,23,25,27,65,66,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,76,78,79,81,82,83,84,86,107,108,109,110,118,119,121,1
26,128,129,131.

Specifically, in regards to proposals 69-74, i strongly oppose changing the allocation between the
gillnetters and seiners. We should stick with the existing triggers. They were agreed upon by both
parties previously and should stand. There are also many false and misleading statements contained in
these proposals.

Thank you for being in Cordova, and taking my comments.

Brent Davis
PO Box 1171
Cordova

COMMENT#_~~
RECEIVED TIME NOV. 17, 2:22PM
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Please Review This

I thought this needed to be brought to the Governors attention. Fish and Game has made no effort to
publicize this. In fact they seem to be trying not to get the publics attention.
What research has been done? What are the potentia/long term effects? How about on Pike, Eagles,
Bourbot, Salmon and other animals that feed on these trout This will be ~Ietting into out water table.
Who wants their children to eat this stuff? We do not need "Genetically altered" anything please!

A proposal to change this policy has been submitted by Bill Larry and Ralph Seekins. However
It will not even be considered till next year. We feel that action needs to be taken to prevent the
implementation of this program before it begins.

:::~:bIiC_d~~:;a:z;;:mgram.

Bill Larry, Fairbanks Fish and Game Advisory Committee Member

COMMENT#JaD~
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some oft.he wildeR! land in tlJe'\~,rhite

Mountains. And USF\V does not fore
see this rOAd being open t.o Alaskans
--industl}' only.

USFW's proposal mandate" n pipe
line acros,; Beaver Creek ami contem
plates oil spills within t.he normal rAnge
for North Hlope prorlurlion. This mea~s
spills of roughly 11,000-59,000 gallonfl
per clemelo. While the propr)saI suggf>fI!s

~\3

during his career. Makes you feclnlittle
embarrassed to be part of the entertAin
ment industn.

It is more important to be skinny
and pretty than to be friendly <md car
ing. It is more important to have the
latp.st electronic gizmo, classy clothes,
ffmtastic car, than it is to c\p something
real. Heaven forbid" reading a book,
1111l1'11inl[ to naint. comPllsing good

Editor

r • • tJn-..,.l" raAJ.7 r .... L ....-V-\'t.-. ,~u..- "'. ~ I

IAT·'aa~~~~~~:~~~~~L: ant 'Frank~nfish'I, "Budd'y 'v"'" m",t "fhi, iuf''''

altered hsh In InterIOr Alaska lal'es. It Bill') f. 1/ I working 011 his memoirs," 1 wrote ir
is also using the hormone testosterone t.o change''!.';;:; I my faux-biography. "By the time he
female fish into males. The ~epartmentjust.ifies larry I had learned t.o tall" he had finisher!
this program because it-makes the fish sterile. three'volumes: 'The World Before

There are a few things wrong with making Buckley,' which traced the history
genetically altered fish and using hormones in OUI; Community Perspective of the world prior to his concep-
state-run sport fish hatcheries. Some win stop fishing and others will switch to Lion; 'The Seeds of Utopif,\,' which

Alaskans don't WaIlt to catch genetically alterect' wild stocks. With the pi'ospect of CAtching Irran- II outlined his effect on world eventfl
nsh and we don't want these "Frankenfish" on kenfish, a number of Alaflkans may be put off during t.he nine months of his -gesbl
the family dinner table. Alaskims don't want Fish entirely from even thinking about sport fishing. !.ion; and 'The Glorious Dawn,' whi
and Game using hormones or releasing the hor- The result will be less money for local econo- describer! the profound ramification
mones into our streams an.d potehtially endanger- mies and more pressure on wild stock,: _ the of his birth on the socialarder."
ing fish, wildlife and human health. exact opposite of what lfish amI Game says it The piece went on in this way. I

We want natural fish and clean water. But Alas- wants to accomplish by· providing stocked fish. noted that his abilitv to turn water
kans are talking about paying to build two new Alaska hatcheries use two processes to create into wilw added to l;is popularity al
state sport fish hatcheries to produce genetically sterile fish. r prep school. I described hill .college

I altered fish and put hormones into the water. Testosterone is administered to female fish memoirs: "God and Me at Yale,"
I' The Sport Fish Division director has said he by adding it to fish food to change their sex. The "God and Me at Home" and "God
I backs this program supposedly so stocked rainbow testes of these sex-c:hal1ged fish are H'movpd and at Me at the Movies." 1 recounted

I trout will not escape and create a feral populatiOll the milt, which has only X-chromosomes _ as that aller college he had founded b
I somewhere in Interior Alaska. There is not much ,opposed to X· and Y-chrol11osome milt of nor- magazines, one called The Natiol11.11

chance of that happening; . mal males ~ is used to fertilize eggs to produce' Buckley and the other called The
Rainbow trout have been stocked for more females only. Buckley Review, which merged to

than 50 year~ in lakes in the Interior. Over time, These fe~aleg could reproduce if a male was form The Buckley Buckley. .
some rainbows have escaped,-and a few were even preseJit, howevel~ so heat. or pressure is applied I wrote that. his hobbies inclurlE'C
caught by anglers in lucal sl.1'eams. But no feral shortly a fter an egg is fertilized to make triploid extended bouts of name-dropping I.l

populations have been established. fish (a fish with three sets of chromosomes instead going into rooms to make E'veryone
Rainbow trout don't db welUn streams in the of the normal two sets). These fish can't repl'O- else feel inferior.

Interior because the climate is too harsh and duce. It is less likely that apopulation of sterile Buddey came to the University
-the habitat is not suitable. 'I'he Interior belongs. all-female fish can establish a ferRl population. Chicago, delivered Alecture and E'A
to northern pike and burbot - two ofthe most Water that is' laden with the hormone testoster- "David Brooks, if you're in the IHIlI

vicious predators around. Any fugitive rainbow one flows from the Anchorage hatchery intn Ship ence, I'd like to offer you a joh."
trout will have a short life. Creek and could impact native fish. But Fish and ThAt was the hig break of my

The Department of Fish and Game has con- Game ahows more concern about minor improve- profellsiol1ll! life. A few yeArs later,
dueLed the sterilization p~ogram outside of public ments to prot.ect.ing the genetic integrity of wild went to National Review and joine'
view and there has been no opportunity for the fisl]. fhe hundreds of others who hav~~ .
public t.o make comments regarding the choice to People should be more concerned with the been Buckley proteges.
sterilize fish. water. We dOl)'t want Fish aiJd Game crJ11taminat.- I don't IUJow if I can communiCi

Now the sport fish director has decided to ing the water with hormones. the grandeur of his life or how ave
geileticany alter all the fish that are stocked in Triploid fish ate genetically altered (this term whehnin~ it was to be admitted inl
our lakes. is used in the Fish amI Game stocking policy). H. Buckl~y was not only a giAnt eel

He is able to do this becaus~ he has disregarded People don't like food (plant 01' anima\) that has rity. he lived in a manner of the h!!
public involvement. Basically, the policy maldng been genetically alt.ered. Anglers don't want to m~{lde. To enter Buckley's world v
process under his leadership is neither open nor catch genet.ically altered fish and they don't want to enter the world of yachts, limou
tmnspare.nt. Apparently; similar to others in Fish their families eating genetically altered fish. Peoo sines, 'finger bowlg at dilllwr, celeb
and Game, the director knows what is best for pie want fish to hl1 wild and natural as possible, tieE' like David Niven and tales of 1

AI!lskans. especially when it ends up on the dim.ler tHble. ing at Gstaad.

I What the director will !lccomplish is to scare Bill larry is a member of the Fairbanks Fish and Game Hucldey'B greatest talent wos
" away Alaskans from. stocked fish. AdVisory Committee. friendship. The hif'torian George

Nash once postulAterl tlwt he wrol
more personallptters than any aU
American, and that is entirely bl>li
able. He showered affect.ion on hi;:
friends, and he had an endless slft
of them.

He aAked my opinion Ahont thil
as he did with 'all his young associ
ates, and he workpd hard nn polis
ing my writing. My short editorin!
would come lJHck covered with hiF
ink. ami if I'd written one eflprcia
bRrlly then' might. be nn exf;tspen.lI
comment., "CtJllle on, Dnvid!"

Hi~ flpr;ond great talent waE' leE
erf'hip. As a young mall, he haH
eorraJled Ow famollsly rlil'putHf-ir.Jl
bnnd of elder.~ who mmlp up t.Iw ~
l,.... ·;'lll",.,t·rlnf Nntinnni T?(\VlflW l

COMMENT#--Ctfl-

money I had saved

I E

vho did this wonder
, you!
I'ill pay it forward.
aska is all abuut
,Ie.



T 0 THE Editor ,...- ...-.-_ .

ing for primaries, the political parties
must fund and run their own calicu•.s.
In 1980, the thei! Democratie-majo ty
Alaska Legislature made Alaska a . fi
maty state; in 1984, the newly Re ub
liean-dominated Legislature resci ded
that law before Alaska could hoi its
first presidential primary, Ifyou vant
Alaska to hold priI11aries instead of
caucuses, tell your representativ sin
Juneau, Urily they have the po' er to
make that change.

Newman's letter concludes y
imploring readers to "make th , Demo
crats deal with tllis in a fair w ':" The
only way to "maim" a politiea prty
do somethingis from within. , in rite
everyone who wants to see ehlmg
to get off the sidelines and get in t 18'

game. Democr'aey is not a spectato '
sport.
David Valentine
Chail~ Interior Democrats
Ester

Call your reps

To the editor:
In response to the letter about· the

high energy cost/fuel oiL"
Is it just me or does anyone .else fin

it strange that oUf.Juneau folks offere
a rebate tb· offset our plight? Where
does that money come fi'om? 'Vby not
offer an amendment that allows us th .
right to buy our fuel products at fail'
market value instead of what we've
been taking for the last 27 years?

I don't trust government subsidies.
''I'hey generally attempt to under-como!
pensate for previously forgotten egre- \.
gious behavior by our' government in

an attempt to pull the wool over the
eyes ofthe fldck.

The only way to solve this problem
is to call your legislator and senator
often and request a constitutional
amendment. Please call. It could poten
tially save us all as muc1-i as 40 cents
per gallon at. the pump. The choice is
yours. Now that would be an economic
stimulus package!
Jon Odsather
Fairbanks

Roaming polar bear
March 29, 2008

'fo the editor:
So! If1 see a 'l'-Rex in my fard, am. I

supposed to shoot it'?
Tim Prusak, ,/
Fairbanks ,J/

'Frankenfish'
April 2, 2008

To the editor:
A recent Associated Pres" m'f.ir.le in

the Daily News-Miner pointed out that
fewer and fewer people are participat.
.iJig in hunting and fishing aet.ivities.
.Kids especjally are opting fiJI' video
. games over fishing poles.
'. Another receut article described
how pharmacelltieals are getting .in to
our streams and lakes. Biologists are
horrified about the effects that. sex hor
mones are ha\~ng on fish, wildlife and
possibly even human healtlJ.

Last week Com Crome in the gover~

nor's office sent a letter informing me
that the small amounts of testosterone
that the AJaska Department of Fish &
Game uses to sex-reverse femule fish is
inconsequential and I should have no .

. need for WOrl'V.

On the eon'tl'ary, she actually con
firmed that female fish exposed to
RlIJaU amollnt.s of the Rex hormone for
only a short Lime "....ill be changed into
males.
. And the ADF&,G is releasing this
stuff into our waters. These are the
same Fish and Game employees who
are making and st.ocking genetically
altered fish in our lAkes and streams.

Come all, g1lJfl, gel. a clue! Don't. yOll

wonder why there are fewer and fewer
people fishing'? Who wants a genelically
allered fish on the dinner table? No
wonder kids and families are opting for
other act.i vitie:::.

If you keep releasing hormones intI)
Alaska waters und stocking Franken
fish into our lakes find s[,reams, people
will stop fishing.

'l'he tourist mid fishing industries
have spent a lot of t.ime and money pro
moting Alaska as a place that. is wild
and prist.ine. How do yon think the
lollriSt.S and fish buyers will respond
t.o genetically altered fish and sex hol'
mOlles in Alaska wRt.ers?

Thanks fish and Game, you just
slapped a Mr. Yuck sticker over people's
i1Jlage of Alaska.

So, as Alaskans quit fishing and
tourists 110 longer buy fishing licenses,
who is gOlng to pay fol' Fish ami
Game's new hatcheries'?

Maybe Fish IJnd Game can sell hor
mone-foj·t.ifierl wat-er to t.he basehall
leaguE',
Bill Larry
Alaska Fish flnd Game
Advisory Committee
Fairbanks
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o Regional Councilo Addsnry Committee

.JOINT BOARD REGULATIONS

ALASKA BOARD OF FISHlmll~SAND ALASKA BOARD OF GAl\'Il'~

REGULATION PROPOSAl, FORM
PO BOX 115516, ,JUNEAU, ALASKA 99811-5:;26

-BO;.-I~D OF F1sIIER-li5i{E(iuCA11oNs---------lJi(i.\RDQI.---Et\~iiERECUi.:,1:noNs--·-.. - -.- ... ----

[g) Fishing Area State\1ide IGame Management 1!nit (CJ\1U) _. _.. .__._

[J Suh~iSlellce 0 Personal Use I0 Hunling [J Tmppiur.

['i9 Sporl 0 Commercial I0 SubsiSfence 0 Other

I
[J l~esidel1[

o Rural Ll Nonresident
._-..,..--.,-----------~--~-----.--_._-------_._-----------_._--.-

Plellse lIliswer all questfol.s fj:i:t1.1,e b~s{l:if:y~~r .aljil~ty,:,AJhllis~~r~,\vill. be.'p:inted..in the-propusaI pucli.e.ts along with. the proposer's nllll1e

(nddress and \Jltqrien~nih'e'r~',viii j:lOt qe..piibl!si!.~ii>.~;t:!se.;i(;p~.i'liidofm~:tiif.eacl.j IwiiptisaL . . .' .
• •• • •• ' I ....,'",__,' .":'

I. Alnslln Administrative Code Number 5 AAC RegulnliOIl Ilnol< Pnge Nu.

2. What is the problem you would Iil(e tlte Boai'll to address?
The Alaska Department of Fish and Game is genetical1y alterinq and IISll1tj the !1(]rfi!()lIe l~e,Ho;,l~[(me

to make sterile rainbo\oJ trout. The sterilization program is being expanded to incilJde other
slocked species. Alaskans don't want to catch genelically altered fish and they don·t wan!:
"Frankenfish" on the dinner table. Alaskans ,,'ant nal~\lri'll fish i'lnd clean \·;ah"[. l\l.askans cho:'uld
expeGt not to pay over $100 million for t,vo state spart fish hat,:;hedes that produce geIle~ir:al1y

a1te~ed fish and put hormones i" the water. . ._. .__.__ . ._._ _ ..__.._.. _ __.

J. What will happen if this problem is not solved'!
Some Alaskans \-Jill stop fjshing and others I'Jill sIVitch to ,.del sU'ek:>. 1\ number c·f Alaskans may
he put off entireiy frorn even thinking about sport fishing. The result Hi.ll fJe less money fnr
local economies and more pre.'Ssure on \'Ii,ld stocks_ The use of the hormL'ne [~esto~;ter(lne in tll<:>
state sport. fish hatcheJ:ies and its subsequent dischal:ge int.o i\.laski'! streams and p.stl1aries mCl\,
neqatively impact fish. I-Jildlife. and ~1Urna!l health. ._..._._ .. _._. ... __. . .. _. ..__.._..._.. _. _

1
J

A. Who is likely 10 benefit if ),our solution is adopted?
Anglers \-lil1 benefit by KfloHing t.hat they are not catChing and P·Jt~.\ll'_i 'Je,,'?t~';alJ.y r.I.Leu,d fi"h
nn the rEnner tilble. Fish. HilcHife. 2nd hlun",,, hp.i'llth Hill bP.tJP.t'iI· [!.'(lH! clean '·Ietter. Vx:,,<[

economies \4i 11 benefit: from wore anglers spending more 1lI,)!1ey t,-, ciJ1:,h i'llld hilrvest norwiil hrll.,·hsry
fish_ \~Jild fish populations \-1il1 beneEit from less preBf:\ire. Local. citizf:'!ls ~'Jlll Dt?npf.it by
having more control ov~r hOt-J hatcheL"y f.l.<"ih are pr:oduceci and ·.·}hat is stOCKed in !.!'cal ~J~t.er.s.

Everyt,ne "",:ill benefit kno\-d.ng that their mone:l js DDt qoinq to;'I~t1rJ~ trlo? pt:"ndil("~i.CT1 of. q!;?lif:t.ic"111y

altsred fish and the release of hormones in the wRter.

4. Whal solution do you prefer? In other wOI'ds, if tlte Board ntlnpted your solulinn, what would the new reguln[ioll 5ll)'?

1. The use of hormones. including testosterone, or their precursors in any state sport flsll
hatchery is prohibited.
2. The production and stocking of genetically altered fish by any state s[xnt fish hatchery i.5
prohibited. An exception may be granted Hhen item J is fl.llf.i.lled.
3. ADF'[,G may be allolVed to produce and stock steJ:ile fjsh in a Hater body "n.ly ilft.er the loc-'ll
pe'pulr.lce that uses the' \~ater body has ;Seen notlfied a7Jd the 10ci'lJ. fish and Game I\d'/1son'
'Commlttee;-a-fter a publiC reVle'·'. has glven approval:
4. v)hen Hiid specles are present l.n a majOr c!J:alnage-the sport fish hatcheries ,·d.ll llse local
p'.'pu]ations of IVild fish for brood donors.
5. A species may be stocked in a major drainage ",hen there are no I·JiJ.d p('pulatiofls ef thaI'.

_.::pe~!:es pl:ese'2.'.:..~ \Vhen__ the likelihood of dev-'~.!g.Ei!!.'L":_.!~~:.~l pOJ)~~J..~_tf~~j_~._.~.c:~ ._._ .. .__ J
5. Does your proposnl address improving the quality orthe resource harvested or products prodnced? Uso, lJow? I

I
This proposal assures.a~lglers and ot?er Ali;!skans that 11~) hormones 0:' geJ)eti~: al~el-arion HilS. used I
to pJ:oduce hatchery I1Sl1. Anglers "0/1J.1 knm·/ t.h.olt rhe fISh Oil the rlJ.lHier tiip.Je 15 nr>f Qpnel.H:ally

i altered and is healt.hy for their families. A},3ska Hater ql.103.ii.t.y ,Hid fish, ,·Jildlife. <1ild human

1-~.~~~~fl;on~I:.ldi;.:~~~~-:~:~;~:i:~~~;lI1epeople alJ(ll::I:t-~[J:e'rs: . "'- ..-- . ... --- ~.. -------.- .. - ...-.--.- ..... - .-.

I

I
I

I
I

n. \\'ho is lillely to 5urfer if you r solution is adopted?
People who like catching genetical1y altered Frankenflsh i:HHi l-lht'" (k)ft't. mind h~'[mn[lpc; in

I'·rt'e'-s

L_ d_-._.~~ .._._._.__._._. .~ .. _. __ . _ .__ . ... _. __......_.. _ ..
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AI,I ing AC'F&G Sport Fish Divisi.on to continue
m.3Tlc)l,lln9 the state sport fish hatcheries Hithnll['
addj.ri'Hlal pllblic oversight \-las re'jected hecallsB
the po] icy making process \·dthin t.he divisioll i:;
n.'irher open nor transparent. The di.vislPn's I
~t:=_a_r.~~E~..!:J:"~:".._~I.~~.r:eg.':l.J:.c.!~_d._P_I_ll:~Li.~__~_n'_Jo.i ve."~nt.:........ _ . I

Submitted By:
Name I Signature

1817 College Rd.
Address

(907) 452-3455
Home Phone

Bill Larry and Ralph Seekins

Fairbanks AI<
City, State

Work Phone

5lt3

99709
Zip Code

EMail
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The Alaska Department of Fish and Game is making and stocking genetically altered fish in
Interior Alaska lakes_ The ADF&G is also lIsing the hormone testosterone to change female fish
into Illales_ The depHliment justifies this program beclHlse it makes the fish sterile

There are a few things wrong with making genetically altered fish and using hormones in our
stale run SP0l1 Fish hatcheries.

Alaskans don't want to catch genetically altered fish and we don't want tbese "Frankenllsh" Oil

the family dinner table_ Alaskans don't want the ADF&G using hormones or releasing the
hormones into our streams and endangering fish, wildlife, and human health

We want natural fish and clean water. But Alaskans are paying more than $100 million for two
new state sport tlsh hatcheries that produce genetically altered fish and put hormones in the
water.

The ADF&G Sport Fish Division director is backing this program because he is afraid that
stocked rainbow trout will escape and create a feral populntioll somewhere in Interior Alaska

There is not much chance ofthat happening. Rainbow trOllt have been stocked tor more than 50
years in lakes in the Interior. Over time some rainbows have escaped and a few were even
caught by anglers in local streams. But no feral populflliolls have been established.

Rainbow trout don't do well in streams in the Interior because the climate is too harsh and the
habitat is not suitable. The interior belongs to northern pike and burbot - two of the most vicious
predators around. Any fugitive rainbow trollt will have a short life_

The Department of Fish alld Game has conducted the sterilization program olltside of publ ic
view and there has been no opportunity for the public to make COl1ll11ellts_

Now the Sport Fish Director wants to genetically alter all the fish that nrc stocked ill our lakes.

He is able to do this because he has disregarded public involvement. Basically, the policy
making process under his leadership is neither open nor transparent Apparently, similar to
others in ADF&G the Sport Fish director knows what is best fiJf Alaskans.

What the direcLor will accomplish is to SCflIC away Alaskans {i'om stocked tlslL Some will stop
fishing and others will switch to wild stocks. With the prospect of catching Frankenfish, a
number of Alaskans may be put otT entirely from even thinking about sport fishing. The result
will be less money for local economies and more pressure on wild stocks. The exact opposite of
'what the ADF&G says it wants.

We need to keep genetically altered Frankenfish and hormones out of our waters.

The Sport Fish director must be accountable fbI' flagrantly disregarding puhlic. involvemcnt and
ignoring the governor's promise of an open and transparent process

Cof \3 COMMENT# 0P



The Sport Fish hatcheries utilize three different processes to make different types offish.
The first process uses normal males thal have X and Y sperm to fertilize normal females
that have X eggs. An X and Y chromosome produces males while two X ehromosomcs
produces females. Females only produce eggs with X chromosomes.

The second process uses heat or pressure shortly after an egg is fertilized to make a
triploid (a fish with 3 sets of chromosomes instead of the normal 2 sets). These fish can't
reproduce (they are sterile). This process makes both sterile male and females.

The hatcheries don't want males even when they arc sterile. A sterile hatchery male will
still try to spawn with a wild female. This may interfere with the spawning success of a
wild male.

The rate of making fish sterile through triploidy varies with different species. Most
salmon have a high triploidy rate over 95%. (This means that most of the fish are sterile,
however, a few are normal). Rainbow trout, however, have a lower triploidy rate
somewhere in the upper 80%. The hatcheries consider this rate too low because too
many fish will be normal and can breed with wild fish or establish a feral population.

This is where the third process comes in. The hatcheries can now produce all-female
fish. Testosterone, a hormone, is llsed to change the sex of the female fish. Testosterone
is administered to the fish by adding it to the fish food. [NONE OF TT-IESE FISH ARE
STOCKED. They are killed and their milt is llsed to fertilize eggs.l

The testis must be surgically removed It-om the sex-changed females because they can't
spawn like normal males. The sex changed females produce milt (sperm) just like
normal males but they produce only X sperm. Normal males produce X amI Y sperm.

When the X sperm from the sex changed females is used to fertilize normal eggs, all the
resulting fish are females. This is because there is no Y sperm to make males.

These fish are normal and can reproduce if a male is present.

For fish like rainbow trout that have a low rate oftriploidy the hatcheries combine
processes 2 and 3 to make triploid (stelile) all females. The hatchery first makes all
female eggs and then subjects them to heat or pressure to make them triploid. It is less
likely that stelile all female fish can establish a feral population.

• Water laden with the hormone testosterone flows from the hatchery into Ship
Creek. The hormone could impact wildlife, fish, and human health. nut ADft&G
shows more concern about minor improvements to protecting the genetic integrity

ofwiJd fish. People, however are more concerned with the water and they don't
want ADF&G contaminating the water with hormones.

11 \3
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• In harsh conditions where food is limited, and tel1lpefClture and dissolved oxygen
are low, triploid rainbow trout have poorer growth and survival compared to
diploid rainbow trollt. Compnred to Anchorage and the rVllll-Su, the Inlerior has a
harsher environment. It is reasonable to expect that triploids will do worse in the
inteliof. Diploid rninbow trout even have a tough time. !~D~~:~9y~f

~~ck.illg di210id rainbow trout ill the interior. no self-sustaining populations have
been created by fugitive rainbow trout.

• Triploid fish are genetically altered (this term is used in the ADF&G stocking
policy). People don't like food (plant or animal) that has been genetically altered.
Anglers don't want 10 catch genetically altered tlsil and they don't want their
families eating genetically altered fish People want fish to be wild find natural,
especially when it ends up on the dinner table.

• ADF&G will lose anglers or move more fishing pressure 10 wild stocks becaw;e
triploid all-female fish are "Frankentlsh" created by ADF&G using genetic
alterations and hormone treatments.

• There is no reason to protect the genetic integrity ofnlinbow trout in the interior
because there are no populations of wild rainbow trout.

• The risk to wild salmo11 populations in the interior posed by (l.lgitive rainbow trout
is likely very low.

• There is low to no risk to the genetic integrity of salmon Jlopulations when the
hatchery uses eggs from local salmon populations.

• ADr&G wants to use triploid fish to protect the genetic integrity of wild
populations. For comparison, more genetic integrity is likely lost due to
commercial fishing, sport t1shing, and subsistence f.ishing

• The stocking policy was wriilen outside of the public process by ADF&G
employees with personal agendas The Sport Fish director approved the use of
hormones and genetically altered fish without a chance [oJ' public comment. The
govel110r has told Alaskans that she wants government to be more open and
transparent 'Ve want government employees to be held accolIntable tor their
actions.

• The Sport Fish director must be accountable tor Oagrantly disregarding public
involvement and ignoring the governor's promise of an open and transparent
governmcnt.

• Lakes will be leH to the fashionnbly OlItfitlcd elitists who play with their f{JOd In
contrast, C(JlISUTlIptive users, the oneB who put fish on the dinner table, will move
to over-used wild stocks, furl her compounding prohlclns f(.lr Fish and GallJe
managers.
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• Testosterone, a hormone, is used to alter the sex of female fish. Testosterone is
~dmini~ere(ftotTle'fi.~l by addingiU~ldill.llL Ilatchery w;[~;~ laJ~~'-~~{lh
the hoi]:rIOne'n:ows ill{o ShiQ.Crccl~. The hormone COLI ieT ii-i'j'I)'jlL;t' \\iicliTi.:e':-t'lsil: '[\-ml
j{W-;13n health. But ADF&G shows lIlore concern about minor improvements to
protecting the ge.netic integrity orwild fisk People don't want ADF&G
contaminating the water with honnones.

• Triploid rainbow trout have poorer growth and survival compared to diploid
rainbow trout in harsh conditions where f(Jod is limited, and temperatllre and
dissolved oxygen are low. Compared to Anchorage and the lvlal-Su, the Interior
has a harsher environment. Aller 50 years of stocking diploid rainbow lrout in Ihe
interior, no self-sustaining populations have been crealed by rugilive rainbow
trout.

• Triploid fIsh are ~1etica.!!y alt~~ (lhis term is used in the ADF&G sLacking
policy). People don't like food (plant or animal) thal has been genetically allerecl.
Anglers don'L wanL to catch genetically altered fish and they don't want their
families eating genetically altered fish. People \vanL fish to be wild and natural,
especially when it ends up on the dinner table.

• ADF&G will lose anglers or move more fishing pressure to wild stocks because
triploid all-female fish are "Franken fish" created by 1\ DF& G lIsing genetic
allerations and hormone treatments,

• There is no reason to protect the genetic illlcgrily ofrainhnw trout in the interior
because there are no populations of wild rainbow trout.

• There is low Lo no risk to the genelic integrity of salmon populations when the
hatchery uses eggs from local popnlations.

• ADF&G wants to nse triploid fish lo protect the genetic integrity ohvild
populations. For comparison, more genetic integrily is likely lost due to
commercial fjsl1ing, sport fishing, and subsistence fishing.

• The stocking policy was written oUlside orthe ]Jllblj~ process by ADF&Ci
employees with personal agendas. The Sport rish director approved the usc of
hormones and genetically altered fish without a ch:lIlce fnr public comment. Jhe
govemor has told Alaskans that she wants governlllentto be more open amI -~
'traIlSt)'arcllt. We wallt goverJlll1e~ie:;11jJlnyees to' be hef;fi:espollsihle ror-iliCir
"'--.~ ~------------------------------------~~~----_._-----..__ ._-----------~--'
actlOllS.
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• In harsh conditions where food is limited, and temperature and dissolved oxygen
are low, triploid rainbow trout have poorer growth and survival compared to
diploid rainbow trout. Compared to Anchorage and the Mat-Su, the Interior has a
harsher environment. It is reasonable to expect that triploids will do worse in the
interior. Diploid rainbow trout even have a wugh time. After 50 years of
stocking diploid rainbow trout in the interior, no self-sustaining populations have
been created by fugitive rainbow trout.

• Triploid fish are genetically altered (this term is used in the ADF&G stocking
policy). People don't like food (plant or animal) thal has been genetically altered.
Anglers don't want to catch genetically altered fish and they don't want their
families eating genetically altered fish. People want fish fa be wild and natural,
especially when it ends up on the dinner table.

• ADF&G will lose anglers or move more fishing pressure to wild stocks because
triploid all-female fish are "Frankenfish" created by ADF&G llsing genetic
alterations and hormone treatments.

• There is no reason to protect the genetic integrity of rainbow trout in the interior
because there are no populations ofwild rainbow trout.

• The risk to wild salmon populations in the interior posed by fugitive rainbow trout
is likely very low.

• There is low to no risk to the genetic integrity of salmon populations when the
hatchery uses eggs fi-om local salmon populations.

• ADII'&G wants to use triploid fish to protect the genetic integrity of wild
populations. For comparison, more genefic integrity is likely lost due Lo
commercial fishing, sport fishing, and suhsistence fishing.

• The stocking policy was written outside of the public process by ADF&G
employees with personal agendas. The SPOlt Fish director approved the use of
hormones and genetically altered fish without a chance for public comment. The
governor has told Alaskans that she wants governmelil to be more open and
transparent. We want government employees to be held accountable for their
actions.

• The SPOIt Fish director must be accountable for flagrantly disregarding public
involvement and ignoring the governor's promise of an open and transparent
govemment.

• Lakes will be left to the fashionably autfilled elitists who play wi.tli their food. In
contrast, consumptive lIsers, the ones who put fish on the dinner table, will move
to over-used wild stocks, !luther compounding problems for Fish and Game
managers_
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(See Girlie Fish Page 27)

More 'girlie fish' found
in Pittsburgh-area rivers
Scientist sounds ',,;: 'r ':.,~'

alarm over pollution "~,
oflestrogenic'Jil~i'

Cancer Institute's Center for
chemicals Environmental Oncology, who

began his study two years ago.
111e chemicals include pharma

ceutical estrogen, such as that
contained in birth control and
female hormone-replacement
pills, and the pseudo-estrogen
found in many more products,
from garden herbicides to plasH
cides to asphalt road topping.

Volz and his team used tissue
extracted from 21 channel enlfish
to sput' the growth of human can
cer cells in their laboratory, and
got half the response they did
with pure female estrogen - a
result Vol:!', called "incredible."

By Deborah Weisberg
Contributing Writer

Pittsburgh - Although recre
ational use of westem Pennsyl
vania rivers has never been high
er, a University of Pittsburgh
study of water quality is raising
red flags.

Fish caught near storm sewer
overflow outlets in the Allegheny,
Monongahela and Ohio rivers
near Downlown Pittsburgh con
tained levels of estrogenic chemi
cals associated wilhsome types of
breast cancers, and ovarian and
testicular cancers, according [0

Conrad Dan Volz, of the Pill
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What is in the water

"
From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

"Larry Lota" <ak_flyfisher@yahoo.com>
What is in the water
Thu, April 10, 2008 6:50 pm
afc@mosquitonet.com

Page 1 of2

What's in the water?

A recent Associated Press article pointed out that fewer and fewer people are participating in
hunting and fishing activities. Kids especially are opting for video games over fishing poles.

Another recent article described how pharmaceuticals are getting in to our streams and lakes.
Biologists are horrified about the effects that sex hormones are having on fish, wildlife, and
possibly even human health.

Last week Cora Crome in the Governor's office sent a letter informing me that the small
amounts of testosterone that ADF&G uses to sex-reverse female fish in the Anchorage
hatcheries on Ship Creek is inconsequential and I should have no need for worry.

On the contrary, her letter confirmed that female fish exposed to small amounts of the sex
hormone for only a short time will be changed into males.

And ADF&G is releasing this stuff into Ship Creek!

These are the same Fish and Game employees who are making and stocking genetically
altered fish in our lakes and streams and dumping the carcasses of sex reversed fish in a
landfill in Anchorage.

Come on guys and get a clue!

Don't you wonder why there are fewer and fewer people fishing?

COMMENT#_GO~-
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FRANKENFISH

Dear Editor: Since without exception every effort by man to "Manage" wildlife has had
unforeseen and always negative consequences.
I would propose that if ADF&G and the politicians they work for truly have confidence
in their plan to use genetics (testosterone) to alter fish stocks then they should go on
record as willing to accept responsibility both criminal and civil for any and all negative
consequences. Since the potential consequences will certainly be long term then that
liability should be assigned to their heirs in perpetuity.
Only if they have that level of confidence should this plan be allowed to proceed.
It's easy to take actions if you are not held personally responsible and can't be held liable
for the outcome.
If ADF&G and the Governor are truly confident of the science behind this then that
should not be a problem.
To begin with it is totally unnecessary. We have been getting along just fine for many,
many years without such experimenting. Seems like just another way to waste public
money.
Also to my knowledge people participating in experiments are required to be infOlmed
and compensated.
Once responsibility is accepted as mentioned above and my check clears I will suppOli
this program.
Until then don't even suggest such nonsense.

Randall K. Fletcher
Box58597
Fairbanks, Alaska 99711

907-452-3455
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RECEIVED

Sunday, November 16,2008

Alaska Board of Fish
Board Support
P.O- Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Re: In Favor of Proposal #71
Re: In Favor of Proposal #72
Re: In Favor of Proposal #73
Re: In Favor of Proposal #74

Honorable Board ofFish,

I started purse seining salmon in PWS in 1975. In 1977 and 1978 I targeted Coghill
River sockeye with my purse seine during the last 10 days of June and continued into
July until the wild pink salmon runs opened in the rest ofthe So\md. I would fish the
flood tide on the eastern Cub:oss Islan.d shoreline where no drift gillnet gear was allowed,
and I would move to the Esther Light side for the ebb tide where I would fish in common
amongst the drift gillnet fleet I state this as a matter of fact, that purse seine gear was a
legal hax-vest method of Coghill River sockeye in 1976. But when the original PWS
allocation policy was adopted, the enticement for the drift gillnet fleet to sign onto that
allocation policy was that the purse seine fleet would no longer be allowed to target
Coghill River wild sockeye.

In December 2004 the Board of Fish gave us a new allocation policy for PWS. This 2004
policy replaced the old allocation policy from the early period. The 2004 Board decided
to not allocate all fish in PWS, both wild and enhanced, as the original allocation policy
had done, but to only allocate enhanced fish. So with this new allocation policy of only
allocating enhanced fish, the Board failed to re-instate the old status quo of purse seine
harvesting of the wild stocks of Port Wells.

As a purse seine fishennan who remembers the old status quo, I want the old status quo
back. Other purse seine fishemlen with a memory similar to mine want this too. It's
only right that if the old allocation policy was declared dead by the Board in 2004, then
any horse trading used to come to agreement for the old allocation policy should be
declared null and void as well.

~e~~l~
Alan Kapp

Page 1 of 1
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Sunday, November 16,2008

Alaska Board of Fish
Board Support
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Re: In Favor of Proposal #76

Honorable Board ofFish,

I have purse seined salmon in PWS for the past 33 years and I am the author of Proposal
#76. I am a salmon purse seine fisherman who no longer wants to endure the stress and
gear conflict ofpurse seining amongst the drift gillnet fleet in the Coghill District or
Esther Sub-district. I am asking the Board ofFish to regulate ADF&G to not allow the
purse seine and drift gillnet fleets to fish any area at the same time, but rather allow exact
equal time to each gear type in fishing areas where both fleets are traditionally allowed to
harvest salmon.

By their very nature of harvesting, the purse seine and drift gillnet fleets are not
compatible. The purse seine fishernlan normally sets his net on a point of land and
expects the tide and currents to gather schools of fish together that then pass by the place
where he is setting his seine net. By fishing amongst the drift gillnet fleet, the drift
gillnet fleet breaks up the schools of fish by their maze of multiple barriers that the fish
must pass around to get to the place where the purse seiner is fishing. By their very
presence, the drift gillnet fleet effectively reduces the large schools of fish into tiny
schools and individual fish, which don't allow the purse seine fisherman to target on
anything except straining water in a random fashion.

In practice, members of the drift gillnet fleet have adopted interesting teclmiques when
fishing amongst the purse seine fleet, such as setting their gillnet inside an actively
closing purse seine, or purposely snagging their gillnet on the point of land where the
purse seiner is attempting to haul, thereby staying on that point for long periods of time.
I have had drift-gillnetters set their net inside my already closed, and actively pursing,
purse seine. I have had drift-gillnetters run their boats along my corkline in attempts to
scare fish out of my net. When experiencing this, I even had one drift-gillnetter get my
net in his propeller and damage my seine net when he used a knife to cut his way out. I
have witnessed a drift gillnetter set his net parallel to the beach to purposely snag his
entire net around Hodkins Point. This drift gillnetter then invited me to tow my seine net
down Hodkins Point, and explained that even though I couldn't get my skiff completely
to the rock face, the fish gathering in front of my skiffwou.ld get caught in his snagged
gillnet along the shore. Yes, it is not legal to purposely snag an entire drift gillnet along a
rock face, but I've also witnessed certain drift gillnetters not being fazed by any
consideration of illegality.
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This purse seine / drift gillnet gear conflict was more intense during the 80's with higher
pink salmon prices, but then subsided in the 90's with lower pink salmon prices and the
drift gillnetters not wanting to pick u1.assive amounts of pink salmon out of their nets at
the low prices. But now that pink salmon prices seem to be rebounding again, I fear that
the gear conflicts will also rebound as the drift gillnet fleet starts to target the higher
priced pink salmon again. I am asking the Board to address this issue now, before the
problem becomes unmanageable.

I'd like the Board to note that my proposal is not alone in addressing gear conflicts with
the drift gillnet fleet. Colleen James has submitted Proposal #68 to address similar
problems the set-gillnet fleet has with the drift gUlnet fleet in the Eshamy District. I'd
also like the Board to note that there is not any purse seine / drift gillnet gear conflict
problem in SE Alaska, because the two gear types don't fish the same fishing area at the
same time. Only in PWS does this happen, and I'm asking that this problem in PWS be
addressed.

~espectfully,
~..-t\, ~p

Alan Kapp
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Sunday, November 16, 2008

Alaska Board ofFish
Board Support
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Re: In Opposition of Proposal #77

Honorable Board ofFish,

Proposal #77 is not necessary, nor is it wise. The current, existing regulation
effectively mandates when the purse seine fleet is no longer allowed to
harvest salmon in the Esther Sub-district, that time being when pink salmon
are no longer in abundance. By establishing a calendar specific date, Esther
hatchery pink salmon production could become underutilized by a drift
gillnet fleet that fishes a bigger mesh gillnet that target silvers rather than a
smaller mesh pink salmon gillnet. Existing regulation allows the purse seine
fleet to be used to clean up all the enhanced pink salmon and stops the purse
seine fleet from fishing when the pink salmon are gone. Proposal #77 will
make this pink salmon clean up job by the seine fleet more difficult for
ADF&G to implement.

~
spectfullY,

. X\~~
Ian Kapp
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Sunday, November 16, 2008

Alaska Board ofFish
Board Support
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Re: 1n Opposition of Proposal #78
Re: In Opposition ofProposal #79
Re: In Favor of Proposal #80

Honorable Board ofFish,

I am opposed to Proposal #78. I am opposed to Proposal #79. I am in favor of Proposal
#80.

I am glad that Mel Morris and John Jensen are still Board ofFish members. I ask them to
remember the Board ofFish meeting in December of2004 in Valdez, when the
allocations for PWSAC enhanced fish were negotiated. The set-gillnet long-time historic
harvest was between 1% and 2%, but the drift gillnet representatives decided to forgo two
percent of the drift gillnet historic harvest and give that percentage to the set-gillnet gear
group_ That is how the set-gillnet gear group received their 4% harvest allocation.

In proposals #78 and #79, the set-gillnet gear group is asking to exceed their harvest
percentage by a wider range, from five to seven percent, before their fishing is restricted.
It's my opinion that the set-gillnet gear group received a large gift of their four percent
harvest allocation at the 2004 Board of Fish meeting. I believe the set-gillnetters are
being brazen and bold to now ask for a seven percent harvest level before their fishing is
restricted. They are asking to continue their current harvest levels when their harvest
trend shows that they need to catch less fish to stay within their four percent allocation
percentage, their four percent allocation that should have rightfully been set at two
percent in December of 2004.

Proposal #80 asks the Board to be more effective in restricting the set-gillnet harvest.
This proposal is needed. Fishery management methods need to be change to fUlther
restrict the set-gillnet gear group to keep their harvest level close to their four percent
allocation.
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Sunday, November 16,2008

Alaska Board of Fish
Board Support
P-O. Box 115526
Juneau, AI<. 99811-5526

Re: In Favor of Proposal #83
Re: In Favor ofProposal #84

Honorable Board ofFish,

I started purse seining salmon in PWS in 1975. TIle common purse seine method at that
time was a 150 fathom purse seine net and a 75 fathom, very shallow, lead. The seine
was kept on the back deck of the boat and the 75 fathom shallow lead was stored in the
seine skiff Seine boats at that time were normally about 32' to 40', seine skiffs were
open skiffs of 16' to 20' powered by an out-board motor, usually about 40hp. The seine
boat would choose a point ofland to fish and start by deploying the skiff to set the lead
tied to the beach and set out into open water deep enough to float the seine net. The seine
boat would then connect to the lead and make his set, with the seine skiff holding the
place where the seine net and lead were connected together. TIle seine boat would close
his net together by disconnecting the seine skiff from the lead and bringing the two ends
of the seine net together. The lead was left in place, connected to the beach, for the next
set of a seine net.

As everything evolves, so did purse seine methodology. In the 80's, double piIUling came
into vogue. This practice kept the lead on the beach end of the seine net, but used the
seine skiff on the beach end of the lead to tow the net. With "double pinning" the lead is
never tied to the beach. The "double pin" fisherman closes his net by towing the lead
past the seine boat, until the seine boat could disconnect the lead from the seine net. The
seine skiff would then tow the lead further out of the way and drum the lead back into the
seine skiff, while the seine boat closed and retrieved the seine net in the normal fashion.

In the late 80's, another, different, purse seine methodology also evolved. This was the
permanent connection ofa deep lead on the boat end of the seine net. This method didn't
allow both ends ofthe seine net to be pursed at the same time, so it was called "half
pursing". This method put the seine net itself directly to the beach, so it wouldn't allow
this fishing method to be used in very shallow water, but it was a faster method for net
retrieval.

In today's purse seining in PWS, seine boats are either '<double pinning" or "half
pursing". Double pin purse seines can be "full pursed" (that is both ends of the seine net
can be pursed at the same time), while "halfpurse" seine nets can be retrieved and Set
again in a quicker fashion. No one today uses the lead in the historic method of tying the
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lead to the beach to lead the fish off of the beach. Also, only a couple of fishermen still
use outboard motor powered skiffs- Evolution has constantly improved the fishing
technics.

Proposal #83 and #84 simplify seine net construction. The effect of these proposals
would be to allow a seine fisherman to build his net in any combination, from a 150
fathom seine net and 75 fathom lead up to a seine net of225 fathoms and no lead what
so-ever. All seine boats would still be held to a 225 fathom total length limit of seine net
and lead, but they wouldn't be held to using lead web for 75 fathoms of it The «half
purse" fisherman could build is seine net using no lead web ifhe wanted to. The "double
pin" fishennan would have the choice of making his beach lead less in length and making
his seine net longer in length, up to a limit of 225 fathoms total length.

I support these proposals, although I don't believe adopting them will cause any
increased effectiveness of either purse seine methodology over the other. "Halfpul'Se"
fishennan will still haul faster in deep water, and "double pin" fishennen will still be able
to fish the shallow water where the "half purse" fisherman can't. The effect of these
proposals will be to allow more choices of seine net construction to each individual purse
seine fishennan-

Respectfully,

~h.~
Alan Kapp .
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By facsimile to: 907~465~6094

(10 pages total)
'SOARDS

Alaska Department ofFish and Game
Boards Support Section
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Attention: Mr. Mel Morris, Chairman
Alaska Board of Fisheries

Re: Connnents Regarding Proposals 371(ARC 8) and 372(ACR 10)

Dear Mr. Morris:

I anl writing on behalf of the Independent Cod Trawlers Association. The
Association consists of three members:

1. Charles Burrece, owner of the 86-foot FN LONE STAR, who has
engaged in the Bering Sea cod trawl fisheries since the 1970s, and the
Aleutian Islands state waters cod fishery for the past three years.

2. Steve Aarvik, owiler of the 75-foot FN WINDJAMMER, who has
engaged in the Bering Sea cod trawl fisheries since 1980s, and the
Aleutian Islands state waters cod fishery for the past three years.

3. Omar Allinson, owner of the 86~-footFN MISS LEONA, who has
engaged in the Bering Sea cod trawl fisheries since 1991, and the
Aleutian Islands state waters cod fishery for the past three years.
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More than three years ago, these three vessel owners were urged by a
representative of Aleut Enterprise LLC (the proposer ofACR 8 and 10) to fish in
the Aleutian Islands State water fisheries, and deliver onshore to Adak Seafoods.
They have done so for the last three seasons, delivering only to that shoreside
plant, and are now dependent upon those fisheries.

These three vessels are not vessels which started fishing in the Aleutian
Islands state waters because they were freed-up to do so by rationalization, such as
crab rationalization or the pollock rationalization of the American Fisheries Act
(AFA). Rather, all three vessels have shifted lnuch of their effort to the Aleutian
Islands because of increased participation of other vessels which were freed up by
rationalization. After the enactment of the AFA, AFA':'qualified vessels have
fished Pacific Cod in the Bering Sea much earlier in the year than they did prior to
the AFA. Before the 2000 Pacific cod season in the Bering Sea and the Aleutian
Islands, the vast majority ofvessels which are now AFA-qualified did not
participate in the Pacific cod fishery until approximately the end of February each
year. However, with the onset of the AFA in 2000, AFA vessels were freed-up to
engage in the Pacific cod fishelY from the very beginning of the season in January.
This has resulted in an imnlensely increased effort early in the cod season each
year, with the effect that the seasons have closed increasingly early.

The protections intended by Congress in the AFA, if enforced, would
obviate nlost of the concerns raised by the Aleut Enterprise LLC in ACR 8
(Proposal 371) and ACR 10 (Proposal 372), both as to large catcher vessels and
catcher processors.

In the AFA, Congress lnandated that fishermen outside of the AFA pollock
fishery must be protected from any adverse impacts of the AFA. As is made clear
below, Congress plainly stated that the incursion of freed-up AFA vessels into a
fishery such as the Pacific cod fishery is exactly the type of adverse which should
have been prevented. Section 211(a) of the AFA provides as follows:

Sec. 211. Protections for other Fisheries; conservation measures.

(a) General.-- The North Pacific Council shall reconnnend for
approval by the Secretary such conservation and Inanagernent
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measures as it detennines necessary to protect other fisheries under its
jurisdiction and the participants in those fisheries, including
processors, frOln adverse impacts caused by this Act or fishery
cooperatives in the directed pollock fishery.

However, the federal government has not effectively provided the intended
protections, as can be seen by the current adverse impacts in the Aleutian Islands.
In Section 211 of the AFA as quoted above, Congress articulated certain measures
for the purpose of detennining, and remedying, such adverse ilnpacts. In the
presentation ofthe AFA to the Senate for its consideration, key sponsoring
Senators including Senator Ted Stevens and Senator Patty Murray, explained what
Section 211 requires. Those comments are set forth in the Conference Report
(Senate - October 20,1998).

Senator Murray explained the nearly absolute protections intended in the
AFA for non-pollock fisheries as follows:

The bill attempts to ensure adequate protections for other fisheries in
the North Pacific from any potential adverse impacts resulting fTOln
the formation of the fishery cooperatives in the pollock fishery. The
formation of fishery cooperatives will undoubtedly free up harvesting
and processing capacity that can be used in new or expanded ways in
other fisheries. Although many of these vessels and processors have
legititnate, historic participation in these other fisheries, they should
not be empowered by this legislation to gain a competitive advantage
in these other fisheries to the detriment ofparticipants who have not
benefitted fronl the resolution of the pollock fishery problems.

.While we have attempted to include at least a minimum level of
protections for these other fisheries, it is clear to many of us that
unintended consequences are likely. It is therefore imperative that the
fishery Inanagement councils not perceive the protections provided in
this bill as the only protections needed. In fact, the opposite is true.
Although the protections provided for the head and gut groundfish
offshore sector are more' highly developed and articulated in the bill,
the protections for other fisheries are largely left for the Councils to
reconnnend. Those ofus involved in the development of this
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legislation strongly urge the Councils to monitor the formation of
fishery cooperatives closely and ensure that other fisheries are held
harmless to the maximum extent possible. [Conference Report, at
page 12707].

Thus, Senator Murray's comments make clear that an early incursion of
AFA vessels into the Pacific cod fishery is in and of itself an adverse impact,
where those vessels did not have a pre-AFA history of such early participation. Of
course, this is particularly obvious in a fishery such as the Bering Sea Pacific cod
fishery where the January and February fishery is crowded primarily into one
slnall area in Statistical Area 655430.

The comments of Senator Stevens were wholly consistent:

Subsection (a) of Section 211 directs the North Pacific Council to
submit measures for the consideration and approval of the Secretary
of Conunerce to protect other fisheries under its authority and the
participants in those fisheries from adverse inlpacts caused by subtitle
II of the American Fisheries Act or by fishery cooperatives in the
BSAI directed pollock fishery. The Congress intends for the North
Pacific Council to consider particularly any potential adverse effects
on fishennen in other fisheries resulting from increased competition
in those fisheries frOln vessels eligible to fish in the BAT directed
pollock fishery or in fisheries resulting from any decreased
competition among processors. [At page 12781].

Paragraph (3) of subsection (c) directs the Pacific Council to submit
any Ineasures that may be necessary to protect fisheries under its
authority by July 1, 2000 and allows the Secretary of Commerce to
implelnent measures if the Council does not submit measures or if the
nleasures submitted are detennined by the Secretary to be inadequate.
[At page 12781].

There can be no doubt that it was Congress' intent that protections be put in
place for any adverse impacts on non-AFA fishermen, to ensure that other
fisheries are held harmless to the maximum extent possible. And it is clear that
Congress intended to forbid the type of extra fishing effort which has occurred in
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the January and February Bering Sea cod fishery due to the AFA, and the
incursion ofAFA vessels into the State waters or parallel fisheries in the
Aleutians.

The National Marine Fishery Service promulgated a regulation which also
provides for the agency to protect participants in other ground fisheries from the
adverse nnpacts of the AFA. The regulation prOlnulgated at 50 CFR §679.64(b)
reads as follows:

Harvesting sideboards of AFA catcher vessels. The Regional
Adlninistrator will restrict the ability ofAFA catcher vessels to
engage in directed fishing for other groundfish specifies to protect
participants in other groundfish fisheries from adverse effects
resulting from the AFA and from fishery cooperatives in the directed
pollock fishery.

However, the Federal Government has not taken adequate measures in
accordance with the provisions of the AFA and the above-quoted regulation to
protect participants in non-pollock fisheries from the adverse impacts of the early
participation in the cod trawl fisheries which has resulted from the enactment of
theAFA.

In view of these facts, the Alaska Board ofFisheries is requested to take
steps, either on its own initiative, or in conjunction with the North Pacific Fishery
Management Council, to lessen the impact on the Bering Sea and the Aleutian
Islands Pacific cod fishely from the non-traditional incursion of AFA vessels into
those fisheries. As noted below, one way to further such protections would be the
acceptance of the 75,000 pound daily catch limit in ACR 10 (Proposal 372).
However, for the reasons set forth below, the members of the Independent Cod
Trawlers Association oppose ACR 8 (Proposal 371).

1. Proposal 371 (ACR 8). This measure, to provide for a vessel size liinit of
60' in the Aleutian Islands District Pacific cod fishery, was unanimously rejected
by the Alaska Board of Fisheries in its November, 2007 meeting in HOlner. The
Board is urged to reject it again, or to change the length lnnit from 60' to 87' so
that these three long-time cod dependent vessels which have delivered only
shoreside in Adak will not be excluded.

COMMENT#~
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At the November, 20071neeting, the attached Memorandum from Wayne
Donaldson, Regional Management Biologist, was available and discussed the
proposal to limit vessel size to 60'. Mr. Donaldson's memo indicated as follows:

Reducing the vessel size lilnit is not likely to be effective in
substantially slowing the pace of the harvest because even sl1lall trawl
vessels are capable ofreaching the daily harvest-limit. A daily
harvest-limit of75,000 to 100,000 pounds would provide for a more
manageable fishery and would likely produce a higher quality product
by slowing the daily harvest rate.

Thus, if the intention of the vessel size limitation proposed under ACR 8 is
to slow the harvest rate, as indicated in the initial justification for ACR 8, it is
clear that the solution offered in ACR 10 (reduction of daily catch limit to 75,000
pounds) would be much more effective, whereas a size limitation will not be.

However, if the Board determines that a reduction in vessel size should be
made, it is respectfully requested to adopt a length of 87' (instead of 60'), so that
these three vessels will not be unfairly excluded from the fishery. These vessels
have for the last three years participated to aid in the development of the
community ofAdak by delivering only shoreside to Adak fisheries, and not to
floating processors. And it would be wrong to now deprive theln of access to
those State water fisheries based upon an ACR proposed by Aleut Enterprise LLC.
These three vessels are now dependent upon the State water fisheries offAdak
because they were urged by a representative ofAleut Enterprise LLC three years
to shift fishing activities to Adak, and did so in reliance on that request.

2. Proposal 372 (ACR 10). This is a proposal to reduce daily catch limits to
75,000 pounds for the Aleutian Islands Pacific cod fishery. The Independent Cod
Trawlers Association supports Proposal 372. As noted in the attached
Memorandunl of Wayne Donaldson, reducing the daily harvest limit to 75,000
pounds would provide for more manageable fishery and would likely product a
higher quality product by slowing the daily harvest rate. In light of this, the Board
is asked to approve this measure.

As a nlethod of dealing with the adverse impacts of the AFA as described
above, the Board is asked also to consider slowing down the fishery by requiring a
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stand-down period for AFA vessels leaving the pollock fishery before they could
enter the State waters Pacific cod fishery. This would help to address some of the
concerns of the Aleut Enterprise LLC in proposing ACR 10.

CONCLUSION

The three vessels in the Independent Cod Trawlers Association have a
dependence on the Aleutian Islands state water fishery. I respectfully ask that their
dependency be closely considered. These vessels have already been adversely
il11pacted in the Eastern Bering Sea in large part due to the impacts of the AFA. In
light of their long ternl dependency on Pacific cod trawl fisheries in the Bering Sea
and the Aleutian Islands, it would be unjust to adopt with measures which would
further adversely impact these traditional cod boats.

For the reasons stated above, the Board is respectfully requested to reject
Proposal 371 (or to modify the size limit to 87'), and to adopt Proposal 372.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Russell W. Pritchett

Enclosure: Memorandum of Wayne Donaldson,
Regional Managenlent Biologist

cc: Omar Allinson (with ene!.)
Charles Burrece (with encl.)
Steve Aarvik (with enel.)

#359/alI-AKFG.fx
Allinson #135A
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ALASKA-DEPARTMENT OF FISH'AND GAlvlE .

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

JaIm Bilsinger
Director
COlmner.cial Fisheries Division
Headquarters -Juneau

Wayne Donaldson
Regional Management Biologist
Commercial Fis1;leries Division
Region IV - Kodiak

DATE: September 28,2007
PHONE: (907) 486-1842

FAX: (907) 486-1824

SUBJECT: Aleutian state-waters
Pacific cod fishery

o

().

Petition A

This memo provides staff assessment of the petition from Clem TiHion submitted to the Alaska
BOl:!!d of Fisheries (BOF) 011 September 11, 2007, to consider em<:<rgency action, out of cycle.
The petition asks the BOP to further restrict vessel size ill the Aleutian Islands District state
waters Pacmc cod fishery. The Aleutia..ll Island,'? District state-waters Pacific cod fishery is
managed according to 5 AAe 28.647. In. this memorandum ves.sellength refers to overall vessel'
length.

Emergency Proposal Criteria.

The BOP may consider this petjtion out-of-cycle ifit fmds that it satisfies criteria under the Joint
Board Petition Policy (5 AAC 96.625).

Within ihe Joint Board Petition POli9Y, paragraph (f) specifies that "it is the policy of the boards
that a petition will be denied...u.nJ,ess the problem outlined in the petition justifies a fmding of
emergency." Further, "an emergency is a...'1 unforeseen, unexpected event that either threatens a
fish or game resource, or 311 unfpreseen, unexpected resource situation where a biologically
allowable resource harvest would be precluded by delayed regulatory action..."

The petition requests to limit vessel. size to llompTe than 60 feet for all gear types currently
allowed. in the fishely: non-pelagic trawl, mechanical jig, longline and pot. Given that the
petition does not address any unforeseen or unexpected resource situation involved, the petition
does not appear to satisfY these criteria for a finding of emergency.
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The Issue at Hand

The petition requests to reduce the maximum vessel size limit.to 60 feet for-all pennitted gear
types because the duration of the A season is too short, and to encomage shore-based deliveries
and processing.

The AJeutian Islanqs District Pacific cod fishery began iIi 2006. The fishery takes place in state
waters of the Aleutian Islands west of 1700 W long. The state-waters fisheIy harvest level is
based upon 3% of the Bering Sea/Aleutian Islands federal acceptable biological catch (ABC).

The state-waters guideline harvest level is apportioned 70% to the A season and 30% to the B
season (Table 1). The state-waters fishery A season opens after the initial catcher-vessel trawl
sector parallel/federal Pacific cod season is closed, and remains open lmtil the A season GHL is
attained, or no later than June 9. Beginning June 10, the state-waters B season opens. There are
no hmvest allocations by gear type.

During the 2006 season there were no vessel size limits. The 2007 Aleutian Islands District state
waters A season Pacific cod fishery was the first in which vessel size limits of 125 feet or less for
pot vessels, ] 00 feet or less for trawl vessels and 58 feet or less for l~ngline and jig vessels were
in effect.

During 2007, the state~waters A season opened to commercial fishing for Pacific cod on March
16,2007, and closed on l\tlarch 23, a 7-day fishery. The harvest was 8,229,931 pounds ofPacific
cod-taken by 27 vessels, although 29 vessels registered for the fishery. Three floating-processor
vessels and two shore-based processors participated. No catcher processor vessels (CPs)
participated in 2007 whereas six CPs p8.1iicipated in the 2006 A ·season. Average fishing vessel
size was 89' overall length during 2007 (Table 2).

Only two gear types participated in the 2007 A season; non-pelagic trawl gear harvested 85% of
the A season total catch and pot gear 15%. Of the 20 trawl vessels that participated, 13 trawl
vessels (>60 feet) accounted for 72% ofllie tJ;awl harvest. All pot vessels that participated were
over 60 feet. Overall for both gear types, 76% ofthe 2007 A season harvest was taken by vessels
over 60 feet and 24% was taken by vessels 60 feet or less.

During 2007, a daily and trip harvest~1imit of 150,000 pounds applied to each vessel. During
2006, the daily harvest-lirriit was 150,000 pOlmds, with a vessel tlip harvest-limit of 300,000
pounds. The vessel size limits and daily harvest-limit du:rihg 2007 were not effective in slowing
the pace of the 2007 harvest 'compared to the 2006 fishery ahd overages of the daily and trip
limits accUTI'ed in both seasons. 11Ie 2006 fishery lasted 9 days whereas the 2007 fishery lasted 7
days. Fishery c~tches indi<;:ate that most trawl vessels in the fleet, including those less than 60
feet, are capable of catching. and holding onboard quantities of Pacific cod very near to or
exceeding the CUlTent daily harvest limit-.

(R.educing the vessel size limit is not likely to be effective in substantially slowing the pace ofth:l
~arvestbecause even small trawl vessels are capable ofreacbing the daily harv~t-limit. A daily J

-2-
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.. .

!barvesHimit of 75,000 to 100,000 pounds would pmvide fur a mo:e manageable fishery and }
~would hlcely produce a hIgher qUalIty product by sloWIng the dally harvest rate.

Sm:nmary

The })etition requests emergency consideration to limit vessel size in the state-waters Pacific cod
fishery ill the Aleutian Islands west of 1700 W longitude. The Board of Fisheries developed the
current vessel size limits at their October 2006 meeting,

Based all the harvest statistics from me 2006 A season and the 2007 A season whereby the
guideline harvest level was fully achieved, there does not ,appear· to be any unfamiliar,
unforeseen, or un:expected resource situation. The A season fishery is very short, but has thus far
been manageable~ and the A season GHL has bel;ln achieved. The petition does not appear to
satisfy critelia for a finding of emergency under the Joint Board Pt;;tition Policy. .

Table 1. Aleutian Islands state-waters Pacific cod fishery
guideline harvest level and harvest apportiomnent.

Initial

0
Year GHL (lbs) Harvest (lbs)
2006 A season 8,9.8J,540 8,502;781 .. '

B season 3,849,232R 357,884
TOTAL 12,830,772 8,860,665

2007 A season 8,148,202
- 1J

8,229,931
B season 3,492,086
TOTAL 11,640,288

RADF&G made 3.5 million POUllds of the GEL available to
National Marine Fisheries effective on September 1.
b
GEL was exceeded by 81.,729 pounds.

i"····-"
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Nov 16, 2008

Dear Board ofFish members

Re: Proposal 114

ADFG BOARDS SUPP SEC FBX ~ BOARDS JUNEAU

REOEIVED
NOV ,. 7 Z006

14J002

The Department ofFish and Game has added a level ofcreepiness to fishing in Alaska.

Last spring I attended the Fairbanks Fish and Game advisory committee meeting and
listened to the sport fish director talk about and try to defend the use oftestosterone and
genetically altered fish for stocking our lakes.

It was obvious that he didn't know what he was talking about and he didn't know what
his hatchery people were doing. I almost felt sorry for the staffthat had to sit there and
listen to Mr. Swanton ramble on. But he signed the Stocking Policy anyway because he
thought that it was a good idea.

I strongly disagree because I don't have confidence that Mr. Swanton really knows what
is going on aod his stafffrom Anchorage is trying to keep the public out ofit.

Last week at the AC meeting in Fairbanks someone asked "Would you want to shoot a
genetically altered moose and have your family eat it? Or how would you feel about
caribou knowing that Fish and Game had fed testosterone to some ofthe parents?"

These were simple questions that put the problem in perspective for me.

I hunt because I don't want hormone fed genetically altered beef or other food that was
raised at industrialized production farms. I don't want Fish and Game dumping their
genetically altered fish in lakes, either. Most ofall, I think that my license fees should
not be paying for this type ofthing. This is just plain wrong.

The entire fish hatchery program needs fixing and needs to stop using hormones and
making genetically altered fish.

I heard the trout unlimited guy say that his groups supported using testosterone and
genetically altered fish. He doesn't speak for me or most other people.

The trout unlimited groups have cabins on Quartz Lake and they were the ones pushing
to get the genetically altered fish stocked into Quartz Lake because they felt that people
were catching too many big fish in the spring. They wanted to be sure that "their" fish
weren't going to be caught and eaten. These guys are elitists that don't keep fish to eat
and they feel that other people shouldn't be able to keep fish to eat. They support
stocking genetically altered fish everywhere just to be sure that Quartz Lake is stocked

RECEIVED TIME NOV. 17. 3: IOPM \ /1-
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with creepy fish that nobody can catch in the spring. They don't care ifthe fish are
genetically altered because they don't even eat them.

I also want to know how the sport fish director Charlie Swanton and leffMilton can
make a policy that can affect the public without the public having a chance to weigh in.
Now the director is threatening to not stock some lakes if the hatcheries can't make
genetically altered fislL What's the problem now? Fish and Game has been stocking real
fish since the 19508 so why is there now a huge problem that needs immediate fixing?

Keep real fish in the lakes.

Thank you for your attention,

~~;f-~
C 1'1~! ·r I< (i ~'17//@jO/$~GO//!
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Board of Fisheries Comments on proposals for changes 2008/2009

RECEfVED

BOARDS

#1 Opposed
Our way of lile as rural residents 01 Cordova and the Copper River Basin is being threalened by those urban and suburban users who leel entitled
to a subsistence slatus when II is clear that they do not meet the criteria lor that status. As you know, this issue has been through several board
cycles now, with much good thought and delitieralion given to the subject 01 Whether the personal use Chitna dipnet fishery should qualily as
subsistence. II is clear that the intent of the subsistence priority as sel forth by the Joint Board's eight criteria is to give priority 10 uses which
sustain a subsistence wayof/ite. Criteria number eight makes it especially clear in its use 01 the words "reliance for subsistence
purposes-o.provides substantial economic, cullural, social and nutritional elements of the subsislence way of life". This is important because it
relutes the Fairbanks Advisory Committee's assertion Ihat past boards were wrong in analyZing "users" rather than "uses". The word "uses" always
implies that there is a "useI" involved. The Joint Board's criteria make it clear that In order for subsistence status 10 be granted, the use of the fish
must be part of a pattern that helps to maintain the user's subsistence way of life. It has been effectively argued many times that if a person lives
and works in an urban or suburban center 250-300 miles away Irom the resource and has a good paying job that is based (in many cases) on an
oil or minerals extraclion economy then they cannot claim to be members of the subsistence communily. Such a claim Is disrespecltullo the true
culture of sUbsistence which should be honored and preserved in the face of the many threats 10 our rural way of life posed by encroaching
urbanity.

#4 Opposed
I don't know what demographic changes Me Kramer could be referring to. We are a rural, salmon economy with thousands of years of history as
such. That hasn't changed.

#13 Opposed
I wouldn't want upriver users telling me how close I can set my net to one of my neighbors on the Copper River Flats.

D's 16 & 17 Support
I support the concept of establishing a smaller limit for subsistence use. With unlimited access to the fishery, these numbers are unsustainable.
There is currently plenty of anecdotal evidence of illegally selling these fish and of wanton waste. If people want to share large numbers of fish
with relallves or friends, lhey still can. It would just require Ihal more permits be issued for those recipients. This would also promote beller
accounting and managemenI of the resource.

#'s 19 & 20 Support (with modifications)
I support these proposals because their aim is to increase accuracy 01 harvest reports. This is an important issue because it allows for better
management of the resource and makes illess likely that people will "'orget" to report their fish. Maybe the reporting time could be set for a week
from when the fish are landed, so that il won't be inconvenient, but il will still have to be a high priority.

D's 22 and 23 Opposed
These proposals inferJere with ADF&G's ability to effectively manage the resource. In regards to #22: It is pointing oul thai the upriver users have
been benefiting by receiving a consistent SurplUS of fish. The factthallhls proposal eXists is tesllmony for the need for objecllve, lIexibfe
management. ObviouslY they feel entitled to the Surplus of fish that lower river users also have a right to. They need 10 be kept in check.

#25 Opposed
This Is another allempt by the urban users to make It easier for them to lake from an already fully utilized resource.

#26 Support
This is an important issue which addresses the commercialization of the personal use dipnel fishery. This proposal would increase the information
that is needed to effectively Irack users and manage the fishery.

#27 Opposed
This proposal would vastly increase the dipnetling area, and would result In increasing the overall take. I find it ironic that the people from the
urban centers of Alaska who made this proposal are complaining about needing to get away from the crowds. They are the crowd. If you open up
more area, then the crowds will follow.

#'8107,108,109 Opposed
Fully Utilized

D's 69-74 Opposed
The seine lIeet has benefitted from record harvests and excellent prices in recent years. The future looks very good for the seine lIeel as well. A
lot of effort went into the establishment of [he current allocation plan and Ihe numbers show Ihal it is working well for all gear types, and seiners in
partiCUlar. Re-structuring the current allocation plan would be a mis-use of resources and would be unfair to the glilnel f1eel.

Sincerely,

Mike Mahoney
Cordova, AI<
907-424-3 B2B
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2303 West Commodore Way
Suite 202

Seattle, WA 98199
Office Phone 206-284-2522

Alaska Board of Fisheries

December 1-7,2008 - Cordova, Alaska

Committee F- Other Groundfish

Proposal 373 - (ACR 12) SAAC 28.087

Management Plan for Parallel Groundfish Fisheries.

November 17th
, 2008

Chairperson Jensen, Board of Fisheries members.

Thank you very much for your service to the state of Alaska fisheries and your time in consideration of

the issues surrounding the state parallel fishery, particularly setting a length limit for hook-and-Iine

vessels in the BSAI adjacent federal waters state parallel fishery.

I am submitting these written comments representing the Freezer Longline Coalition. The Freezer

Longline Coalition (FLC) represents thirty-four of the thirty-six hook-and-Iine catcher processors

operating in the Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands area with LLP's and cod endorsements for the federal

fishery. This is a Washington and Alaska based and owned fleet.

Before I bring you to the heart of our concerns I want to make clear two issues of importance to weigh

in consideration of BOF action on this proposal.

1.) The 55' length in proposal 373 was intended to represent a size least likely to encourage larger

vessels from entering the parallel fishery. Our intention here is not to eliminate long-term

1
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participants delivering shoreside. For this reasons we would not oppose another reasonable size

limit, say 58' that would still identify the intention of the proposal.

2.) The Freezer Longline Coalition vessels fish within three miles. The FLC members, in this

proposal are themselves giving up fishing grounds that we have historically fished. On

committee Fdocuments, page 210 lists four vessels that participated in 2006 and 2007 as CP's.

These were all four our vessels with federal LLP's and cod endorsements for the federal fishery.

We are here as a part of the solution. By voluntarily not-participating in the parallel fishery we

are willing to give up those grounds to solve what we see as a much larger issue, that being the

open gate that has and will continue to allow a flow of larger longline vessels into the fishery. In

2008 "B" season alone you can see from the same data on page 210 of the report that three

new participants entered the fishery, there are reports of several other new vessels that could

be gearing up to participate in the near future. Our vessels are willing to give this area up during

the parallel fishery to help close the loop-hole that if left unabated will bring a serious

overcapacity to the fishery.

The time to act on this issue is now. If action is taken now to begin to deal with this issue before the

problem grows into an emergency situation we can avoid a sure development of more vessels each

season. I respectfully urge the Board of Fisheries to enact a reasonable vessel length for the BSAI state

parallel fishery for the hook-and-Iine vessels as soon as is reasonably possible. I am asking for action at

the December 2008 meeting so emergency rules can be put in place prior to the January 2009 opening

or as soon as possible.

Although no one holds the crystal ball here the voice of experience would say this is simply too large of a

loop-hole to exist without speculative entry into the fishery to continue to develop with larger size and

financed vessels pouring into the fishery. If left with no action by the BOF it will certainly explode into a

much larger problem. At its present management structure vessel owners could for instance, place a

large, say 150 foot LOA, CP hook-and-Iine vessel into the parallel fishery that had never participated in

the BSAI Pacific cod fishery, carry no observer, have no vessel monitoring system, no LLP requirement

and have no requirement to stop fishing when the hook-and-line CP sector closed in federal waters, so

long as any other hook-and-Iine sector was still open. This is a highly unregulated fishery that will

continue to draw in operators that are intent on finding a way around the regulations in place that

prevent the expansion of the hook-and-line CP fleet in the BSAI Pacific cod fishery. Regulations and laws

set up by the United States Congress (Fishing Capacity Reduction Program for the Longline Catcher

Processor Subsector ofthe Bering SealAleutian Island Non-pollock Groundfish Fishery) and NMFS,

Council A 67 (Pacific Cod Endorsements) and Council A 85 (BSAI P cod sector allocations.) The US

Congress has acted to prevent the overcapacity ofthe larger longline Pacific cod vessels, NMFS has

acted on many occasions to prevent the overcapacity of the larger longline Pacific cod vessels, and I now

respectfully ask the BOF to take action as well.

We have before us a simple fix that will be of great help in stopping the unimpeded growth of large

hook-and-Iine vessels operating in the BSAI state parallel fishery. If the BOF was to take no action on this

2
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agenda item, there is no lack of the "if you can't beat em' join em'" operators that I fear will move into

the parallel fishery. For instance there is nothing to prevent larger hook-and-line CPs who are

participating in the federal fishery from entering the parallel fishery after the federal CP allocation is

reached but CV hook-and-Iine remained open. This is a huge problem and a large enough loop-hole for

a 175 foot hook-and-Iine catcher processor to drive through.

Thank you for your consideration on this proposal. I will be attending the December meeting in Cordova

and will be speaking publicly on this matter at that time.

In closing thank you again for your time. I am hopeful that the Board of Fishery will take into account the

concerns of our members and the long-term well-being of the fishery and deal with this issue in an

expedient manner as possible.

Kenny Down

Executive Director

Freezer Longline Coalition

~ .~
~----.---------______. Co A LIT lO N ./

2303 West Commodore Way
Suite 202
Seattle, WA 98199
Office Phone 206-284-2522

Cellular Phone 206-972-4185

Fax 206-284-2902
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November 17, 2008

Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

RE: Copper River/Prince William Sound Board of Fisheries Proposals

Dear Chairman Jensen and members of the Board,

On behalf of Cordova District Fishermen United, I am submitting the following
comments on Board of Fisheries Proposal 1.

CDFU strongly OPPOSES the reclassification of the Chitina Subdistrict to a
Subsistence Fishery, and asks that the Board dismiss this proposal immediately_

As you are no doubt aware, in 1999, the Alaska Board of Fisheries incorrectly
classified the Chitina Subdistrict as a Subsistence Fishery.

During the 2003 meeting the Board determined that the Chitina Subdistrict did not
meet the 8 criteria used to determine customary and traditional use, and appropriately
changed the determination back to a Personal Use fishery.

In 2005, a proposal was again put forward to reclassify the Chitina fishery, and the
Board of Fisheries again determined that there was "no new information" to warrant
changing the determination back to a C&T fishery.

In 2008, we are once again faced with a proposal which seeks to reclassify the
Chitina Subdistrict to a Subsistence fishery. This proposal is not based on any solid
arguments or new information. The Chitina Subdistrict still does not meet the 8
criteria that determine a C&T fishery. Lacking significant new information or just
cause, this proposal cannot be given consideration.

COMMENT# (06
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For the record, and in response to specific arguments included in the proposal that
the Board has incorrectly examined "users" rather than "uses", it is important to note
that a "use" cannot be established without addressing "users", Additionally, the 1978
legislative discussion referred to in the proposal is an invalid argument, as new
litigation was made after this date thus generating the 8 criteria used for determining
customary and traditional use.

Proposal 1 needs to be thrown out and measures taken to ensure that this issue does
not come up again. Each board cycle, a proposal addressing the reclassification of
the Chitina fishery is presented and precious time and resources are wasted by
ADF&G staff, and Copper River user groups.

The Board needs to ensure that this proposal is immediately dismissed and moved
along so that we can continue with the remainder of the agenda.

Thank you for your consideration of this request, and we look forward to meeting the
Board in December.

Sincerely,

Rochelle van den Groek
Executive Director

~- '-, !y-..-.-. -: .
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Board of Fisheries Comments on proposals for changes 200812009

#1 Opposed
Our way of life as rural residents of Cordova and the Copper River Basin is being
threatened by those urban and suburban users who feel entitled to a subsistence status
when it is clear that they do not meet the criteria for that status. As you know, this issue
has been through several board cycles now, with much good thought and deliberation
given to the sUbject of whether the personal use Chitna dipnet fishery should qualify as
subsistence. [t is clear that the intent of the subsistence priority as set forth by the Joint
Board's eight criteria is to give priority to uses which sustain a subsistence way of life.
Criteria number eight makes it especially clear in its use of the words JlreJiance for
subsistence purposes...provides substantial economic, cultural, social and nutritional
elements of the subsistence way of life". This is important because it refutes the
Fairbanks Advisory Committee's assertion that past boards were wrong in analyzing
"users' rather than "uses'. The word "uses" always implies that there is a "user'
involved. The Joint Board's criteria make it clear that in order for subsistence status to
be granted, the use of the fish must be part of a pattern that helps to maintain the user's
subsistence way of life. It has been effectively argued many times that if a person lives
and works in an urban or suburban center 250-300 miles away from the resource and
has a good paying job that is based (in many cases) on an oil or minerals extraction
economy then they cannot claim to be members of the subsistence community. Such a
claim is disrespectful to the true culture of subsistence which should be honored and
preserved in the face of the many threats to our rural way of life posed by encroaching
urbanity.

#4 Opposed
I don't know what demographic changes Mr. Kramer could be referring to. We are a
rural, salmon economy with thousands of years of history as such. That hasn't
changed.

#13 Opposed
I wouldn't want upriver users telling me how close J can set my net to one of my
neighbors on the Copper River Flats.

HIS 16 & 17 Support
I support the concept of establishing a smaller limit for subsistence use. With unlimited
access to the fishery, these numbers are unsustainable. There is currently plenty of
anecdotal evidence of illegally selling these fish and of wanton waste. If people want to
share large numbers of fish with relatives or friends, they still can. It would just require
that more permits be issued for those recipients. This would also promote better
accounting and management of the resource.

HIS 19 & 20 Support (With modifications)
I support these proposals because their aim is to increase accuracy of harvest reports.

COMMENT# 61
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This is an important issue because it allows for better management of the resource and
makes it less likely that people willllforgetJl to report their fish. Maybe the reporting time
could be set for a week from when the fish are landed, so that it won't be inconvenient,
but it will still have to be a high priority.

lIS 22 and 23 Opposed
These proposals interfere with ADF&Gls ability to effectively manage the resource. In
regards to #22: It is pointing out that the upriver users have been benefiting by
receiving a consistent Surplus of fish. The fact that this proposal exists is testimony for
the need for objective, flexible management. Obviously they feel entitled to the Surplus
of fish that lower river users also have a right to. They need to be kept in check.

#25 Opposed
This is another attempt by the urban users to make it easier for them to take from an
already fully utilized resource.

#26 Support
This is an important issue which addresses the commercialization of the personal use
dipnet fishery. This proposal would increase the information that is needed to effectively
track users and manage the fishery.

#27 Opposed
This proposal would vastly increase the dipnetting area, and would result in increasing
the overall take. r find it ironic that the people from the urban centers of Alaska who
made this proposal are complaining about needing to get away from the crowds. They
are the croWd. If you open up more area, then the crowds will follow.

#'s107, 108, 109 Opposed
Fully Utilized

#IS 69-74 Opposed
The seine fleet has benefitted from record harvests and excellent prices in recent years.
The future looks very good for the seine fleet as well. A lot of effort went into the
establishment of the current allocation plan and the numbers show that it is working well
for all gear types, and seiners in particular. Re-structuring the current allocation plan
would be a mis-use of resources and would be unfair to the gillnet fleet.

Sincerely,
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Open Subsistence
.season on May 10.

SUPPORT

SUPPORT

NEUTRAL
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NEUTRAL

SUPPORT

SUPPORT

Support f OpposelAmendments (if any)

Alaska Department ISUPPORT
of Fish and Game
Alaska Department ISUPPORT
of Fish and Game
Alaska Department ISUPPORT
of Fish and Game
Mike Babic ,,' INEUTRAL

Alaska Department
of Fish and Game
Alaska Department
of Fish and Game
Alaska Department
of Fish and Game
Mike Babic

Fairbanks AC
Ahtna Tene Nene'

C&T Committee.
Ahtna Tene Nene'

C&T Committee.
Mike Kramer

Proposed by

Prohibit dipnetting within 30 feet of a fish wheel
Reformat regulations for subsistence annual possession
limits

Increase distance between fish wheels from 75 to 300 feet

Amend subsistence fishing seasons in PWS and Copper

River districts
Eliminate restrictions on subsistence permit issuance in

PWS
Reformat regulations on fish wheel specifications

Open subsistence season May 10 in Copper River District ITom Carpenter

"'." .... "

Open subsistence season May 1 in Copper River District

Modify marking of subsistence-taken fish in Copper River
District
Clarify legal subsistence gear for Prince William Sound

"" . .. .. ..~.~ ..
Restrict subsistence king salmon fishery in Copper River
District
Marking requirements for subsistence drift gillnet gear

Reclassify Chitina Subdistrict as a subsistence fishery
C&T determination for freshwater fish in Upper
CopperlSusitna
Open Crosswind Lake to subsistence fishing

Action requested
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Include all upriver fish
users.
Include all upriver fish
users.

Delete the line "and
no supplemental
permits for additional
salmon may be issued
for the rest of the
year".

NEUTRAL

SUPPORT

SUPPORT

SUPPORT

Support I OpposelAmendments (if any)

SUPPORT

Mike Babic

Shawn Gilman
Anchorage AC,
Matanuska Valley
AC, Fairbanks AC,
and Southcentral
Alaska Dipnetters
Association.

Ernie Allen

FaIrbanks AC

Proposed by

Bill Webber Jr.

Mike Babic

Tyee Lohse

Alaska Department
of Fish and Game
Fairbanks AC,
Chitina Dipnetters
Fairbanks AC,
Chrtina Dipnetters
Mike Babic

Modify annual limits in the Glennallen Subdistrict
subsistence .~?hery

Modify annual limits in the Glennallen Subdistrict
subsistence fishery
Amend Copper River Management Plan to include harvest
monitoring

Require daily harvest reporting in Glennallen Subdistrict
fishery
Require harvest reports within 48 hours in Glennallen
Subdistrict. .. ' ...._..- ....... ,. , ., ....
Allow retention of rockfish and lingcod taken in subsistence
fisheries
Increase annual limit of personal use sockeye salmon

Change time period for setting supplemental periods

Action requested

Increase PU king salmon limit and modify recording
requirement
Require reporting by transporters in personal use fishery
Extend Chitina Subdistrict personal use fishery boundary

Restrict supplemental permits if commercial fishery closes
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Prop. # Action requested
,

Proposed by Support JOppose Amendments (if any)
28 Clarify fishing season and periods for herring bait fishery in Alaska Department SUPPORT

PWS of Fish and Game
29 Expand Prince William Sound sablefish season area to four Jim Herbert -

months
30 Modify Prince William Sound sablefish season dates Richard Casciano -
31 Remove c<?mmissioner's permit requirement (sablefish) Alaska Department -

from regulation of Fish and Game
32 Retention of lingcod in Prince William Sound groundfish Robert A. Smith ~

fisheries
33 Retention of lingcod in drift giJInet salmon fishery Cordova District SUPPORT

Fishermen United,
Groundflsh Division

.. ~ "OM ...... ' •

",- .. ,34 . Manage by emerge~~'y order in the Pacific cod fishE?ry Robert A. Smith ~

.. ...~"' .... .. .. "35 Modify opening of Pacific cod fishery Robert A. Smith -
36 Allow retention of Pacific cod in halibut fishery Robert A. Smith ~

37 Allow retention of Pacific cod in halibut and blackcod Cordova District -
fisheries Fishermen United,

Groundflsh Division

38 Expand outside district to harvest of Pacific cod . Curt Herschleb -... . ... ' ........ ...................39 Allow fishing for Pacific cod in state waters near Cordova Cordova District ~

Fishermen United,
Groundfish Division

40 Remove commissioner's permit requirement (Pollock) from Alaska Department ~

regulation of Fish and Game
41 Establish Area E commercial skate fishery Bob Heinrichs ~

42 Allow retention of spiny dogfish in longline fishery Robert A. Smith -
43 Delete portions of groundfish guiding principles James O. Smith ~

44 Establish a commercial shrimp pot fishery management Alaska Department -
Iplan of Fish and Game
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Prop. # Action requested Proposed by Support I Oppose Amendments (if any)
45 Open commercial pot shrimp fishery Whittier AC ·
46 Open commercial spot shrimp fishery in Prince William Gordon Scott ·

Sound
47 Remove permit requirement (shrimp trawl) from regulation

.. -...~ '"

Alaska Department -
of Fish and Game

48 Set spot shrimp guideline harvest level at or near mid Gordon Scott ·
1980s level

49 Exclusive registration for sport or commercial spot shrimp Gordon Scott -
fishery

50 Modify Central and Northwest section boundary in shrimp Whittier AC -
fishery

51 Allow sport and commercial seasons for shrimp to run Gordon Scott -
concurrently

52 . Limit sport spot shrimp area during ~~f!lfT1~rcial opener~..... Gordon Scott - ....
53 Open non-commercial spot shrimp fisheries open through Leroy Cabana -

Dec 31
54 . Reduce sport sP.ot s.~~imp fisheryt~ May 15- Sept 1 WhittierAC -

",," " ........... ' ................ ",.,,, ....... ,,.

55 Reduce sport shrimp season for commercial fishery Gordon Scott -
56 Require registration and permitting for sport shrimp fishery WhittierAC -

..,,_. . .,., ................................ ' ..."

57 Open subsistence fishing for all crab. spe:~Il3s year-round Bob Heinrichs SUPPORT ....... ' ... 'n ....

58 Correct error in description of Coghill District Alaska Department SUPPORT
of Fish and Game

59 Clarify western boundary of Granite Bay Subdistrict Alaska Department SUPPORT
of Fish and Game

60 Modify boundaries in Eastern and Southeastern districts Stephen Riedel -
61 Open east side of Hinchenbrook and Montague Island to Warren Chappel NEUTRAL

drift glllnet
62 Require removal of set gillnet anchor buoys at inactive sites Steve Aberle NEUTRAL

63 Remove set gillnet buoys and running lines when not in use Scott Seaton SUPPORT
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SUPPORT
Support I OpposelAmendments (if any)

SUPPORT

Prince William
Sound Setnet
Association
PaulOweckeModify drift gillnet use near set gillnets in Main Bay

Subdistrict
Clarify alternating periods and gear use in Main Bay
Subdistrict
Alternate drift and set gillnet gear use in Eshamy District
Open seine areas to provide June harvest opportunity

David Clemens
Gregory R. Gabriel,
Jr.

Actively manage set gillnet harvest to achieve 4% allocationfScott Seaton

Increase distance between set gillnets in portion of EshamylPete Jenkins
District

N _ ..

Modify gear separation for Main Bay and Crafton Island
subdistricts

Alaska Department
of Fish and Game
Colleen James
Gregory R. Gabriel,
Jr.

Modify allocation to purse seine and drift gillnet fleets IThomas Nelson
Allow purse seines in Coghill District and Port Wells prior to Thomas Nelson
July 21
Allow purse seines in Coghill District and Port Wells prior to IMike Durtshi
July21 ..
Open Coghill District to purse seine harvest of sockeye
Remove start date for seine gear in Coghill District
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72
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Prop. #
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SUPPORTCDFU Gillnet

Division
PaulOwecke

Alan Kapp

Prince William
Sound Setnet
Association
Scott Seaton#Restrict set gillnetting to 36 hours per week

Alternate drift gillnet and purse seine in Prince William
Sound
Set ending date for pink salmon management in the Coghill
District
Change allocation percentage that triggers set gillnet
restrictions
Change allocation percentage that triggers set gillnet
restrictions
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NEUTRAL

Support I OpposelAmendments (if any)
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Proposed by

Fairbanks AC
Michael E. Brown
Rob Nelson
Leroy Cabana
Stephen Riedel
Darrell Kapp
Alaska Department
of Fish and Game
Alaska Department ••
of Fish and Game
Howard Teas
Christopher
Williams
Greg Hamm
Alaska Department .
of Fish and Game
Alaska Department ,.
of Fish and Game
Cordova District
Fishermen United,
Groundfish Division

Prop. # Action requested

= 81 Reduce hatchery chum salmon production
'" 82 Allow use of two set gillnet permits in Eshamy Districte:-;,

'"~ 83 Increase allowable purse seine length to 225 fathoms-<:

'" 84 Modify gear specifications for purse seine leads=
-I 85 . pelete 200_mesh mjnI~uJ'!l.depth for purse s~.irles ..~

s: 86 Allow sal.mon seine vessel greCiter than 58 f~et in length.'"
87 Change boundary between Cook Inlet-Resurrection Bay=

0 and PWS-<:

~ 88 Add regulation for Johnstone Bay freshwater sport fishery--.J

'-'-"

1

89 Clarify definition of "spear" in saltwater..
'-'-" 90 Allow gaffing lingcod in the mouth\J1
-0
s:

I
91 Reduce bag and possession limit for salmon shark

-62 192 Lower sport fish rockfish bag limits

\S.) 193 Lower rockfish bag limit in the subSistence halibut fishery

94 Limit number of lines fished on charter vessels

()
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95

96

Redefine sport fishing gear for finfish in PWS

Allow use of sport caught pink and chum salmon for bait in
PWS

Cordova District
Fishermen United,
Groundfish Division

Prince William
Sound Charter Boat
Association, and
Whittier Fish and
GameAC
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Copper River/PWS ••
Fish and Game
Advisory Committee

Copper River/PWS ••
Fish and Game
AdVISOry Committee

support / OpposelAmendments (if any)
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SUPPORT

SUPPORT

SUPPORT
SUPPORT

SUPPORT

Prince William
Sound Charter Boat
Association, and
Whittier Fish and
GameAC
David Goldstein

AC

Mike Babic
Alaska Department
of Fish and Game
Alaska Department
of Fish and Game
Shawn Gilman
Anchorage AC and
Matanuska Valley
AC
Anchorage ACT
Matanuska Valley
AC, and Fairbanks

Stan Makarka

James Norris

Proposed by

Reduce area open to coho salmon fishing in Passage
Canal
Close a portion of Ibec Creek to sport fishing

Extend king salmon season on the Klutina River to August
10

.. ..... . ..

Close a portion of 18~Mile Creek to sport fishing for coho
salmon

Action requested

Allow use of sport caught pink and chum salmon for bait in
PWS
Modify Whittier terminal harvest area to reduce wild salmon
harvests

Close waters along Copper River Hwy to fishing for coho
salmon
Close all salmon spawning areas to sport fishing
Close king salmon fishing on Lakina R TSlana R, and
Sinona Creek
Expand existing areas closed to king salmon fishing in
Copper R
Close Ahtell Cree~ to king salmon fishing "
Extend king salmon season on the Copper River to August
10
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Prop. # IAction requested

109 IExtend king salmon season on the Tonsina River to August
;::; I 10
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SUPPORT ISupport the request
for better marking, but
not the regulation for
'red' buoy.

SUPPORT

Mike Kramer

Alaska Department
of Fish and Game
Chitina Dipnetters
Alaska Department
of Fish and Game
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Proposed by 0.,
0..

Anchorage AC, 0
<

Matanuska Valley Pl

c::>AC, and Fairbanks -
en

AC .-+

Mike Lanegan, Ken ""T1-
Hughes, Alan en

::r
LeMaster ro

......
Klutina River SUPPORT

:;
ro
::J

Association c:::
Native Village of SUPPORT ::J-

.-+
Eyak ro

0..

Native Village of SUPPORT
.Eyak <0

a
Bill Larry, and Ralph - '""'-J

Seekins -I::>
N
-I::>Alaska Department - (;J

of Fish and Game -I::>
(;J

Alaska Department a.
of Fish and Game
Alaska Department ••
of Fish and Game
Steve Johnson

Repeal reporting requirement for king salmon homepack

.~. ~ ..

Restrict commercial activity by participants of subsistence
fisheries
Prohibit homepack of king salmon in Copper River District

Prohibit use of dipnets and gaffs in commercial fishery
Specify buoy marking requirement for commercial drift
gillnet gear

Include any salmon landed or released against daily bag
limit
Close Klutina and Gulkana rivers to power boat use 2
days/week
Restrict hatchery and stocking programs

Update stocked waters list for the Upper Copper/Upper
Susitna area
Remove rainbow trout/steelhead regulations for Tolsona
Lake
Repeal the Lake Burbot Management Plan

Allow retention of unintentionally hooked sockeye salmon

Prohibit removal from water any salmon not retained
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Action requested

Update and clarify coordinates defining Inside Closure

Open eastside of Kayak Island to drift gillnetting,
•Expand fishing area in Bering River District
Modify inriver escapement goals for Copper River
Repeal reference to inriver goal

Delay commercial fishing until 5,000 fish pass Miles Lake
sonar
Increase sustainable escapement goal for Copper River
king salmon
Allow one fishing period in statistical weeks 20 and 21

.RE3strictfi~hing within inside cl,osure area of Copper River
Eliminate restrictions within inside closure area of Copper
River

Proposed by

Alaska Department
of Fish and Game
Warren Chappel
Mike Babic
Mike Kramer
Alaska Department
of Fish and Game
Fairbanks AC

Mike Kramer

Mike Babic
Fairbanks AC
Copper River/PWS
Fish and Game
Advisory Committee

Support I OpposelAmendments (if any)

CHECKING INFO.

SUPPORT
SUPPORT
pe:gQ~;mW!@~:/(Y>::::::
SUPPORT

SUPPORT
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November 11th 2008

Alaska Board of Fisheries (BOF)
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 25526
Juneau, AK 99802-5526

RE: Proposals #371 & 372

Dear Chairman Jensen,

The Board decision in 2006 to create the AI Statewater cod fishely has the
potential to mean a great deal to our community and region It was clear that the Board
understood how critical these fisheries are for the conummity of Adak and for the
development of a sustainable locally based fleet of small vessels.

Unfortunately that potential has remained largely unrealized as the majority of
the cod has been processed offshore by CatcherIProcessors and transient floaters.

The AI statewater "A" season, which represents 70% of the GHL, has never
lasted much more than a week.

This year the "B" season quota was taken in just one month, and over 80% of the
quota was processed at sea.

The Aleutian Island Statewater fishery is the only Statewater fishery in which the
majority of the catch isn't processed onshore, benefiting the local economy in the region.

Action Reguested on Proposals #371 and #372

Adak Fisheries support-s taking action on proposals #371 and #372, with slight
modification of #371 that reflects triggers for vessel length limits found in the GOA state
water regulations.

On Proposal #371, we propose that the BOF adopt an 85' vessel size limit for the
A season until 70% of the A season GHL has been reached, at which point the size limit
would be reduced to 60'.

COMMENT#id~9_
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Adak Fisheries LLC
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Similarly, we propose a 60' limit be adopted from the beginning of the B season,
until October 1st, at which time the Commissioner may allow a vessel of any size to
register to fish for Pacific cod if needed to reach the GHL.

Adak Fisheries also supports the 75,000 lb daily trip limit in proposal #372.

Authority to Use Triggers

The Board's authority to allocate within a fishery is restricted by the Grunert
decision. However, some of the statewater cod fisheries in the GOA have a provision
that triggers a change in the size limit when a certain percent of the GHL has been
reached.

For example, the :r.;:-:<t:;;::.\. ::\:,:.:,::::__ ..L':::::=;::ifi:;·.... ~:-..::.';<... }·:f?x:;;:.:;:::,:::.·::,::.:_:~._ ..r.:.::,::::. at SAAC
28.467(c)(4) states the commissioner shall close "the fishing season for vessels longer
than 58 feet in overall length fishing with pot gear when 25 percent of the guideline
harvest level has been taken by those vessels." The Cook Inlet plan has the same
provision.

Likewise, the GOA plans have provisions lifting the size restrictions late in the
year ifthe Commissioner determines the smaller vessels are unlikely to reach the GHL.

Addressing the Guiding Principles

A modification of the regulations to reduce the daily trip limit to 75,000 lbs and
to guarantee a portion of the allocation for vessels under 60' would go a long ways
toward addressing three of the 5 AAC 28.089. Guiding principles for groundfish fishery
regulations.

While the management of the Statewater fishery has addressed the biological
aspects of the "Guiding Principles" we believe that these three important social
principles have not been met.

4J maintenance of slower harvest rates by methods and means and time and
area restrictions to ensure the adequate reporting and analysis necessary
for management of the fishery;

A reduced trip limit and reduced vessel size limits will slow harvest rates.

(5J extension of the length of fishing seasons bv methods and means and time
and area restrictions to provide for the maximum benefit to the state and to
regions and local areas of the state;

Too much of the benefit of the statewater fishery is being lost outside to Aleutian
region under the status quo.

Slower harvest rates will lengthen the season and will benefit the local areas of
the state in the Aleutian region as originally intended by providing enough fishing time
for small vessels to base operations in the local area. Benefits to the local economies will
be multiplied to the extent the catch is processed on shore.

COMMENT#~_
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(6) harvest of the resource in a manner that emphasizes the quality and
value of the fishery product;

Our onshore processing plant in Adak is a full utilization operation for cod. We
don't just retain the H&G product, we also produce value added sugar salted roe, cod
heads, cod liver oil. The CP"5 in the statewater fishery are not doing full utilization.

Background

We came to the BOF in October of 2005 and presented an RC highlighting the
pl'Oblerns of maintaining an economically viable fishing community in Adak. That
became the basis for the BOP generated Proposal #399 adopted at your February 2006
meeting. In October of 2006 the BOF acted on ADF&G's Proposal #4 and AEC Proposal
#3.

The Board discussion at the October 2006 meeting made clear that its objective
was a more orderly, slower pace fishery that provided opportunity for small boats
delivering to local communities. ADF&G's comments at that meeting also indicated its
desire for a more orderly, slower paced fishery. The Board did adopt some size limits,
but they have not served their intended purpose.

Ongoing Crisis

We came to the Board in October of 200S seeking a Statewater cod fishery
because - 1) the NPFMC had not completed a formal consultation to allow fishing of
Aleutian pollock anywhere inside sea lion Critical Habitat; 2) Crab Rationalization had
taken away most of Adak's the brown crab landings; 3) the federal cod A seasons were
an ever accelerating derby that were reducing Adak's share of cod landings.

None of these issues has yet been addressed by the NPFMC, and the Aleutians
are the only area in Alaska with no protections for onshore processing. The State
water cod fishery is critical to our ability to weather the ongoing crisis.

We support the goal of developing a local small boat fleet that has enough
opportunity that they can base their operations in Adak and contribute to the economic
base of the community. We have proposed setting aside a guaranteed percent of the
harvest for vessels under 60'.

There was an increase of participation by under 60' vessels in 2008. However, the
short season duration has had a very discouraging impact on these small boats.

The decision for a small vessel of whether to make the trip to the Aleutian
Islands depends on whether there will be enough fishing time to amortize the cost of the
trip.

Without acting modifying the size limit on vessels in the state water fishery,
benefit will continue to flow to Catcher-Processors and transient floaters rather than to
the Aleutian Island communities of Adak and Atka, or to the small boat fleet that we are
seeking to provide with viable fishing opportunities in these conununities.
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Again, we thank you for acting to provide the state water cod fishery in the
Aleutians, and look fOlWard to working with you to provide orderly management of
these important fisheries.

Sincerely,

dave fraser

Adak Fisheries
100 Supply Road

Adak AK 99546

COMMENT;tt-ftI--~.
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November 16,2008

Board of Fish Comments
Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game
PO Box 11526
Juneau, AK 9981-5526

......>;. Prince William Sound Charter Boat Assoastion
r PO Box 2850

Valdez, At< 99686
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BOARDs

ANCHORAGE
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PJIo(t~ Grvn~

Board of Fish Members,

The Prince William Sound Charter Boat Association, currently with 18 members,
(down from 23) are offer the following comments regarding Proposals - 91, 92,
93, 94, 95, 96, and 98.

Propo&a' 91 - Oppcae

This regulation will have minimal effect 00 shark harvest - less than 50 sharks
per year and no conservation Issue has been identified.

When conservation becomes an issue I we support restrictions that will be
effective with the least amount of disruption to sport fishermen and to sport
charter businQsses. Would ch9flging the annua' limit frem 2 sharks to 1 shark be
more effective?

Proposal 92, 93· Support

There is it clearly defined conservation issue and the Association supports the
conservation of rockfish.

Pmpoal' 94 - Oppose

The issue addressed in Proposal 94 Is to control the growth in effort of the
charter fleet. We don't believe the issue ClJrrenlly exists. Charter vessels are in
decline - more than 28% statewide since 2000. We have seen a decline in
Valdez and our Association reflects this - down from 23 to 18 members.

Wd8v:v 8002 lo1 AO~";l...Joololns SP..JB0868v2-lo92-lo06

The way the proposal is written, if passed in December, all inspected vessels
currently operating in Prince Wflliam Sound would be limited to 6 passengers in
2009, possibly 2010. possib1y forever. The Federal limited entry permit may not
happen. How can you base a proposal on non-existent permits?
A$ written, this proposal would reduce an established inspected vessel that has
operated carrying more than 6 passengers but doesn't pursue halibut. BasicallYJ
e: business that only pursued salmon is penalized for not halibut fishing.

Page 1 of 2
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With the cost of operating a charter vessels today, some of the btgger safer
vessels cannot make a profit a1iInying only 6 passengers. The only option left for
charter businesses to increase profits will be to use smaUer, less seaworthy
vessels.

The State ofAlaska is attempting to establish a Sport Fish Guide Board. If this
comes to pass, this would be the appropriate avenue for this type of action.

Proposal 95 - Oppose

This proposal indicates blaCk cod are fully allocated to commercial fishermaR.
The proposal is designed to make it difficult or impossible for sport fisherman to
access black coo. thus maintain a 100% allocation to commercial 'fishermen.

The proposal defines sport tishing gear as a rod and hand powered reel when
fishing for finfISh which means we can fish for halibut with electric reels. What
happens when we catch yellow eye rock fish? The law says full retention but we
can't use electric reels? Nat a good regulation.

Has a significant sport fish effort for black cod been defined? If it hasn't, the
regulation is needlessly restrictive.

Proposal. - Support

we authored this proposal and continue to support it's passage. More than 39
million pinks were harvested in 2008 in Prince William Sound. The amount of
salmon halVested by this regulation change will be virtually immeasurable and it
provides another recreational opportunity to sport fishermen.

Proposal 99 - Suppport

We authored proposal 98 and support its passage.

Prior to the Whittier coho stocking program Pigot Point was a location we fisned
for cohos occasionally. Most likely the cohos we caught were native run fISh.
The stocked cohos oongregate at Pigot Point and now it is fished almost daily
when from mid July to August. Moving the line in may reduce native run coho
interC$ption.

With the proposed boundary, boats fishing in the tanninal harvest area would be
visible from Whittier except on foggy days or at night making enforcement easier.

Thanks for your time and service,

&.~ 4r O~1f'\ Eo 1l\.~.5
Dan Eames -.._ -._ "-'77=rf-·0 K
President
Prince William Sound Charter Boat Association

S8tr2-l.92-l.0S ':.l.-loddnS SP-lEWH
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My name is David Pinaucc:h. I have owned and operated a charter boat
business in15rince Wil;am Sound since 1991.

Proposal 94 - Lim" number of lines on charter boats - Oppose

,q,~~&WM1~

'PJl,/Cc.. G~~

Southeast Alaska cloes have this regulation. It was proposed by Ihe charter industry, not
commercial fishing interests. It was a self regulating regulation.

The State is currently working an a Sport Fish Guide Board for chartSIll.
This can be addressed there, if it felt there is a need for this restriction.

It seems grossly lMYfair to existing charter boats that nO\N cany more tl1an 6 passengers
for hire but do not participate in the halibut fishery. The proposal, as written. penaliZes
charter bUsinesses who decided not to participate in the halibut fishery, but may offer
other types of fishing. At the very least, there should be a erandfather cfause for those
vessels.

I'm sure there is concern that if and when the haDbut Charter moratorium is put in place.
that charter boats will look for other areas to fish. The charter boat industry is in
del;line. The number of registered charter boats in Alaska is down 28% from its peak In
2000. There is time to werk this out without one industry forcing roles on another with
Iitlle or no input from the affected industfY.

Proposal. - de~ning sPOrt fishing gear for finfish - OpPOSe

This proposal is confusing, possibly misleading lind the regulations appear to already
address the issue.

When you read the first sentence it looks like the proposal means while using electric
downrtggers you must also you a fIShing pole and reel.

The second sentence then defines sport fishing gear for finfish Which eliminates the use
of electric reels for finfish regardless of whether you are using downriggers. Was this
the intert?

If you can use electric reels for halibut, but not finfISh and you catch a yellow eye rock
fjsh while fIShing for halibut. then What?

tr the concern is that sport fishennen wUl use jigging machines to catch black cod -the
definition of sport fIShing may cover this. The way I read it, USing jigging machines with
out fishing poles may be Illegal new unless hand lining failS inlo that categol')'.

Page 1 012
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Proposal 96 - Allow sport caught chums and pinks for bait· Support

Although fresh ocean caught pink and chum salmon are under rated. in my opinion.
allowing sport fisherman to harvest pinks and chums for bait will have no measurable
impact on the resouroe and provide additional recreational opportunities to sport
fishermen.

Southeast Alaska currently has this regulation in place and Prince William Sound
produces more pinks than southeast.

2008 prwliminary data indicate a commercial harvest Of -

Prince William Sound

39,808,000 pink salmon

4,379.000 chum salmon

SOuth02St

15,189,000 pink salmon

8,585.000 chum salmon

Proposal 98 - Move the Whittier silver salmon termi~1 harvest area- Support

The current line far the Passage Canal terminal naIVest area cuts right through an area
where fish school up and the reguh!ltion is often misread.

When you read it carefutly. it is clear that Pigot Bay is not part of the terminal harvest
area, yet numerous people have told me it is in the terminal harvest ares.

Silvers often school just outside the terminal harvest area and boats troll in and out of
the area and count them as being in the terminal harvest area. This makes it difficult for
the honest guys - not a problem for it'ls rest.

Before the fISh stoc:f<ing program began in Whittier, I used to fish Pigot Point for silver
salmen. t assume most of the silvers were nmural run fish. If they wt!re, then the
location of the line is allowing us to target natural run rlah in a terminal harvest Qms.

The boundaries suggested in Proposal 9B would eliminate Shotgun Cove from the
terminal harvest ares_ Proposal9S's boundary would be visible from Whittier, effectively
making It possible for law enforcement to walch bosts from Whittier to d8termine if they
were fishing in the terminal harvest area. The difference between thll two proposals Is
small. t think; Proposal 96's line is easier to define and easier for enforcement purposes.

Thank you for taking the time to read my comments.

If you have any questions about my comments don't hesitate 10 contact me.

David Pinquocn O-,D
PO Box 623 ....-."')
Whittier, At< 9693 0
Cell 715-7447

Page 2 012
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Coastal Villaf!es R~gion .F!lnq f\ECE:
711 H Street, Suite 200. Anchorage, Alaska 99501 • Phone 9'07.2785151 • F~ 907.278-51 ~@,

November 17, 2008

ATTN: BOF CO:M1vIENTS
Alaska Deparl111ent ofFish and Game
Boards SUpp011 Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526FAX: 9070-465-6094

Re: Oppl>Sition to Proposa1371

Dear Member of the Board ofFisheries:

Coastal Villages Region Fund (CVRF) opposes Proposals 371 ~yhich proposes to standardize
the maximum vessel size limit to 60 feet overall length (OAL) (or vessels ofall gem: types
participating in the Aleutian Islands District state-waters Pacifie; cod fishery. We oppose this
proposal because we participate heavily in this fishely through pur ownership (46%) ofthe
KATIE ANN, which relies on delivery volumes ofPacific cod ~0D.1 vessels larger than 60'.
CVRF is an Alaska non..profit company that represents 20 Alaskan communities and 9,000
Alaskans who reside along the coast of the Bering Sea from Sc~onBay to Platinum. OUt

,f

20 member villages (Scammon Bay, Chevak, Hooper Bay, New'tok~ Tun.U11a.k~ Toksook Bay,
Nightmute, Chefomak, Kipnuk, Kwigillingok, Kong:l.gianak, TJ,I!ltutuliak, Napakiak,
Napaskiak, ascarville, Eek, Quinhagak, Goodnews Bay, and P~atinum) are among the poorest
in Alaska. A major glimmer ofeconomic hope for our people has been our investments in the
Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands groundfish fisheries. For the fhst time in histOlY, our
residents have a stake in the large-scale groundfish fisheries happening off our shores. These
investments provide jobs for our people, new in-region economic development, a market for
our local salmon and halibut fleets, scholarships and training for oUI people, and hundreds of
erilployment opportunities at plants within our cQIIlIhunitie5. "

Decreased qualitjr: The catcher/processor KATIE ANN produces the highest-quality Pacific
cod fillets that are available on the market. The operation does ithiS! by processing fish at-sea
within hours bfthe harvest. Imposing a ban on vessels Ijke the ,KATIE ANN would increase
the time to process the catch, thereby redu.cing the quality. Bri*ging the catch to shore on
smaller vessels would also decrease quality a~ compared to our'pperation -- a difference that
will be reflected in a lower price at the market.

Harm to Alaskan Owners: Proposal 371 would harm CVRF a?d the KATIE ANN's
operations by reducing the volume, the pace, 81'ld most importa4tlYl the reliability of the
supply ofPacific cod delivered to the KATIVE ANN. Our ope'l:ation aud machinery require a
consistent volume for efficiency and viability. Even the larger ~atcher vessels are challenged
at time in this fishery by weather and Ocean conditions, The su~ply of cod from smaller
vessels would bejeopardiz~dby the treacherous and unpredictable wea,.ther commonly

"
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experienced in the Aleutian Islands. Downtime and reduced supply of cod to our factory
would result in lower production, reduced product quality, decreased revenue, lower crew
wages and an erosion ofthe return on the investment for Out A~aska communities and
residents_ We have invested in the KATIE ANN in reliance on:!her ability to participate in the
fisheries under existing rules. The proponents ofProposition 371 fail to mention in their
qnestiolloaire that the "Mothership" their proposal would hurl ~orst is owned by Alaskans,
We urge the board not to stamp out our existing successful Ala~a~owned operation in order
to provide potential opportunities for smaller vessels that might not be owned by Alaskans,
might not materialize, and probably cannot produce the volume or supply consistency needed
by our Alaska-owned operation.

Harm to Alaskan Employees: The KATIE ANN provides impm1antjobs to Alaskans from
our region. The KATIE ANN is used as an entry vessel for our\riUage residents who want to
participate in the fisheries. Since 2001, residents from out cOII~lUnitieshave earned about a
halfmillion dollars as creW members aboaro. the KATIE ANN -~ a significant amount of
income when you consider the limited cash economy in most of our member villages. If an
employee from our region performs adeqlli\.tely aboard the KA1JE ANN, he/she often will
move up to higher paying jobs on vessels in which CVRF is an own~r.

Competition: Limiting the fishery to ve(ssels 60' or less will reduce, or more lilwly eliminate
competition among processors, because the only processor likely able to remain in the fishery
would be the existing processor in Adak. The KATIE ANN haSinot utilized catcher vessels
smaller than 60' for cod operations, and as mentioned above, it IS unlikely that we could
maintain the volume an,d harvest/delivery consistency needed for oUI operation with smaller
vessels. The Pacific cod fishery has been overcapitalized for y~~ and many ofthe existing
cod harvesting 'Vessels are owned by Alaskans, inclUding CVRFI We do not need more
competition on the harvesting side of the fishery. We need to by able to continue to receive
cod fl:om larger vessels that have made our investment in the K~t~eAnn viable and beneflcial
for Alaskans.

Conservation: The KATIE ANN carries 'hyO independent NMl¥S-certified observers at all
times, wIllIe vessels under 60' have no observer coverage at all.':'The continued participation
of the KATIE ANN in the fishery 'Will provide the highest confluence possible in the
monitoring and accounting ofharvest and bycatch amount in th~ fishery. We are also able to
mOve with the harvesting vessels to where cod stocks are most ~bUl1dant,minimizing the
possibility oflocalized depletion, "

Thank you for your consideration of these comments and ofCVRF~s opposition to Proposal
371. '

Sincerely,

~~
Neil Rodriguez
Conununity and Governmental Affairs Manager
COASTAL VILLAGES REGION FUND
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Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Fax: (907) 465-6094

RE: PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND BOARD OF FISHERIES PROPOSALS

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board Members,

Petersburg Vessel Owners Association (PVOA) is a diverse group of commercial
tishermen based in Alaska operating primarily in Southeast Alaska and the Gulf of Alaska.
Our members participate in a variety of fisheries statewide including halibut, cod, salmon,
herring, crab, and shrimp. PVOA appreciates the opportwlity to cominent on Prince
William Sound Board of Fisheries proposals # 94 and #95.

PROPOSAL #94: PVOA SUPPORTS limiting the nwnber oflines fished on a state
licensed charter vessel to the number of paying charter clients, up to a maximum of 6 lines
in Prince William Sound (PWS). This regulation will follow similar successful regulations
in effect in Southeast Alaska (lPHC regulatory area 2C) and an Emergency Order issued
by the Alaska Department ofFish and Game (ADFG) in Centtal Gulf (IPHC regulatory
area 3A). This regulation will help slow the growth ofcharter harvest by preventing the
party boat (vessels carrying more than six clients) sector from continuing to grow
unchecked placing further pressure on fully aJ]ocated resources as well as disadvantaging
smaller established charter operations.

PROPOSAL #95: PVOA SUPPORTS prohibiting the retrieval of sport-caught fish and
sport gear with a power-assisted reel (such as a downrigger) in PWS on state licensed
charter vessels. Continued allowance of power-assisted gear retrieval encourages the meat
hunting aspect of charter fishing and eliminates the sport aspect in sport fishing. With
guided and Wlguided recreational harvest on the rise, increased pressure on fully-utilized
resources is occurring. The use of power-assisted gear is becoming more common, and
allows operators to reach new depths and harvest at an improved speed that discourages a
quality recreational fishing experience. Power-assisted gear now allows the targeting of
fish at depths previously unattainable, allowing for the increased harvest of fully utilized
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resources. Sport fishing should be conducted with sport fishing gear that encourages the
opportunity to catch fish.

If you have any questions regarding these comments, please feel free to contact us.

Respectfully,

RECEIVED TIME NOV, 17. 4:35PM
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Sport Fish Director Charlie Swanton and state fish hatchery supervisor Jeff Milton continue to
usc the hormone testosterone in state operated fish hatcheries even as world scientific evidellce
mounts about the risks to human and wildlife health. Mr. Milton uses testosterone in a process to
produce all-female rainbow trout and the excess hormone is released into Ship Creek with the
hatchery effluent. The fish are then genetically altered to make them sterile.

The public concern is that very little of the administered hormone is metabolized by the fish in
the hatchery. Studies show that the amount ofunused testosterone in water flowing out of a tank
of honnone treated fish is still sufficient to alter the sex of additional fish that are kept in a
separate tank. The Sport Fish Director and hatchery supervisor have tried to trivialize this by
saying that the amount of testosterone contaminating Ship Creek is diluted to parts-per-trillion.
What the director and hatchery supervisor are ignorant of, or have ignored, is that testosterone is
a powerful hormone and even a miniscule amount in parts-per-trillion is sufficient to impact
aquatic wildlife and human health. There is no established safe level for testosterone. The old
explanation of "trust us, we know what we are doing" doesn't work anymore.

Mr. Milton genetically alters the hatchery fish using a process that results in the fish having three
sets of chromosomes. The problem is that organisms with extra chromosomes typically have
poor health, display abnormal behavior, and have reduced mental ability. This is not a problem
ifyou are a banana, a seedless watermelon or an oyster. But, if you are the type of organism that
must tolera.te stressful environmental conditions, recogni7.:e and respond appropriately to helpful
or dangerous situations, then extra chroHlOsomes will hurt your chances of survival. The effect
ofextra chromosomes is particularly noticeable in humans (Down's syndrome is one example).

Genetically altered fish (this is the ternl used by ADF&G) have poor survival especially when
stressed. The interior is a harsh environment for rainbow trout as demonstrated by 50 years of
stocking and no feral populations being established. Studies by other agencies have shown that
genetically altered and nonna! rainbow trout can have similar growth and survival rates in
normal or ideal conditions. But genetically altered fish do much worse when the enviroronent is
not nonnal, for example interior Alaska or high elevation lakes in some western states. Even
hatchery survival and growth for genetically altered rainbow trout can be poor compared to
normal rainbow trout. Normal rainbow trout will often outcompete genetically altered rmnbow
trout when'the fish are placed in the same environment. One study found that genetically altered
fish cost 15% more to produce in a hatchery.

Contrary to ADF&0 staff comments, Proposa1114 will not allow northern pike to be stocked
into Southcentrallakes as suggested. Every fish stocking activity in the state requires an
approved Fish Transport Pennit. The ADF&G commissioner has a.uthority to approve or
disapprove any fish transport pennit.

The intent ofProposal 114 is to keep the option of stocking nonna! rainbow trout in Interior
Alaska. The current Stocking Policy will not allow this action because Director Swanton thinks
that escaped rainbow trout will start a feral population. In over 50 years of stocking nonnal
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rainbow trout in the interior, no feral populations have been established. The environment is too
harsh, the habitat is not suitable, and burbot and northern pike are very effective predators.

Wild stocks are sufficiently protected because Proposal 114 requires that local stocks ofgrayling,
salmon, and other species be used. Instead of using genetically altered fish ADF&G will take
eggs fl.·om local wild stocks (salmon for example) to use in the lake stocking program. Any
interbreeding between hatchery and wild salmon should not be a problem because the hatchery
fish will only be one generation from their wild parents. In the interior there are only several
thousand chinook and coho salmon stocked in lakes each year. Even if all the stocked salmon in
all the lakes escaped, only a very few would survive to potentially breed with wild fish. The
odds are greatly stacked against the stocked salmon escaping, surviving, and eventually
competing with and breeding with wild salmon.

Director Swanton and Mi'. Milton have created a Stocking Policy with no public input and no
intent of asking for public input. The outcome of this policy is that the state releases honnones
into Alaska waters and produces genetically altered fish for stocking in Alaska lakes. Proposal
114 assures anglers and other Alaskans than no hOIDlones or genetic alteration was used to
produce hatchery fish. Anglers will know that the fish on the dinner table is not genetically
altered and is healthy for their families. Alaska water quality and fish, Wildlife, and human
health will be protected.

Proposa1114 recognizes that conditions and situations are different for Southcentral compared to
the Interior and other parts of the state. That is why exceptions can be approved by the local Fish
and Game Advisory Committee.
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